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ABSTRACT

Reconsidering the Career of the Artifex Nicholaus (active c.1122–c.1164)
in the Context of Later Twelfth-Century North Italian Politics
Anna Lee Spiro
The present study revises the chronology of the twelfth-century North Italian
artifex Nicholaus, whose signature appears on sculpture at the Sagra di San Michele,
Ferrara Cathedral, Verona Cathedral, and San Zeno in Verona, demonstrating that his
career began c.1122 in Piacenza, and ended in Verona around 1164, revising the c.1110
to c.1150 dating most recently proposed for this artist by various scholars.
The best documentation for Nicholaus records that he was put in charge of
supervising the construction and decoration of the new cathedral in Ferrara in 1135. His
activity here seems to have ended only around 1150, at which time the interior of the
cathedral was functional. With his atelier, he executed a monumental entranceway with a
double-storied protiro on the south side of the church as well as on the façade, two
smaller western portals, capitals and other architectural sculpture for the exterior and
interior of the cathedral, and church furniture. In the early 1140s, Nicholaus’s
associates and possibly the artifex himself crossed the Alps in order to execute the corbel
table sculptures on the apse of the imperial burial church at Königslutter in Lower
Saxony.
Nicholaus and his atelier were in active in Verona by the 1150s. After 1164,
having completing the western entranceway to the cathedral—the best preserved of
Nicholaus’s works—they began the construction of the entranceway at San Zeno. The
elegiac tone of two signature inscriptions here indicates that Nicholaus is no longer active
and most likely deceased. Artists here working in a late version of the Nicholaus style

include Guillelmus known for his signature inscription and the Genesis Master, who
executed the façade reliefs at San Giovanni in Venere in Fossacesia (Abruzzo), dated
c.1190. The façade at San Zeno was assembled only c.1200 with the Wheel of Fortune
window and famous bronze doors as well as the Nicholaus sculpture.
It has long been agreed that certain subjects in the Nicholaus portal sculptures
refer to the contemporary political scene. The reform policies of Pope Gregory VII
supported by Matilda of Canossa inspired the subject of The Temptations of Christ
depicted on the lintel at Piacenza Cathedral. Luigi Simeoni proposed that the formation
of the commune of Verona in 1135 is celebrated by the scene on the lunette at San Zeno,
which depicts Verona’s patron saint in the midst of the Veronese troops. However, my
research into the long-term relationship between Verona and the emperor has allowed me
to conclude that the image on the lunette at San Zeno documents the formation in 1164
of the Veronese League, the forerunner of the Lombard League the actions of which
would end Frederick Barbarossa’s plan to make Northern Italy again part of the Empire.
A second subject here, The Hunt of Theodoric, seems to have been chosen to insult
Barbarossa, previously well received in Verona. My methodology can be described as
follows: as I lacked firm documentary evidence for the dating of Nicholaus’s Verona
projects, because the subject matter seemed to reflect a particular historical situation the
date of which allied with my stylistic analysis regarding the probable date of the
sculptures, I used the date for that event as the terminus post quem for that work.
Still to be examined and agreed upon by the scholarly community is the
organization of the workshop with regard to the number of artists, who worked under the
Nicholaus name, and the assignment of the individual sculptures to designated masters
including the artifex himself.
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http://www.flickr.com/photos/ahgeek/. Datawise-huge image files for certain sculptures
at San Zeno can be viewed and copied for study from the two albums labeled "San
Zeno," http://www.gliscritti.it.
As all of my original photographs of Nicholaus's sculpture were taken using black and
white film, and was often very difficult to photograph, I was pleased to have access to
fine color images, which sometimes allowed for brand-new observations concerning the
sculpture. In the case of the lunette at San Zeno, the Web images of the lunette allow one
to observe that the dragon beneath the feet of St. Zeno is in fact a demon and the miter on
the head of the saint is made of bronze, not of stone, not previously mentioned in the
literature. This observation can also be made when one carefully studies the photograph
of the lunette at San Zeno taken at eye-level published in Joachim Poeschke, aufnahmen
Albert Hirmer und Irmgard Ernstmeier-Hirmer, Die Skulptur des Mittelalters in Italien,
vol.1, Munich: Hirmer, 1998-2000, fig.56.
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INTRODUCTION
ARTIFICEM GNARVM QVI SCVLPSERIT HEC NICOLAVM
HVNC CONCVRRENTES LAVDANT PER SECVLA GENTES1
The learned artifex who made sculpture, this Nicholaus,
May people gathering here through the centuries praise [him].2
Fame finds some; others seek it. The twelfth century North Italian sculptor
Nicholaus made certain that his name would be known to future generations by engraving
this request that future generations praise him on two of his two most important projects,
the entranceways to Ferrara Cathedral and Verona Cathedral. A third major entranceway
at the abbey church of San Zeno in Verona has an elegiac variation of this inscription and
can be interpreted as indicating that Nicholaus is sick or deceased at the time the project
is underway.3 Additionally, within the San Zeno sculptures are two other inscriptions. A
second laudatory yet elegiac inscription appears within the wall relief depicting the
Creation of Adam: HIC EXE(M)PLA TRAHI POSSV(N)T LA(V)D(I)S NICHO/LAI
[These examples can bring praises to Nicholaus]. This seems to have been written by a
grateful student honoring his teacher by dedicating his work to him rather than by
Nicholaus himself. This artist is new to the workshop, and his work dates to the eighth
1

This same signature inscription with small differences in spelling and abbreviations appears at both
Ferrara and Verona Cathedrals. Dietl‟s recent study of inscriptions of medieval Italian inscriptions includes
these: Albert Dietl, Die Sprache der Signatur: die mittelalterlichen Künstlerinschriften Italiens, Berlin:
Deustcher Kunstverlag, 2009, includes these. Dietl 2009, vol. 3, 1769, Nr. A 794, for the Verona cathedral;
Dietl 2009, vol. 2, 835 Nr. A 221 for Ferrara. Also see Saverio Lomatire, “Wiligelmo/Nicolò: Frammenti
di Biographie d‟artista atttraverso le iscrizioni,” Annali delle Scuola normale superiore di Pisa, Classe de
letter e filosofia vol. 4, ser. 16 (2003), 20 (2008), 274-79. The inscription surrounds the lunette at Ferrara
Cathedral and is below the upper edge of the first level of the double-storied porch at Verona Cathedral.
2

3

All translations unless otherwise indicated are mine.

ARTIFICEM GNARVM QVI SCVLPERIT HEC NICHOLAVM + OMNES LAVDEMVS CHRISTVM
DOMINVMQVE ROGEMVS + CELORVM REGNVM SIBI DONET VT IPSE SVPERNVM. Let us all
praise Nicholaus, the learned artifex who sculpted, and let us ask Christ the Lord to grant him (entrance to)
heaven so that (he may dwell there) forever. Dietl 2009, vol.3, 1765, Kat. Nr. A 792. This surrounds the
lunette.

2
decade of the twelfth century. A third inscription that seems to include Nicholaus‟s name
is located on the base of a giant lion guarding the doorway: SCVLPSIT …S DOGMATE
CLARVS (Nicholau)s (who is) brilliant in learning sculpted [this].
Two other extant signature inscriptions help identify work by Nicholaus.4
Inscribed along the edge of a doorpost from a disassembled entranceway now
incorporated into the Zodiac Portal at the Sagra di San Michele (Val de Susa) is what
appears to be Nicholaus‟s first signature inscription: VOS LEGITE VERSVS QVOS
DESCRIPSIT NICHOLAVS. [You are reading words which Nicholaus wrote.] And at
the emperor Lothar III‟s burial church, the abbey church of Saints Peter and Paul in
Königslutter in Lower Saxony, engraved above the corbel table are the words HOC
OPVS EXIMIVM VARIO CELAMINE MIRVM SC(VLPSIT). [He sculpted this
extraordinary and surprising work in variegated relief.] These are executed in mirror
writing and lack a name in front of the verb. Rather, the vignette located in the corbel
table slightly to the left of and below “sculpsit,” which depicts a hunter carrying a rabbit
on a staff, has been interpreted as a rebus substituting for the artist‟s name.5
Despite the plethora of inscriptions it is not possibly to identify a single sculpture
among those at any project as by Nicholaus himself. Close study of the reliefs at of the
entranceways suggests that several masters were engaged in their production. In the
inscriptions Nicholaus insists that he is an artificem gnarum qui sculpsit thus suggesting
4

5

Neither inscription is included in Dietl 2009.

Although the small rebus has been read as if it is the name “Nicholaus,” it is quite possible that the artist
who executed this work, although closely associated with Nicholaus was not Nicholaus himself. The
interpretation that the hunter with the hare is a rebus meaning Nicholaus was proposed by Thomas Weigel
quoted by Martin Gosebuch,”L‟arte di Nicholaus nel quadro del romanico europeo,” Nicholaus e l’arte del
suo tempo, Atti del Seminario tenutosi a Ferrara dal 21 al 24 settembre organizato dalla Deputazione
Provinciale Ferrarese di Storia Patria, ed.by A.M. Romanini, Ferrara: Corbo editore, 1985, vol. 1, 115-16,
discusses Weigel‟s explanation. According to Weigel, the hare refers to man‟s sins. Nichos means victory;
laos, sins. Lomatire 2008, 278, only comments that the name is missing.

3
his own participation in the physical production of the works that bear his name.6
Nicholaus may or may not have executed any of the figural sculpture associated with the
various entranceways. He may well have created the designs for the portals and executed
models for the sculpture in softer and less expensive media than stone: these would
inform the patron as to what to expect and the final versions be executed by other artists.
It was desirable that his atelier produce work in a consistent and distinctive style.
However, there are sufficient differences in the execution of the work to indicate that the
technical approaches of the members of the atelier varied. Nonetheless, there is a
distinctive, identifiable Nicholesque style. On stylistic grounds, several sculptures on the
façade and elsewhere at Piacenza Cathedral have also been assigned to Nicholaus and his
associates: Nicholaus never worked alone.
The following study will consider some of the differences amongst the sculptures
produced at a single monument, occasionally identifying a specific hand. However, the
task of assigning names to various masters and tracing their activity from monument to
monument is not the focus of the present study, which is concerned with chronological
issues and the relationship between choice in subject matter and historical events.
Dating Nicholaus’s Work
Nicholaus‟s work is difficult to date. None of the inscriptions contain a date, and
documentation for most projects is scant. Only the dates for the work at the Ferrara
Cathedral project can be considered secure. Fifteenth-century transcriptions of two
6

Dietl 2009, vol. 1, 61-66, discusses the use of the term artifex in insciptions. The term substitutes for
“artist” and implies expertise. According to Dietl, gnarus is used as an honorific. A.C. Quintavalle,
“Niccolò architetto,” Nicholaus e l’arte del suo tempo, Atti del Seminario tenutosi a Ferrara dal 21 al 24
settembre organizato dalla Deputazione Provinciale Ferrarese di Storia Patria, ed. by A.M. Romanini,
Ferrara: Corbo editore, 1985, vol. 1, 173, surmises that the inscription suggests that Nicholaus was learned
in church doctrine. Also see Giovanna Valenzano. La Basilica di San Zeno in Verona,Vicenza: Neri Pozza
editore, 1993, 224-26, for a discusión of the inscriptions

4
documents dated 1135 record the negotiations putting the land on which the cathedral
was built under papal protection.7 A lost inscription, famous as an early example of the
use of the vernacular, which was located on the now-destroyed triumphal arch within the
church, commemorated the foundation of the cathedral in 1135 including Nicholaus‟s
name, stating that the cathedral is his work, thus suggesting he designed the building. It
also memorialized a donor named Guglielmo—probably Guglielmo II Adelardi.8 The
Latin epigraph on the front of the protiro on the west façade also states that 1135 is the
year that construction began.9 The terminus ante quem of 1140 for the sculptures on the
west façade is based on a document signed in that year “sub porticu Ecclesiae Sancti
Georgii” referring to the central portal here.10
Most scholars now believe that Nicholaus‟s career began in Piacenza. By 1122, it
seems certain that he was working at Piacenza Cathedral, which was founded in that year
according to an epigraph located on the front of the south protiro on the west façade.11
There is no documentation concerning the building activity at the Sagra di San Michele;
however, art historians consistently date Nicholaus's sculpture here to the third decade of
the twelfth century. The project at Königslutter is dated between 1141 and 1145. The
emperor Lothar III had laid the cornerstone of his burial church in 1135.
7

Shirley Zavin, Ferrara Cathedral Façade, Ph.D. Diss., Columbia University, 1972, 16-19.

8

LI MILLE CENTO TRENTA CINQUE NATO/ FO QUESTO TEMPIO A SAN GOGIO DONATO/ DA
GLELMO CIPTADIN PER SO AMORE/ E TUA FO L‟OPERA NICOLAI SCOLPTORE. 8 [In 1135
begun/ was at this time to St. George given/ by the citizen Gulglielmo Captain because of his love and it
was the work of Nicholaus the sculptor.] Zavin 1972, 1 n.2.
9

ANNO MILLENO CENTENO TER QVO QVE DENO/ QVINQVE SVPER LATIS STRVITVR
DOMVS HEC PIETATIS. See below, pp120-21. Also see Zavin 1972, 1-10.
10

11

Zavin 1972, 54-5. Only the date and the location for the execution of the document were recorded.

CENTVM VICENI DVO CHRISTI MILLE FVERE/ ANNI CVM CEPTVM FVIT HOC LAVDIBLE
TEMPLVM. See below p.60.
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The sculpture in Verona is generally agreed to be Nicholaus‟s last work, with the
work at San Zeno being executed after that at the duomo. The 1139 date that is often
used as a terminus post quem for the Nicholaus work at Verona Cathedral is taken from a
sixteenth-century chronicle, which states that construction began then. Nicholaus‟s name
does not appear in the chronicle. The 1138 dating for the signed sculpture at San Zeno is
based on the information regarding the extension and renovation of the church given in
an inscription dated 1178, or slightly later, on the westernmost section of the exterior of
south aisle wall stating that the church was enlarged forty years before. Again, no artist
is mentioned.12
If the dates that are associated with the Nicholaus work in Verona are accepted as
accurate, one must conclude that all of the work associated with his name in Verona, at
Ferrara Cathedral, and in Königslutter was executed within a ten to fifteen year period.
This is highly improbable given the various steps involved in seeing a project from
inception to completion. First, the ecclesiastical entity would have to raise money for the
entranceway(s) or other sculpture. Next, they would have to choose a project
manager/artist (artifex?) associated with a workshop. Along with the master and his
associates the church authorities would plan the entranceway, the subject matter and any
special features they might think necessary.
Having securing the commission, the master and his workshop would have to move
to the new site. Perhaps, they create would create a model or several models before
proceeding. They would need to obtain the materials and arrange for their transportation
to the site. Tools for carving and other equipment would have to be procured. New

12

See below p.251.
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artists might need to be recruited and then trained so that their work would blend with
that of an established team of sculptors.
To undertake four major entranceways as well as additional sculpture in a ten- to
fifteen-year period would have required a great deal of extra equipment and personnel.
Not only would the costs be high, but quality control might be an issue. A patron
spending a great deal of money on an important project would probably want the person
with whom they had come to a decision as to what was to be done to be on-site ensuring
that everything was properly executed. There would be many advantages in terms of
limiting the number of artisans associated with an atelier or a master so that one worked
with people with whom one was familiar. Furthermore, the members of the workshop
would undoubtedly have been pleased to be certain of future commissions. It was also
more economical to execute the entranceways sequentially rather than concurrently as
one could avoid the cost of duplicate equipment.
Although connoisseurship is admittedly an inexact methodology, changes in the
Nicholaus style that can be observed among the sculptures at the two entranceways in
Ferrara and at the two in Verona suggest that they were executed sequentially rather than
concurrently. The sculptures at Verona Cathedral, which are stylistically similar to those
at Ferrara Cathedral, should be dated to the 1150s. The sculpture at San Zeno, where a
second artist was permitted to sign his work and there are major changes to the classic
Nicholaus style established at Ferrara, dates after 1164. It is probable that Nicholaus was
responsible for planning the sculpture for San Zeno but did not live long enough either to
participate in its production or the installation, which probably did not take place until
about 1190.

7
Review of the Literature
Since the late nineteenth century a large literature on Nicholaus has emerged
offering various narratives concerning when and where his career began, what constitutes
his oeuvre, how it should be dated, what is the proper sequence for his projects, what
unsigned sculpture is by him or by members of his workshop, and where his influence is
most evident. In his 1897 book on North Italian sculpture, Max Georg Zimmermann
assigned to this artifex the sculpture at both Veronese monuments, Piacenza Cathedral
and Ferrara Cathedral, which he dated to 1135 on the basis of the inscription from the
triumphal arch.13 Zimmerman commented that Nicholaus came from the town of
Ficarolo—a small town near Ferrara, known to be the birthplace of Landolfus, the bishop
of Ferrara at the time of Nicholaus‟s employment there. Nicholaus is sometimes
designated “Niccolò da Ficarolo.”14 Zimmermann also noted the presence of the
signature of a “Guglielmus” (correctly spelled Guillelmus) among the wall sculptures
framing the entranceway at San Zeno and identified this artist as student of Nicholaus.15
In 1904, Adolfo Venturi in his Storia dell’arte proposed that Nicholaus worked
together with the sculptor whose signature appears at Modena Cathedral, whom Venturi
designated Guglielmo, in Latin Guglielmus, on the four projects associated with

13

Max Georg Zimmermann, Oberitalische Plastik im frühen und hohen Mittelalter, Leipzig: A.G.
Liebeskind, 1897, 77-97, esp. 83.
14

Zimmerman 1897, 93, noted that this designation first appears in an anonymous 18th century guidebook
Pitture escolture che si torvano nelle chiese, luoghi pubblicie sobborghi della Città di Ferrara, Ferrara,
1770, 37. This designation does not appear in the later art historical literature but is employed in the
National Authority File of the Library of Congress as a means of distinguishing this Nicholaus from others
with the same name
15

Zimmerman 1897, 93.
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Nicholaus by Zimmermann.16 Venturi had concluded that Guillelmus at San Zeno and
Wiligelmus whose signature is at Modena were the same artist despite the different
spellings of their names and the stylistic dissimilarity of the sculpture of the sculpture at
the two locations. 17 He added to the oeuvre the signed sculpture at Modena Cathedral,
unsigned sculpture at Cremona Cathedral and at the abbey church of San Silvestro at
Nonantola. Venturi dated the work at Modena Cathedral c.1106; that at Cremona
Cathedral, 1114; and that at Nonantola, 1117. He assigned the date 1122 to the sculpture
at Piacenza Cathedral and 1135 for that at Ferrara Cathedral. The two Veronese
monuments are described last in his discourse however, left dated.18 Venturi and
Zimmerman both omitted the sculpture at the Sagra di San Michele in their discussions of
Nicholaus.
In his chapter titled "Niccolò and the School of Guglielmo da Modena" in volume
one of the essential and magisterial four-volume Lombard Architecture, Arthur Kingsley
Porter identified and dated the five major sculptural projects executed by Nicholaus in
Italy.19 He considered the sculpture at the Zodiac Portal at the Sagra di San Michele to be
16

Adolfo Venturi, Storia dell’arte italiana, vol. 3, Milan: Hoepli, 1904, 150ff. Artists working in
Wiligelmus‟style were active until the early 1120s. See Roberto Salvini, Wiliglemus e le origini della
scultura romanica, Milan: Aldo Martello editore, 1956.
17

Venturi 1904, vol. 3, 152, discussed that the name “Guglielmo” has variant spellings—the German form
being “Wiliglemus” and the Italian “Guglielmus.” A.K. Porter, "The Development of Sculpture in
Lombardy in the Twelfth Century," American Journal of Archaeology, 19 (1915): 143 n.1, comments that
the confusion occurs because of the version of the mosaic inscription from Ferrara, which was destroyed in
1712, offered by Baruffaldi, which is rendered “Il mille cento trentacinque nato/ Fo questo Tempio a Zorzi
consecrato/ Fo Nicolao sculptore/ E Guglielmo fo l'auctore.” According to this version of the inscription
Guglielmo (Wiligelmus? Guillelmus?) is the author of the words that appear with Nicholaus‟s images,
from which one might conclude that he is also a member of Nicholaus‟s workshop.
18

19

Venturi 1904, vol. 3, 186.

A.K. Porter, Lombard Architecture, New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1917, 4 vols. For a brief
biography of Porter and a discussion of his scholarship, see Dorothy Glass, The Sculpture of Reform in
Northern Italy: History and Patronage of Romanesque Façades, Farnham, Surrey, England; Burlington,
VT: Ashgate Press, 2010, 149-53.
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Nicholaus‟s first work, dated c.1120. Following this, c.1122, is the façade sculpture at
Piacenza, then the work on the main portal at Ferrara Cathedral dated 1135 to 1140. For
the Veronese work, Porter used c.1138 and c.1139 for the sculpture at San Zeno and
Verona Cathedral respectively.20 In this chapter he included numerous other French and
Italian sculptures, which he categorized as influenced by Nicholaus or by Wiligelmus or
both. Those that I have included in my assessment of Nicholaus are the ambo from Santa
Maria at Carpi, which Porter dated to 1184, and the wall reliefs embellishing the west
façade of the abbey of San Giovanni in Venere at Fossacesia (Abruzzo).21 In 1925,
Porter added four statue columns, possibly from San Ciriaco at Ancona now in the Museo
del Duomo and Museo Civico and six in the Museo Nazionale di Ravenna—all of which
are the work of followers—to the Nicholaus repertoire.22
Porter‟s list of Nicholaus‟s major commissions, his sequencing and dating, were
the basis for David Robb‟s 1930 essential study of Nicholaus‟s development. Robb
identified specific features in Nicholaus‟s work at Piacenza and Ferrara Cathedrals that
suggest that Nicholaus had direct knowledge of the sculpture at the cloisters of La
Daurade and St. Étienne in Toulouse here dated c.1125-1130.23

20

Porter 1917, vol 1, 277-87. Following Porter‟s model until about 1970, scholars dated all of Nicholaus's
sculpture after 1120.
21

Porter 1917, vol 1, 287, mistakenly stated that the ambo at Carpi is by a student of Wiligelmus and that
the abbey of Fossacesia is located in Tuscany. The reliefs at Carpi have been dated c.1130 and also c.
1150: the latter is probably correct. See Lorenza Cochetti Pratesi, La scuola di Piacenza, Rome: Bulzoni,
1973, 57-58.
22

Arthur Kingsley Porter, “Il Portale Romanico della Cattedrale di Ancona,” Dedalo: Rassegna d’arte
diretta da Ugo Ojetti 6 (1925-1926): 69-78. He dates these c.1170. Also, see Trude Krautheimer-Hess,
“The Original Porta dei Mesi at Ferrara and the Art of Niccolò,” Art Bulletin 26 (1944), 164.
23

David Robb, “Niccolò: A North Italian Sculptor of the Twelfth Century,” Art Bulletin 12 (1930), 378,
398, 399. Porter 1917, vol. 1, 279, had already suggested the influence of Languedoc on Nicholaus‟s art.
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A few years earlier Trude Krautheimer-Hess had discussed Nicholaus in her
dissertation on twelfth-century historiated sculpture in Northern Italy, published in the
Marburger Jahrbuch in 1928 and reviewed by Robb in the 1930 issue of the Art Bulletin
in which his article had appeared.24 Krautheimer-Hess focused on the three monumental
portals in Ferrara and Verona, and the destroyed Porta dei Mesi at Ferrara. She
designated the work at the Sagra as workshop and dated the sculpture associated with
Nicholaus at Piacenza Cathedral to the 1140s. As well as Toulousan mannerisms, she
discerns numerous “Byzantine” (sic) features in the work. In a 1944 Art Bulletin article,
Krautheimer-Hess further discussed the Porta dei Mesi, the entranceway once located on
the south side of Ferrara Cathedral at length.25 She assigned to the Nicholaus workshop
architectural sculpture still in situ at gallery level on the cathedral exterior. The ambo at
Carpi, the detached statue columns in Ancona and Ravenna, the façade sculptures at
Fossacesia and the corbel table at Königslutter are included in her discussion of
stylistically related work. As sources for Byzantine motifs in Nicholaus‟s art, she
suggests the Ravenna mosaics, Byzantine ivories, silks, and manuscripts including the
illustrated Octateuchs.
While it is clear that the work identified as by Nicholaus is in fact by a number of
different artists working in a similar manner, only Edoardo Arslan, in his 1943 book
concerning medieval painting and sculpture in Verona, ever attempted to identify specific
hands. He assigned the sculptures from the entrances of Verona Cathedral and the abbey
24

Trude Krautheimer-Hess, “Die figurale Plastik der Ostlombardei von 1100 bis 1178, Marburger
Jahrbuch für Kunstwissenschaft 4 (1928), 255-73. Her discussion is reviewed by David Robb: David M.
Robb, Review: Die Figurale Plastik der Ostlombardei von 1100 bis 1178 by Trude Krautheimer-Hess, Art
Bulletin 12 (1930):196-200.
25

Trude Krautheimer-Hess, “The Original Porta dei Mesi at Ferrara and the Art of Niccolò,” Art Bulletin 26
(1944), 152 -74.
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church of San Zeno to seven different masters, of whom four are credited with work at
more than one monument.26 He was the first art historian to place the sculpture at San
Zeno after that at Verona Cathedral in the sequence of Nicholaus‟s work, ignoring the
associated dates of 1138 and 1139 respectively. Furthermore, he dated the work at San
Zeno to the second -half of the twelfth century.27
In 1945, René Jullian dated the work at the Sagra after the unsigned work at
Piacenza Cathedral dated c.1122, assigning it to the second quarter of the twelfth
century.28 He suggested 1135-1146 for the Ferrara project and post-1140 for the
execution of the Veronese work.29 Like Porter and Krautheimer-Hess, he included the
statue columns in Ancona and Ravenna in Nicholaus‟s oeuvre.30 Jullian, commenting on
monuments influenced by Nicholaus or containing work by Nicholaus‟s followers, noted
that the sculpture at Königslutter was either by the master, which he considered
improbable, or by one of his best students.31 In G.H. Crichton‟s 1954 publication only

26

Edoardo Arslan, La pittura e la scultura veronese dal secolo VIII al secolo XIII, Milan: Fratelli Boca,
1943, 93-103. The Master of the Sagra di San Michele is responsible for the Labors of the Months and the
two Saints John at San Zeno. The Master of the Ferrarese Prophets is responsible for the subsidiary scenes,
the Adoration of the Magi and the Annunciation to the Shepherds, on the lunette at Verona Cathedral. The
Master of San Giorgio (Ferrara) did the figures of the Saints John at Verona Cathedral. The Master of the
Lunette (San Zeno) is responsible for the lunette here and the Madonna and other figures at the duomo.
These groupings are not entirely secure. It is clear that a number of artists worked at these locations.
27

Arslan 1943, 192.

28

René Jullian, L’éveil de la sculpture italienne: La sculpture romane dans l’Italie du nord, Paris: Van
Oest, 1945, 113.
29

Jullian 1945, 114, 117.

30

Jullian 1945, 133, 134 n.1, 140.

31

Jullian 1945, 140.
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Nicholaus‟s five major projects were discussed.32 Crichton used the sequence pioneered
by Jullian for the early work and Arslan‟s positioning of the Veronese monuments.
Beginning in the late 1960s, there was a flurry of redating of the sculpture
assigned to Nicholaus. In 1968, Christine Verzár, writing on Nicholaus‟s sculpture at the
Sagra di San Michele, used Porter‟s 1120 dating and followed his lead in placing the
sculptures pre-Piacenza.33 Shirley Zavin in her 1972 Columbia University dissertation
argued for 1132 as the date for the beginning of the work on the façade of Ferrara
Cathedral and used 1135 as the terminus ante quem.34 When commenting on the stylistic
changes in the similarly themed sculptures at Verona and Ferrara Cathedrals, Zavin
commented that the sculpture in Verona looked as if it were at least ten years later than
the Ferrarese work that served as its model.35
In 1973, Quintavalle suggested that Nicholaus‟s sculpture at Piacenza Cathedral
predated the earthquake of 1117 and that Nicholaus had worked at the Sagra between
c.1110-1115.36 He assigned various sculptures at Cremona to Nicholaus as had Venturi.
In her article in the 1974 Gesta, Christine Verzár [Bornstein] proposed an addition to
32

George Henderson Crichton, Romanesque Sculpture in Italy, London: Routledge and Paul, 1954, 22-50:
his chapter on Nicholaus focused on the major Italian projects associated with this artist (as did Porter and
Robb) and updated the earlier literature.
33

Christine Verzár [Bornstein], Die romanischen Skulpturen der Abtei Sagra di San Michele: Studien zu
Meister Nicholaus und zur“Scuola di Piacenza,” Basler Studein zur Kunstgeschichte: N.S., Berne, 1968,
97.
34

Zavin 1972, 1-55.

35

Zavin 1972, 52.
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A.C. Quintavalle, “Piacenza Cathedral, Lanfranco and the School of Wiligelmo,” Art Bulletin 55 (1973):
40-58. Quintavalle 1973, 46, suggests the work at the Sagra immediately precedes that on the right lintel of
Piacenza Cathedral, which he dates c. 1110-1115. By 2004, he conceded that the 1122 date may be
accurate: see A.C. Quintavalle, “Nicholaus, la chevalerie e l‟idea di crociata,” Medioeveo mediterraneo:
convegno internazionale di studi. Atti del Covegno internazionale di studi, Parma, 21-25 settembre 2004, a
cura di A.C. Quintavalle, Milan: Electa, c.2007, 547. Although I will refer to the Cremonese sculptures
from time to time in the course of this document and recognize that similarities in the handling of certain
figures especially the telamones recall Nicholaus‟s work, I shall not explore this problem in detail.
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Nicholaus's oeuvre, namely, several of the sculpted capitals on the porch of the parish
church of Sant‟Eufemia in Piacenza where, she suggested, the artist was employed before
working at Piacenza Cathedral.37
A major conference on Nicholaus was held in Ferrara in 1981; the papers were
published in 1985.38 Many aspects of Nicholaus‟s projects including chronology were
discussed. Now Quintavalle and Arturo Calzona asserted that Nicholaus was working at
San Zeno in the early 1120s.39 Calzona suggested that certain reliefs still on the façade
should be dated to 1120, that more sculptures were added in 1138, and that the final (and
present) entranceway dates from c.1200.40
Concurrently, in the 1981 Art Bulletin, Evelyn Kain published her theory that the
sculptures associated with Nicholaus and his workshop on the entranceway at San Zeno
were produced for a initial portal that was then amplified and further modified during the
final assemblage and date c.1138, c.1150, or c.1200.41
In 1986, Kain published her dissertation, a monograph on Nicholaus.42 Two years
later, Christine Verzár Bornstein‟s study of the artist and his work appeared.43 Both
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Christine Verzár Bornstein, “The Capitals of the Porch of Sant'Eufemia in Piacenza: Interacting Schools
of Romanesque Sculpture in Northern Italy,” Gesta 13 (1974): 15-26.
38

Nicholaus e l’arte del suo tempo. Atti del Seminario tenutosi a Ferrara dal 21 al 24 settembre 1981
organizato dalla Deputazione Provinciale Ferrarese di Storia Patria, ed. by A.M. Romanini, Ferrara: Corbo
editore, 1985.
39

Quintavalle 1985, 191-204; Arturo Calzona, “Niccolò a Verona:la facciata e il protiro di San Zeno,”
Nicholaus e l’arte del suo tempo. Atti del Seminario tenutosi a Ferrara dal 21 al 24 settembre 1981
organizato dalla Deputazione Provinciale Ferrarese di Storia Patria, ed. by A.M. Romanini, Ferrara: Corbo
editore, 1985, vol. 2, 441-89.
40

Calzona 1985, vol. 2, 450.
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Evelyn Kain, “The Marble Reliefs on the Façade of S. Zeno,” Art Bulletin 63 (1981): 358-74.
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Evelyn Kain, The Sculpture of Nicholaus and the Development of a North Italian Workshop, Vienna:
Hermann Böhlaus, 1986.
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authors followed Crichton‟s sequence for Nicholaus‟s work and included as part of the
oeuvre, a number of capitals from the porch of the church of Sant‟Eufemia in Piacenza,
dating them pre-1117, just slightly earlier than the sculpture at Piacenza Cathedral which
they also dated pre-1117. Both dated the sculpture at the Sagra after that at Piacenza.44
Kain and Verzár Bornstein accepted Zavin‟s pre-1135 dating for the entranceways on the
façade of Ferrara Cathedral.45 Surmising that Nicholaus's career had begun in the early
twelfth century, Verzár Bornstein, like Venturi, proposed that Nicholaus first worked at
Modena alongside Wiligelmus c.1110 and from there went to Piacenza.46 As Nicholaus
seems to have lived into the 1160s and in so much as sculpture reflecting his influence
can be securely dated to 1179, it is improbable that Nicholaus had been born much less
was working in the first decade of the twelfth century. Importantly, for the present study,
Verzár Bornstein observed that certain sculptures on the Porta dei Mesi seem to have
connections with the Second Crusade. She dated the entranceways at Verona Cathedral
and at San Zeno to the late fourth and fifth decades of the twelfth century.

43

Christine Verzár Bornstein, Portals and Politics in the Early Italian City-State: The Sculpture of
Nicholaus in Context, Parma: Università degli Studi di Parma, 1988.
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Kain 1986, 72, dates the work at the Sagra c.1120. Verzár Bornstein 1988, 14, suggests c. 1114-23. In
her chapter devoted to this monument, she is not specific as to the date: Verzár Bornstein 1988, 76-90.
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Zavin 1972, 1 ff. proposed that the starting date for Ferrara Cathedral and Nicholaus‟s sculpture was
1132. She discussed a complex and undocumented political situation where construction on the cathedral
began with the approval of the anti-pope Anacletus. It is documented that in 1135 the land on which the
cathedral was to be built was put under the protection of Pope Innocent II. Kain 1986, 77-85, and Verzár
Bornstein 1988, 92, use 1135 as a firm terminus ante quem for the sculpture. Trude Krautheimer-Hess
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According to Kain‟s study, Nicholaus began his career at Sant‟Eufemia in
Piacenza then worked at the cathedral there, and after that at the Sagra di San Michele.
She suggested that an artist from Cremona joined Nicholaus‟s workshop before he went
to Ferrara.47 For the first time in a monograph on Nicholaus, the corbel table sculpture on
the apse of the imperial burial church of Sts. Peter and Paul at Königslutter was included
amongst the work of Nicholaus. Kain dated this work to the early1140s, just after that at
Verona Cathedral, which she dated to the late 1130s.48 As in her 1981 article, Kain dated
the sculptures associated with the entranceway at San Zeno c.1138, c.1150, and c.1200,
based on her reading of style.
This review of the literature demonstrates that the majority of scholars have
accepted a dating of 1135 or earlier for the sculpture in Ferrara and, with the exception of
Zavin, c.1138/39/40 for the beginning of work in Verona. When the work at Königslutter
was included in the discussion, it was dated c.1140. These scholars did not acknowledge
that it would have been very difficult, improbable if not impossible, for Nicholaus and his
workshop to have planned and executed three major sculptural commissions in two
different Italian cities as well as a transalpine project within a short five-to-ten year time
period. Sometimes it was proposed that the workshop had expanded in the late 1130s so
as to meet the demands of the patrons in the various locales.49 It is probable that the
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Kain 1986, 40-44. For Cremona, see Saverio Lomatire, “Niccolò e la cattedrale di Cremona,” Docta
manus: Studien zur italienischen Skulptur für Joachim Poeschke, ed. by Johannes Myssok und Jurgen
Wiener, Munster: Rhema, 2007, 37-58; Arturo Calzona, Il Cantiere medievale della Cattedrale di
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Connections between the sculpture at Königslutter and Nicholaus were proposed in the first decade of the
twentieth century. See Kain 1986, 166. She cites P.J. Meyer “Der Meister von Königslutter,”
Kunstchronik, N.F. 12 (1901), 97. F. Eichwede, Beiträge zur Baugeschichte der Kirche des kaiserlichen
Stiftes zu Königslutter, PhD. Diss., Hannover, 1904. Krautheimer-Hess 1944, 165 n.102, mentions these.
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ecclesiastical authorities, who commissioned the work and allowed Nicholaus to include
his self-aggrandizing signature inscription in prominent locations on his projects, would
have insisted on his presence at the site while the work was being executed.
Furthermore, at least part of the time, the same hands can be identified at different
projects, supporting the idea that workshop moved from project to project. In the present
study the work at Verona Cathedral is dated to the 1150s and the sculptures at San Zeno
to the 1160s and 1170s for, that is, fifteen to forty years after the 1135 date here used as a
terminus post quem for Ferrara.
Several works, which have stylistic connections to the signed work although they
do not seem to have been executed by the workshop itself, have been dated to the second
half of the twelfth century. In fact, one of these works bears a date: this is the reliquary
sarcophagus of Sts. Sergius and Bacchus in the Museo Castelvecchio in Verona inscribed
with the date 1179. 50 Also dated after 1150 on the basis of style are the seven statue
columns that have been associated with a portal at San Vitale, now in the Museo
Nazionale in Ravenna, and the four possibly from a portal at the Cathedral of San Ciriaco
in museums in Ancona,—a King David, the angel of the Annunciation, and a John the
Baptist in the Museo del Duomo and a prophet figure in the Museo Civico.51 Sculpture
from the ambo in the pieve of Santa Maria at Carpi erected in 1184 is assigned to a
49

Scholars who have considered the problem include Robb 1930, 411ff.; Krautheimer-Hess 1944, 164;
Kain 1986, 157-58; Verzár Bornstein 1988, 122-23. Also see Francesco Gandolfo, “Il Romanico a Ferrara
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member of Nicholaus‟s workshop and can be dated around 1150 because of its similarity
to sculpture from the Porta dei Mesi.52 The apostle statue column in the Metropolitan
Museum of Art, dated to the late twelfth century work is by an artist trained in the
Nicholaus workshop.53
Assigned to an artist who participated in the Nicholaus projects in Verona are the
reliefs at San Giovanni in Venere near Fossacesia (Abruzzo), which ike the wall panels at
San Zeno flank the doorway. Stylistically they appear to be by the artist responsible for
the Genesis scenes and Hunt of Theodoric that are to the right of the portal. Porter and
Krautheimer-Hess identified these as influenced by Nicholaus.54 Toesca, while
acknowledging the many similarities between this work and that at San Zeno, but
confused by the available documentary evidence, dated these sculptures 1225.55
Recently, Valentino Pace proposed an 1190 dating for the sculpture at Fossacesia.and
asserted that they are the work of the artist from San Zeno, who can be referred to as the
Genesis Master56
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Iconography in the Service of Dating
Early in my study of Nicholaus, I was convinced that the entranceway sculpture at
San Zeno and the wall reliefs stylistically dated to the 1160s; however, Arslan‟s similar
suggestion had been ignored by the art historical community, and I was unsure as what
proof I might offer to support this dating. As it happened, the methodology I would use
had been already set by other scholars, who had already noted Nicholaus‟s subjects
seemed to commemorate specific political events. In 1913, the historian Luigi Simeoni
had proposed that the scene of St. Zeno standing between the milites and pedites on the
lunette of the portal celebrated the formation of the commune of Verona just after 1135.57
This date served to anchor Nicholaus‟s activity at San Zeno with the 1138 date taken
from the 1178 epigraph that states that renovation and enlargement of the church took
place forty years before.
In 1988, Christine Verzár Bornstein signaled that the relationship between the
subject matter of Nicholaus‟s work could be tied to historical events by titling her
monograph on Nicholaus, Portals and Politics. Of particular interest to Verzár was the
reflection of the policies of Countess Matilda of Canossa (d. 1115), who had supported
the reformist pope Gregory VII militarily and financially during the Investiture
Controversy, in the sculptures at Piacenza Cathedral. One oddity in her Gospelbook
(Morgan Library, Ms. M.492, fol. 43r) is the special emphasis given to the rarely
illustrated subject of the Three Temptations of Christ, which was linked with the reform
issues of simony and nicolaitism. This subject also appears in Nicholaus‟s sculpture on
the lintel of the south portal at Piacenza Cathedral, where it is interpreted as showing the
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bishops‟ support of the Roman reform movement, also an anti-imperial stance.58 Further
visual evidence of a connection between various dioceses and papal Rome found in
Nicholaus‟s work are the figures of John the Baptist and John the Evangelist. These are
located in the spandrels of the north protiro at Piacenza Cathedral and on the protiri of the
main entranceways at Ferrara and Verona cathedrals and San Zeno.59
Pope Paschal II continuing the reform policies of Gregory VII placed both the
dioceses of Ferrara and Piacenza under papal protection and freed then from their
obligations to the imperial-allied archdiocese of Ravenna in the first decade of the twelfth
century. The change in status for Ferrara occurred in 1105 on the occasion of the
installation of the new Ferrarese bishop Landolfus. A similar ruling freeing the entire
western diocese of Emilia, which included Piacenza, was enacted in 1106 at the Council
of Guastalla. Dorothy F. Glass recently discussed the Three Temptations and the two
Saints John on the façade of Piacenza Cathedral as they reflect the commitment of the
bishop Arduin to the papal reform movement.60
An allusion to specific historical or political events also is made by the figures of
contemporary knights guarding the Porta dei Mesi at Ferrara and the figures of Oliver and
Roland guarding main entranceway at Verona cathedral, the three kings on horseback in
the depiction of the Adoration of the Magi on the lunette at Verona Cathedral, the image
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of St. Zeno trampling on the demon and flanked by the troops along with the inscription
stating that the bishop gives a banner worthy of defense and The Hunt of Theodoric at
San Zeno. Verzár Bornstein had noted that the two warriors flanking the doorway at the
Porta dei Mesi at Ferrara Cathedral were participants in the Second Crusade.61 Like
Arslan, convinced that the sculpture at San Zeno dated after 1150, and following the
examples of Simeoni and Verzár Bornstein, I perused the history of the third-quarter of
the twelfth century hoping to find a connection between the history or politics of that
period and the subject matter at San Zeno.
Several secondary sources were crucial to my understanding of this period.
Initially, Carlo Cipolla‟s well-footnoted 1895 essay concerning Verona‟s important role
in the war with the emperor Barbarossa, wherein his ambition to re-establish a strong
imperial presence in Italy such as had existed under the Ottonian rulers was thwarted, led
me to surmise that there might be a connection between certain subjects depicted on the
San Zeno entranceway and the career of Barbarossa in Italy.62 Maureen Miller's study of
the organization of the Veronese church illuminated the long-standing relationship
between emperor, pope, see and abbey, which changed substantially just before the 1122
Concordat of Worms.63 Essential for an understanding of the political situation at this
time is I.S. Robinson's book discussing the papacy from 1073 to the end of the twelfth
century—a time-period including the Investiture Controversy and the first three
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Crusades.64 Both Peter Munz‟s and Marcel Pacaut's biographies of Barbarossa are
helpful for an understanding of his complicated career.65
Ultimately, the piece of information that allowed me to connect the subject of The
Hunt of Theodoric depicted beneath the Genesis reliefs set into the wall to the right of the
porch at San Zeno with the political climate of the 1150s and „60s was to be discovered
in Frederick I Barbarossa‟s own authorized biography, the Gesta Friderici imperatoris,
begun by his uncle and godfather Otto the learned bishop of Freising in 1156 and
continued by Otto‟s amanuensis, Rahewin, after Otto's death in 1158. Unfortunately, the
biography stops in 1160.66
Redating Nicholaus’s Work in Verona in the Context of Historical Connections
Historically, the see of Verona and the abbey of San Zeno had enjoyed supportive
relationships with the German king. From 1174, when Charlemagne defeated the
Lombards until about 1119, when Verona was ruled by a member of the House of
Canossa and the bishop was an Italian from, the German ruler had a close relationship
with the bishop of Verona, who was his appointee. The king/emperor provided financial
support for the see, mostly in the form of land grants. The ruler‟s benevolence extended
to the monastery of San Zeno, where the relics of the patron saint of the city were
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maintained and to other ecclesiastical entities in the city as well. In return, the royal
authority expected and received support in the form of fodrum or food and lodging for
himself and his troops on their forays over the Alps to Italy.
The royal entourage travelled back and forth on the Via Claudia Augusta crossing
the Alps via the comparatively easily-accessed Brenner Pass. Descending from the
foothills of the Alps, when they were just across the Adige and very close to Verona, the
ensemble traversed the river on a bridge of boats which was set up so that the troops once
across were quartered close to the abbey of San Zeno on the northwest of and outside the
walls of the city and along the Via Gallica to Brescia.67 The nearby Via Postumia led
eastward to the walled city of Verona and westward to Milan. Certain communiqués
were written at a palatium san zenonensis which seems to have been part of the abbey
complex.
Not only the imperial troops but also those of the city of Verona would have
found the open land close to the abbey of San Zeno and its basilica where the relics of the
patron of the city were kept, an ideal staging area for troops going into battle. Here the
bishop would bless the banners carried by the troops. The gathering of the Veronese
troops at this location is permanently recorded in the image on the lunette of the church
of San Zeno. In the center, the bishop saint Zeno blesses the multitudes, while trampling
on and immobilizing evil in the shape of a rotund demon who holds a horn to his ear and
clutches at the bishop‟s crozier which has been thrust into his throat. The saint is flanked
by the pedites (left) and milites(right): both groups bear banners. An inscription notes
that the bishop blesses the banner that will be carried into battle: DAT PRESVL
SIGNVM POPVLO MVNIMINE DIGNVM VEXILLVM ZENO LARGITVR CORE
67
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SERENO. [The bishop gives to the people a standard worthy of defense; he gives the
banner with a serene heart.] Standards or banners functioned not only as inspiration for
the troops but also as organizational tool, a marker to identify a particular group of
combatants, to guide for the troops during a march, and to designate an assembly point
during battle. The standard might be mounted on a carroccio, a special ox-drawn cart,
which would be stored in or near an ecclesiastical entity when not in use.68 It is
documented as kept at San Zeno only in the fifteenth century.69 However, the presence
of the Verona carroccio at two battles undertaken by the Lombard League against
Barbarossa including the decisive Battle of Legnano is recorded in twelfth century
sources.70 The imagery on the lunette seems intended to act as an advertisement of
Verona‟s readiness and willingness to do battle to protect herself with the approval of her
patron saint and the ecclesiastical community. As the sculpture at San Zeno is
stylistically late in terms of the Nicholaus workshop production—the Genesis Master,
who worked here, is believed to still be active about 1190, and the lunette imagery can be
characterized as pugilistic, I propose that this unique lunette image was inspired by
Verona‟s newly-found fierce opposition to Barbarossa, which resulted in the formation of
the Veronese League in 1164.71
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Similarly signaling the newfound enmity towards the emperor Barbarossa is the
inclusion beneath the Genesis reliefs set in the wall to the south of the portal of The Hunt
of Theodoric that appears to have been selected to insult Barbarossa, albeit discretely.
This legend tells how the king of the Ostrogoths, Theodoric the Great, arrived in Hell.
The king was bathing a beautiful black horse appeared before him as if waiting for the
king to ride to the hunt. Theodoric sprang from his bath, naked and mounted the magical
horse. Accompanied by his dogs and unable to dismount the steed, the king chased a
fabulous stag that led him straight to the entrance to Hell. In the San Zeno representation,
the devil or his minion is standing within a portal greeting him.72
The accompanying inscription located on the background of the relief tells the
story but does not mention Theodoric by name rather designates the rider as rex stultus or
"foolish king.” The Veronese audience may have understood or been told that this rex
was the famous Arian king Theodoric the Great, who had had a palace at Verona and a
century and later was referred as Dietrich von Bern or Theodoric from Verona in the
literature.73 The inner circle of educated ecclesiastics probably knew that Barbarossa in
his authorized biography is described by Rahewin as having the manner and appearance
of Theodoric. This description appears in the Gesta in the section of text written by
Rahewin, who quotes Sidonius Apollinaris‟s description of Theodoric II, king of the
Visigoths. As Rahewin does not specify to which Theodoric he refers, he probably
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intended his reader to recall Theodoric the Great, king of the Ostrogoths. Only the best
educated would have known the source of the borrowing.74 How better to discretely
insult the emperor Barbarossa than to include this subject on the façade of the basilica at
the abbey where he and his predecessors had so often resided and where his successors
would reside in the future! The intentionality of pairing of the image of St. Zeno with the
troops and the Hunt of Theodoric is revealed by the placement of a horn at the ear of the
devil beneath St. Zeno‟s feet and Theodoric‟s blowing a horn. This devil indeed is in
direct communication with the king.
The entranceway sculptures at San Zeno were surely planned at a moment when
the German king was persona non grata in Verona. In contrast, certain aspects of the
iconography of the sculptures on the portal and protiro at Verona seem to have been
intended to celebrate the enduring and positive relationship between the Veronese and the
German king and thus to curry the favor of Barbarossa, who came to Italy in 1154 to be
crowned emperor. It was already clear that Barbarossa was determined to exert much
more influence in Northern Italy than had his predecessors, although he was hampered at
this point in time as his own army was not sufficiently large to mount military actions
against major cities, nor had he as yet created any alliances.
The historical record demonstrates that the Veronese pursued a conciliatory even
supportive relationship with the emperor during the second half of the 1150s. The Gesta
records the conciliatory actions undertaken by bishop Tebaldus in response to the two
attacks on Barbarossa‟s troops that occurred near Verona when Barbarossa was returning
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to Germany in September 1155 after his coronation.75 To maintain a good relationship
with the emperor, Tebaldus attended the Diet in Regensburg in October and promised
Frederick significant support in his future project to besiege thus subjugate Milan, which
occurred three years in the autumn later.76 Thereafter, in November 1158, Frederick held
a Diet at Roncaglia to which numerous North Italian cities sent their representatives.
Here he promoted his plan for re-establishing a version of the Ottonian empire in Italy
and reinstituted a number of previously held imperial prerogatives regarding both
taxation and the dispensation of justice. The Veronese reaction to the emperors‟ men
replacing the local judiciary goes unrecorded.
Nonetheless, the cathedral sculpture suggests that at least the see of Verona was
willing to demonstrate her allegiance to the emperor. The inclusion of the figures of
Roland and Oliver, the emperor‟s men in the Chanson de Roland, on the pilasters framing
the portal memorializes Charlemagne, whose land grants provided income for the see.
The Chanson was composed around the time of the Second Crusade (1145-1149) during
which parts of Spain and Portugal were liberated from the Moors; thus the deeds of
Charlemagne‟s paladins would have been broadly recalled at this moment.
Charlemagne‟s special importance for Barbarossa is manifested in the emperor had the
antipope Paschal III canonize him in 1165.
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On the lunette above the portal, the Virgin, configured as a Sedes Sapientiae,
projects in high relief. In low relief on the left side of the lunette is the Annunciation to
the Shepherds and on the right, the Adoration of the Magi. The magi are represented as
kings wearing crowns, arriving on horseback, which in the mind of a German ruler might
recall what he considered his special German emperor and the Veronese relationship with
Christ, and for the Veronese recall the royal sojourns in Verona. Finally, the hunt motifs
beneath the corbel table located at the top of the lower story of the protiro, are similar in
subject and style to similar vignettes on the corbel table of the imperial burial church at
Königslutter.

Implications of an Extended Career in the Study of Nicholaus
Dating the Nicholaus sculpture at the cathedral of Verona to the 1150s and that at
San Zeno after 1164 effectively extends the activity of the Nicholaus workshop into the
1170s. This new time frame supposes that the major projects were executed sequentially
rather than concurrently. It allows one to account for changes in the treatment of the
human figures and faces and drapery and rinceaux, the handling of space, the portrayal of
domestic animals and ferocious beasts at his various projects. Certain sculptures at the
Veronese projects appear uninspired and tired—rote repetitions of what was previously
produced; others demonstrate a fluency that seems to result from ample practice. Some
of the Veronese work seems to be by artists new to the workshop with fresh ideas: it
seems likely that these artists joined the workshop as the older masters retired, and who
work in a modified version of the Nicholaus style.77 The work signed by Guillelmus at
San Zeno is clearly by a less talented artist working in slightly more realistic version of
77
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Nicholaus‟s style. The accomplished Genesis Master, whose style might be characterized
as an idealized naturalism enhanced with Byzantine features, is also a newcomer to the
workshop.

The Dissertation Outline
The present study re-examines the work produced by Nicholaus and his
associates, summarizing the scholarly literature, correcting mistaken assumptions
concerning chronology so that it more comfortably fits what we know about both history
and the development of art in the twelfth century. The first chapter is a discussion of the
work of Wiligelmus, Lanfrancus, and other artists at Modena as inspiration and model for
Nicholaus and his patrons. Each of the seven following chapters is devoted to one of the
major Nicholaus projects.
Chapter Two asserts that Nicholaus‟s earliest work at Piacenza Cathedral dates
after 1122 and demonstrates that Nicholaus undertook a second project here in the 1130s
upon his return from his project at the Sagra di San Michele and a journey to Toulouse.78
In Piacenza the young artist became familiar with sculpture created in the corrente
comasca and Modenese styles. In 1132, Nicholaus seems to have made the acquaintance
of Pope Innocent II and the then king, later emperor, Lothar III, both of whom are
recorded as in or near by Piacenza that year: it is not coincidental that these men have
associations with monuments where Nicholaus later worked. Scholarly discussions
regarding the relationship between the subject matter and the bishop‟s support of the
papal reform movement intended to abolish simony and clerical marriage are reviewed.
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The third chapter deals with the first work with a signature, a disassembled portal
now incorporated into an assemblage referred to as the Zodiac Portal at the top of the
Scalone dei Morti at the Sagra di San Michele. Examination reveals that despite the
apparent stylistic homogeneity of the sculpture, it is not the work of a single master nor
can the number of artists at working or on any of the other projects be readily determined.
Greater complexity and subtlety in the handling of the figures and the treatment of the
foliage confirm that these sculptures postdate those at Piacenza.
The subject of the fourth chapter is the Ferrara Cathedral project. Francesco
Gandolfo‟s reassessment of the situation at Ferrara established that construction at the
cathedral began only after 1135 and that the interior of the cathedral was not fully
functional until 1150.79 Here Nicholaus uses his knowledge of contemporary
architectural sculpture to create his iconic entranceway. The Nicholaus workshop
appears to have been active in Ferrara until about 1150. However, around 1140, when
the work on the west façade of Ferrara Cathedral was completed, it seems that Nicholaus
and certain associates crossed the Alps to work at Lothar‟s burial church at Königslutter,
the subject of the fifth chapter.
The last two chapters concern the Veronese projects. Nicholaus‟s grand westernentranceway at Verona Cathedral is an addition to a slightly earlier façade as is indicated
by a band of historiated corrente comasca reliefs. This workshop executed the
entranceway on the south side of the building, probably the first work done during the
post-1139 renovation. That the ecclesiastical authorities had commissioned a decorative
scheme for the exterior of the building by artists trained in the corrente comasca style
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suggests that Nicholaus was not available to undertake this project in 1139 when the
authorities mandated that construction on the cathedral should begin and supports my
theory that the artifex came to Verona only after the entire Ferrara project had been
completed around 1150. The griffins supporting the double-storied protiro duplicate
those from the Porta dei Mesi at Ferrara, here dated post-1146, and the corbel table
decorations recall those at Königslutter.
In the seventh chapter, the Nicholaus sculpture at San Zeno is considered in the
context of the abbey‟s 120-year-long project to enlarge and renovate the church inside
and out. One part of the project involved the creation of a memorable frontispiece. The
Nicholaus sculpture adorning the entranceway, which was probably carved between 1164
and 1178, is just one element in the decorative scheme, which includes the wooden doors
with bronze plaques—some dating c.1100 reused from an earlier entranceway—and the
Wheel of Fortune window executed c.1200-1210 by Brioloto. The sculpture was not
installed nor the arrangement of the plaques on the doors finalized until 1200. The final
embellishment, an engraved and painted Last Judgment in the pediment of the façade,
probably dates c.1250. Except for the outlines of the figures incised into the marble, this
last and largest feature of the façade is no longer visible.
The Conclusions chapter considers how later artists or patrons used Nicholaus‟s
work for inspiration when creating other important church entranceways and suggests
directions for future research. All of the Nicholaus sculpture has lost its original
polychromy and gilding, thus is less sumptuous now than originally. Yet it is no less
enticing, aesthetically and iconographically, and still speaks to the generations judging
from the number of images of work by Nicholaus posted on the Internet. Careful perusal
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of the sculptures may allow us to experience something of the reaction of the twelfth
century audience, who had the pleasure first of anticipating and then delighting in the
completion of the frontispieces for the monuments, which still serve as landmarks for
their communities and are a source of enjoyment and enlightenment for the individual,
whether pilgrim, scholar, or art-loving tourist.
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.WILIGELMUS AND NICHOLAUS
In the Footsteps of Wiligelmus
Nicholaus is sometimes described as a student of Wiligelmus, the German-born
sculptor who worked at Modena Cathedral during the early twelfth century.80 While there
is no firm evidence that Nicholaus was among the several artists who worked at Modena
Cathedral with Wiligelmus, in the 1120s at the beginning of his career in Piacenza,
Nicholaus worked alongside at least one artist trained by Wiligelmus.
Wiligelmus‘s historiated sculptures on the west façade of Modena Cathedral—
one of the first North Italian churches to be so embellished—date to the first decade of
the twelfth century. Wiligelmus is responsible for the portal sculpture, four large reliefs
depicting scenes from Genesis, and the plaque commemorating the foundation of the
cathedral and his achievement as a sculptor, other plaques set into the fabric of the
façade, and several capitals. The double-storied porch framing the portal was executed
by Campionese artists late in the twelfth century (Figs. 1 & 2a).
The building activity at Modena Cathedral is well documented. The 1099 date for
the foundation of the structure that would gradually replace the existing building, which
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was dismantled as the new construction proceeded, is known from an epigraph engraved
on the fictive billboard held by Enoch and Elijah depicted on the above-mentioned
plaque inserted into the west wall just to the left of the portal (Figs. 2a-b).81 This is our
only signed example of Wiligelmus‘s work. The terminus ante quem for the east end is
provided by the account in the thirteenth century manuscript, the Relatio, in the Archivio
Capitolare in Modena, which describes the translation of the corpse of St. Geminianus to
the new crypt in 1106.82
Fernie argued that it is improbable that the west end of the building was
completed by this time as the demolition of the old church could not have begun until a
new location for services was in place.83 However, it is possible that the execution of the
sculptural and architectural elements for the west façade were underway by then,
especially if one accepts that in 1107 several artists from Modena left this site to work at
Cremona Cathedral. The earthquake of 1117 provides the terminus ante quem for the
first phase of the Cremona project; the project was resumed only in the late 1120s.84
Between 1117 and 1121, sculptors working in the style of Wiligelmus executed the
entrance portal at the Abbey of San Silvestro in Nonantola.85 After 1122, an artist from
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The Relatio de Innovatione Ecclesie Sancti Geminiani ac de Translatione eius Beatissim Corporis,
Modena, Archivio Capitolare, ms. O.II.11, is translated and transcribed in Porter 1917, vol. 3, 11-13.
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Eric Fernie, ―Notes on the Sculpture of Modena Cathedral,‖ Arte Lombarda 14 (1969): 88-93. Hearn
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Francesco Gandolfo, ―La Cattedrale nel Medioevo: i cicli scultorei,‖ La Cattedrale di Cremona:
Affreschi e sculture, ed. by Alessandro Tomei, Milan: Silvana Editoriale, 2001, 28.
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Porter 1917, vol. 3, 97. An inscription on the lintel records extensive earthquake damage. Glass 2010,
100-101, argued for a 1095 dating for the portal sculptures at Nonantola, citing Quintavalle 1973, 46, n.27.
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Nonantola executed the sculpture at the north portal of the west façade of Piacenza
Cathedral just as Nicholaus was beginning his career here.86
Wiligelmus’s Portal at Modena: a Model for Nicholaus
Several features of Wiligelmus‘s western entranceway at Modena seem to have
been adopted by Nicholaus. Like Wiligelmus, Nicholaus embellished the relieving arch
over the lunette and lintel with inhabited rinceaux, decorated archivolts with spiral and
double-ax motifs, and included spiral colonnettes on the embrasures (Figs. 5, 44, 62 &
76).87 Both artists also placed figures of telamones at junctures where weight-transfer
actually occurs or as part of a visual narrative where weight-transfer implied.
At the western entranceway at Modena, telamones appear both beneath inhabited
rinceaux and on capitals (Figs. 5a-b & 6c). In Nicholaus‘s work, they appear on the inner
faces of the termini of the doorposts at Piacenza and Ferrara (Figs. 24a-b & 48a-b),
beneath the supporting columns for the protiri at both Piacenza and Ferrara (Figs. 17,
26a-d & 42), at the ends of the architraves supporting the protiri at San Zeno in Verona
and Verona Cathedral (Figs. 66a-c & 82a-c), beneath the inhabited rinceaux on the
relieving arches over the lunettes at Verona Cathedral and San Zeno (Figs. 62, 63a & 76),
and at Verona Cathedral beneath the rinceaux on the north pilaster (Fig. 62).88
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Salvini 1956, 142-46.
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In most cases, Nicholaus uses this pattern on a functional relieving arch. At San Zeno the inhabited
rinceaux decorates a faux relieving arch, which along with the lunette is part of a semi-circular shaped area
composed of several separate blocks. At Ferrara and Verona Cathedrals the lunettes are made of several
separate blocks.
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Telamones may personify the earthly realm in contrast to the celestial realm and clearly refer to the
burdens of life on earth.
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Nicholaus‘s prophet figures in the jambs framing the central portals at Ferrara
and Verona cathedrals also may have Wiligelmus‘s portal at Modena as a source. On the
inner faces of the Modenese doorposts are twelve major and minor prophets (Figs. 5a6b).89 At Ferrara and Verona, the prophet figures are fewer in number, four and ten
respectively (Figs. 42, 43a-b, 62, 64a & 65a). Wiligelmus‘s setting for his prophets, an
ornamented arch set on Corinthian-inspired columns with turrets at the corners may be
among the sources for the continuous arcading with towers in the interstices used to o
decorate and subdivide the lintels at Piacenza by both Nicholaus and the master from
Nonantola. Thereafter, this configuration is almost a constant on lintels and architraves
in Nicholaus's work (Figs. 22, 49 & 76). Arcading was not used to subdivide lintels at
Modena (Figs. 3a, 10a, 11 & 12).90

The Genesis Reliefs
Wiligelmus‘s four relief panels depicting scenes from Genesis are the most
striking feature of this façade (Figs. 1, 7a-b & 8a-b). Two are inserted between the
pilasters above the two side portals; and two flank the entrance portal with their bottom
edges at a height of about six feet from ground level, which makes them readily visible.
Each plaque contains three scenes from Genesis depicted in continuous narrative. The
first scene in the sequence is a unique image more closely related to the opening verse
from John, ―In the beginning was the word….‖ than to those from Genesis. Here the
89

For a discussion of the meaning of the prophet figures here, see Dorothy F. Glass, ―Prophecy and
Priesthood at Modena,‖ Zeitschrift für Kunstgeschichte 63 (2000):326-28.
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The western portal lintel is decorated with rinceaux, the spiraled leaves of which frame grape clusters
emerging from a ―sun face‖ in the center with addorsed birds pecking at the fruits and with a beardless
male figures—one with a hood over his hair—harvesting grapes at the ends. The lintels for the Porta dei
Principi and Porta della Pescheria are subdivided into rectangular fields.
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three-quarter-length frontal figure of God the Logos appears in a mandorla held by two
angels. He holds an open book and with the index and middle fingers of his right hand
points to the text stating LVX/ EGO/ SV(M)/ MVNDI// VIA VER/RAX / VITA PER/
ENNIS. [I am the light of the world [and] the true way to eternal life.]91 This scene is
followed by the Creation of Adam, the Creation of Eve, and the Fall of Man. In the
second panel on the north side of the main portal, we see God Confronting Adam and
Eve, the Expulsion from Paradise, and the Labors of Adam and Eve. The third panel on
the south side of the main entrance depicts the story of Cain and Abel: the Offerings of
Cain and Abel, Cain Killing Abel, and God Confronting Cain. The final relief located
above the south entrance shows Lamech Killing Cain, Noah‘s Ark, and Noah and His
Sons. Some of these subjects appear in Nicholaus‘s work, but Nicholaus‘s compositions
have little in common with those of Wiligelmus.
Early in his career, Nicholaus sculptured two versions of the fratricide on capitals
associated with portals at Piacenza Cathedral and the Sagra di San Michele, possibly at
the request of his patrons, who may have been familiar with the sculptures at Modena.
Wiligelmus‘s rendition of this episode from the Story of Cain and Abel shows Cain
striking Abel, who faces him, on the head killing him. Abel, already appearing lifeless, is
slightly airborne with his legs bent up as his body crumbles from the impact of the blow
(Fig. 8a). At Piacenza Cathedral, on the left side of the south portal, each brother is
placed on one of the small capitals set above the colonnette and jamb that frame the
doorframe. The figures are posed statically as if in a tableau with Abel seated on the
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The verse quotes from John 8:12 and John 14:6 with original additions.
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foremost capital and gesturing towards Cain who stands resting his club on his shoulder
(Fig. 24a).
When Nicholaus executed this scene a few years later on the outer face of a
capital at Sagra di San Michele, he portrayed Cain striking Abel in the presence of a
lascivious devil holding a hyper-extended tongue on the left edge of the capital facing
forward. (Fig. 35a). His back nearly touching the devil Cain, bearded and with his head
shown in profile, hits a young, beardless,wide-eyed innocent Abel on the head with a
club. Caught unaware, looking shocked, Abel raises his hands to shield himself from a
second blow and falls to the ground on both knees. The scene of the Offerings of Cain
and Abel is on the inner face of the capital at the Sagra. As at Modena, the figures of
Cain and Abel, symmetrically arranged, present the fruits of their respective labors (Figs.
8a and 35b). At Modena, God himself appears in a mandorla supported by a telamon. At
the Sagra, the hand of God indicates the divine presence at the sacrifice. The artist‘s
decision as to which brother to depict with his hands covered to demonstrate that he is
handling something holy provides information as to the individual characters of the men.
At Modena, honest Abel holds the lamb with his bare hands while duplicitous Cain
covers his. At the Sagra, the Offering is awkwardly sculpted on the interior of the capital
and has none of the subtlety, majesty, or grace of Wiligelmus‘s version.
Scenes of mankind‘s creation and his subsequent banishment from the Garden of
Eden, which resulted in a life of toil on earth, appear only in the Nicholaus sculpture at
San Zeno. Here six scenes from Genesis are set into the wall on the right side of the
portal between the pilaster flanking the doorframe and the buttress, designating the
boundary between side aisle and nave. The subjects are the Creation of the Animals, the
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Creation of Adam, the Creation of Eve, the Expulsion from Paradise and the Labors of
Adam and Eve (Figs. 7a-b & Fig. 84). 92
A comparison of the Modena and San Zeno reliefs reveals more differences than
similarities in the staging of the scenes. At San Zeno, rather than being presented in
continuous narrative as at Modena, each scene occupies a separate square or rectangular
field (Figs. 7a-b & 84a). At Modena, the medium-high relief figures, mostly portrayed in
three-quarter view, stand in front of the background wall posed with their feet either on
top of the ledge and flat, i.e. perpendicular to their legs, or set at a downward angle along
the slanted side of the ledge which they grip with clenched toes.
At San Zeno, the figures are similarly executed in a medium-high relief but are attached
to the background of the relief and magically stand, sit or walk while suspended in air.
The figure of Eve at labor is allowed to rest her feet on a small rectangular footstool. In
the Fall of Man, Adam and Eve each place the outer foot on top of and the toes of the
inner foot against the sides of the pedestal that supports the Tree of Life. Rather than
disturbing the viewer, this positioning adds to the charm of the sculptures.
The Creator himself is depicted differently at the two monuments. Wiligelmus‘s
creator is the ―ancient of days,‖ an older man, best perceived of as God the Father.
Nicholaus‘s creator is the Logos or God the son. He is attractive and has a young face,
looking no more than his thirty years of age. Intriguingly, the figure of the Logos at San
Zeno is rendered as if a nearly free-standing figure. Set on a platform, he is positioned
just slightly in front of the scenes of creation and has a presence distinct from his role in
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Pearl F. Braude, ―‗Corkel in Oure Clene Corne‘ Some Implications of Cain‘s Sacrifice,‖ Gesta 7 (1960),
15-28, discussed Cain‘s sacrifice as it relates to heresy and proper tithing.
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the narrative. One first notices the figure of the beautiful Christ gesturing blessing.93
Thereafter, the viewer becomes aware of the subject of the scene with which he is
associated. At Modena, the Creator and the subjects of his interventions are on the same
plane, thus the narrative is emphasized. Interestingly, the appearance of Adam is also
very different at the two locations: after all, the first man is created in God‘s own image!
In the Creation of Adam or perhaps more correctly the Animation of Adam at
Modena, Adam stands with bent knees to the left of the Logos.94 The Creator places his
left (far) hand on Adam‘s head as if raising him up and reaches forward tentatively with
his right hand as if ready to catch Adam should he tumble. At San Zeno, the same scene
is staged with Adam sleeping, unsupported in a seated position, resting his head on his
right arm and waiting to be awakened by the Logos shown in three-quarter view on a
pedestal to the right gesturing blessing (Fig. 84c). A Tree of Life pattern is used here to
embellish the background.
In the Creation of Eve, the artist has to solve the problem of how to show the
Creator forming Eve from one of Adam‘s ribs. In the Cotton Genesis recension, this
scene has two parts: first, God removes a rib from the side of the sleeping Adam, then he
presents Adam with his bride. At Modena, only a single event is portrayed: God
gesturing blessing with his right hand, and holding Eve‘s hand with his left hand, is
raising up the young, pretty Eve, shown from the tops of her hips up, from behind of the
back of old and rather unattractive sleeping Adam. She modestly bends her head. A
93
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Herbert L. Kessler, ―Hic Homo Formatur: The Genesis Frontispieces of the Carolingian Bibles,‖Art
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series of increasingly large rounded hillocks serve as a sleeping platform for Adam.95
The scene at San Zeno is similar to that at Modena (Fig. 84b). Adam again is
sleeping unsupported in a seated position, although more inclined that in the Creation.
Eve‘s body is frontal, but her face is in three-quarter view. She stares towards Christ, but
they do not make eye contact. To emphasize that woman is born of man, this sculptor
configures Adam‘s rib as a kind of umbilical cord attached to Eve‘s navel.
In the Fall of Man at Modena, Adam and Eve already holding fig leaves, stand to
the right of the a sparsely leaved Tree of Knowledge. The two episodes associated with
this event that are normally conflated—Eve obtaining the fruit and Adam eating it—have
had the additional event of Adam and Eve shamed by their own nakedness included in
this vignette. Both stand with their weight evenly placed on their feet in three-quarter
view and already hold large fig leaves covering their pubenda. Eve looks back at Adam,
who bites the fruit, as if to query him; concurrently she reaches towards the serpent,
which is coiled around the tree and holds the forbidden item in its open mouth displaying
teeth.
At San Zeno, a beautifully designed Tree of Life schema is used for the Fall of
Man. The tree itself is symmetrical with an umbrella-like canopy of leaves and heavily
fruited. It arises from a rectangular pedestal on which Adam and Eve, who are posed
facing towards each other with Adam on the left and Eve on the right rest their downstage
feet. The progress of the forbidden fruit has been carefully choreographed, using three
fruits. The serpent, which is wound around the tree, gently places a fruit Eve‘s left hand,
while her left arm conceals her breast. Adam reaches forward behind the tree with his
95

The double-ax pattern on the lower half of the hillocks on which Adam sleeps are intended to recall the
waves associated with a body of water. The double-axes become waves at their upper edge.
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right hand cupped to receive the fruit; and Eve with her right hand positioned downward
and the second fruit held between fingers and thumb, gracefully transfers the contraband.
Meantime, Adam has raised a fruit to his mouth with his left hand, and he eats.
At San Zeno, the scene of God confronting Adam and Eve is omitted. However,
the scene of the Expulsion, which reads from left to right, is found at both locations. At
Modena, standing in a row are first an angel then Adam then Eve. The angel is slightly
taller than Adam, who in turn is slightly taller than Eve. Holding his sword in front of his
body between himself and Adam, the angel prevents their return to Paradise. The first
parents, moving forward without turning back, express their remorse by bending their
heads and covering the bottom of their face with their left hand, while holding the fig
leaves with which they cover themselves with their right hands. Their bare feet and those
of the angel are set at a downward angle on the slanted edge of the ledge at the base of
the panel; their slightly clenched toes emphasize that they are standing on a slope. These
figures appear tall and slender.
At San Zeno, the unhappy pair, who looking backwards towards Paradise, are
posed as if hoofers exiting a vaudeville stage. Their bodies are full, proportionally short,
short-waisted, and nearly frontal. They turn their three-quarter-view faces to the left
towards the angel, while their legs are shown in profile stepping towards the right. The
angel guarding the Gate of Paradise is also a nearly frontal figure. Holding the sword in
her right hand, she places her left hand on Adam‘s shoulder as if gently propelling him
into the unknown. Both the angel and Adam are posed stepping forward leading with the
back left foot. Eve leans into her spouse placing her hand on his left shoulder, and places
her right arm under rather than over her breasts creating the impression of movement. A
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huge fig leaf hangs from her right hand. Stepping forward, she crosses her right leg over
her left as if to exit the scene. All of these figures are the same height.
The Modenese Labors of Man is staged using a Tree of Life composition. Adam
and Eve, shown in three-quarter view, stand on either side of tall plant with a central stalk
from which leaves symmetrically emerge. Bent over, they hoe the mound of earth from
which the plant grows. Both are dressed in long tunics and shod; however, Eve‘s tunic is
longer than that of Adam‘s. She wears a second gown over the first and has a veil
covering her hair. Adam is just slightly taller than Eve. A similar albeit less symmetrical
portrayal appears in the ninth-century Alcuin Bible.96
At San Zeno in the Labors of Man, Eve spins and concurrently nurses both Cain
and Abel, while Adam hoes the field. Again, similar representation of this event is found
in a Carolingian Bible. 97 As at Modena, Adam hoes a hillock with fruits and plants but
lacking a tree.

The Figure Styles of Wiligelmus and Nicholaus
In so much as a single term can be used to describe the style of Wiligelmus and
Nicholaus that term is classicizing. When applied to Wiligelmus‘s figure style it implies
a concern for three-dimensionality, gravity and weight—what Morey called ―plastic
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A similar presentation is in the Alcuin Bible, Tours-Marmoutier, fol. 7v, Bamberg, Staatsbibliothek,
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volume.‖ 98 His sculpture strongly exhibits the influence of Ottonian manuscripts and
ivories in which figures may be elongated and where a modified version of classical
drapery—blanket-like, thick and stiff—conceals rather than reveals the body below (Figs.
7a-b & 8a-b).99
On the other hand, Nicholaus‘s classicisms suggest Roman and Early Christian
sculpture as a source of inspiration: he depicts the human bodies as compact suggesting
the 1:7 proportions of the Doryphoros. His drapery is thin and flowing, often revealing
anatomical structures beneath the fabric (Figs. 35a-b & 46). Byzantine-inspired
mannerisms include highly stylized or eccentric drapery patterns and elongation
especially apparent in the case of the Verona Cathedral Virgin Enthroned (Fig. 50b, 51c,
& 63b). Both Nicholaus and Wiligelmus are thought to have been familiar with and
influenced by the contemporary art of Southern France, especially Toulouse.100

The Wiligelmus Style
Wiligelmus‘s figures engage the viewer at a visceral level. His personages might
be considered ―salt of the earth:" their demeanor seems intended to suggest that humility,
the root of the Tree of Virtues, is an appropriate attitude for mankind. The proportions,
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body types, attire, and positioning of his figures all contribute to this reading (Figs. 6b &
7a-b).
His clothed figures all have oversized, ovular heads set on top of bodies that can
be compact, normally proportioned, or somewhat elongated (Figs. 6b, 7a-b & 8a-b). The
underlying body forms are obscured by heavy robes with vertical folds that flare out at
the hems creating the triangular silhouette characteristic of the Wiligelmus style. Feet,
characterized as ―flap-like‖ by Morey, root them to the earth and bring to mind the
expression "feet of clay."101 The prophets on the inner face of the main entrance
doorpost, feet and hands are generally oversized, while in the Genesis reliefs these are in
proportion to the rest of the figure (Fig. 6b & 7b).
Wiligelmus‘s naked figures have rectangular bodies with pronounced bellies,
heavy hips, and thick thighs. Arms are typically thin, and hands small. Some attention is
given to the tendons in the feet, and toes are noticeably long. The rib cage and muscles
are rendered as incised, often parallel, lines, while raised and rounded surfaces recall both
flesh and muscle mass.
The figures‘ faces are ovular and fleshy. Chins are typically pronounced; noses,
long; cheekbones, high; and foreheads, low. Inset stones or pitch are used to create a
dark iris/pupil in the somewhat bulging eyes. Their hair is centrally parted and falls over
their foreheads nearly resting on their eyebrows Fig. 6b). .
Wiligelmus depicts fabric using various formulae (Figs. 6b, 7a-b & 8a-b). Heavy
robes or cloaks have multiple flaring folds indicated by broad grooves, sometimes
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enhanced at the hem by closely carved, fine parallel lines.102 The edges of the robes are
rippled or form tiny hearts or ―gull‖ patterns. Close-fitting garments, such as those worn
by the telamones, have curved raised double-line moldings indicating fabric pulled tightly
across the abdomen (Fig. 5c).103
Wiligelmus positions his figures so that they either seem to be standing still or moving in
slow motion (Figs. 7a-b & 8a-b). While their bodies in three-quarter view are turned
towards the audience, heads sometimes are depicted nearly in profile so as to give an
impression that the participants in a scene are interacting with each other. The popularity
of Wiligelmus‘s style in Northern Italy during the first two decades of the twelfth century
is attested to by various sculptures at Cremona and Piacenza cathedrals and at the abbey
church of San Silvestro in Nonantola, where the handling of the figures, drapery and
inhabited rinceaux closely recall the work at Modena ( Figs. 18b-c, 19a-e & 27).

The Nicholaus Style
Nicholaus, from the very beginning of his career, consciously distinguishes his
work from that of Wiliglemus, although he selectively borrows from the older master or
his followers. Nicholaus‘s figures seem less intended to inspire emotion than those of
Wiligelmus; rather, they are the means by which Bible stories and church doctrine are
conveyed to the audience. Nicholaus's clothed figures are constructed with a narrow
rectangle rather than a triangle serving as the dominant shape; drapery tends to cling to
the body at the waist, knee, or ankle; also the underlying limbs may be outlined (Figs.
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25a, 46, 77a & 81a). Bare arms or legs in Nicholaus‘s figures often have the musculature
defined by the use of a C-shaped double-line (Figs. 36b & 85). Nicholaus takes care to
ensure that shod feet are proportionate in size to the rest of the figure (Figs. 24a-b and
35a-b); however, bare feet, especially those of the prophets often seem somewhat
oversized—a feature possibly inspired by Wiligelmus (Fig. 6b & 64b).
The heads of Nicholaus's figures, like those of Wiligelmus‘s, are overly large in
relationship to the bodies; however, faces are treated quite differently. Early on, they are
rendered as round. In his later work they are usually urn-shaped and with distinct
cheekbones and firm jaw lines. Nicholaus follows Wiligelmus‘s formula for eyes,
rendering them as slightly bulging and with stone or pitch irises (Figs 46, 47a & 63b).
In his handling of drapery, Nicholaus follows the examples of Roman, Romaninspired or Byzantine art, for the most part avoiding practices that suggest direct
borrowing from Wiligelmus. He creates folds using raised, rounded ridges arranged in
various patterns, sometimes highlighting the anatomical form they conceal, but at other
times taking on a life of their own as teardrops or ovals, nested-V‘s or upside-down C‘s
(catenary folds) seemingly inspired by Byzantine art (Figs. 25a, 51c, 69c, 81a & 85a).
The edges of the gathered or pleated garments often rise and fall along the edges as if
crenellated; at times somewhat cramped, undulating folds frame the figure (Fig. 24a &
77a). Such mannerisms imbue his figures with a kind of nervous energy (Figs. 22b-c &
46). When the edges of the drapery are less fussily treated, a seemingly tall figure with a
narrow body, gives an impression of a calm solemnity (Figs. 51b-c, 67a & 76a).
Nicholaus convincingly depicts chain mail, which is not part of Wiligelmus‘s repertoire
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(Figs. 44 & 68). However, Nicholaus does follow Wiliglemus in his portrayal of the
short tunic whether on telamons or other figures (Figs. 5c, 35a, & 48b).

Inhabited Rinceaux
A study of the two artists‘ handling of inhabited rinceaux reveals that both are
masters of the craft of creating vines intended to recall if not rival classical examples.104
Again there are distinct differences in how the artists approach the problem.
Wiligelmus‘s vines, in which the acanthus leaf encloses the stem of the vine, are
distinguished by the use of interlace at the intersections and a horror vacui as the foliage
is designed to completely fill the width of the field to which it is applied (Figs. 3a,c & 4).
Scrolling stems, alternating left and right, form circular frames inhabited by human
beings, birds, animals and monsters. The triangular spaces between the spiraled stem and
the edge of the doorposts are filled with leaves, fruits, and flowers. Every element is
well-executed and carefully finished. Parallel lines are used to indicate the veins of the
leaves, scales or feathers, or muscles beneath the skin, and also animate the undulating
edges of the leaves. Drill holes accentuate the lobes of the acanthus leaves and give the
whole a coloristic effect.
Visually, the scintillating surface of the vine scroll and the delicacy of execution
recall metalwork: it has been suggested that Wiligelmus was trained as a goldsmith.105 In
any case his work is influenced by fine metalwork. His carving recalls the repoussée
technique, whereby shapes are raised by hammering a sheet of metal from the back to
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form the basic volumes, after which details are added by chasing, working the details
from the front (Fig. 4). It is possible that the sculpted vines were later gilded to complete
the impression of gold work.106 All in all, the extraordinary elegance of this rinceaux is
evidence of the talent, training, and maturity of Wiligelmus.
In the study of the Nicholaus style, one indicator of his progress is the increasing
proficiency in the handling of rinceaux. The first inhabited scroll on the relieving arch of
the south portal at Piacenza is simplified, almost rudimentary, while the last examples in
Verona are beautifully executed and are intended to recall either classical or
Wiligelmesque models (Figs. 23a–d, 69, 84a & 85a). Nonetheless, for his entire career,
Nicholaus distinguishes the rinceaux associated with his name from that of Wiligelmus
and his associates by omitting the interlacing tendrils characteristic of Modenese
examples (Figs. 4 & 10a). As Quintavalle has demonstrated, Nicholaus‘s earliest
scrolling acanthus with leaf-covered stems, found at the Ferrara Cathedral project, are
more directly modeled on Roman examples than on those of Wiligelmus (Fig. 44).107

Nicholaus and the Anonymous Masters at Modena
The marked differences in style among the three early twelfth-century
entranceways at Modena indicate that Wiligelmus was not the only artist employed here.
Nor was Nicholaus indifferent to the work of these other artists; in fact, the work of the
artist designated the Maestro d‘Artù, who executed the sculpture for the Porta della
Pescheria on the north side of the Cathedral, and the two masters of the Porta dei Principi
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The rinceaux surrounding the lunette at San Zeno is gilded: however, the present paint at San Zeno is
usually dated to the fourteenth century!
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See above, n. 102.
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on the south, the Maestro di San Geminianus and the Maestro di Agnus Dei, provided
him with additional sources for both subject matter and style.108 There is no scholarly
consensus as to the dating of the north and south entranceways. Gandolfo suggested
shortly after c.1110; Salvini, c.1125.109
Most importantly, these side entranceways are among the earliest examples of the
monumental double-storied porch supported on the backs of atlas figures or beasts—the
so-called Lombard porch that is an identifying feature of the North Italian Romanesque
church.110 At Modena, lions have the role of column supports for these protiri (Figs. 9a-b
& 12a-b). The lions at the Porta della Pescheria are recumbent. They ferociously guard
their prey: a sheep is held by the lion on the left, and the head of a horned animal,
possibly an ibex or wild goat by the one on the right (Fig. 12a-b). Stylistically as well as
iconographically, these figures seem to have inspired Nicholaus‘s lions at the base of the
columns supporting the protiri in Ferrara and Verona (Figs. 45a,c, 55a-b, 70b-c & 75b).
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Salvini 1956, 57-162, sorted out the hands and assigned names to the artists active at Modena.
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Gandolfo 1983, 122. Glass 2010, 58-59, mentions that scholars date the Porta della Pescheria as early as
1100-1110, with which she does not concur, and as late as 1120-1130. For the Porta dei Principi, Glass
2010, 124, suggests the early decades of the twelfth century.
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The location of the first monumental Lombard porch has been debated among scholars. Verzár
Bornstein, 1988, 32, assigned the Porta dei Principi to Wiligelmus, stating that it is the first porch by
Wiliglemus. That Wiligelmus ―invented‖ this form and that Nicholaus modified it to suit his needs was
also suggested by Roberto Salvini, Il Duomo di Modena, Modena; Artioli Editore, 1983, 82-86. A.C.
Quintavalle, ―Questioni medievale, II,‖ Critica d’arte 15 (1968), 61-75, proposed that the protiro at Ferrara
Cathedral was the first double-storied porch. In the 1960s several scholars subscribed to the theory that all
of the protiri at Modena were by the Campionese and executed in the second half of the twelfth century.
For the historiography see Francesco Gandolfo, ―Il ‗protiro lombardo‘: una ipotesi di formazione,‖ Storia
dell’arte, 32 (1978), 216. n. 28. Verzár Bornstein 1988, 30, has proposed that the ur-porch was located at
St. John Lateran in Rome.
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The Porta della Pescheria
While the style of the sculpture executed by the Maestro d‘Artù on the Porta della
Pescheria did not impact on Nicholaus‘s work, its subject matter, which includes
chivalric and secular themes, may have served as an inspiration to him or his patrons.
Featured on the relieving arch of the Porta della Pescheria, replacing the usual inhabited
rinceaux, is an episode from an otherwise unknown Arthurian legend: the moment of
confrontation between the captors of WINLOGEE (Guinevere) and knights led by
Arthur, who will rescue her from imprisonment in the water-surrounded castle
(Fig.12).111 Animal fables are depicted on the lintel; and on the inner face of the
doorposts are the Labors of the Months—a subject Nicholaus will employ at San Zeno.
Knights appear with some frequency in Nicholaus‘s art. Two, now destroyed,
served as guardians for the Porta dei Mesi at Ferrara Cathedral; the extant animal base for
the left side of this entranceway is a griffin with a knight beneath his paws (Figs. 54a-b).
At Verona Cathedral, the large-scale, life-size figures of Roland and Oliver guarding the
main entrance are still in situ (Fig. 68a-b).112 And at San Zeno, knights dueling in the
presence of ladies appear in the wall reliefs to the north of the protiro (Fig. 85). Also, on
the inner faces of doorposts here are the Labors of the Months, which Nicholaus will
include on the sides of the porch architraves at San Zeno.
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For a discussion of this cycle in the context of the Crusades, see Jeanne Fox-Friedman, ―Modena
Cathedral and the Crusades,‖ Res 25-26 (1994):77-95. Friedman uses an ante quem of 1140 for all of the
sculpture at Modena Cathedral. She dated the work from both the Porta della Pescheria and the Porta dei
Principi, 1120-1140; and Wiligelmus‘s façade reliefs (possibly from a pontile), 1099-1140. Also see,
Deborah Kahn, ―La Chanson de Roland dans le décor des églises de XIIe siècle, Cahiers de civilization
médievale, 40e année, 160 (1997),341.
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The Porta dei Principi
The Porta dei Principi on the south side of the Modena Cathedral follows the
scheme of the western portal, using a continuous vine scroll to visually link the relieving
arch and the doorposts (Fig. 10). The lintel is no longer used as a field for decorative
sculpture as at the western portal.113 Rather, it has been subdivided into six rectangular
fields in which the Life of St. Geminianus, the fourth century bishop and patron saint of
Modena, is narrated from left to right (Fig. 11a-c). Years later, in Verona, Nicholaus will
depict the life of St. Zeno, also a fourth century bishop and the patron saint of the city and
on the lintel of the eponymous church.
The sculpture of this portal may have influenced the decision to place the figures
of St. John the Baptist and St. John the Evangelist in proximity to the doorway in the
Nicholaus projects: they appear on the spandrels of protiri at Piacenza, Ferrara, and
Verona Cathedrals and at San Zeno (Figs. 42, 66a & 75a-b). On the underside of the
lintel on the left side is the figure of John the Baptist, holding a scroll and pointing the
way through Christ, who is represented in the center of the lintel by the Agnus Dei in a
medallion here held by angels. Similarly, the Agnus Dei appears on the keystones of the
frontal arches of Nicholaus's protiri and is pointed towards by John the Baptist (Fig. 10a).
On the Modenese lintel, a purveyor of church doctrine, St. Paul holding a plaque is on the
right. John the Evangelist is included among the twelve apostles on the interior of the
doorposts.
Like Nicholaus, the artists, who executed the sculptures for the north and south
entranceways, are more strongly influenced by Roman sculpture than was Wiligelmus.
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I suspect that what I am calling ―decorative sculpture‖ may be encoded, with references both to Paradise
and to eternal damnation, but that topic will have to be explored elsewhere.
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Also like Nicholaus, they do not imitate the older master‘s work; rather, they selectively
take ideas from it.114
The figures in the scenes from the Life of St. Geminianus have bodies that are
diminutive and rectangular not massive and triangular like those executed by Wiligelmus
(Fig.10a-c). Their heads are round rather than oval, and their actions seem energetic
rather than ponderous. Their postures express a moment of action or potential action not
stasis. Similarly, Nicholaus‘s figures at Piacenza Cathedral have round faces, small
bodies, and are posed so as to appear energetic (Fig. 22 b-c).
Nicholaus‘s rinceaux at Piacenza also suggests his familiarity with this portal
(Figs. 10a & 23a-d). Both examples feature vines where both the acanthus-leaf overlay
and extensive drill-hole punctuation used by Wiligelmus has been omitted in favor of a
scrolling grooved stem embellished with a few tiny leaves. Nicholaus further simplifies
his vines by omitting the interlace double-knots at the interstices, which appear to be a
leitmotif of the Modenese rinceaux. While the San Geminano master inserts several
human figures into the vine frame, Nicholaus‘s vine at Piacenza is primarily inhabited by
animals, monsters, or mythological creatures.

Inscriptions and Labeling at Modena as a Model for Nicholaus
The sculptures at Modena Cathedral may have been instructive for Nicholaus so
far as providing models as to how words could be included in the historiated reliefs.
Three of Wiligelmus's Genesis panels contain inscriptions—the first depicting the
Creation through the Fall; the second panel with the Discovery, Expulsion, and Labors of
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Salvini 1956, 121-22. The rinceaux at the Porta dei Principi is a variation on Wiligelmus‘s, with
interlace at the interstices; however, the acanthus wrapping around the stems is eliminated here.
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Adam and Eve; and the third with the story of Cain and Abel. There are no inscriptions
in the final panel showing scenes from the death of Cain though Noah and His Sons.
Wiligelmus uses language in three different ways. He uses single words to label or name
the actors in a scene. He allows his figures to speak via the words written on books or
scrolls that they hold or by inscribing words on the background. He describes the action
taking place in a scene by means of background inscriptions. Often his source, especially
for dialogue is the Bible. Occasionally, he uses leonine verses composed for the
occasion.
In the first block, as previously discussed, the figure of the Logos in a mandorla
held by angels speaks to the viewer via a book with an inscription stating that he is the
light of the world and the way to eternal life (Fig. 8a).115 In the following tableau, the
Creation of Adam, the names of participants are given: R-E-X appears on the arms of the
cross in the halo of the Logos and ADAM on the background identifies the father of
mankind. Next in the continuous narrative, in the Creation of Eve, both Adam and Eve
are named.
The third block depicting three scenes from the story of Cain and Abel contains
several lengthy inscriptions (Fig. 8a). The scene of the offering is both elaborate and
elaborated on. Between Abel on the left with his lamb and Cain on the right with his
sheaves of wheat is God the Father gesturing blessing with his right hand and holding a
book framed in a circular mandorla that is supported by a half-kneeling telamon. Below
Abel‘s hands, the first inscription, which is in leonine verse, describes Abel‘s gift as
pleasing God: PRIMVS/ ABEL IVS/TVS/ DEFERT/ PLACA/BILE MV/MVS. [First,
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Chiara Frugoni,―Le lastre veterotestamentarie e il programma della facciata,‖ , Lanfranco e Wiligelm:Il
duomo di Modena, ed. by Enrico Castelnuovo et al Modena: Edizione Panini, 1998, 422.
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the just Abel brings the acceptable gift.] God the Father‘s book has a shortened version
of John 12:8 equating the Lord and light: QUI SEQVITVR ME NON A(M)BV(LAT).116
The telamon supporting God is accompanied by a plaintive inscription describing his
labor and it seems bemoaning his fate: HIC PR(E)MIT/ HIC PLORAT/ GEMIT HIC/
NIMIS ISTE/ LABORAT. [Here it presses down him; here he weeps; he sighs; he exerts
himself beyond all measure.] This comment seems to identify the human condition as an
onerous punishment. There is no writing associated with the scene of Cain killing Abel.
In the final scene of God confronting Cain, God‘s book bears the familiar VBI EST/
ABEL/ FRAT(ER)/ TVVS.117
The most fully narrated subject at Modena is the Life of Saint Geminianus on the
lintel of the Porta dei Principi. The inscriptions describing the events are located on the
upper edge of the lintel thus are a possible model for Nicholaus's descriptive phrases on
the upper edge of the lintel on the south portal at Piacenza Cathedral (Fig. 22).118 On the
Porta della Pescheria, single words identify the figures depicting the Arthurian legend on
the relieving arch, and the Labors of the Months are similarly labeled.
Nicholaus follows some of the same practices as Wiligelmus and the other
masters at Modena with regard to the inclusion of written language in his work. Already
in his work at Piacenza Cathedral figures are labeled: CHAIM, ABEL, PACIENCIA all
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John 1:8. Sum lux mundi qui sequitur me, non ambulat in tenebris.
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Genesis 4:9.
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SCANDIT EQVV(N) LET(VS) DV(M) TENDIT AD EQVORA PRESVL//PASTOR P(RE)CLARV(S)
MARE TRANSIT GEMINIANVS // PRINCIPIS HIC NATA(M) DAT PVLSO DEMONE SANAM//
DONA CAPIT REGIS CALICE(M) CV(M) CODICE LEGIS// DV(M)REDIT E(N) C(ON)TRA SIBI
CVRRIT C(ON)TIO CVNCTA// POST REDITV(M) FORTIS P(ER)SOLVIT DEBITA MORTIS.
For a description of the events depicted here and a discussion of the two different literary versions of the
saint‘s life, see Porter 1917, vol. 3, 39-43.
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have their names indicated. Unrhymed inscriptions appear on the south lintel describing
the scenes from the life of Christ depicted here, but Nicholaus is not unfamiliar with
leonine verse, as another inscription here will demonstrate. In his work at Verona
Cathedral and San Zeno, rhymed descriptions are the norm. One inscription at Piacenza
seems to have a specifically Modenese origin: this is the inscription beneath one of the
telamon supporting the north portal at Piacenza Cathedral, reading O QVAM GRANDE
PONDVS SVPE(R)FERO. [Oh, what a great weight I bear.]
Inscriptions that are didactic and directly address his audience are not found at
Modena but are frequent in Nicholaus‘s work. The first example of this type of
inscription on the lower edge of the lintel of the south portal at Piacenza Cathedral is
HOC OPVS INTENDAT QVISQVIS BONIS EXIT ET INTRAT. [This work is intended
for whatever good person comes out and goes in.] Nicholaus reuses this inscription along
the border of a doorpost at the Sagra, reiterating the message with the inscription on the
abacus of a capital—DOMVS EST PACIS CAUSAS DEPONITE L(ITIU)M. [This is a
house of peace; put aside all causes of fighting.]
A series of rather unusual epigraphs at the Sagra seem to relate directly to the
interaction between the work of art and the viewer: these are located on the edges of the
faces of doorposts decorated with inhabited rinceaux. One reads FLORES CVM
BELVIS COM[M]IXTOS CE(RNIS). [You see flowers and beasts mingled.] Nicholaus
follows this with instructions to study the art on multiple occasions: HOC OPVS
ORTATVR SEPIVS VT ASPICIATVR. [This work was produced so that it might be
frequently contemplated.]
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The figures of prophets flanking the doorways at Ferrara and Verona cathedrals
hold speaking scrolls containing Biblical verses. At Modena, only the names of the
prophets are inscribed. At Ferrara and Verona cathedrals the inscriptions are directly
related to a specific liturgy, recited during the Christmas Matins service and in liturgical
plays the Sermo Sancti Augustini in natali domini, also known as the Contra Judeos,
Arianos et Paganos by Quodvultdeus, also known as the Pseudo-Augustine.
Among Nicholaus's most interesting inscriptions are those that seem somewhat
enigmatic. That over the lunette at Verona Cathedral sets forth the duality of Christ‘s
nature: HIC DOMINVS MAGNVS LEO CHRISTVS CERNITVR AGNVS. [Here God
is seen as the great lion; Christ, as the lamb.]119 And at San Zeno, the CONQVEROR
ENTRANTES DE SEVE FRAVDIBVS EVE QUE MIHIQVE VOBIS INFLIXIT
PERPETVO IVG(UM). [You who enter, I lament the treachery of Eve, who has inflicted
on you and me pain in perpetuity.] Who is the misogynistic interlocutor?

Signature Inscriptions
The ease with which most of Nicholaus's oeuvre can be identified is due in large
part to that the signature inscription is usually included on a framing element closely
aligned with the portal sculpture. That Wiligelmus's skill is acknowledged at Modena in
a prominently placed and highly laudatory inscription may have inspired Nicholaus to
insist that his name be included in his work.
The relief on the west façade where a fictive plaque is held by the figures of Enoch and
Elias, both labeled, is engraved with an epigraph celebrating the foundation of the
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Verzár Bornstein 1988, 129.
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Cathedral of Modena in 1099, followed by a sentence praising the quality of
Wiligelmus's sculpture (Fig. 3b).120
DV(M) GEMINI CANCER
CVRSV(M) CONSCENDIT
OVANTES.IDIBVS
IN QVINTIS IVNII SVP T(EM)P(O)R(E)
MENSIS MILLE DEI
CARNIS MONOS CEN
TV(M) MINVS ANNIS.
ISTA DOMVS CLARI
FVNDATVR GEMINI
ANI. INTER SCVLPTORES QVAN
TO SIS DIGNVS HONORE CLA
RET SCULTURA NU(N)C WILIGELME TVA.

On the ninth day of June, when the constellation of Gemini joyfully
overcomes the constellation of Cancer, in the year of our Lord 1099,
the temple of the illustrious Geminianus was founded.‖ Amongst
sculptors, how worthy of honor and fame thou art, thy sculptures now
show, O Wiliglemus. 121
A second inscription similarly engraved on a single large slab of stone located on
the exterior of the main apse gives the date for the inception of construction and mentions
the architect of the building, Lanfrancus. He is referred to as ingenio clarus, doctus, and
aptus (Fig. 2C).
MARMORIB SCVPTIS DOM HEC MICAT VNDIQ; PULCHRIS
QVA CORPVS S(AN)C(T)I REQVIESCIT GEMINIANI
QVE(M) PLENV(M) LAVDIS TERRARV(M) CELEBRAT ORBIS
NOSQ(UE) MAGIS QVOS PASCIT ALIT VESTITQ(UE) MINISTRI
QVI PETIT IC VERAM MENBRIS ANIMEQ(VE) MEDELA(M)
[SANESCIT] RECTA REDIT HINCQ(UE) SALVTE RECEPTA
INGENIO CLARVS LANFRANCVS DOCTVS ET APTVS
EST OPERIS PRINCEPS HVIVS. RECTORQ(UE) MAGISTER
QVO FIERI CEPIT DEMONSTRAT LITTERA PRESENS.
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For the bibliography and other information about this plaque, see Augusto Campana, ―La testimonianza
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Enrico Castelnuovo et al, Modena: Edizione Panini, 1984, 363-403, esp. 378-79.
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ANTE DIES QVINTVS IUNII TVNC FVLSERAT IDVS.
ANNI POST MILLE DOMINI NONAGINTA NOVEMQ(UE)
HOS VTILES FACTO VERSVS COMPOSVIT AIMO
BOCALINUS MASSARIUS SANCTI IEIMIANI
HOC OPUS FIERI FECIT.
The house in which rests the body of S. Geminiano is everywhere
splendid with beautiful marble sculptures. The world honors this
glorious saint and we the clergy especially, whom he pastures,
nourishes and clothes. Whoever seeks here the true cure for the ills
of body and soul is cured and departs hence sound. Lanfranco, a man
of keen intellect, learned and skillful was the first master and director
of this work, by whom it was commenced, as this inscription bears
witness, on the ninth day of June in the year of our Lord 1099. Aimo
composed these verses to record the fact. Bozzalino, massaro of
S. Geminianus, caused this inscription to be placed here.122
The last three lines of this inscription are written in Gothic script, while the rest is the
familiar twelfth century Romanizing lettering. Possibly, the original inscription was
painted. In any case there would have been several models from which the artisan who
engraved this inscription might have chosen.
At Modena, both the sculptor‘s and architect‘s names appear in inscriptions
associated with inscriptions containing dates related to the start of the building activity.
Only once, as noted, does Nicholaus‘s name appear in conjunction with a date, at the
destroyed mosaic inscription at Ferrara Cathedral. Perhaps, dates never appear in
Nicholaus‘s epigraphs because he was not entirely sure as to when the entranceways for
which he was in charge would be finished?
For the most part, Nicholaus‘s signature inscriptions are located in proximity to
his sculptured subject matter, along an edge as part of a framing device within the
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portal.123 The idea of incorporating the signature in the border suggests that Nicholaus
may have been familiar with the portal of the small church of San Giorgio near Argenta,
between Ferrara and Ravenna, which was one of the earliest tympana in Italy to be
decorated with relief sculptures (Fig. 14).124 On the top and bottom edges of the lintel is
an inscription that not only gives the name of the sculptor Iohannus of Modigliani but
also the date of the work, 1122:
ANNO D[OMI] NI MIL(LESIMO) [CEN]TESIMO XX SECVNDO
INDICCIONE Q[UAR]TA DEMINA
SCVLT(A) A IOH[ANN(E)] MIC(A)NT (H)I[C] FVLGID(A) A MVTILIAN
(US) + PRO QVO QVIQUE VIDENT ROGITENT
PRECE COTIDI[ANA].
In the year 1122, in the fourth demina (?) of the second indiction,
these shining things sculpted by Iohannes Mutilianus gleam;
whoever sees these, may they request daily prayers.125
This inscription is rather typical in its inclusion of both the request for prayers and a date.
Nicholaus‘s first signature inscription on the doorpost at the Sagra di San Michele
celebrates his ability to write, not his skill as a sculptor (Fig. 38c-d): VOS LEGITE
VERSUS QVOS DESCRIPSIT NICHOLAVS /VOS QVI TRANSITIS VEL FORTE
REDITIS. [You, read the words which Nicholaus writes, you who walk through
or by chance return.] The later inscriptions at Ferrara and Verona Cathedral and San
Zeno like those honoring Wiligelmus and Lanfrancus, emphasize the artist‘s ability and
knowledge and state that he should be praised, thus implying that his work is of excellent
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quality. At Ferrara Cathedral and San Zeno, the signature inscriptions frame the lunette
(Figs. 44a-b & 76a). At Verona Cathedral, the inscription is high up on the façade
immediately below the cornice that terminates the first story of the protiro (Fig. 71a-b).
That at Königlutter is similarly located above the corbel table (Fig. 58a,c).

In Conclusion
It is unlikely that Nicholaus participated in the project at Modena or did any of the
work at Cremona or Nonantola executed before the 1117 earthquake.126 Both monuments
feature sculptures executed by artists who were influenced by or had trained with
Wiligelmus. Undoubtedly, Nicholaus was familiar with and inspired by the work at the
Cathedral of Modena, which was a cynosure for several artists working in the first half of
the twelfth century. The artists‘ patrons also may have based their choices regarding the
subject matter and style of the sculptures to be included on the entranceway to their
churches on the work at Modena Cathedral.
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It is possible that a master working at Cremona after 1129, when construction at the cathedral resumed,
joined the Nicholaus workshop in the early 1130s.
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PIACENZA: THE EMERGING ARTIST
Piacenza: the Melting Pot
Nicholaus makes his first appearance as an artist in Piacenza. He may have
worked at the parish church of Sant‘Eufemia around 1120. It is certain that after 1122 he
was employed at Piacenza Cathedral. Information as to the identity of the artists working
at these monuments is non-existent, thus proof of Nicholaus‘s involvement is based
primarily on stylistic and iconographic evidence.
The church of Sant‘Eufemia was dedicated by Bishop Aldo on 3 February 1107.
However, the sculpted capitals on the porch here appear to date from about a decade
later, just before various ateliers began work on the sculpture for the interior and exterior
of Piacenza Cathedral, which is dated after 1122. The 1122 date is taken from the
inscription, once painted then later engraved, on the protiro of the south portal:
CENTVM VICENI DVO CHRISTI MILLE FVERE/ANNI CVM CEPTVM FVIT HOC
LAVDIBLE TEMPLVM (Fig. 22a).127 Building activity at the cathedral continued
through the twelfth century. The first period of construction during which Nicholaus
worked continues from 1122 to 1140/42.128
A wave of building activity at the beginning of the twelfth century resulted in
Piacenza‘s becoming a destination for sculptors trained in distinct styles and the
birthplace of a style named after the city itself. By 1130, four distinct manners of
sculpture can be identified at various churches here. The corrente comasca, the
Wiligelmesque, the Nicholesque, or a combination of the last two in a style now
designated “scuola di Piacenza.‖
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The capitals in the abbey church of San Savino are executed in the corrente
comasca style also known as the vernacular or the Lombard style, identified by the
flattened and striated interlace and foliate patterns. At times, interlace and foliage are
combined with simplified animal, monster, avian, or even human figures, which are
rendered in a rounded, medium-high relief (Fig. 15a-d).
The most notable example of work done in the Wiligelmesque manner,
distinguished by fleshy faces, triangular silhouettes, and pleated drapery rendered as
overlapping planes, is found at the north portal of Piacenza Cathedral. This sculpture is
attributed to a follower of Wiligelmus, who was active at the abbey church of San
Silvestro in Nonantola before coming to Piacenza to work.
Also at Piacenza Cathedral is Nicholaus‘s work, characterized by classically
proportioned figures with round, oval, or urn-shaped heads, and ridged, classicizing
drapery located on the south portal, the north and south protiri, the upper level of the
central protiro of the façade, and on the main apse flanking the apsidal window. Some of
the historiated capitals on the interior of the cathedral are somewhat Nicholesque in style
but not by Nicholaus or his immediate associates.
Finally, there is a plethora of sculpture produced by artists employed at Piacenza
Cathedral and at other locations in the city and surrounding area, including the church of
San Antonino in Piacenza and the cathedral of Lodi, containing elements influenced by
the work of both Wiligelmus and Nicholaus. The term scuola di Piacenza applied to this
work was coined by Geza de Francovich in 1952 to replace the Reduktionsstil term
created by Krautheimer-Hess, who thought to it useful to give a name to a group of
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sculptures incorporating the Wiligelmus gravity, achieved via a simplification of form
with the more detailed, naturalistic manner of Nicholaus.129
Quintavalle has suggested that the scuola di Piacenza, to which numerous
capitals on the interior of Piacenza, including those on the piers of the choir, showing
predominantly Nicholesque features are assigned, should be considered to be by members
of the Nicholaus atelier.130 Klein in his 1995 study of Piacenza Cathedral recategorized
the pier capital sculptures calling them the work of the ―younger atelier.‖131 Perhaps, an
artist or two trained here did join the Nicholaus atelier later on.
The Capitals at Sant’Eufemia in Piacenza: Nicholaus’s First Work?
The sculpted capitals decorating the eight compound piers of the narthex-porch of
the parish church of Sant‘Eufemia in Piacenza are a stylistic potpourri. 132

Verzár

Bornstein astutely commented that the capitals ―bring together the styles of the Lombard
corrente comasca on one hand and those of the Emilian sculptors Wiligelmus and
Nicholaus on the other….‖133 One capital is in the corrente comasca style. The others
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in quanto e se viene considerate come la scuola di un artifice Nicolò, Nicholaus...."
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Klein 1995, 237-50, prefers to distinguish between younger and older ateliers, avoiding the scuola di
Piacenza designation for this work. The older atelier tends towards the Wiligelmesque: Klein, 239,
associates these with Salvini‘s Maestro delle sfingi.
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exhibit identifiable Wiligelmesque and Nicholesque elements and probably should be
assigned to the anonymous scuola di Piacenza artists.
Verzár Bornstein, who published the capitals in both 1974 and 1988, divided them
into three typological groups on the basis of their decoration. One group consists of three
foliate and interlace capitals with acanthus motifs derived from both the antique and the
corrente comasca. The second includes the four animal capitals of which three are
decorated with symmetrically-linked dragons (Fig. 16c-f). Finally, the allegorical group
is composed of three capitals decorated with sirens, human heads, and wrestlers (Fig.
16a-b,d).134 She assigned the capital with the wrestlers to Nicholaus. Here Nicholaus is
believed to have begun his career as a sculptor at Piacenza Cathedral, executing the lintel
for the south portal.
Nonetheless, certain iconographic and stylistic features of the Sant‘Eufemia
sculptures strongly influenced Nicholaus. Dragons appear in all of his projects, at times
with interlaced heads or tails as here. Details found in the sculptures here including the
beaded bands across the wings or along the necks of the dragons as well as the scallops
along the ridge of their spine, the fish scales on the siren‘s tails, and the leering animal
heads on the corners or the ends of vines also appear in Nicholaus‘s signed work
(Fig.16a-f). It is probable that an artist who had worked at Sant‘Eufemia later joined the
Nicholaus atelier.
The date assigned to the capitals at Sant‘Eufemia is determined by a scholar‘s
connoisseurship and the date used for stylistically-related sculpture at Piacenza
Cathedral. In her 1974 Gesta article, Verzár Bornstein assigned the porch sculptures to a
c.1120 date, corresponding with the then and now again accepted date of c.1122 as the
134
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terminus post quem for the sculpture at Piacenza Cathedral.135 She commented that the
artists from Sant‘Eufemia became part of the scuola di Piacenza artists working at the
cathedral.136 In her 1988 publication, she posited an 1107-1117 dating for the sculpture
at Sant‘Eufemia, in line with Quintavalle‘s 1973 theory that the cathedral was begun
before 1117 and that the sculpture there dated from c.1110-1115.137 However, now that
the art historical community has again accepted the c.1122 date for the sculpture at
Piacenza Cathedral, Verzár Bornstein's original date of c.1120 is to be preferred for the
work at Sant‘Eufemia.138

Nicholaus at Piacenza Cathedral
The façade of the cathedral of Piacenza, which is distinguished by its three
monumental entrances, all with double-storied protiri framing the portals is the locus for
a large amount of sculpture by Nicholaus. He is credited with all of the figural and
decorative sculpture that is part of the interior section of the south entranceway—the
lintel, doorposts, archivolts, capitals, colonnettes, jambs. Additionally, the two small
male figures at either end of the lintel associated with the north portal, three of the four
spandrel figures on the north and south protiri, the four telamon supports from these
protiri, and the two recumbent oxen supports at the upper level of the central portal are
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Verzár [Bornstein] 1974, 25, for the broader dating. Verzár Bornstein 1988, 53ff. esp. 57, emphatically
dates the sculptures to 1107, concurrent with the dedication of the church.
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Elizabeth den Hartog, Romanesque Sculpture in Maastrich, Maastricht: Bonnefantenmuseum, 2002, 82,
dates the sculpture at Sant‘Eufemia to 1131-1132, perceiving a certain resemblance between some of these
and the reliefs on the corbel table on the apse at Königslutter.
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assigned to this atelier.139 The central entranceway has been much restored, but certain of
the signs of the zodiac and other celestial elements depicted on the ―cosmic arch‖ at the
lower story of the central protiro are considered his work.140 And the four relief figures
including the Virgin A nnunciate, the archangel Gabriel, and the prophets Balaam and
Isaiah flanking the apsidal window are also assigned to him.141 From time to time, it has
been proposed that certain capitals on the interior of the church are by him.142 Nicholaus
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Zimmerman 1897, 74, associated the work on both the north and south portals with the ―Kunstkreis‖ of
Nicholaus, and dated it c. 1140. Venturi 1904, vol. 3, 174, divided the work between Nicholaus (south) and
Wiligelmus (north), dating it c.1122. Porter 1917, vol. 3, 254, assigns the work on both the north and south
entranceways to Nicholaus. Robb 1930, 286 ff. assigns only the south portal to Nicholaus. KrautheimerHess 1928, 273 and 1944, 162-63 n. 90, dates the Piacentine work to c. 1140 and concludes that it was not
by Nicholaus but by later followers, 36-37. Robb came out strongly against Krautheimer-Hess‘s 1140
dating in his review of her dissertation: D. Robb, ―Review: Trude Krautheimer-Hess, ‗Die Figurale Plastik
der ostlombardi von 1100-1178,‖ Marburger Jahrbuch für Kunstwissenschaft, 1928,‖ in Art Bulletin 12
(1930): 197-199. Jullian 1945, 111, and Crichton 1954, 39-40, date these after 1122. Quintavalle 1973, 46,
assigns much of the sculpture in situ on the west façade at Piacenza to c. 1110-1115, in other words, before
the earthquake of 1117. Verzár Bornstein, 1988, 68, used Quintavalle‘s dating of c. 1110-1115 for a first
program, but proposes that after the earthquake ―…the façade was reassembled and decorated further
between 1122-1132.‖ See above, n. 36, for Quintavalle‘s acceptance of the c.1122 date in 2004.
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The signs of the zodiac were associated with Nicholaus by Venturi 1904, vol. 3, 177. Porter 1917, vol.
3, 253, comments that they were executed by the same sculptor as similar ones at the Sagra di San Michele.
Klein 1995, 169 n. 694, cites the scholarship. On p.173, his careful examination of the arch reveals that the
sculptures are done by members of the workshops of both Wiligelmus and Nicholaus. Kain 1986, 28,
identifies this sculpture as scuola di Piacenza and dates it to 1179. She identifies similarities between
certain of these sculptures and others in the portal at Sant‘Antonino in Piacenza. She adds that changes
were made to some of the pieces during the restoration carried out in 1896-1902 by Giudotti.
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This attribution was first made by Toesca 1927, 87 n.15. Krautheimer-Hess 1928, 285, considers the
figures late productions of the Nicholaus school. Like Jullian 1945, 111-12, Verzár Bornstein 1988, 68,
sees these as combining aspects of the work of followers of Wiligelmus and Nicholaus. Kain 1986, 31-32,
46, notes that similar figures were produced framing apse windows later in the second half of the century at
the Sagra di San Michele and that these are similar in style to various reliefs at Castell‘Arquato, but prefers
the frequent comparison made between these figures and the prophets of Cremona Cathedral dated pre1117. Klein 1995, 217-29, tends to favor a later c.1140 dating for the work, associating it with the reliefs at
Castell‘Arquato, the pulpit at Carpi, the signs of the zodiac on the main portal at Piacenza Cathedral, and
the Genesis reliefs at San Zeno, acknowledging the lack of agreement within his discussion.
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Venturi 1904, vol. 3, 179, already assigns certain of these capitals to Nicholaus. Jullian 1945, 111, calls
the historiated capitals the work of Nicholaus and his workshop. Porter 1917, vol. 3, 246-51, describes
these but does not attribute them. Quintavalle 1991, 232-39, figs. 215-221, has identified several capitals in
the north transept as by Nicholaus. Klein 1995, 242 -51, designates these as the work of the younger
atelier. Klein, 237-42, characterizes the work of the older atelier as reminiscent of Wiligelmus‘s work at
Modena.
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worked at Piacenza Cathedral both before and after his tenure at the Sagra. His earliest
work here dates from about 1122-1127. The later work dates from 1132-1135.
The sculpture associated with the portal of the south entranceway on the west
façade of Piacenza Cathedral is Nicholaus‘s earliest work. The historiated reliefs on the
lintel, depicting the life of Christ from the Presentation in the Temple to the Three
Temptations, seem both labored and immature in their execution: the artist handles his
chisel with more enthusiasm than subtlety (Figs. 22b-c & 25a-b). The figures are illproportioned with heads and feet that are too large for the body. Almost all of the faces
are alike—they are round or urn-shaped occasionally with well-defined cheekbones—
with popping eyes and pursed lips. The hair and beards of the figures are simplified.
Hair is suggested by a series of wavy ridges; the beard, by short parallel cuts. There is
some variety in the handling of the drapery; however, one is most aware of a surfeit of
ridges defining a plentitude of folds. The rinceaux on the relieving arch and the two
figures at the end of the lintel on the north portal are also handled in similarly
rudimentary manner. The figures of the virtues and the telamons on the doorpost
capitals, the Cain and Abel and the witness figures on the opposing capitals above the
colonnettes and jambs are the most accomplished of the sculptures associated with this
portal and possibly are the work of another older and more experienced artist.
Stylistically, the sculptures assigned to Nicholaus in locations outside this portal
appear to be the work of a more mature artist, thus suggesting that they be dated later
than the sculpture within the south portal. In fact, the telamons supporting the north and
south protiri and the oxen associated with the upper story of the central entranceway at
Piacenza Cathedral are nearly identical in size and execution to their counterparts from
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the main entranceway at Ferrara Cathedral dated 1135-1140. Thus, it is probable that
Nicholaus executed these sculptures just before he received the commission to oversee
the construction of the new cathedral in Ferrara.143
In my construction of Nicholaus‘s career, the artist first worked in Piacenza in
1122, as the cathedral project was getting underway. His first assignment was the
sculpture for the south portal at Piacenza sometime before the second half of the 1120s.
Then, Nicholaus accompanied by at least one associate traveled to the Sagra di San
Michele. Here Nicholaus executed his first signed sculptures, which adorned an archway
or a portal at this multi-leveled complex. Around 1130, having completed the sculpture
at the Sagra and inspired by their encounters with people travelling to Rome from France
and Spain, Nicholaus and his companions made his way to Languedoc, where they saw
the sculptures at St. Sernin, La Daraude, and in the cloister at the Cathedral of SaintÉtienne in Toulouse and met their counterparts who were active there. Nicholaus‘s later
decision to include figures in the jambs at Ferrara Cathedral seems to have resulted from
his having seen the supporting piers with figures set into in the angles of corners in the
cloister of the Cathedral of Saint-Étienne.144 They may have ventured to Moissac and to
St. Gilles-en-Provence, but the evidence for this is less compelling.
Nicholaus seems to have returned to Piacenza by 1132, at which time he may
have made the acquaintance of both Pope Innocent II and Emperor Lothar III, both of
whom seem to have played a role in his later career. Innocent II is known to have held a
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council in the city on Pentecost, 13 June 1132. Later that year on 4 November, the pope
and the emperor-to-be met in Roncaglia, now within the municipal boundaries of
Piacenza. Were Nicholaus present in Piacenza he would have had two opportunities to
make the acquaintance of the pope, but would have met the emperor only on a single
occasion.
Nicholaus‘s being chosen to oversee the construction of the brand-new cathedral
in Ferrara may have resulted from his meeting with the pope. Pope Innocent II put its site
under papal protection in 1135. He may have recommended to Bishop Landolfus that a
talented sculptor and workshop organizer working in Piacenza, Nicholaus, be chosen to
supervise the project. It is also possible that Nicholaus and Bishop Landolfus were
acquainted or knew of each other if Nicholaus like Landolfus came from the town of
Ficarolo, although Landolfus would have been about thirty years older than the young
artist. Similarly, a meeting between the artist and the emperor could account for
Nicholaus being assigned a commission so that he would come to Königslutter to execute
sculptural decorations for Lothar‘s burial church located at the Benedictine abbey
dedicated to Saints Peter and Paul.145

The North and South Portal Sculptural Programs, c. 1122
The side portals on the façade of Piacenza Cathedral appear to be in their original
state although missing their polychromy. The north portal is assigned to the Wiligelmusinfluenced Master of Nonantola while the south portal is the work of Nicholaus. The
basic configuration of the portals is nearly identical.
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That Lothar and Nicholaus met has previously been suggested. Krautheimer-Hess 1944, 165 n. 102,
suggests that Nicholaus met Lothar in Verona in 1136. Also, Kain 1986, 167.
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Both portals feature a historiated lintel set on square doorposts. The rectangular
blocks used as the terminal elements (capitals) have telamons carved on the inner face
and figures of virtues on the outer face (Figs. 20a-b & 24a-b). The slightly recessed
lunettes above both are framed by three decorated archivolts (Figs. 18a & 22a). As at
Wiligelmus‘s portal at Modena, the innermost, square cross-section relieving arch is set
immediately above the lintel in line with the doorposts and is embellished with a
rinceaux. The next arch has a tubular molding decorated with the double-ax motif, here
framed by a concave band of laurel leaves. Deviating from the Modenese model, the
artists have added an additional archivolt supported by a square jamb on either side of the
portal. The decorations on the final archivolts are not quite identical. The archivolt on
the north is decorated with acanthus leaves encircled by a row of beads, while the
archivolt on the south a narrow row of patterned foliage is framed by the same sort of
paired acanthus leaves as the final framing element. The inner face of the relieving arch
at the south portal assigned to Nicholaus is decorated with a band of sculpture depicting
pairs of intertwined dragons emerging from grotesque heads at the corners and with two
back-to-back heads at the apex (Fig. 23b-d).146
At both portals beneath each of the two outer archivolts and set at the level of the
lintel is a capital with a high relief figure on it. The figures are set on the angles of the
block and deliberately paired, thus reminiscent of the atlantes on the visible faces of the
capitals of the western doorway at Modena (Figs. 3a, 20a-b, 24a-b).
Both the north and south portal lintels depict scenes from the life of Christ set
within an arcade, which simultaneously creates visual continuity between the narrative
elements and separates them. In each set of arcades, the arches are supported by
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columnar elements, which vary in treatment, as do their Corinthian-inspired capitals.
Tiny towers are set in the most of the dips in the arcade, although at times the artist uses
this space for a figural element associated with a particular scene. 147

The Master of Nonantola’s Work at the North Portal
The lintel at the north portal is subdivided by seven arches which serve as the
setting for five scenes from the Infancy of Christ beginning with the Annunciation and
ending with the Adoration of the Magi (Fig. 18b-c). This last scene and the Nativity both
occupy two arches: the central column associated with the arch is only partially visible in
the Nativity, and it is omitted altogether in the Adoration. Nearly all of these figures are
the work of the artist called the Master of Nonantola. His work exhibits the influence of
the Wiligelmus: his figures have chubby rectangular faces, and wear heavy garments that
are triangular in shape and conceal the body beneath.
In the first image, the Annunciation, an eager Virgin in three-quarter view,
clutching her body and standing on the left rather than the more usual right, encounters
Gabriel, also in three-quarter view, who points at her with his right index finger.148 One
of the archangel‘s wings obliterates the view of the separating column which delineates
the field. His second wing is ―flattened out‖ asserting the presence of a solid wall behind
the arcade. Next, in the Visitation, Mary and her cousin Elizabeth, both in profile, bump
foreheads and grasp each other around the neck and by the arms. Elizabeth‘s cloak is
drawn back revealing a defined abdomen, while the Virgin‘s pregnancy is less evident.
In these first two scenes, the women have their veils pulled tightly over their heads and
147
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It is impossible to determine what the Virgin is doing with her hands. Is she slipping her left hand
beneath her right hand?
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foreheads forming a dome—are we to understand that they are wearing a cap beneath—
with a controlled fold on either side.
The following two arches contain the scene of the Nativity. Lying on a bed which
is set forward in front of the framing columns, is the recumbent Virgin, wearing a doublebanded crown over her veil and covered by a blanket edged with rippling folds.149 At the
far side of the field, wide-awake Joseph, bearded with shoulder-length hair parted down
the center, sits behind the Virgin‘s bed. He rests his chin on his hand as if lost in
thought. Centered between the figures‘ heads is a lamp hanging from the center of the
arch. The Virgin‘s covered feet extend over the separating column into the next field
where they touch the manager upon which the well-swaddled Christ child sleeps, his head
turned slightly towards the viewer. A contented looking ox and ass—only the heads and
necks are shown—watch over him. Christ‘s divinity is signaled by the twelve-point
rosette-form star set against a disk, just slightly to the right of center of arch but still
marking the midpoint of the lintel.
The Annunciation to the Shepherds appears next, in a detailed representation that
includes a crenellated tower as well as the requisite sheep, shepherds and angel, who
sadly is now missing his face.150 On the left the angel appears above the tower; his wing
fills the space above the heads of the shepherds. He raises his right hand, palm open, as
if to address the two shepherds, who look up at him. Both figures are in three-quarter
view with their heads in profile. Both hold staves in their left hands. They are shod,
wear short tunics, and are beardless. They are distinguished by their heights, their hair
styles, and their stance. The shorter, curly-haired figure in the center of the field has his
149
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feet parallel; behind him the taller second shepherd with striated hair crosses his right
foot over the left and appears to genuflect. Gesturing awe, the first raises his right hand,
while the second thumps his fist against his breastbone. A flock of six sheep is
positioned on the left side of the field beneath the tower. The herd is cropped by the lefthand column of the field, but the heads of three sheep are clearly shown and three more
are indicated by their noses seen above a pile of hay.
The final scene, the Adoration of the Magi, takes place beneath two arches with
the central column omitted. To the left, under the first arch, in three-quarter view is the
crowned Virgin holding the Christ Child on her lap. Christ holds a book and blesses the
magi. The foliate Star of Bethlehem, now with the more usual six points, is above his
head. All of the magi are bearded and wear short tunics, cloaks and a stylized version of
the Phrygian hat, which has a pattern of twisted petal-like forms on it. They are
staggered in size. The first king kneels, presenting his gift of gold in an oval container to
the child. The two behind each hold their gifts with a covered left hand on the side
towards the viewer; the right hands are uncovered. Interestingly, in this entire sequence
of scenes, there is not a single halo!
At either end of the lintel, seemingly added as an afterthought, is an
unembellished arch, framing the small figure of a beardless man in a short tunic. The
man on the left is nervously crossing his arms while the one on the right seems to wring
his hands. These ―witness‖ figures with round heads and articulated bodies, which are
stylistically from the others on the lintel, which are all the work of the Master of
Nonantola, are sometimes assigned to Nicholaus.151
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The Master of Nonantola also executed two crowned female figures representing
virtues on the termini of the doorposts (Fig. 20a-b). Only one is identified, that is
PACIEN[CIA] on the right. The women are similar in size and dress and are posed
standing in three-quarter view, gesturing towards each other. On the inner faces of the
blocks are two atlantes. That on the left is damaged and has been re-carved. The bearded
figure on the right is seated with his hands resting on his legs above the legend ATLANS.
Pairs of figures appear on the capitals on the opposite sides of the doorways here.
On the left are two naked figures with no particular sexual identification: they are
beardless and with long hair. One nude balances on his knees while holding his ankse,
and the second grabs his own hair and sticks out his tongue. On the right-side capitals are
two clothed figures, one with a beard and one clean-shaven (Fig. 21a-b). These figures
are half-kneeling and resting their chins on their arms as if thinking: given that both wear
short tunics, they are probably intended to be read as male. According to Klein, the nude
figures recall the period ante legem and the clothed, either sub legem or sub gratiam.152

Similarities in the Sculpture at San Silvestro in Nonantola and Piacenza Cathedral
The sculpture associated with the north portal is attributed to an artist working in
the style of Wiligelmus often referred to as the Master of Nonantola or as he was more
precisely designated by Salvini, the Maestro della lunetta di Nonantola.153 His work at
Piacenza shows that he borrowed extensively from the two other artists who worked at
Nonantola, the Maestro di Astolfo responsible for the Infancy Cycle (Fig. 27a-b) on the
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exterior of the doorposts and the Maestro delle sfingi credited with the inhabited rinceaux
on the inner face of the doorposts (Fig. 28 c-d).154
The Infancy cycles at Piacenza and Nonantola share several features. At both, the
Virgin is crowned or wears the slightly domed head-covering; the shepherds are young,
and the magi wear Phrygian hats. At both, the image of Christ in his manger adored by
the ox and ass appears as a separate vignette. Additionally, there are similarities in the
framing of the scenes. At Nonantola each subject is set in a rectangular cassette but has
either a single arch with towers at the corners or a double arch with a tiny conical tower
in the middle framing the scene. The ends of the arches are all set on pendant capitals,
not columns. Interestingly, the Master of Nonantola does not include any inscriptions in
his work at Piacenza, although at Nonantola the scenes are labeled. Another deviation
from Nonantola is the omission of halos. The sculpture at Nonantola is usually dated
between 1117 (the year of the earthquake) and 1121 on the basis of an inscription on the
lintel of the entrance date, although Salvini suggests a post-1121 dating for the work at
Nonantola, just before that at Piacenza in 1122.155
It is impossible to know if Nicholaus and the Master from Nonantola worked at
Piacenza concurrently, as Venturi proposed and is generally accepted, or if Nicholaus and
artists associated with him inherited a project that was already underway. Jullian
suggested the latter on the basis of the two figures set at the end of the lintel. This
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observation has been reiterated by Gädeke and Klein.156 Furthermore, these figures may
have been inspired by similar figures appearing at the ends of the lintel of the parish
church of San Giorgio near Argenta (Fig. 14c). In this case, the 1122 date for the
Argenta sculpture contained in the signature inscription on the lintel supports the c.1122
or slightly later dating for the beginning of the Piacentine portals.
Nicholaus’s South Portal
Nicholaus continues the story of Christ‘s life from the Presentation in the Temple
through the Three Temptations on the lintel of the portal, which is subdivided into six
spaces by arches each framing a single scene (Fig. 22b-c). The sequence begins with the
Presentation in the Temple. The Virgin Mary lifts an exceedingly large Christ child
above the altar and hands him to the high priest Simeon. She and her handmaiden, who
holds a sacrificial dove, are on the left of the field. The Christ child, supported by both
Mary and Simeon, is in a seated posture. His bare feet dangle beneath his robe. He
clutches his left hand to his body, and with his right hand he blesses the high priest.
The Flight into Egypt is a particularly charming scene. The Virgin is perched
sideways on a donkey that looks like a pony.157 Christ seated on her lap, awkwardly
gestures blessing with his right hand and holds a book in his left. Joseph, looking back at
his charges, is squeezed in at the side of the arch. In a marvelous continuation of his
movement, he steps behind the column into the next scene, the Baptism of Christ.
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Here the holy figures are identified by halos. The Baptist is barefoot. He wears a
mantle over a tunic, which he grasps in his left hand, and is barefoot. St. John touches
Christ‘s head anointing him. Strangely, Christ gestures blessing towards the right, away
from the Baptist. Christ‘s left hand and lower body is mostly hidden beneath the ripples
of the river, but his legs are indicated by raised shapes. The body of the Holy Spirit is
viewed from above. His head and halo overlap Christ‘s halo, while his body is located in
the interstice between the arches to the right of the scene where one would expect a
turret.
The following three arches contain the Three Temptations of Christ in accordance
with the sequence given in Mathew 4: 1-11.158 The devil is on the left in every scene.
Christ wearing the cross-nimbus halo is portrayed in a nearly frontal view. An impassive
expression on his face, he turns his head slightly towards the devil.
In the first scene depicting the devil‘s challenge to turn stone into bread, the
grimacing, half-human, half-animal devil is shown in three-quarter view. His mask-like
face with rounded ears on top of the head appears somewhat feline. He has human arms
and a man‘s body albeit with a tail. His legs combine human and bestial features. His
left leg ends in a cloven hoof with which he scratches his right leg terminating in a wolf‘s
paw. His open mouth reveals sharp, overlapping incisors and an extended tongue. He
has one hand on his chest and seems to be debating Christ. Christ holds his book
prominently between his hands—right hand on top, left hand beneath—as if to signal that
―man shall not live by bread alone.‖
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In the following arch, the devil has a variant beast-head possibly inspired by a
monkey: his ears are on the sides not the top of head. He is posed with his back to Christ
revealing his furry backside. His head is turned forward. Challenging Christ to throw
himself down from the pinnacle of the temple in the holy city, he seems to laugh when
Christ doesn‘t comply. Christ stands on a dome, next to a church tower, raising his right
hand gesturing ―Stop!‖ and holding his book in his left hand.
The final Temptation shows a three-quarter-view devil with somewhat wolf-like
head and feet. This devil bends his knees and clutches his body. Having been offered the
kingdoms of the world if he will bow down to Satan, Christ stands on the top of the
mountain and stares at the demon. Christ holds the book in his right hand and the
twisted edge of his mantle in his left. He is still unperturbed and refuses to kowtow to the
devil.
Unlike the north entranceway which is devoid of text, this one has inscriptions on
the upper and lower edges of the lintel and on the capitals and doorposts. The text above
the scenes on the lintel summarizes the action in each: OFFERTUR DEUS/ ATQ[UE]
FUGIT/ SIC FONTE LAVATUR/ TEMPTIATUR TRIPLICI DEUS/ ART DOLISENA.
[God is offered; and then he flees; thus he is washed in the spring; God was tempted three
times in a fraudulent manner.] The lower border contains the warning HOC OPUS
INTENDAT QUISQUIS BONUS EXIT ET INTRAT. [This work is presented to
whoever (is) good (who) leaves and enters.]
On the outer faces of the doorpost are two virtues labeled PACIENCIA and
HUMILITAS (Fig.24a-b). Neither figure is crowned but each holds a book. The two
atlantes on the inner faces are each associated with a specific vice. Next to Patience is
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IRA, personified as an older bearded man with his hands set on top of his crossed legs.
AVARICIA, positioned by Humility, is a young man squatting with his legs parallel, his
hands also on his knees. In contrast to the similar figures by the Master of Nonantola,
which are somewhat staid, these figures have been energized by having their heads and
feet set forward over the edge of the frame.
The corner capitals above the jamb elements contain figures of Cain and Abel
with their names CHAIM and ABEL on the edge of the molding above their heads (Fig.
25a). Both are beardless youths. On the outer capital Abel sits beneath a foliate volute,
his hands arranged in a directional gesture towards Cain and the door itself. Cain, on the
inner capital, also faces outward clenching the raised club: he is posed ready to strike.
Opposite, on the capitals on the right side of the doorway are two standing figures, one
bearded, one shaved, who stand with their left hands raised to the sides of their heads.
One has his right hand on his hip, and the second is pointing (Fig. 25b). Who are these
apparently remorseful figures? They have no place in canonical versions of the story.

The Beginning of the Nicholaus Style
Whatever circumstances led to Nicholaus‘s arrival in Piacenza, it is certain that he
and at least one other artist is responsible for all of the sculpture embellishing the south
portal on the western face of the cathedral (Figs. 18b-c & 22b-c).159 The awkward and
simplified handling of the figures on the lintel and the two virtues attests to Nicholaus‘s
inexperience as an artist; but what this figures lack in terms of finish and ease of
execution, they compensate for by their liveliness and their manner of interaction with the
audience.
159

Nicholaus never worked alone, but it is difficult to track different hands between more than two
projects.
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The faces of the Nicholaus‘s figures are oval or round with pointed chins and high
cheekbones. They do not appear fleshy as do those by the Master of Nonantola who
reveals to his audience the warmth softness of flesh perceived through touch. Rather they
have a stony quality. The figures stare at the viewer with wide-open oval eyes.
Eyebrows are arched and nearly connect with the nose. Lips are small, pursed and
slightly down-turned. The figures‘s robes cling closely to their bodies revealing rather
than hiding the underlying anatomy. The drapery, which is carved as clustered folds
accented with drill holes with ridged linear patterns delineating body mass, has an energy
not found in the work of the Master of Nonantola whose drapery follows Wiligelmus‘s
formula of overlapping planes and twin-ridges.
Nicholaus‘s figures are also positioned differently from those executed on the
north lintel: most have their bodies and feet turned towards the viewer, so that they face
outwards as in a tableau. Nicholaus does not use the near-profile heads nor the feet
turned sideways along the ledge, which in the scene of the Adoration of the Magi suggest
participation in a ceremonial activity. One also notices that Nicholaus's Virgin does not
wear a crown as does that of the Master of Nonantola. The veils of Nicholaus‘s female
figures ripple across their foreheads heads rather than forming a rather crown-like dome.
As noted, in the scene of the Baptism Nicholaus uses halos to denote sanctity.
The treatment of the arcading is also distinctive. Arches with turrets are still the
organizational device, however, the columns and capitals are much more varied than on
the north where the two-leaf acanthus capitals are identical, most of the columns are
decorated with a spiral pattern, and only two types of turrets appear in the interstices.
Nicholaus‘s acanthus capitals vary: he employs spiral, fluted, and plaited columns. He
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also experiments with the towers between the arches: no two are perfectly identical. One
example has two adjoining turrets; another is sculpted as if viewed from the corner.

The Inhabited Rinceaux
A comparison of the rinceaux that Nicholaus uses on the relieving arch with that
on the north portal relieving arch is instructive (Figs. 19a-e & 23a-d). This like the
figures on the lintel reveals that Nicholaus is at an early stage in his development as an
artist: it seems that he is unable to execute the leaf-wrapped inhabited rinceaux pioneered
in Emilia by Wiligemus and used by the Master of Nonantola on the relieving arch of the
north portal. Here the rinceaux follows the example of the Maestro dei sfingi at
Nonantola: notably, the branching vine-stems that form the circular fields framing all
manner of creature, are enclosed within acanthus leaves and have tendrils twisting
through the interstices (Figs. 19a-e & 28c-d).160 As in the Modenese prototype, a
plethora of drill holes punctuate the leaves (Fig. 3a,c &4).161
Nicholaus's inhabited rinceaux on the south is much simpler in conception, thus
easier to execute. Like the vine encircling the lunette at Nonantola, the vine stem is not
encased in leaves, rather it is grooved and snakes around with additional looping stems to
the form circular frames (Figs. 23a-d & 28a-b). There are few floral or foliate elements
extending from them into the interstices between the frame and vine. Occasionally, a tiny
leaf wraps over the stem or is terminal element for stem. Contained in the vine scroll are
various birds, monsters that tend to twist their heads around to bite their backs, and a
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A peculiar lion-headed dragon appears both at Piacenza and Nonantola, suggesting that our artist
enjoyed the process of mixing heads and bodies.
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Klein, 1995, 149, n. 637, points out the similarity between this vine and that on the fragments from
Cremona now in Milan.
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single naked human figure.162 The interior face of the arch is decorated with four
demonic heads—two at either side and two fused Janus-like in the center—and
confronted pairs of dragons, which link their necks and bite back on their wings.163 Drill
holes and raised dots adorn the animals‘ bodies: the wings have bands of beading on
them signaling the influence of the sculptures at Sant‘Eufemia (Figs. 16a,c,f & 23e).

The Sculpture on the Protiri
A date of c.1122 to c.1125/7 seems appropriate for the lintel, doorposts, archivolts
within the two side portals. However, the sculpture for the protiri framing them can be
demonstrated to date from around 1132-1135, just before Nicholaus goes to Ferrara to
participate in the planning and construction of the new cathedral.
The work that can be attributed to this phase of the project includes the four
telamones beneath the columns supporting the protiri, the two capitals above the columns
on the southern protiro, and the four spandrel figures. Because the protiri are not keyed
into the wall of the church, structural analysis cannot be used as a means of establishing a
date. However, as there are strong stylistic similarities between the telmones here and
those at Ferrara Cathedral that are securely dated just after 1135, that year becomes the
terminus post quem for the work at Ferrara and the terminus ante quem for this Piacentine
sculpture.164
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The two birds are generic and in profile. One animal might be described as feline. The rest of the
creatures are quite peculiar, and include what seem to be a wyvern, a sphinx, a harpy, and a winged lion.
The figure I have identified as a naked human being is odd appearing to have no neck.
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The best illustrations of these are to be found in the Atlante, Nicholaus e l’arte del suo tempo, Atti del
Seminario tenutosi a Ferrara dal 21 al 24 setembre organizato dalla Deputazione Provinciale Ferrarese di
Storia Patria, ed. by A.M. Romanini, Ferrara:Corbo editore, 1985, 72-74, figs. 48-50. Dragons possibly as
symbols of evil are a favorite motif for Nicholaus, lurking at several portals.
164

Jullian 1945, 112, suggested 1135 as an appropriate date.
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The four telamones are presented in pairs. Each pair consists of an old man and a
young man. All wear tunics with long sleeves (Fig. 25a-d).165 Those on the north, like
the portal sculpture here, have been designated as Wiligelmesque in style.166 Both
figures are seated leaning forward with the weight of the columns supported on their
shoulders. Their legs are parallel, and the toes of their shod feet project just over the
upper edge of the shallow, square base. They hold their bent arms close to their bodies,
as they reach up towards the stepped base of the column with both hands. The bearded
telamon sits above three lions (Fig. 25a). He firmly grasps both sides of the stepped base.
His tunic is tucked around his legs creating the impression of a pair of trousers, and he
has a flowing cape over his shoulders. His beard is formed by two rows of tight curls,
while the hair on his head is centrally parted, striated, and rippled.
His beardless counterpart, whose hair is tightly curled, balances the base of the
column on his knuckles (Fig. 25b). This figure sits on a block above three acanthus
leaves, one of which pushes up between his legs.167 The excess fabric from his tunic falls
over the edge of the block and twists around his knees; the ends of his sleeves are ruched.
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There maybe a relationship between the telamones at Piacenza and two purportedly from Cremona
Cathedral, now in the Museo dell Castelo Sforzesco in Milan. These include a figure that is bearded with
an eagle (?) between his legs and the fragment consisting of the lower half of a figure with acanthus. See
Gandolfo 2001, 31, Figs. 24-25. Gandolfo 2001, 29, assigned these to the second generation of artists
working at Cremona Cathedral after 1129. This supports my dating of post-1132 for the telamones and
spandrel figures at Piacenza. At Cremona Cathedral, the figures of the telamons in situ beneath the
columns flanking the central doorway on the façade are treated differently from the Piacentine examples in
pose—both kneel. Their fleshy faces indicate the influence of Wiligelmus.
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Klein 1995, 152; Salvini 1956, 91-92; Krautheimer-Hess 1928, 235-36. Jullian 1945, 132, designates
the Milanese example (see n.168) as by student of Nicholaus and because of similarities with the Piacentine
examples dated it around 1130. Quintavalle 1973, 50-51, considered the telamones on the north portal at
Piacenza Wiligelmic and dated them between c.1110-1115. Those on the south side he called Nicholesque
and dated c.1140.
167

This figure may be based on the telamon supposedly from Cremona in the Museo dell‘Castello
Sforzesco in Milan. Gandolfo 2001, 35, comments that this telamon with an acanthus leaf between his
legs was copied by Nicholaus at Ferrara in 1135.
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A swath of fabric falls over his left shoulder. On the base appears the inscription O
QVAM GRANDE PONDVS SVPE(R)FERO [Oh, what a great weight I bear]. The
treatment of hair by the master responsible for these figures is extremely distinctive,
consisting of rows of tight curls. This motif appears in the beard of the old telamon, the
hair of the young telamon, and in one lion‘s mane.
The telamones associated with the south protiro are invariably assigned to
Nicholaus (Fig. 25c-d). The posing of the figures has been modified so that the figures‘
arms and bodies are set outward at diagonals defying rather than recalling the boundaries
of the block from which they were carved.168 The bases beneath their feet are taller than
those on the north and have a deep cavetto molding on top of the flat edging, thus their
feet are more active than those of the other figures.
The beardless telamon is seated on a hippogriff. His legs are parallel, and he
places both hands on the column base as do the telamones on the north side. The eaglehead and broad, feathered chest of the beast project forward between the telamon‘s legs,
which it grabs with its claws. The telamon‘s tunic has been pulled up to reveal his legs
and on either side swirls out in a flaring fold-pattern just below his knees, which are
encircled by the drapery. The bodice of the tunic, as is typical, fits tightly across the
chest and forms curved folds over the well-rounded abdomen. The sleeves are also fitted;
they terminate in elegant deep, pleated cuffs. The telamon‘s hair is parted in the center,
falls in waves over his forehead and curls up on his shoulders.
The bearded telamon displays the cross-legged pose that will become standard in
Nicholaus‘s late oeuvre (Fig. 25d). He is barefoot, and his feet are raised up on the toes.
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Klein 1995, 180ff. Krautheimer-Hess 1928, 381, already identified these as by Nicholaus. Cf. Cochetti
Pratesi, 1973, 27-29.
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The old man uses only his left hand to support the column base and rests his right hand
on his right knee. He turns his head slightly to the right towards the door. His tunic,
which also features elaborate cuffed sleeves, is drawn up into his lap. His skirt is pulled
up so that his knees, the muscles in his legs, and the tendons in his feet are all visible.
Like the old telamon on the north, he has a cloak.
The perceived differences between the paired figures, north and south, have
inspired scholars to assign the two on the north to Wiligelmus‘s followers and those on
the south to Nicholaus.169 However, when the telamones are compared with those
assigned to Nicholaus at Ferrara Cathedral, it is apparent that at least one telamon from
the north portal is a model for the work here. The young telamon at Ferrara is based on
none other than the telamon from the north portal with the acanthus leaf between his legs,
considered Wiligelmesque because of his fleshy oval face (Figs. 26b & 45c-d). The
model for the old telamon is the bearded man with the crossed legs from the south portal
attributed to Nicholaus (Figs. 26c & 45a-b).
Given the similarities amongst the Piacentine and Ferrarese sculptures, they must
have been executed within a few years of each other. Thus, it is entirely possible that all
of the telamones here are by Nicholaus as suggested already in 1945 by Jullian, who
proposed 1135 as a terminus ante quem for the Piacentine work.170

The Spandrel Figures of the North and South Protiri
An attribution to Nicholaus and a dating of 1132-1135 also seems appropriate for
the spandrel figures on lower stories of the north and south protiri (Figs. 18a & 22a). On
169
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See above n. 166.

Jullian 1945, 112. Given the potential for the overlap of personnel in a workshop situation, it is possible
that a Wiligelmus-trained expert in telamones went on to work with Nicholaus.
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the north protiro, the left and right spandrels respectively contain St. John the Evangelist
cradling his book in his right hand and soliciting the audience‘s attention with an open
palm and St. John the Baptist, who with his left hand unfurls a scroll inscribed HECCE
AGNVS, while pointing the index finger of his right hand towards the Agnus Dei on the
keystone. On the south protiro both Elias (left spandrel) and Enoch (right spandrel)
hold scrolls inscribed with their names HELIAS and HENOC in their left hands and grip
the ends of the cloaks with their right hands. Spandrel figures are not uncommon in
Romanesque art. Well-known examples are found in the spandrels of the arches framing
the Porte Miègeville at San Sernin in Toulouse and at St. Pierre in Moissac, both of
which Nicholaus may have visited in France. Examples featuring the two Saints John are
found on the triumphal arches in Roman church interiors executed in fresco or mosaic.171
In the literature there has been an amount of discussion as to which of these
figures can be assigned to Nicholaus. Robb attributed all except the Evangelist to him.172
Kain, on the other hand, suggested that the three figures in the spandrels most often
associated with Nicholaus, namely, the Enoch and Elias on the south portal, and the John
the Baptist on the north portal are nineteenth-century replacement figures.173 I find the
figure of John the Evangelist, which stylistically recalls the work at Nonantola to be
suspect in terms of authenticity, while Kain accepts it. Klein accepts all of the spandrel
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Gandolfo 1985, vol. 2, 517-46.
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Robb 1930, 391-92, 394. Robb believed that these figures were carved by someone in contact with the
Toulousan school.
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Kain 1986, 22-24. She considered the figure of John the Evangelist convincing, but the other three
suspect. However, she noted that spandrel figures existed in these locations and were recorded both in an
engraving by Osten, made in 1841, fig. 8 here, and in a pre-restoration photograph reproduced by Porter
1917, vol. 4, pl. 182, fig. 3. She cited Luigi Tagliaferri, Il duomo di Piacenza, Piacenza: Scuola Artiginana
del libro, 1964, 68, as stating that these are the work of the sculptor P.E. Astorri, who is also responsible for
the replaced lintel in the central portal.
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figures as twelfth century, associating the St. John the Evangelist with the school of
Wiligelmus and the other figures with Nicholaus.174
While it is possible that the reliefs were recut as part of the nineteenth-century
restoration, stylistic comparisons support the assignment of at least three of these figures
to Nicholaus. The initial inspiration for the figures of Enoch and Elias appears to be the
commemoration plaque at Modena Cathedral, where that Elias, like the Piacentine Elias,
is garbed in a robe with a thickly twisted bottom edge (Figs. 3b & 30c). Folds pulled to
the side or draped over an arm swinging forward in a rippling cluster as in the robes of
the Baptist and Enoch have counterparts in the drapery of the lintel and capital figures
including the John the Baptist in the Baptism, Christ in the Second Temptation (Fig.
22b). Cain and Humilitas provide examples of cascading folds (Fig. 24b &25a).175
Supporting the 1132-1135 dating for these figures is the drapery of figure of the
Evangelist at Ferrara Cathedral, which is arranged in flounces on either side of the body
recalling the drapery associated with the Baptist at Piacenza (Figs. 30b & 46).
Furthermore, as Klein pointed out, the ―Corinthian‖ capitals associated with the
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Klein 1995, 159 & 187ff.

Sources for these elaborate folds can be found both locally and in France. Eg., the repousée silver
portable altar of San Geminianus in Modena Cathedral, illustrated in Quintavalle 1991, 316, fig. 309, who
dates it to the turn of the twelfth century: the figures here are actively posed, and further energized by
flying folds which terminate in a looping cluster of fabric set next to the body. Quintavalle also includes
photographs of capitals from Cluny, dated between 1088 and 1112: the capital depicting the first Tone of
Music (p. 326, fig. 318) and that with the seasons (p. 327, fig. 320), as both have dramatic drapery framing
the figures. Certainly connections between Burgundy and Italy are mentioned in the literature. See Salvini
1966, 163ff. in his chapter entitled ―Primi apporti Borgognoni nel duomo di Modena.‖ The Maestro della
Verità at Modena is believed to have trained in Burgundy. (See Salvini 1966, 171ff.) The Carolingian
ivories such as those incorporated into the shrine of St. Servatius at Quedlinburg (the twelve apostles and
signs of the zodiac) and repoussée shrines such as the Paliotto of Sant‘Ambrogio in Milan provide
examples of similarly agitated drapery folds.
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Piacentine protiri are very similar to those on the tops of the colonnettes at the Ferrara
Cathedral entranceway (Figs. 18, 22, & 43 b).176

The Cosmic Arch on the Protiro of the Main Entranceway
The frontal arch of the central protiro is embellished with the signs of the zodiac,
the personifications of the four winds, a star and comet both held by angels, and at the
apex a hand of God framed by the sun and the moon, all labeled (Fig. 28 a-d). The
figures are carved in relatively high relief and for the most part framed by roundels.
These sculptures have been interpreted in a number of ways as to authorship and dating.
Robb categorized these pieces as in the Wiligelmesque tradition; but, he maintained that
Nicholaus, whom he believed had come to Piacenza after having completed his work at
the Sagra di San Michele, provided the subject matter.177 Verzár Bornstein calls this the
cosmic arch and credits it to Nicholaus: she considers the subject matter a precursor to
the signs of the zodiac and the other constellations, which he will execute on the inner
surfaces of the doorposts at the Sagra di San Michele.178 Klein analyses the arch, figure
by figure, and sees the majority of these sculptures as showing a close connection
between the art of Nicholaus and that of Wiligelmus.179 He ponders the possibility of
Nicholaus coming out of the older atelier and notes that ―at least it appears that it is at
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Klein 1995, 185-86. The beast head above the leaves at the corner of the left capital on the south protiro
repeats in the capitals on the right side of the main portal at Ferrara.
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Robb 1930, 393-94, cites the chronicles of the bishops of Piacenza as indicating that first phase
construction took place between 1122-1142. This broader dating allows time for the artist to mature, to
think, practice, and change or perfect his style.
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Verzár Bornstein 1988, 66, was the first scholar to credit all of these to Nicholaus and considers them
part of the post-earthquake reconstruction, 1122-1132. Venturi 1904, vol. 3, 177, considered these possibly
by Nicholaus.
179

Klein 1995, 173. He comments that artists from both workshops are working here. Kain 1986, 29,
presented a case for later dating.
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Piacenza [cathedral] that he first began to depart from the artistic tradition of
Wiligelmus‘s followers.‖180 Kain made the interesting suggestion that these images date
from 1179, the start of the second building campaign. She comments that one motif
which appears four times here, that of a strong jawed beardless male head, is not part of
the repertoire of Wiligelmus or Nicholaus but appears at the Castell‘Arquato, where it is
found on the archivolts of the relieving arch framing the keystone depicting the hand of
God.181 The spare character of much of the sculpture on the arch makes it difficult to
associate this work with the young Nicholaus, who favors pattern in his work and whose
figures are lively in contrast to these, which are rather static, and thus appear more
Wiligelmesque than Nicholesque.
In my opinion, these sculptures are not part of Nicholaus's oeuvre, but better
categorized as hybrid scuola di Piacenza work in an early phase. Still, one small
observation suggests that there was some exchange between the sculptors at the Sagra
and the artists working here. The sign of Scorpio on the arch features the amusing
conflation of an image of a bishop wearing a miter with a tassel on top with a scorpion
and may have been inspired by Nicholaus‘s provocative rendering of the sign of Cancer
with a bishop‘s face with miter on the doorpost with the signs of the zodiac at the Sagra
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Klein 1995, 173. ―Damit stellt sich erneut die Frage, ob Niccolò aus dem älteren Atelier hervorgegangen
sein kann. Zumindest scheint es, als habe er sich erst in Piacenza aus der künstlerichen Tradition der
Wiligelmus-Nachfolge zu lösen begonnen.‖ Klein 1995, 199, did not consider any of the sculpture at
Sant‘Eufemia in his discussion of the emerging Nicholaus:―Die Hauptquelle seiner Kunst bleibt die
Wiligelmus-Schule, die erst in Piacenza kennenlernte und hinter in seinem Oeuvre bisweilen noch
Reminiszenzen an di ‗Corrente comasca‘ durchscheinen.‖
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Kain 1986, 30. Kain assigned this work to the 1179 campaign and the scuola sculptors, noting that ―…
the western entrance to the south transept at Piacenza Cathedral has a lunette of Christ with an open book,
flanked by two kneeling figures, executed possibly by the Castell‘Arquato master….‖ The profile heads are
not dissimilar from the heads on the inner face of the inside archivolt of the south portal attributed to
Nicholaus.
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di San Michele (Figs. 29c & 38a).182 It is probable that the cosmic arch reliefs were
executed between c.1127-1132, at which time Nicholaus was working at the Sagra di San
Michele or studying the art of Toulouse.

The Oxen Supports
The two oxen supporting the second story of the central protiro also must
considered in the context of Nicholaus‘s sculpture, in so much as similar oxen appear as
supports at the second level of the protiro on the west facade at Ferrara Cathedral. Klein
compares these to the telamons and prophets on the south protiro.183 Because of the
strong similarities between these and the Ferrarese examples, I propose they date between
1132 and 1135.

The Apsidal Annunciation and Prophet Reliefs
Nicholaus himself or one of his associates is responsible for the four large slab
figures now framing the window on the central apse (Fig. 31a-d). To the left is the angel
Gabriel, who points towards the Virgin, and holds a scroll inscribed AVE MARIA
GRACIA PLENA D(OMI)N(U)S TECUM. Below him, facing straight forward, is the
prophet Balaam, who grasps a loop of fabric in his right hand and holds in his left hand a
scroll reading ORIETUR STELLA EX JACOB.184 On the right is the Virgin set above
the prophet Isaiah. Mary is completely frontal and has her garments symmetrically
arranged: she raises both hands waist high in the orant gesture. A plaque above her head
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See below, pp. 110.
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Klein 1995, 175.
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Verzár Bornstein 1988, 73 n. 58, notes that this verse comes from Numbers 24:17; she adds that this
combination of prophet and verse is used in Quodvultdeus‘s sermon Contra Judeos, Paganos et Arianos.
Similar passages appear on the scrolls held by the prophets at Ferrara and Verona cathedrals.
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states ECCE ANCILLA D(OMI)NI. Isaiah, who is bearded like Balaam raises his right
hand as if to address the viewer. The scroll in his left hand reads ECCE VIRGO
CONCIPIET ET PARIET FILIUM.185
Large plaques depicting prophets appear on the parallel embrasures at the main
entrance at the cathedral of Cremona. De Francovich, Quintavalle, Kain and Verzár
Bornstein all concur that these figures at Piacenza were originally intended to flank the
central entranceway on the west façade.186 However, Klein has stated that these figural
slabs actually are in situ and that there is no sign of either disruption or reconstruction.187
He suggests that the figures from the Annunciation on either side of the doorway at
Ferrara are the immediate model for the Piacentine figures (Fig. 43a-b). And, he finds
stylistic similarities between this work and the figures in the ambo at Carpi usually
associated with a follower of Nicholaus and often dated to the second half of the century
(Fig. 32a-b).188 Cochetti Pratesi suggested that these figures, which seem to have some
resemblance to the late work of Nicholaus in Verona, may show the influence of Chartres
be dated to c.1150.189 A radically different point of view was put forth by Quintavalle
who found a strong connection between these figures and the presbytery rail at
Castell‘Arquato, which he dated c.1120-30.190 Based on the available photographs of
these figures, I find that these figures to be reminiscent of the prophet figures at Cremona
185

The same words appear on Isaiah‘s scroll at Cremona. Isaiah 7:14.
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De Francovich 1952, 22-26 ;. Quintavalle 1973, 50; Kain 1986, 46-47; Verzár Bornstein 1988, 68.
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Klein 1995, 226, calls this the oldest example of this type of decoration in Northern Italy. Six plaques
depicting the Annunciation and four prophets flank the apsidal window at the Sagra di San Michele.
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Klein 1995, 224. He dates the sculpture at Carpi to after the middle of the twelfth century.
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Cochetti Pratesti 1973, 55-56. The comparison with Chartres was already made by Porter 1917, vol. 3,
254-55.
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Quintavalle 1973, 51.
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but would date them to the fourth decade of the twelfth century, just around the time that
the telemons are executed (Fig. 31a-d). The overall flattening of the figures and drapery
not only gives them a static quality reminiscent of the Cremonese prophets but also
shows Nicholaus‘s taste for distinctive drapery patterns that will result in his borrowing
motifs from Byzantine art.
The figure of the Virgin shares many features with the orant Virgin at Ferrara
Cathedral as recognized by Kain (Figs. 31b & 51c). 191 However, the overall stiffness
and stylization of the faces suggests these sculptures antedate those at Ferrara. I agree
with Kain that these figures were removed from their original location in the central
portal sometime in the eighth decade of the century and somewhat later incorporated into
the east apsidal wall.192

The Piacentine Subject Matter as a Reflection of the Reform Movement
The last quarter of the eleventh century and, to a lesser degree, the first two
decades of the twelfth century were dominated by the political struggle between pope and
emperor which is popularly referred to as the Investiture Controversy, in which the right
of the German ruler/emperor to practice the lay investiture of bishops especially in Italy
was vigorously debated and eventually denied. For many years before this, reform had
been focused on the problems of simony and nicolaitism, which kings and popes alike
agreed necessitated reformist measures.193 Upon his election to the papacy in 1073, in
addition to promulgating reform, Hildebrand of Sovana, now Pope Gregory VII, made a
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concerted attempt to assert the supremacy of the pope and, as might be expected, was
vigorously opposed by the Emperor Henry IV.194 After Gregory‘s death in 1085, this
issue was supplanted by the more negotiable dispute concerning lay investiture, in fact
the king‘s role in the investiture of bishops. The matter was temporarily settled at the
Concordat of Worms in 1122, coincidentally the year that the new cathedral at Piacenza
was founded.195
Dorothy F. Glass, in her thoroughly researched study on the effect of the reform
movement on the sculptural programs of several late eleventh/early twelfth century
churches namely San Silvestro at Nonantola and the cathedrals of Modena, Cremona and
Piacenza, described how events in Rome affected the local political situation preceding
building activity. The Piacentine bishops in the second-half of the eleventh century are
first, an imperially-allied bishop, Dionysus (1048-1075), next the reform bishop, Bonizio
of Sutri 1088), followed by Wenric, formerly a librarian at Trier and a supporter of Henry
IV (1091-1093).196 Thereafter, Piacenza is solidly allied with the pope: bishop-count
Aldo served from about 1095 to 1121 and was followed by Arduin (d. 1046/47), whose
bishopric coincided with the first phase of construction at the cathedral (1122 – 1150).197
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Importantly, in 1106 at the Council of Guastalla, Pope Paschal II freed Piacenza along
with Parma, Reggio Emilia, Modena and Bologna from their dependency on the see of
Ravenna. In 1126 and 1132, the possessions of the cathedral chapter were put under
papal protection.198
Glass interpreted all four of the spandrel figures and the scenes of the
Temptations of Christ on the lintel as indicating the commitment of the diocese of
Piacenza to reform. She pointed out that the source for figures of Enoch and Elias was
the Modenese milieu, where the influence of the powerful Countess Matilda was surely
felt. Matilda‘s support of Gregory VII is legendary. The inspiration for the subject of the
Temptations of Christ depicted on Nicholaus‘s lintel may be Matilda‘s own Gospel
Book.199 This theme is well suited to the climate of reform and would have reminded one
and all that the devil was indeed ever-present and that temptation, whatever form it
appeared in, was to be resisted.
Enoch and Elias on the spandrels of the south protiro recall the inset plaque at
Modena Cathedral with the prophets holding the fictive billboard commemorating the
founding of the cathedral with the inscription praising Wiligelmus. Glass linked them to
reform noting their close association with the Antichrist in church literature including not
only early apocryphal works, but also the commentary on the Apocalypse by Bruno of
Segni (c.1048-1123). They are associated with the prophecy of the Tiburtine Sibyl,
which was still cited in the twelfth century and can also be identified as the two unnamed
198
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The subject appears in the Gospels of Matilda of Tuscany, Morgan ms. 492, 42v, 43r. Glass 2001,227,
noted that the subject does not appear in monumental sculpture in Italy before or during the Romanesque
era. It does appear in a fresco on the north wall of San Angelo in Formis. There are also examples in
France and Spain in fresco, sculpture and manuscript: see Vasanti Kupfer. “The Iconography of the
Tympanum of the Temptation of Christ at the Cloisters,‖ Metropolitan Museum Journal, vol. 12 (1977),
21-31.
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witnesses referred to in Revelation 11:3-13, who having preached for 1260 days, are
killed by the beast and arise three and a half days later.200 In the Tiburtine Oracle, dated
c.380, Enoch and Elijah announce the coming of the Lord while the Antichrist is seated
in the House of the Lord in Jerusalem. Glass noted that they have currency among the
reformers ―…because they were instrumental in removing the church from the
malevolent influence of the Antichrist.‖201
The theme of the end of time marked by the coming of the Antichrist and
witnessed by Enoch and Elias appears in the history writing of the period, for example in
the last chapter of the Chronica sive Historia de duabus civitatibus completed in 1146 by
Otto, bishop of Freising and uncle of Frederick Barbarossa.202 The importance of Enoch
and Elias lies in that both departed from earth without dying and could return as
witnesses during the last days ―…so that by the authority of these men – one of whom
was before the law and the other under the law – the world which has been deceived by
error may return to ‗the knowledge of the truth.‖203 Glass noted that the inscription HOC
OPUS INTENDAT QVISQVIS BONVS EXIT ET INTRAT, which she translates ‗May
any good person who exits and enters look upon this work,‘ echoes the message of the
sculpture intended to edify the viewer in matters of the history and moral doctrines
associated with their faith.
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While Glass did not mention the capitals with the figures of Cain and Abel in the
context of reform, her comments on the scene of the Offering of Cain and Abel at
Modena in the context of reform also apply here. At Piacenza, only the fratricide is
shown, but because it was conceived of as a tableau rather than a narrative, it seems
intended to recall the entire sequence of events rather than simply the murder episode.
On the projecting corner of the outer capital, a very much alive Abel, labeled ABEL, is
seated gesturing ―this way‖ with both hands pointing towards both his brother and the
door of the church. Next, also positioned on the angle of the block, is Cain or CHAIM
posed standing with his knees bent, his raised club held in both hands. Both figures stare
out at the viewer.
The subject of Cain and Abel‘s offering was relevant to contemporary
discussions regarding the validity of sacraments performed by simoniacal priests.204 In
the Summa Gloria by Honorious Augustodunensis (active 1106-1135), Abel in his role as
shepherd is identified as an image of priesthood while Cain takes the role of kingship.205
Honorius qualifies Quod sicut spiritale precellit seculare, sic sacerdotium precellit
regnum. 206 [In so far as the spiritual is superior to the secular, thus the priest surpasses
the king.] This is of course, exactly the issue that Gregory VII and Henry IV were
debating.
The figures of St. John the Baptist and St. John the Evangelist at Piacenza, set into
spandrels of the north portal, appear in certain Early Christian churches in Rome, then
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continue as a popular subject often depicted in spandrels (Fig. 30a-b). Their presence
seems to have been intended as reference to the papacy indicating support for papal
policies. Gandolfo mentioned two ninth century Roman examples of this subject, in
mosaic on the spandrels of the triumphal arch at Santa Maria in Domnica and in fresco on
an arch at San Martino ai Monti.207 Until recently, the inscriptions associated with the
figures at San Martino ai Monti were intact and legible. Associated with the Baptist is
the familiar ECCE AGNVS DEI QUI TOLLIT PECCATA MVNDI; and the Evangelist,
IN PRINCIPIO ERAT VERBVM ET VERBVM ERAT APVD DEVM ET DEVS ERAT
VERBVM.208
Glass and Gandolfo suggested that the ultimate source for the figures of the two
Saints John set in the spandrels of the protiro may have been the triumphal arch at St.
John Lateran in Rome, which was rebuilt by Pope Sergius III in the early tenth century
after the earthquake of 896.209
There is an inherent logic in including these figures on the entranceway of a
church: St. John the Baptist recalls Christ‘s life on earth and also that the sacrament of
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baptism is necessary if one is to be admitted to the Celestial Jerusalem, while St. John the
Evangelist reminds one of the ever imminent Second Coming/ Apocalypse.210 In a
historical context, the presence at Piacenza of the figures that appear to have taken their
inspiration from the papal cathedral seems intended to celebrate a bond between the pope
and the Piacentine church, which now directly benefited from the bishop‘s support of
reform.211
The Iconography of Piacentine Projects in Relationship to Nicholaus’s Later Projects
Certain subjects depicted on the cathedral façade at Piacenza were repeated by
Nicholaus at other projects. At the Sagra di San Michele the scenes of the fratricide and
the Offerings of Cain and Abel appear on a capital taken from the disassembled
Nicholaus portal. A second capital featuring hair pullers—the subject recalls the wrestler
capital at Sant‘Eufemia—has the HOC OPVS INTENDAT… inscription on its upper
edge.
Nicholaus will include the figures of John the Baptist and John the Evangelist in
the spandrels of the protiri at the main entranceways of Ferrara and Verona Cathedrals
and the abbey church of San Zeno in Verona. Telamones associated with the columnar
supports of the projection porch are also a constant. The telamones at Ferrara are similar
in style and size but seated on the backs of recumbent lions. At Verona Cathedral and
San Zeno, small telamons are placed above the capitals associated with the forward
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columns supporting the projecting porch. At both monuments they are physically part of
the weight-bearing architrave.
A shortened Life of Christ sequence, limited to the scenes from the Annunciation
through the Baptism and omitting the Three Temptations appears on the lintel of the main
entrance to Ferrara Cathedral. The scene of the Adoration of the Magi is combined with
the Annunciation to the Shepherds on the lunette of Verona Cathedral. At San Zeno, the
Life of Christ sequence is expanded so as to include the scenes of the Betrayal of Christ
and the Crucifixion. Interestingly, the Last Supper is not included.
While it is sometimes possible to demonstrate that choice of and significance of
a particular subject or some combination of subjects is related to the specific needs and
concerns of the institution commissioning the project at a given point in time, given that
the entranceway and the other element associated with the frontispiece of the church
result in what is a very expensive, gigantic permanent billboard, undoubtedly, careful
consideration was given to what was portrayed here.

In Conclusion
It is most unlikely that Nicholaus participated in the project at Modena or any of
the subsequent projects at Cremona or Nonantola, which were executed by artists who
had trained with Wiligelmus.212 Rather the talented young artist seems to come to
Piacenza and trained here with the artists working at Sant‘Eufemia. He was entrusted
with an important commission—the sculpture for the south portal at Piacenza
Cathedral—possibly because he could write and thus was capable of engraving
inscriptions in stone. Nicolaus did not work alone. It is probable that some of the artists
212
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who worked along side him executing the sculpture on the south portal—they seem to
have been older and more experienced—travelled on with him to other projects.
The years around 1120 must be considered a moment of transition, when the artists
working in a Wiligelmesque style are all ―retiring‖ and new artists taking their place.213
That Nicholaus was allowed or encouraged to create two witness figures at the
ends of the north portal speaks to his clout or to his ability to charm and his personal goal
of leaving a mark to show where he had been! This seems to testify to his possession of
social skills that would allow him to function successfully as the head of a workshop and
solicit important commissions which he would sign.
Nicholaus benefits greatly from the experience of working alongside artists
trained in the Modenese formula at Piacenza Cathedral. His contact with the corrente
comasca art at San Savino seems to have had little impact on the young artist although
certain aspects of it may have inspired features such as the frames containing figures at
the Sagra di San Michele and the multiple jambs of the main portal at Ferrara Cathedral.
Nicholaus‘s work at Piacenza Cathedral might be described as fresh and
unresolved. The sculpture assigned to him here is that of a competent and thoughtful
artist but lacks the ease of execution found in the work of more experienced artists.
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NICHOLAUS AT THE SAGRA DI SAN MICHELE
Historical Background
The abbey of the Sagra di San Michele is located at the top of Mount Pichiarino in
the Val de Susa. According to the chronicle written by the monk Guglielmus in the
second-half of the eleventh century, the monastery was founded in the year 966.214
However, Porter suggested its establishment took place in 999 because this is the only
date held in common by all three historical personages associated with this event: Otto III
was emperor from 983-1002; Pope Sylvester II served between 999-1003; and Amizone
was Bishop of Turin in 989-999.215 Funds for the purchase of the land and the building
of the monastery were provided by Hugh de Montboissier (Ugo the Dissolute), Count of
Auvergne.216 The abbey’s possessions extended to Toulouse and Spain, and the abbey
served as a hospice for Spanish and French travelers.
By 1030, this Benedictine abbey was becoming known as an intellectual center
due to the efforts of the Abbot Benedetto I, who established both a school and library
here.217 He may have come from Toulouse as did his nephew Abbot Benedetto II serving
from 1066-1091. To protect the members of the abbey from the machinations of the
bishop of Turin, Cuniberto, in 1073 Pope Gregory VII asked Countess Adelaide of Susa,
who was the mother-in-law of Emperor Henry IV, to protect the Sagra. On 17 March

Verzár Bornstein 1988, 76. For the history, see Vittoria Moccagatta, “Torino/Sagra di San Michele,” 20
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1095, Pope Urban II issued the first papal bull putting the abbey under papal protection.
This privilege continued under later popes.
The close relationship between abbey and papacy continued in the twelfth
century, and abbots, at times, acted as mediators. In 1112, Abbot Ermengaudo was
appointed papal nuncio to Spain to intervene in the conflict between Urraca, queen of
Castille, and her husband, Alfonso, king of Aragon. In 1114, Pope Paschal II endowed
the abbey with the privilege of the miter, dalmatic and the sandals.218 On 1 April 1123,
Pope Callistus II reconfirmed the protection of the Holy See for the abbey and its
dependencies. By the late 1120s, when Nicholaus was working here, the investiture issue
that had divided pope and emperor since the time of Gregory VII and Henry IV had been
temporarily resolved by the Concordat of Worms, issued in 1122. In other words, the
abbey no longer had to choose whether to support the papal or imperial cause.
Nicholaus’s Portal
Nicholaus’s portal at the Sagra is no longer intact nor is its original location
known. Its remnants including two capitals, two bases, and the two doorposts are now
incorporated in the sculptural assemblage known as the Zodiac Portal, also an appropriate
moniker for the original portal, that frames the archway at the top of the Scalone dei
Morti, a stairway tunneling up through mountain and exiting at a small terrace from
which an open staircase leads to the church at the top of the mountain (Fig. 33b-c). The
eleven other capitals and bases and thirteen columnar supports in this ensemble are
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assigned to corrente comasca sculptors.219 Stones carved on all four sides are assumed to
be from an abandoned cloister.220 The elements carved by Nicholaus have reliefs on just
two surfaces, consistent with their use in a doorway, where either one or two surfaced
would have been keyed into the surrounding masonry.221
Verzár Bornstein has proposed a convincing reconstruction of the original portal
(Fig. 34). Using Wiligelmus's portal at Modena as her model, she envisions the original
as having the sides of the doorposts decorated with inhabited rinceaux facing outwards.
This pattern would then have continued on the no-longer extant relieving arch above the
door. In this configuration, the personifications of the signs of the zodiac are on the
inner face of the left doorpost and those of the constellations on that of the right
doorpost.222 In front of these were two colonnettes supporting a second archivolt, most
likely carved with the double-ax design. The historiated capital, which is assumed to
have been on the left in the original portal, depicts two scenes from the story of Cain and
Abel (Fig. 35a-b). The associated base features confronted griffins holding a mustached
and bearded head (Fig. 35c-d). Opposite was the capital with the three naked wrestlers
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pulling each other’s hair, reminiscent of the wrestler capital at Sant’Eufemia (Figs. 36a-c
& 16b).223 On its base are two lions enfilade (Fig. 36c). The portal was small and low
and probably lacked both lintel and lunette or tympanum. The doorposts are only about
six feet high, thus would have best been employed to support an arched entranceway.
Each doorpost is composed of two blocks, about three feet by one foot by one foot. 224
Logistically, their small size would have made them relatively easy to transport up the
steep mountain.
Dating Nicholaus’s Sculpture at the Sagra
There is no documentation for the dating of Nicholaus’s tenure at the Sagra.
Quintavalle suggested that he worked here before 1115.225 Other scholars prefer dates
either early or late in the 1120s. In the sequence of Nicholaus’s development, the
sculptures have been placed both before and after those at Piacenza Cathedral. Porter and
Robb used a circa of 1120 for the sculptures, making this Nicholaus’s first project.226
However, Jullian suggested that these sculptures postdated those at the cathedral and
dated them to the second quarter of the twelfth century.227 Verzár Bornstein, in her 1968
monograph on the Sagra, maintained that this work preceded that at Piacenza. In her
1988 publication, she concluded that Nicholaus began his career at Piacenza then went on
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to become an independent artist as is signaled by the presence of the signature inscription
at the Sagra.228 Kain similarly argued that the sculpture at the Sagra postdates that at
Piacenza.229 From time to time, certain scholars have asserted that these sculptures are
not quite “right” and questioned their assignment to Nicholaus. Quintavalle, in 1973,
wondered whether the “Nicholaus” here is the same one as at Verona and Ferrara, and
Sauerländer posed this question again at the 1981 Nicholaus conference.230
The assignment of these sculptures to Nicholaus is secure in that there are many
similarities in the handling of the various aspects of the sculpture, especially the
treatment of human figures, drapery, animals, monsters, with later signed work.
However, as there were at least two and possibly as many as three or four different artists
working here, we cannot identify which sculptures are by Nicholaus himself. At least
one of these artists went on with the master to work at Ferrara and Verona: Nicholaus
never worked alone.
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The Inscriptions on the Doorposts
By the time Nicholaus was employed at the Sagra, he apparently was able to insist
that he be allowed to sign his work in a prominent location. The first part of the signature
inscription VOS LEGITE VERSUS QUOS DESCRIPSIT NICHOLAUS [You are
reading the words, which Nicholaus wrote] appears on the edge of the outer face of the
left doorpost (Fig. 38c). On the opposite edge, it continues VOS QUI TRANSITIS
SURSUM VEL FORTE REDITUS. [You, who pass upwards or, by chance, return]. The
zodiac signs on the inner face of this doorpost and most of the constellations opposite are
labeled with single words (Figs. 37a-b & 38a-b).
Additional descriptive and moralizing inscriptions are engraved along the edges
of the upper section of the right doorpost (Fig. 37d). The HOC OPUS INTENDAT
QUISQUIS BONVS EXIT [ET] INTRAT [May any good person who exits and enters
look upon this work] is identical to that used on the lower edge of the south lintel at
Piacenza, supporting Nicholaus’s authorship there. On the opposite edge are the words
neatly describing the inhabited vine scrolls: FLORES CUM BELVIS COM[M]IXTOS
CE(RNIS). [You see flowers and beasts mingled.] Juxtaposed to this, on the inner face of
the doorpost next to the constellations, is HOC OPVS ORTATVR SEPIVS VT
ASPICIATVR. [This work was produced so that it might be frequently contemplated.]
Was it Nicholaus’s ability to compose and engrave pithy inscriptions that led to
his employment at the Sagra? The presence of these epigraphs would have broadcast the
intellectual achievements of this monastic community to anyone visiting the site. The
learned monks might also have discoursed on John 1:1: "In the beginning was the
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word….”231 Such discussion is not unknown among philosophers of the twelfth
century.232 Perhaps, words engraved in stone had particular cachet as they are permanent.
The character of the lettering varies slightly from word to word: sometimes a
given letter has a flourish, at other times not. The names of the signs of the zodiac from
Capricorn through Leo have tiny fleur-de-lys attached to some of the C’s, G’s and O’s;
the “G” in “GEMINI” and in “LEGITE” is squared to resemble a Greek key. The right
leg of the “R” in “VIRGO” ripples downward. The “Q” in “AQUARIUS” has a
feathered edge. Similar decorative touches appear in the “HOC OPUS INTENDAT”
inscription. One wonders what circumstances led to the abandonment of these flourishes
in most of the inscriptions on the later projects. Did someone decide that they were
overly fanciful or unseemly?233

The Doorpost Reliefs
The organizing design on the front of the doorposts is similar. Both feature a
single vine rising from the head of a pointy-eared demon carved at the bottom on the
lower block and continuing without a break to the top of the upper block. All of the vines
have a grooved serpentine stem with alternating left and right spiral offshoots, and at
irregular intervals tiny leaves overlap the stem. On the inner faces of the doorpost
different schemes were devised for the framing of the twelve signs of the zodiac and the
Does Nicholaus use “versos” in his inscription rather than “verbi” because “verbum” can be associated
with Christ and Creation?
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For a discussion of the twelfth century philosopher Anselm (c.1033-1109) and his interpretation of the
concept “word,” see Eileen C. Sweeny, “Anselm’s Proslogion: The Desire for the Word,” The Saint
Anselm Journal, vol. 1., (2003): 17ff., at www.Anselm.edu/library/saj/pdf/11sweeny.pdf. Accessed
December 19, 2010). Also see Tetsuro Shimizu, “Word and Concepts in Anselm and Abelard,” pdf.
www.l.u-.tokyo.ac.jp/~shimizu/medieval/word_concept.pdf. Accessed December 19, 2010.
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This could be discussed further. Odd flourishes do appear in the signature inscription executed by
Guillelmus at San Zeno in Verona. The inscription is not readily visible.
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nineteen constellations; however, a subtle symmetry has been imposed in that twelve
distinct fields have been created on either side.
Subtle differences in style in the treatment of the rinceaux and the human and
animal figures allow one to determine that at least two different artists worked here. On
the basis of the subject matter on the inner faces of the doorposts, the artist associated
with the signature inscription here is designated the Zodiac Master and the second artist,
the Master of the Constellations.
The doorpost by the Zodiac Master depicts the vine issuing from the mouth of a
bearded demon-head rendered in profile (Fig. 38c-d). The alternating foliate scrolls
contain in random order seven fantastical foliate motifs and eight examples of fauna
including a lion, two birds, a clothed human being climbing up the vines, a naked human
being supported by the vine in his backend, a dog chasing a rabbit, and a snarling canine
head centered in a spiral offshoot from the main stem.234 The human figures and the
beast’s head are set upright (perpendicular to the ground). All of the other animals are
arranged sideways.235 As infill in the interstices the Zodiac Master uses tightly folded
leaves or tiny bunches of berries, on which a few creatures nibble.
The Master of the Constellations shows the rinceaux emerging from the chin of an
upside-down devil’s face that is viewed frontally and is bitten by two beast heads in the
foliage (Fig. 37c-d). This artist has regularized the vine pattern so that all of the shoots
scrolling to the right contain some sort of foliate motif, while various fauna appear in
those turning to the left. There are six creatures in all, including two felines that bite
themselves and four monsters: a harpy; a sphinx; a griffin; and a creature with an animal
234

One spiral is damaged. A foliate motif appears in the terminal spiral on each block.
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This seems to be standard practice for Nicholaus and his workshop is still used at San Zeno after 1160.
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head, wings and talons and a serpentine tail. The Master of the Constellations placed six
tiny growling or biting beast heads as well as berries and tightly folded leaves in the
interstices. This artist includes no humans in the scrollwork, and his vines are thicker and
more finely detailed than those by the Zodiac Master. The Master of the Constellations
makes use of leaves with three, four, or five indentations on their edges to overlap the
stems, while the Zodiac Master usually leaves the vine bare: a leaf with three indentations
occasionally does overlap the stem.
The inner face of the doorpost by the Zodiac Master is subdivided by twelve
round frames formed by a single vine with a pearled stem linked at appropriate intervals
where intertwined leaflets emerge to fill the space between the bordering edge and the
vine (Fig. 38a-b). The top field contains two trefoil leaves, one on each end of the vine,
each with a leaflet curled over the curved stem, leaving eleven spaces for the twelve
signs. Libra and Scorpio have been squeezed into a single space. Intertwined profile
leaves appear in the interstices, and along the outer edge are the names of the signs
separated by dots. In the lower section of the doorpost, all of the figures are carved
horizontally, thus aligned with the writing on the edges. This seems to have been
recognized as a mistake and was corrected in the upper-half of the doorpost where the
figures are stacked vertically for easy viewing.
The zodiac year begins at the top of the doorpost with Aquarius. Using this
arrangement the artist is able to show Sagittarius the centaur-archer taking aim at
Capricorn the fish-tailed goat that is the final sign in the sequence. Another bit of
cleverness is visible in the image of Cancer where the crab is sculpted so as to look like a
bishop wearing a miter, an apparent reference to Bishop Cuniberto of Turin with whom
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the members of the abbey had had a prolonged adversarial relationship. Curiously, only
the figures of Virgo and the Gemini extend their feet over the vine. All others are
contained within the vine frames.
The inner face of the right doorpost contains the personifications of nineteen
constellations. The twelve fields here consist of square frame formed by crisscrossing,
braided, ribbed “ribbons” that are linked at the center top and bottom by knotting (Fig.
37a-b). Three constellations have been jammed into two of the fields and two others
have two figures each with no loss in legibility. Seventeen of the nineteen constellations
are labeled.236 With the exception of the three figures in the bottommost field, which are
must read from the side, the others are all arranged in an upright position so they are
easily seen by the standing viewer.
A comparison of the handling of figures and drapery also speaks to the presence
of two artists working here. While their basic approach to the body in the handling of the
underlying forms and relative proportions is similar, the work of the Zodiac Master is
distinguished by memorable passages of drapery: for example, in the Gemini figures the
swath of pleats that swing across the body creating an impression of motion, concurrently
reveal the swelling muscles of the body beneath (Fig. 38b). The Master of the
Constellations initially can barely create an impression of fabric as distinct from bodily
volume. One reads the sculptural techniques concurrently with his perception of the artist
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Verzár Bornstein 1988, 84-85. The constellations are HYDRA with Corvus (no inscription) as a jug
and Crater (no inscription), the raven; ARA with NOTIUS; CENTAURUS; ERIADNUS; PISTRIX;
ANTICANIS and CANIS chasing LEPVS; ORION; DELTOTON; PEGASUS with DELFINUS;
AQUILA and SAGITTA; and lastly, Hercules-Engonasin. Verzár Bornstein notes that the names of Aquila
and Sagitta are now abraded. She comments that three of the names are unusual. DELTOTON, the Greek
name for the triangle is not used in either Cicero’s or Hygenus’s commentaries on the Greek Aratus text,
rather triangulus. PISTRIX is not typical for the boat, which should be navis or argo; finally, NOTHIVS
is usually called piscis nothius. Verzár Bornstein noted that six of the nineteen fixed stars shown are from
the southern hemisphere.
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depicting the body/clothing relationship. For example in the rendition of the drapery and
thigh muscle beneath it on the Eriadnus figure, one is aware of a raised oval-shape
surrounded by round ridges—an unconvincing rendition of the body beneath fabric (Fig.
37a). In the Orion figure his technique has improved so that the viewer first is conscious
of a body and drapery rather than the technical process. Has the artist’s technique
improved as a result of his having been tutored by the Zodiac Master (Fig. 37b). In the
handling of heads, the Zodiac Master seems better at the proportionate placement of
facial features and emphasized high cheekbones and well-formed chins.
Which of these artists is Nicholaus, if either? One can’t say. At a distance, the
work is sufficiently similar stylistically that it seems an effort has been made to create a
standard "Nicholaus" style, eliminating any obvious peculiarities that would allow for the
ready identification of individual hands. The basic structure of the vine resembles that
used on the south portal at Piacenza, but the rinceaux at the Sagra now at eye-level rather
than high above the viewer’s head has been rethought and the carving is less rudimentary
and the vine is richer and more elegant (Figs. 23, 37c-d & 38c-d). The addition of the
decorative floral elements gives more variety to this work. There are also more tiny
leaves overlapping the main stem (Figs. 23a-d & 38c-d). Pearling used exclusively on
the wings of the dragons on the inner archivolt at Piacenza has been transferred to other
creatures at the Sagra.237 The combination of solid volumes denoting the underlying
anatomical structure with engraved linear surface designs is reminiscent of the methods
of repousée and chasing used in metalwork, as in the work of Wiligelmus. Additionally,
Nicholaus’s work appears to incorporate motifs from the corrente comasca repertoire,
Pearling also appears on the wings of the dragons at Sant’Eufemia (Fig. 16c). See Klein 1995, Fig.155,
for dragons with beaded wings and necks. It is entirely possible that one of the artists working at the Sagra
is the Sant’Eufemia master.
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notably the plaited, grooved ribbons that form flat decorative patterns used by the Master
of the Constellations to frame his star images. Similar framing devices decorate the
jambs or doorposts of corrente comasca portals as at San Ambrogio in Milan (Fig.
39a,c).

The Capitals
In Verzár Bornstein’s rendition of the original layout of Nicholaus’s portal at the
Sagra di San Michele, the Cain and Abel capital is located on the left side of the doorway
adjacent to the signed doorpost (Fig. 35a-b). The viewer first sees the scene that is the
climax of the story, Cain killing Abel. The episode of the Offering of Cain and Abel
which precedes it in the biblical narrative here is on the inner face of the doorpost. One
could argue that the monks decided that placing the offering scene second would remind
persons entering the holy space of their debt to the Almighty upon their entrance to the
sanctuary, or that message that one should avoid evil was what the monks wished to
stress.238 Interestingly, from an aesthetic point of view, the artist’s execution of the
fratricide is superior to the rendition of the scene of the offering.
On the left corner of the capital is a leering devil, understood as the source of all
evil and sometimes referred as the father of Cain.239 This devil extends a bent leg with a
cloven hoof; with both hands he pulls on his very long tongue in a lascivious manner.240
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The offering scene in the present location is nearly impossible to see: my description is based on the
photograph in Atlante 1985, 93, fig. 13. It is also not as expertly carved as the fratricide.
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John Byron, Cain and Abel in Text and Tradition: Jewish and Christian Interpretations of the First
Sibling Rivalry, Leiden, Boston: Brill, 2011, 15. I John 3:8-12 has a lengthy discussion on the necessity to
resist sin and states (verse 12) “Do not be like Cain, who belonged to the evil one and murdered his brother.
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Rev. Samuel Rapaport, Tales and Maxims from the Midrash, New York: E.P. Dutton & Co 1907, online
http://www.sacred-texts.com/index.htm. According to the Genesis Rabbdah 22:7, Cain was born with one
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On the face of the capital a bearded Cain, standing with his back to the devil, clubs cleanshaven Abel over the head. Abel falls with his hand outstretched. The inscription on the
adjoined abacus states JUSTUS ABEL MORITVR CVM FUSTO FRATRIS FERITUR.
[The just Abel is dead: he is killed with the staff of the brother.]
A comparison of the rendition of these figures with those on the south portal
capitals at Piacenza is instructive as it confirms Nicholaus’s authorship for both and
demonstrates that he is maturing as an artist: the rendition here is much more dynamic
than that at the cathedral (Figs. 24a & 35a). Close examination of the figures of Cain at
the two locations reveals similarities, both in the positioning of the figures and in the
treatment of the drapery. The two figures are posed with the same wide stance and
profile feet, but at the Sagra the artist has conveyed a sense of action by rendering Cain’s
head and upper body in profile. Here the figures of Cain and Abel are physically
associated as Cain’s forward left-leg is positioned over the fallen Abel’s right leg.
Conforming to the shape of the capital and the convention of volutes at either end, the
knobbed end of the large club is aligned with the corner and directly over Abel’s head.
The Abel figures at Piacenza and the Sagra are similar in the treatment of their heads and
drapery, although not in their postures (Figs. 24a & 35a). At Piacenza, Abel is seated,
while at the Sagra, he has fallen and is in a kneeling position with his right hand raised to
ward off the coming blow. He grabs his left thigh with his left hand.
In the scene of the Offering of Cain and Abel, the figure of Abel is adjacent to his
fallen self: the figure of Abel from the murder scene is slightly wrapped around the
corner of the capital, forcing the figures in the basically symmetrical offering scene a bit

female twin and Abel with two. Byron 2011,70, states that the Rabbah includes the information that Cain
claimed the second twin because he was the firstborn.
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off-center. Abel stands with his rear left-foot forward; bending slightly backwards, he
respectfully presents the lamb held in his covered hands (Fig. 35b). Facing him is Cain,
similarly posed, but holding his sheath of wheat in bare hands. God’s blessing hand
emerges from an open sleeve, the edge of which is decorated with beading, and hovers
over the head of the sheep. Both Cain and Abel are young and beardless, as in the
rendition of this subject at Modena, which is the probable source for the fleshy oval faces
of these figures (Fig. 9a). The inscription reads, MVNVS ABEL GRATUM CONSTAT
CAIN REPROBATVM. [The gift of Abel is pleasing, so is it that Cain’s is refused.]
Serving as a ground line for these scenes, the lower molding of this capital is decorated
with the braided ribbon motif used on the constellation frames.
The capital from the opposite (right) side of the portal depicts three naked figures,
all seen from the back, seated on the corners pulling each other’s hair (Fig. 36a-b). The
figures on the corners that abut the sides of the doorway are both depicted in profile,
while the head of figure on the forward corner is amusingly fully-frontal. A moralizing
message is inscribed on the abacus: DOMVS EST PACIS CAUSAS DEPONITE
L(ITIU)M. [This is a house of peace; put aside all causes of fighting.] The hair-pullers
are not as well-proportioned as the human figures depicted in the rinceaux or on the Cain
and Abel capital. Their hands, feet and heads are overly large. However, the wellstructured faces and the use of the C-shape to delineate the calf and thigh muscles of the
legs are leitmotifs of the Nicholaus style.241
Generally, the figures at the Sagra appear more naturalistic than those at Piacenza.
The proportional relationship of head and body is improved. The facial features are also
241

In my opinion, this is by the artist who executed the scene of the Offering of Cain and Abel, who is
neither the Master of the Constellations or the Zodiac Master. And yet another artist executed the scene of
Cain killing Abel. This suggests that as many as four artists are at work at the Sagra.
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more realistic. Eyes are slightly smaller and tend to bulge less. The underlying structure
of the face including cheekbones and chins is given definition. Furthermore, in the Cain
and Abel capital, an attempt has been made to differentiate characters via physiognomy.

The Bases
The two bases allied with the capitals have been kept small in size in accord with
the demands of the project, both practically and aesthetically. Variety is introduced by
having different animals in varying poses on the visible sides of the block: the nose-totail lions on the right base inscribed LEO and the confronted griffins hovering over the
mustachioed and bearded head on the left. The ferociousness of the animals is
underscored by having claws or paws as appropriate overlapping the bottom edge of the
block. Braiding has been used as an upper border (Figs. 34 c-d, 35 c-d).
Small sized lions also appear on the bases of south portal at Verona (Fig. 74) and
Santa Margherita di Como; however, these lions are either confronted or parallel to each
other not en filade nor do they have a tail interlaced around a leg. The griffins have eagle
claws on their front and back legs; their lion bodies are indicated by the tendrils of wavy
fur on their backs and their peculiarly curled tails (Fig. 35c).242 A griffin holding a head
appears on the left doorpost relief in the rinceaux on Wiligelmus’s main portal in Modena
(Fig. 6c). By including the animal supports, Nicholaus and his patrons, the monks at the
abbey, signal their awareness of trends in portal decoration.
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A griffin has the body of a lion, the wings and head of an eagle. often they are rendered with claws in
the front and paws in the back. The griffin in my photograph seems to have one lion’s paw extended over
the edge of the base.
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Interpreting the Sculpture
Iconographically, the cosmic subject matter on the doorposts at the Sagra seems
appropriate given its location at the top of a mountain and close to the starry heavens that
are commemorated by the constellations and the signs of the zodiac. The latter also
generally refer to the passage of time in the life of man. Crichton and Verzár Bornstein
note that constellations had appeared on items of importance to both popes and emperors:
for the former, the cathedra petri; for the latter, three silver tables charting the heavens
belonging to Charlemagne and the coronation mantle of Henry II in Bamberg.243 She
proposes a connection between Gregory VII’s reform movement and the presence of
Nicholaus at the abbey, suggesting that the abbey was affiliated with the reform
movement in this case the papacy until 1162 when it “…shifts its allegiance to Frederick
Barbarossa.”244 In fact, in 1122, many of the desired reforms became law as a result of
the Concordat of Worms, and thenceforth, through the early 1150s, the relationship
between pope and emperor was usually supportive rather than antagonistic.
The iconography does not seem to have a strong connection with the reform
movement. Rather, it may have inspired in part by various events that took place at the
height of the conflict between Henry IV and Gregory VII. The imaging of Cancer as a
bishop may have been inspired by memories of the Bishop of Turin, Cuniberto, during
whose tenure several violent episodes involving the abbey occurred. Also, the subjects of
the fratricide and the wrestlers on the capitals reflect the hostility between the abbot and
the bishop of Turin from 1076 to 1078, at the very beginning of the struggle for power
between Gregory VII and Henry IV. Trouble began when the abbey’s land holdings were
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laid waste by the henchmen of the bishop of Turin, Cuniberto.245 Then, with the help of
Pietro I, the count of Savoy and the son of countess Adelaide, the abbot and his soldiers
were imprisoned. Only later, after the count was murdered one evening in 1078, was it
possible to re-establish the abbey on the mountain. At this point perhaps the bishop as
well as the abbot preferred peace to conflict: brother is not supposed to kill brother.
The didactic message of the capitals would have spoken to the visitors as well as
the monks. The fratricide recalls a variety of vices—anger, envy, avarice, possibly lust—
as well as the unthinkable act of murdering one’s own brother. Braude has demonstrated
how Cain’s offering can be associated not only with issues of Jewishness but also with
heresy and with the issue of proper tithing.246 The change in the depiction of Cain, from
beardless to bearded, may be intended to suggest that Cain represents all Jews and recall
the Crucifixion of Christ. On the other hand, perhaps the beard is to be interpreted as the
mark of Cain put on him by God so that he would not be killed as he was sent our to be a
wanderer on the earth.247 Ultimately, Cain does found a city: St. Augustine refers to
Cain’s city as the city of man, while he associates Abel with the city of God.248
The sin of anger and fighting are recalled by the capital with the nude hair-pullers.
The accompanying inscription dictates that all causes of fighting should be put away
before entering the house of peace. Also extorting proper behavior is the inscription on
the outer face (rinceaux side) of the constellation doorframe dedicating the sculptures to
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Malladra & Enrico 1907 (c.1998), 181.
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Braude 1960, 15 passim.
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Genesis 4:5-16.

Genesis 4:17.”… and he built a city, and called the name thereof by the name of his son Enoch.” St.
Augustine , The City of God (De Civitate Dei), trans. by John Healey, 1610, vol2. Edinburgh: John Grant,
1909, 54 ff bk. 15, chpt.1. On p. 56 ( bk. 15 chpt. 2) Augustine calls “…sons of earth…” “…vessels of
wrath.”
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the “…good man who goes in and out.” Thus, evil instituted by the devil is to be
resisted especially as it leads to violent behavior. The lions and griffins on the bases of
the colonnettes are probably intended to be apotropaeic.
In sum, the sculpture decorations seem intended to remind all passing through that
life is a pilgrimage, and that the avoidance of sin, especially anger which might lead to
murder, is desirable; however, the presence of the constellations recalling the starry
heavens appear to symbolize that goal of man’s life is to be admitted into the City of God
and the Kingdom of Heaven.

In Conclusion
Nicholaus comes of age as an artistic personality at the Sagra, where the presence
of the signature inscription implies official recognition of the talent of the artist and his
skills and knowledge. It seems accurate to say that while he served his apprenticeship at
Piacenza he was forming the workshop that travels with him to the Sagra. Here the work
has reached a new level of artistic maturity visible especially in the depiction of the
figures and to a lesser degree in the handling of the rinceaux.
The stylistic evidence suggests that Nicholaus traveled to Languedoc soon after
he has completed this project. Had Nicholaus planned such a trip before he worked at the
Sagra, or did his contact with various people here who were most likely familiar with and
spoke about the art of Toulouse and Languedoc inspire his journey across the Alps? The
abbey’s connections in France may have been of use to Nicholaus who would have
needed food and lodging during his journey. The lessons of Toulouse are most apparent
in his work at Ferrara Cathedral, where he reaches his maturity as sculptor and artifex.
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NICHOLAUS AT FERRARA CATHEDRAL
Historical Background
In Ferrara the construction of a brand-new cathedral in the new city center on the
left bank of the Po del Voltano River began in 1135 or 1136 under the leadership of
Bishop Landolfus, who held this position from 1104 until his death in 1139.249 Also in
1139, the diocese of Ferrara again became a papal dependency and was freed from the
jurisdiction of the archbishop of Ravenna for the second time in a forty year period.
Landolfus had obtained this important freedom for his church, twice in his lifetime.
Landolfus was chosen to be head of the Ferrarese church by the countess Matilda
of Canossa, who controlled a vast territory including Ferrara from 1071 until her death in
1115. An uprising against her took place in 1095 and resulted in damage to the old
cathedral, located on the isula Ferrariola.250 Matilda had regained control by about
1100. In 1110, she donated for display in the duomo an important relic, a piece of St.
George‟s arm acquired from the Holy Land.251
The initial papal privilege that made Ferrara a dependency of the Holy See was
granted upon Landolfus's ordination as bishop of Ferrara, which took place in Rome on 8

Antonio Samaritani, “Religione fra società, politica e istituzioni nella Ferrara della nuova cattedrale
(1130-1177),” in La Cattedrale di Ferrara: atti del convegno nazionale di studi storici organizzato dalla
Accademia delle Scienze di Ferrara, Ferrara, 11-13 maggio 1979, Ferrara: Academia delle Scienze, 1982,
62, writes that he was destined for this kind of career by 1090: Landolfus came from Ficarola, which was
Matildan land. Verzár Bornstein 1988, 92, calls Landolfus a member of Matilda‟s family.
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Zavin 1972, 20 n. 52. Donations were solicited for the repair of the building.

Verzár Bornstein 1988, 92, cites M.A. Guarnerini, Compendio historico dell’origine,accrecrescimento,
e prerogative delle chiese, e luoghi pij della città e diocese di Ferrara e delle memorie di que’ personaggi
di pregio, che in esse sono sepelliti, Ferrara, 1621, 14, as the source for the information that Matilda gave
the cathedral a “reliquary of St. George‟s arm” that had been brought back from the Holy Land by Robert
of Flanders. Giuseppa Z. Zanichelli, “Iconologia di Niccolò a Ferrara,” Nicholaus e l’arte del suo tempo,
Atti del Seminario tenutosi a Ferrara dal 21 al 24 settembre 1981 organizato dalla Deputazione Provinciale
Ferrarese di Storia Patria , ed. by A.M. Romanini, Ferrara: Corbo editore, 1985, vol. 2,
567-68 n.7, simply calls this a reliquary.
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April 1105.252 The following year, at the Council of Guastalla, the entire western
Emilian diocese extending from Piacenza to Bologna, was granted similar freedom from
Ravennate control. This was not to last. Three years after Matilda‟s death in 1115, Pope
Gelasius II, who served from 24 January 1118, until 29 January 1119, put all of Emilia
including Ferrara back under the jurisdiction of the archbishop of Ravenna.253 Landolfus
objected to this in vain. This policy was vigorously upheld by the next pope, Callixtus,
who, in 1123 or 1124, suspended Landolfus from his bishopric and placed the people of
Ferrara under an interdict. In 1135, the sacrament of confirmation was again allowed.254
Also in 1135 construction of the new cathedral finally was able to begin.
Innocent II had been elected pope on 14 February 1130. However, Anacletus II,
who was elected on that same day and later designated the antipope, occupied the Vatican
palace immediately: de facto he was pope in Italy until his death on 25 January 1138.255
Meantime, lacking sufficient support in Rome, Innocent fled to France, where Bernard of
Clairvaux recognized him as the legitimate pope. This resulted in his acceptance as such
by most of the clergy and by the rulers of France, England, Spain, and Germany.
Innocent briefly returned to Rome in June 1133, when he crowned Lothar III of
Supplinburg, Holy Roman Emperor in the Lateran rather than St. Peter‟s.
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Zavin 1972, 22. The situation had not changed in 1133, as is recorded in a privilegium of that year. For
the complexities of the papacy of Callixtus II, see Mary Stroll, The Jewish Pope: Ideology and Politics in
the Papal Schism of 1130, in Brill's Studies in Intellectual History, vol. 8, Leiden: Brill, 1987, 10-20.
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Robinson 1993, 69-78. Both men were elected pope on 14 February 1130—Innocent II by the majority
of the College of Cardinals, which included the cardinal priests and deacons as well as the cardinal bishops,
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The year 1139, when Innocent ruled that the Ferrarese church again would be
independent of Ravenna, was also the year Landolfus died. Innocent appointed Grifo, a
Roman cardinal and the archpriest of the church of San Romano as bishop of Ferrara.256
Zavin surmised that Innocent‟s four-year delay in granting full independence from
Ravennate domination to the Ferrarese diocese reflects his need for the support of
Archbishop Gualterius of Ravenna so that he could maintain a power base in Italy until
he was able to take residence in Rome in 1139.257 In 1135, Innocent II had received the
support of the Milanese, therefore was less dependent on the good will of the archbishop
of Ravenna than formerly.258 Now he was able to have executed in his name a series of
creative land transfers that made the Holy See the owner of the site where the cathedral
was to be built.259 Thus, the construction of Ferrara Cathedral began under a kind of
papal protection—even if not exactly that for which the Ferrarese bishop so long had
waited. The cathedral was consecrated much later on 8 May 1177.
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bisantium a year.” Zavin, 17, notes that a second document records that the pope has been petitioned by
Ferrarese envoy and agrees to place the land under papal protection. Both Samaritani 1982, 152, and
Zavin, 29-29, suggest that these documents can be interpreted as having sanitized the illegal construction
begun in fact under Anacletus II. From 1130 on, Gualterius of Ravenna can be documented as an ardent
supporter of Innocent II: Zavin 1972, 27-28, 28, n.72. However, this does not mean that he was willing to
cede his power over the diocese of Ferrara. For another interpretation of these events, see Zavin 1972, 28.
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Problems in the Documentation of the Building Activity
The documentation for the building of Ferrara Cathedral consists of epigraphs and later
accounts of now-lost inscriptions and legal records. Nicholaus's activity was originally
documented in two locations at the church. His signature inscription is still visible,
prominently engraved within the main portal on a band around the lunette depicting the
figure of St. George (Fig. 44). It states
ARTIFICE(M) GNARV(M) Q(UI) SCULPSERIT HEC NICOLAV(M)
HV(N)C CONCVRRENTES LAVDENT PER S(E)CVLA GENTES.
May people gathering here through the centuries praise Nicholaus, the learned
artifex, who sculpted this.
Additionally, the artist's name appeared along with the date 1135 in the nowdestroyed inscription, executed in mosaic on the triumphal arch of the nave of the church:
LI MILLE CENTO TRENTA CINQUE NATO
FO QUESTO TEMPIO A SAN GOGIO DONATO
DA GLELMO CIPTADIN PER SO AMORE
E TUA FO L‟OPERA NICOLAI SCOLPTORE.260
In 1135 begun/ was at this time to St. George given/ by the citizen Gulglielmo [I]
(Marcheselli Adelardi) because of his love/ and it was the work of Nicholaus the
sculptor.
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The inscription, which was destroyed during the baroccization of the church in 1711-12, has been
widely discussed. It was recorded in the seventeenth century by D. Marc Antonio Guarini, Compendio
historico dell’origine, accresciamento e prerogatiue delle chiese, e luoghi pij della città, e diocese di
ferrara, Ferrara: Baldini, 1621. Porter 1917, vol. 2, 405, comments that there are many errors and
misprints in this publication. Three eighteenth-century sources are mentioned by nearly all scholars writing
on the problem of the inscription. These are Girolamo Baruffaldi, Rime sceltede’poeti ferraresi antichi e
moderni, Ferrara: Pomatelli, 1713, 12mo.; Girolamo Baruffaldi, Vite dei pittori e scultori ferraresi,
(published later in Ferrara, 1846) cited by Krautheimer-Hess 1944, 152 n. 2; Ferrante Bolani Ferranti
Borsetti, Historia almi Ferrariae gymnasii, Ferrara:Pomatelli, 1735; G. Anteriore Scalabrini, who is quoted
in P.F. Kehr, Regesta Pontificum Romanorum, Italia Pontificia, Berlin, 1906-35, vol. 5, 101ff. See Porter
1917, vol. 2, 408-9, for a discussion of the eighteenth-century creation of a wet facsimile by Baruffaldi:
here the text in the inscription following “San Gogio” reads “consecrato/Fo Nicolao Scolptore e Glielmo fo
l’Auctore” and was published in 1773 as a copy of the inscription as it was before the earthquake of 1560.
The inscription has variously been described as the earliest known verse in the Italian vernacular and as a
forgery. It is generally agreed that the information contained in it is accurate. See Zavin 1972, 1 n. 2, for a
discussion of the controversy surrounding the inscription.
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The date 1135 also appears in the epigraph that was engraved on the western protiro in
the fifteenth century. According to Zavin, this is the permanent version of a painted
twelfth -century inscription (Figs. 46a & 47a).261 It reads
ANNO MILLENO CENTENO TER QVO QVE DENO
QVINQVE SVPER LATIS STRVITVR DOMVS HEC PIETATIS.262
[In 1135, this holy building is being built.]
Unfortunately, this does not indicate when construction actually began.263
While these inscriptions seem to prove that construction of the cathedral began in
1135, Zavin and the historian Geo Pistarino have argued that the new building at Ferrara
may initially have been authorized by the antipope Anacletus II, sometime after the
election of 1130, and that documents pertaining to this were later destroyed. 264 The art
historians Porter, Kain, Verzár Bornstein, and Quintavalle all have favored a pre-1135
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Zavin 1972, 3-16, discusses this inscription at length in terms of its language, physical appearance and
paleography, and relationship to other twelfth-century inscriptions. I have used her translation.
262

Zavin 1972, 14-15, notes that the translation of quinque super latis poses a potential problem. If this is
considered as an ablative absolute, related to quinque superfero then the idea is the five is added to the
1130 yielding 1135. Porter 1917, vol. 2, 407 n.14, states that this is the only correct translation of the
Latin. This seems to establish 1135 as a circa for the west protiro. Zavin1972, 11-12, discusses why this
inscription should be considered genuine, despite the efforts of several scholars to discredit both it and that
on the triumphal arch. For another point of view, see Verzár Bornstein 1988, 92, who argues in favor of
forged inscriptions and papal bulls.
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Zavin 1972, 2ff., discusses the various chronicles from which information can be gleaned, which date
the inception of the building anywhere from the period before Lothar is emperor (1125-1133) to its having
been started in 1135—the theory to which I hold—supported by Gandolfo's more recent research,
unavailable to Zavin: Gandolfo, 1987, 335. Zavin, 25, concludes that the building was begun around 1130.
264

Zavin 1972, 28, records that Paschal II, who had consecrated Landolfus as bishop and granted the
original exemption to Ferrara Cathedral, had also made Anacletus a cardinal, thus there was a personal
connection between the two. G. Pistarino, “Le iscrizione ferrarese del 1135,” Studi Medievali, 3 serie,vol.
5, fasc. 1, 1964, 121-22, bases his argument on a statement made by Guarini, Compendio historico, 7-8.
Also see, Augusto Vasiona, “Ferrara e Ravenna tra papato e impero nel XII Secolo,” in La Cattedrale di
Ferrara, atti del Convegno nazionale di studi storici organizzato dalla Accademia delle Scienze di Ferrara,
Ferrara, 11-13 maggio 1979, Ferrara: Academia delle Scienze, 1982, 181-97. Zavin 1972, 27-29,
demonstrates that while Landolfus may have supported Anacletus initially, by 1133, it would have been
impossible to ignore that Innocent II was the legitimate pope.
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dating for the start of construction.265 As evidence that the new cathedral was nearly
complete by around 1135 the historian Antonio Samaritani cites the Annales ferrariense,
which he accepts as dating from the late twelfth /early thirteenth centuries. Here it is
recorded that in 1135 the papal legate Cardinal Azzo declared that the canons had to
approve baptism and burial implying a functional building at this time.266 To
demonstrate that the old cathedral could not have continued to serve in this capacity after
1135, Samaritani notes that in a document of 11 May 1141, Bishop Grifo reconfirmed the
old cathedral of San Giorgio on the isula Ferrariola as a parish church under the
jurisdiction of the Augustinian canons: it is implied that this event occurred in 1135.267
Interpreting the documentary evidence differently, other scholars have determined
that construction of the new cathedral began only after 1135. The first reference to the
cathedral‟s having been begun in this year is found in the early fifteenth-century history
of Ferrara by Jacopo da Marano.268 Among art historians, Krautheimer-Hess favored
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Porter 1917, vol. 2, 407; Kain 1988, 79-86; Verzár Bornstein 1988, 92; Quintavalle 1985, vol. 1, 209-10.
Zavin 1972, 1-2, cites the various documentary sources including chronicles in which the construction of
the cathedral of Ferrara is mentioned. The 1125-1135 dating used by Quintavalle,1985, vol. 1, 211, is based
on a thirteenth -century chronicle: Ricobaldi Ferrariensis, Compilatio Chronolgica, ed. Lodovico Antonio
Muratori, Rerum italicarum scriptores, Mediolani: ex typographia Societatis Palatinae, 1723-51, vol. 9,
243. Interestingly, 1135 is the year when upon his return to Italy Innocent II granted Bishop Landolfus San
Salvatoris at Ficarola as an allodial possession. See Zavin 1972, 30. Also, see Krautheimer Hess 1928, 174
n. 186, for the earlier history of San Salvatoris.
Antonio Samaritani, “Religione fra società, politica e istituzioni nella Ferrara della nuova cattedrale
(1130-1177),” in La Cattedrale di Ferrara, papers from a conference held in Ferrara, 11-13 May, 1979,
Ferrara: Academia delle Scienze, 1982, 151. Gandolfo 1987, 334, states emphatically that this Annali
ferraresi was composed in the vernacular around 1412 by Jacopo da Marano. Zavin 1972, 3 n. 6, consulted
the manuscript, which exists in an eighteenth-century copy “in the hand of G.A. Scalabrini.” Samaritani
1982, 95, also notes that the baptistery at S. Maria in Vado continued to be functional despite the agreement
reached by Landolfus and Cardinal Azzo.
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Samaritani 1982, 96 n. 141, takes this information from L.A. Muratori, Antiquitates italicae medi aevi,
Milan, 1741, vol. 5, 227-29, from the Archivio di Stato di Modena, Archivio segreto estense, giurisdizione
sovrana, vescovado di Ferrara, b. 251 (acts directed to Old San Giorgio.)
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Krautheimer-Hess 1944, 159 n.73 & n.74. Zavin 1972, 2-3, 3 n.6, 16-17. Zavin refers to the
discussions of these documents both by P. Kehr, “Nachträge zur der Papsturkenden Italiens, IV,”
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1135 as the terminus post quem for the building.269 It is logical to assume that
construction would begin only after the two recorded land-transfers, both believed to
have taken place in 1135, were authorized: thus, the cathedral-to-be was nominally under
papal jurisdiction.270 In 1988, Gandolfo asserted that construction was delayed until the
last phase in securing the site was completed in 1136.271 He refers to a document
recording the transfer of land from the monastery of San Romano to the cathedral in 1136
that allowed for an expansion of the cathedral workshop and comments that this
document confirms the 1135 dating for the land previously acquired for the building
project.272
Two documents signed sub portico Ecclesiae sancti Georgi or sub portico
canonice Sancti Georgi in the years of 1140-1141 are cited by Robb273 and others as
proof that the main entranceway of the cathedral was completed by the early 1140s.274
However, construction on the main body of the building continued. Gandolfo has
Nachrichten von der königlichen Gesselschaft der Wissenschaften zur Göttingen Phil.-Hist. Klasse, 1910,
236 n. 4, and in Krautheimer-Hess 1944, 160, n.74.
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Krautheimer-Hess 1944, 159-60 n. 74, provides the entire text of the transaction which names all of the
consuls.
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Zavin 1972, 2-3, 16-17. Fifteenth-century copies of documents record land transfers from Landolfus and
the consuls to the Holy Seat either on 30 October 1134 or in 1135. Zavin, 16: “The Ferrarese transfer to
Azzo the land, which has been acquired for the new cathedral and agree to pay a rent of one bisantium a
year.” Zavin ,17, noted that a second document records that the pope has been petitioned by the Ferrarese
envoy and agrees to place the land under papal protection. Samaritani 1982, 152, and Zavin 1972, 28-29,
suggest that these documents can be interpreted as having "sanitized" the illegal construction begun in fact
under Anacletus II. Zavin 1972, 27-28 n. 72, notes that Gualterius of Ravenna, from 1130 on can be
documented as an ardent supporter of Innocent II.
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Gandolfo 1987, 334.
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Gandolfo 1987, 334.

Robb 1930, 394 n. 37, cites a document having been signed “sub portico Ecclesiase Sancti Georgi,”
recorded by Mancini, Compendio della storia sacra e politica di Ferrara, II (1808), 17. Also, Zavin 1972,
54-55.
273
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Verzár Bornstein 1988, 92, 111 n. 6; Zavin 1972, 54-5 n. 121. These documents are ignored by both
Gandolfo 1987 and Vasiona 1979.
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postulated that a will from the year 1147 providing goods for the opere of the cathedral
suggests that construction was still on-going and the building was not yet functional: the
first act promulgated in the cathedral was a ruling by Bishop Grifo on 22 February
1149.275 Gandolfo‟s interpretation of the documents suggests that construction began in
1135 and took place over a fifteen-year period makes. In as much as certain subjects in
Nicholaus‟s sculpture for the Porta dei Mesi on the south side of the building appear to
have been inspired by specific events occurring at the time of the Second Crusade (11451149), construction of this part of the building seems to date post-1145.

Nicholaus's Achievement at Ferrara
Nicholaus‟s work at Ferrara Cathedral ensured his place in the history of art. The
inscription on the lunette requesting that his work be admired and the once-visible mosaic
inscription on the triumphal arch designating the cathedral as his work preserve his
memory as he intended. His actual role in the creation of the building is unclear. He
does not refer to himself in the lunette inscription as architect rather he is the artifex qui
sculpserit: perhaps, his role was that of project manager. It is likely that the design of so
large an undertaking as this cathedral with its five-aisle plan recalling Old St. Peter‟s in
Rome was the purview of a group rather than a single person.276 In any case, Nicholaus
was responsible for overseeing the production of a large amount of sculpture and may
have executed some of it.
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Gandolfo 1987, 335. Given the size of the cathedral, it is improbable that it was begun in 1130 and
complete by 1135 as so many have proposed.
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Structurally, the west façade was conceived of as an independent unit. Certain scholars have insisted
that Nicholaus was an architect. For this point of view, see Quintavalle 1985, vol. 1, 184-91. Also see the
dissertation on this topic, Thomas Gaedeke, Die Architektur des Nikolaus: Seine Bauten in Königslutter
und Oberitalien, Hildesheim: Georg OmsVerlag, 1988.
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Nicholaus‟s main challenge and achievement at Ferrara was the creation of an
entranceway more magnificent than any that preceded it (Fig. 41). Additionally, two side
doorways required embellishment. However, given their modest decoration it is evident
that the central portal was to be the focal point here (Figs. 42, 52a-c & 53a-d). Nicholaus
and his workshop also executed most of the sculpture associated with the Porta dei Mesi
(now disassembled) on the south side of the building, as well as various capitals and other
sculptures at the lower gallery level.277 The historiated capitals in the nave, which are no
longer extant but are described in the literature, are believed to be his.278 Also credited
to the Nicholaus atelier are certain church furnishings including a baptismal font, parts of
a presbytery screen, and parts of a pulpit.279

The Main Entranceway on the West Façade
The focal point of the Ferrara façade is the two-storied protiro framing a broad
portal with splayed embrasures embellished by a panoply of alternating round-section
colonnettes and square-section jambs with small capitals but otherwise continuous with
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Very few capitals at gallery level can be associated with the Nicholaus workshop.
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Several eighteenth-century authors record the subject matter that appeared on the capitals in Ferrara
Cathedral: Krautheimer-Hess 1944, 158 n. 64.
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The work, which we are most certain was executed by Nicholaus and his workshop, is that associated
with the entranceways. In addition to the capitals in the gallery, the panels associated with the presbytery
screen that were incorporated into a pulpit in 1515 and afterwards used as a pavement are problematic.
Quintavalle 1985, vol. 1, 205, 207-208, associates certain panels with a baptismal font from the time of
Nicholaus. Also, the representation of the angel of St. Mathew, now positioned, at the gallery level of the
façade on the right hand corner above a capital with squatting male figures, is thought to have been part of
a pulpit by Nicholaus, which was later dismantled. Fulvio Zulviani, “Nicholaus, Venezia e Bisanzio,” in
Nicholaus e l’arte del suo tempo, Atti del Seminario tenutosi a Ferrara dal 21 al 24 settembre 1981
organizato dalla Deputazione Provinciale Ferrarese di Storia Patria ed. by A.M. Romanini, Ferrara: Corbo
editore, 1985, vol. 2, 496 n. 9, comments, here translated, that the two “…presbytery plaques long
associated with Nicholaus, one depicting some kind of agricultural scene with grapes, wine making, and
bird hunting and a second centering a warrior and a peasant…” should be assigned to what he calls the
"circle of Nicholaus."
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the archivolts arching over the historiated lunette and lintel above the doorway (Figs. 41
& 42).
The lower story of the original protiro is the barrel-vaulted, flat-roofed structure,
still in situ in Ferrara. Originally, its sole support was a single pair of columns carved to
look as if four knotted colonnettes, set on the backs of seated telamones, each keyed into
the top of a large recumbent lion. In the fifteenth century an additional column was
added behind each of these constricting what had been an open space.280 In the spandrels
of the porch are the figures of John the Evangelist and John the Baptist; and the Agnus
Dei is on the keystone (Fig. 46 & 47a-c). In the early thirteenth century (1240-1260), the
second story of the entranceway—probably a simple, unadorned, gabled structure like
that at the Nicholaus entranceway at Verona Cathedral—was replaced with the present
superstructure with its magnificent sculptural rendition of the Last Judgment (Figs. 41a-b,
61a & 66a).281 The original upper story is believed to have been supported by a pair of
recumbent oxen. One is preserved in the narthex of the cathedral (Fig 45e). In the
nineteenth century, the supporting columns, capitals, and telamon/lion bases from the
lower story were replaced with reasonably accurate copies. The original telamon/lion
bases and a supporting column and capital are now in the narthex.
The main portal itself is recessed into the façade of the church. Projecting
pilasters on the wall mark its outer boundary. Above the pilasters are atlases carved in
high relief who appear to support the architrave. Within the portal, the splayed
embrasures accommodate a series of seven vertical elements on either, consisting of four
280
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Zavin 1972, 63, n.10..

Zavin 1972, 56, notes that the construction of the Ferrara façade took place over 130 years, and that
Nicholaus‟s work ends at the level of the first dwarf gallery. The first dwarf gallery was executed by the
Campionese towards the end of the twelfth century. See Zavin 1972, 78ff.
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jambs alternating with three colonnettes or more accurately projecting square-section and
round-section moldings. The profiles of these are repeated by the archivolts from which
they are separated by a row of tiny Corinthian capitals. New here are the jamb figures—a
total of six carved into four of the jambs.282
Over the doorway carved on the lunette is the high-relief sculpture depicting the
patron saint of Ferrara, St. George, mounted on horseback, slaying the dragon.283 The
supporting lintel is subdivided by an arcade containing scenes from the Life of Christ. A
pair of square-section doorposts with different images on the two faces—Corinthian
capitals on the outer faces and atlases on the inner surface—complete the doorway. The
doorposts are aligned with the relieving arch decorated with the familiar inhabited
rinceaux. The condition of the portal is excellent except that it is missing its original
polychromy and gilding. The fresco that embellished the vault has also been removed.
Some of the medium-blue background color remains in the backgrounds of the lintel and
lunette/tympana on all three entranceways.

Sources for the Main Portal
Many of the elements associated with the Ferrara Cathedral entranceway recall
the protiro/ portal ensembles at both Modena and Piacenza cathedrals. Interestingly, the
column supports combine recumbent lions guarding their prey, similar to the examples at
the Porta della Pescheria at Modena, with the telamon figures inspired by those at
Piacenza. This configuration is new and is never repeated in Nicholaus‟s work nor
282

Robb 1930, 403 passim, notes that there was nothing quite like this in France at the time and calls these
“proto-Gothic.” Robb 1930, 419, suggests that the Ferrarese jamb figures might have inspired those at St.
Denis. It is more likely that the figures at St. Denis, which are statue columns, were inspired by images of
figures painted on columns.
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The lunette is composed of eight separate blocks.
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elsewhere so far as I have been able to research (Figs. 13b-c; 18a & 26a-b).284 The
arcaded scenes from the early life of Christ on the lintel at Ferrara are modeled on those
on the north and south lintels at Piacenza. And now the relieving arch with its inhabited
vines now wrapped with acanthus leaves recalls the Wiligelmesque examples on the main
portal at Modena, the north portal at Piacenza and on the doorposts of the entranceway at
Nonantola (Figs. 44a, 3a, 18a, 19a-d, & 28 c-d). However, we must turn elsewhere to
identify the sources for three other features of this portal, namely, the alternating jambs
and colonnettes set against the splayed embrasures, the sculpture on the lunette, and the
jamb figures.
One inspiration for Nicholaus, as Zavin recognized, is the corrente comasca
portal. 285 Nicholaus was probably familiar with the portal at San Ambrogio in Milan,
c.1100, and those in Pavia at San Michele and San Pietro in Ciel d'Oro, c. 1130 (Figs. 39a
& 40a-f). All of these portals have splayed sides embellished with square cross-section
and round cross-section moldings with capitals, all of which are associated with the
archivolts encircling the lunette. Nicholaus has increased the number of upright elements
to seven: at San Michele in Pavia, three is the usual number and five the maximum.
Nicholaus also reduces the size of the capitals separating archivolt and upright found in
these portals: his small capitals are about the same height as the impost blocks above the
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Verzár Bornstein 1988, 93, notes this similarity. This is one of the reasons that she argues that
Nicholaus was active at Modena, alongside Wiligelmus during the first and second decades of the twelfth
century. However, other scholars, for example, Salvini 1966, 122, date the sculpture at the Porta della
Pescheria around 1125 not c.1106.
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Zavin 1944, 46-48, suggests that the Pavian portals, which she dates c.1130, might be a prototype for
Ferrara. However, she concludes that the Ferrara portal is an independent development. Given that
Nicholaus seems to have been well acquainted with corrente comasca sculpture, I think that the Pavian
portals should be considered as a source for the main portal at Ferrara. My own survey of post-Ferrara
Italian portals has revealed that few have colonnettes alternating with jambs: many more, such as those on
the doorways to the Parma Baptistry, are framed solely by columnar vertical elements as at St. Denis.
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capitals at San Michele. Finally, Nicholaus has modified the surface decoration
characteristic of the corrente comasca work in Pavia so as to emphasize the architectonic
character of the moldings.286 The large figural plaque of St. Michael stomping on a
dragon set into the wall of the church above the portal at San Michele at Pavia may have
inspired the decision to render the image of St. George killing the dragon on the lunette
as a relief rather than a painted or mosaic image (Fig. 40c).287
The Pieve di San Giorgio at Argenta, which is near Ferrara, has one of the earliest
historiated lunettes containing sculpted reliefs in Italy. Precisely dated 1122, it depicts
the Martyrdom of St. George (Fig. 14).288 Finally, as often discussed in the literature, the
figures carved in the angles of the jambs are closely related to similar figures that were
carved in the corners of the pier supports at the cloister of St. Étienne in Toulouse.289

The Sculpture Associated with the Protiro
At Ferrara Nicholaus reveals that he is a mature artist. He has mastered the
lessons of the scuola di Piacenza, Wiligelmus and his associates, and the corrente
comasca artists and is familiar with motifs that are identifiable as Languedocian, Roman,
and/or Byzantine and includes these in his work. What he has achieved at Ferrara is the
creation of an exemplary and much quoted twelfth-century North Italian entranceway.
286

At San Ambrogio in Milan, the jamb elements are plain and the columnar elements, decorated.
Nicholaus also uses unadorned jambs at Ferrara.
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It is possible that San Michele in Pavia had figures of angels carved on the lunettes above the doorways
on the west façade. At least the restoration gives this impression. However, the only angel on a lunette
which appears genuine is that on the portal to the south transept. It is probable that single figures of the
Virgin or saints (especially busts) were painted or executed in mosaic on lunettes.
Giuliana Guidoni, “Il programma del portale scolpito da Giovanni da Modigliana: Una proposta di
lettura,” in Storia e archeologia di una pieve medievale: San Giorgio di Argenta, , edited by Sauro Gelichi,
Florence: Edizioni All‟Insegna del Giglio, 1992, 213-23. Also, Fabio Coben, "Micant hic fulgida:il portale
della pieve di San Giorgio a Argenta," in Felix Ravenna, 4 ser., vol.153-156 (1997-2000) 105-109.
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See below p. 144 ff.
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The next generation of church entrances shows the influence of Nicholaus‟s major
entranceways on purveyors of taste, the patrons as well as the artists.
As mentioned, the telamon/lion supports combine motifs taken from Piacenza and
Modena. The recumbent lions, carved from rosso Veronese—the reddishVeronese
limestone, closely resemble those at the Porta della Pescheria at Modena Cathedral, and
like these raise their heads so as to gaze towards the spectator. In their front paws they
hold a ram (left) and a bull‟s head (right) (Figs. 45a,c-d &12 b-c). The telamons, as
discussed above, have a close association with those at Piacenza: all of these figures were
carved from grey-white marble and then painted.
The original supporting columns were carved from one huge block of rosso
Veronese. They have been carved so as to resemble a bundle of four looped ropes that
are joined to form a central knot (Figs. 42 & 45f). Four large oval leaves at the bottom
mask the transition to a standard square base on the corners of which are tiny animal or
bird heads (Fig. 45a-b,d). At the top of the column below the torus molding set between
each of the pairs of shafts is a downward pointing, flattened acanthus leaf. The terminal
element is a modified Corinthian capital. These are an early example of if not the first
knotted columns to be used in Italy.290
St. John the Evangelist (left) and St. John the Baptist (right) are set in the spandrel
areas of the protiro arch with the Agnus Dei (Figs. 46 & 47a-c). Both saints are executed
in medium-high relief; most of the figure has been carved on a single block. The heads
are carved nearly in the round while the bodies are slightly flatter. The upper part of the
halo continues on the blocks above the head. The pointing arm of the Baptist is on an
290

Other examples of knotted columns appear at the Porta Regia in Modena, on the facades of San Michele
in Lucca and Lucca Cathedral, in the cloister at Chiaravalle della Colomba and other Cistercian cloisters,
and beneath the pulpit in San Pietro in Gropina.
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adjoining block. Beneath the figures, a single, clam-shell type acanthus leaf provides
additional support.
St. John the Evangelist is depicted as the younger of the two men. He is cleanshaven and his medium-length hair is pulled behind his ears. His expression suggests
surprise: he raises his eyebrows and purses his lips so they form a straight line. His bare
feet are splayed and set at a downward angle on the inverted half-cone on which he
stands, balancing with slightly grasping toes.
St. John the Baptist is similarly posed with his feet turned outwards and pointing
downwards. With his right arm outstretched, he points at the Agnus Dei on the keystone.
He looks down rather sternly at those entering the church. In his left hand he holds a
long, broad scroll that conceals his right leg; the words ECCE AGNUS DEI are engraved
on it. This John is an old man with sunken cheeks (Fig. 47a, c). His forehead is wrinkled
and his mouth downturned. His beard designed as a series of tendrils ending in curls is
similar to that of the bearded telamon on the protiro (Fig. 45b). The bony structure of his
face is apparent; the bones and tendons in his feet, hands and arms are emphasized as
well. His full-length robe is held by a wide wrap around the waist. His cloak now has a
braided border, alluding to the hairshirt worn by desert saints.
There are similarities between these Saints John and various figures at Piacenza.
The Evangelist at Ferrara like Enoch at Piacenza wears a long robe, covered by a flowing
mantle which he holds in his right hand so as to reveal his left knee while a swath of
drapery conceals his right knee (Figs. 46 & 30c). Both Saints Johns‟ garments have
rippled edges recalling the flounced arrangement of the folds on the hem of the
Piacentine John the Baptist (Figs. 46, 47c & 30b). Both the Evangelist at Ferrara and his
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counterpart at Piacenza clasp books with bejeweled borders on their covers in their right
hands (Fig. 30a). While the Evangelist at Ferrara looks like Paciencia on the south
doorpost at Piacenza, John the Baptist‟s face resembles that of St. Joseph in the scene of
the Flight into Egypt on the south lintel (Figs. 46 & 24a, 47a & 22b). All of these figures
have a slightly pop-eyed look.
There are noticeable differences between the Ferrarese and Piacentine work as
well. The body structure and proportions of the Ferrara figures are somewhat more
naturalistic than before. Fabric is generally more classicizing in its treatment in that it is
more veristic than previously, and often reveals the shapes of joints and limbs beneath it.
These small changes suggest that Nicholaus has modified his technique as a result of the
close study of classical or classicizing art.
Evidence of his keen interest in achieving something similar to that of Roman
sculptors can be found in the acanthus bands set a few inches above the heads of the
Saints John. Here Nicholaus is literally comparing his carving with that of the ancients.
Quintavalle has pointed out that these bands of foliate rinceaux are composed of outer
blocks of Roman spolia with inner extensions executed by Nicholaus or workshop. The
classical acanthus in fact is historiated with tiny birds set beneath the vines on the right
and a bird standing on a quadruped on the left, all invisible from ground level (Figs. 46 &
47a).291 Interestingly, as was the case at the Sagra, there are distinct differences in the
Nicholaus‟s acanthus additions suggesting two hands at work. On the left, the acanthus is
lush, and on the right, rather dryly treated.
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Tiny corbel heads beneath a simple cornice at the top of the lower story of the
protiro are either by Nicholaus‟s atelier or the Campionese.292 Byzantine motifs are also
identifed in the sculpture on the protiro. The knotted columns may well have a Byzantine
prototype293 as does the braided edge of the gown of John the Baptist.294

The Entrance Portal
The main portal at Ferrara impresses one because of its careful organization,
which has resulted in an entranceway with a balance of decorative and architectural
elements. The configuration of the vertical supports framing the recessed doorway at
Ferrara is basically symmetrical and leads the eye to the doorway. It is composed of the
doorposts, the four jambs alternating with three colonnettes along the embrasures, and the
pilasters (Figs. 42 & 43a-b).
There are two varieties of square-section jambs, decorated, made of grey-white
marble, and originally polychromed and plain, cut from pink rosso Veronese and never
painted. The first (next to the doorpost) and third pairs of jambs contain holy figures
carved so that they are aligned with the projecting angle. Figural and foliate elements
292
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contained in variously shaped coffers enliven the remainder of the upright. The first pair
have their decorations in square frames; the third, in arched niches. The second and
fourth pairs of jambs are unembellished and made from pink Veronese stone. 295
All of the colonnettes are made of grayish-white stone, and all are patterned. The
innermost pair has ascending chevrons with acanthus leaves inserted between the raised
moldings; the second pair has a double-twist spiral formed by a torus molding alternating
with a grooved band. The outer colonnettes are embellished with an overall lattice grid
that contains foliate designs enlivened by an occasional bird, animal, or mask motif.
Additional rows of pearling, bead and reel, or oval leaves appear in the angles between
the upright elements. These add to the impression of delicacy and sumptuousness
projected by the portal.
The capitals separating the vertical elements from the archivolts are composed of
double rows of delicate acanthus leaves. Those on the right side have tiny heads—both
human and animal—set at the angle of the capital, while those on the left have tightly
furled leaves set in the same position. The differences in handling suggest that these are
the work of two different artists.
At first glance, the triple-molding base beneath the colonnettes and the jambs
appears to be rather simple, but close observation reveals subtleties in its treatment as
well. To create an impression of continuity, the lowest level is entirely composed of
square elements, while the two staggered levels of molding above repeat the
configuration of the cross-section of the related vertical element. Tiny overlapping
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leaves mask the transition from the angular section of base molding to the round molding
beneath the colonnettes.
The final framing element in the portal is the pair of pilasters set directly beneath
the architraves of the protiro. These project slightly beyond the surface of the wall.
Their corners are enhanced with a linen-fold molding, and overlapped acanthus leaves are
set at the base. At the top of each pilaster, in lieu of a capital is a kneeling telamon. Both
are clothed and shod: the figure on the right holds his feet at his ankles, recalling the pose
of one of the nude figures on the left-hand capital of the north portal at Piacenza (Fig.
16).296
A pair of broad unembellished doorposts frame the doors themselves. Their bases
are designed so as to be continuous with those of the embrasures. The capitals at the top
attest to Nicholaus‟s creativity. Nicholaus would have observed that foliate capitals are
commonly used to mark points of transition, especially in Roman monuments; however,
he was also aware that atlantes might appear on capitals as at Wiligelmus‟s portal at
Modena Cathedral or in the upper section of a doorpost as at the north and south portals
at Piacenza Cathedral (Fig. 3a-b, 24a-b & 25a-b). His compromise at Ferrara was to
carve on the outer faces of the doorposts Corinthian capitals that differ from each other
and the atlantes on the inner faces (Fig. 48a-b). These atlas figures, both beardless, are
much livelier their counterparts at Piacenza (Fig. 24a-b). The squatting figure on the left
grimaces at the weight he supports using his hands and head. Below his feet is a row of
acanthus leaves, which continue the bottom row of the three-row acanthus “capital” on
the outer face. The telamon on the right stands hunched over so that he supports the
weight on his shoulders, while having his right arm akimbo and using his left to help
296
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support the weight. His legs suggest a kind of contrapposto, expressing a potential for
movement, and suggesting classical influence. Very expressively, this figure sticks his
tongue out indicating his distress at the great effort his job requires!

The Jamb Figures
The most original of Nicholaus‟s accomplishments at Ferrara is his inclusion of
holy figures as part of the jamb: visually as well as metaphorically, they can be said to
function as part of the support system of the church (Fig. 43a-b). Sculpture from several
different monuments in Northern Italy may have inspired the application of the figure to
the jamb. Figures set into the corners of capitals can be found both at Piacenza Cathedral
in the work of the Master of Nonantola and Nicholaus himself (Figs. 21a-b & 25a-b).
Bust-length human figures pulling their beards appear on the corners of capitals at
Sant‟Eufemia (Fig. 16d). It is also probable that Nicholaus was acquainted with the
supports in the cloister of the cathedral of St. Étienne in Toulouse, where the figures of
the apostles occupy the corner of the block from which they are carved (Fig. 51a).297
Comparisons between Nicholaus‟s jamb figures and the statue columns at St. Denis are
sometimes made. Porter commented that an Italian portal may have served as the model
for the central portal at St. Denis.298 Jullian proposed that the master who executed the
statue columns at St. Denis like Nicholaus was familiar with the apostle figures on the
supports at St. Étienne in Toulouse.299
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Iconographically, Nicholaus‟s jamb figures are related to the very large 1.8 meters
high figures at Cremona Cathedral, where the same four prophets—Daniel, Ezekiel,
Jeremiah and Isaiah—set on reliefs set perpendicular to the doorway frame the main
entranceway, and also the 1.5 meters high figures of the Virgin Annunciate, Gabriel, and
prophets, here Balaam and Isaiah, that were probably once part of the central portal on
the façade at Piacenza but are now associated with the apsidal window. At Ferrara,
Nicholaus‟s decision to carve the figures of the prophets, each about a meter tall, on the
angle of the jamb block, results in their facing outward, thus they actively address the
passersby as well as the people about to enter the church (Fig. 43a-b & 50a).
The outermost prophets set in the fifth vertical element (third jamb) on either side
of the portal are Daniel on the left (Fig. 50b-c) and Ezekiel on the right. S(ANCTUS)
DANIEL is admonished in his inscription DIC/S(ANCTUS)DA/NIEL. DE/CRISTO QD
NO/STI CV/VE/NERIT IN/QD S SCO/RV CESAB(IT) (H)VNC CIO/VESTRA.
[Daniel, prophesy what you know concerning Christ.]300 EZEKIEL, set opposite, has
VI/DI POR/TAM IN/ DOMO/ DOMI/NI CL/AVSA—a variation on Ezekiel: 44, 1-2. [ I
see the shut gate in the house of the Lord.] Forty-eight arched niches decorating the
jambs above and below, twenty-one with foliate or interlace designs, and the rest with
figural or narrative content.301 Among the creatures are a centaur, a human figure wearing
shoes and a hat, a siren, a goat-headed monster, a stag, camels, and the wolf in a hooded
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cloak holding a slate with AB POR CEL. Porter was amused by the devil seated on the
dog and fiddling, and the harp-playing man with the Phrygian hat.302
In the left jamb nearest the doorway are the archangel Gabriel above and Jeremiah
below (Fig. 50a). Opposite, on the right side is the Virgin Annunciate set above Isaiah
(Figs. 51b-c). Gabriel gestures with his right index finger, pointing at the doorway in
fact, but probably meant to be understood as part of his greeting to the Virgin or both.
The scroll in his left hand proclaims A/VE MA/RIA GRA/CIA PLE/NA. DO/MINVS/
TECVM/ BENEDICTA/TV IN/ MVLIE/RIBVS. The Virgin S(AN)C(TISSI)MA
MARIA stands directly across from Gabriel. She raises both hands in an orant gesture,
seeming to signal her reception of both the message and the Holy Spirit. On the base of
the block are her words of acceptance: ECCE ANCILLA DEI. Just above her head,
contained in a square frame in profile is the dove signifying the Holy Spirit.
The prophet below Gabriel, labeled GEREMIAS, holds a scroll, which is broken:
only the beginning of his prophecy is visible ECCE/ INQ‟D/ DEVS ….303 Isaiah,
YSAIAS, stands below the Virgin: his scroll states EC/CE/ VIR/GO CO(N)/CIPI/ET ET/
PARI/ET FI/LIVM/ ET VO/CABITVR.304 The subsidiary decorations on the jambs are
contained in a total of fifty-two square fields, twenty-eight of which include a variety of
animals, birds, monsters and rosettes or leafy clusters.305
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Nicholaus’s Differentiation of the Jamb Figures
One‟s first impression of the jamb figures is that they are all alike because of
similarities in their faces, heights, dress, and body shape. In fact, great care has been
taken to distinguish them from each other. The handling of the garments and the drapery,
the positioning of hands and feet, and the treatment of the faces, hair and beards, have
been adjusted so that each figure has his own character. Nicholaus goes out of his way to
vary the figures‟ poses, avoiding an entirely symmetrical posture where the figure stands
with his spine in line with the angle of the block and his feet set on either side. The
figures‟ bodies are twisted: the head, upper torso, and one leg are set on the central axis,
and the feet, either parallel or splayed, are on one or the other “faces” of the block (Figs.
43 & 44). The exceptions are Jeremiah, who crosses his leg, and Ezekial, who takes a
step. The figures‟ faces are all somewhat similar. They are vasiform in shape, and all
have slightly bulging eyes with stone-inset pupils. Noses are long; cheek bones,
pronounced; and cheeks, slightly sunken. Their lips are moderately heavy.
The angel Gabriel is the most differentiated from the other male figures. He not
only has chubby cheeks but also is clean-shaven adding to his youthful appearance. His
center-parted hair is pulled back behind his ears, and his halo, which has pearling along
the edge, is half-concealed by the tops of his wings. He wears a flowing cloak over his
tunic, which is arranged in a modified trapezoidal pattern on his chest, repeated on the
Daniel figure. The speaking scroll held in his left hand disguises the juncture where his
legs twist to the front of the block, so that his shod feet point outwards.
Like Gabriel, the Virgin has a young, slightly rounded face (Fig. 51c). Her hair is
hidden by a coif and a short veil is arranged like a cowl across her neck at the top of her
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tunic and falling forward over her shoulders. Her cloak worn over her tunic has jeweled
borders. She raises both hands in a gesture that simultaneously signals surprise, praise,
prayer, and her acceptance of task mandated by the Holy Spirit. Her feet swivel to the
inner face of the block, pointing towards the doorway. She like Gabriel is shod in
contrast to the barefooted prophets. To emphasize her importance, she has a more lavish
halo than the other figures here, whose halos are plain or with beading on the edge or
with a flower-like lobed background. Hers has both beading and petals.
In contrast to the Virgin and Gabriel, the prophets are all barefoot. They are
similarly dressed in long tunics, sometimes terminating, as on the figure of Isaiah, in a
kind of double band arrangement (Fig. 51b). All have an over-garment—two in the case
of Daniel. This is often a short tunic or a cloak, allowing for a series of fabric folds just
above knee level. The ends of the sleeves are usually broad and open. The halos of the
prophets beneath the angel Gabriel and the Virgin are lobed; while those belonging to the
figures on the outer jambs are plain. Variations are found in their stance, gesture and in
the treatment of the face especially their hair and beards.
Jeremiah, who is below Gabriel, stands with his right leg crossed under his left as
if he is about to genuflect. He has his right hand raised, palm up and holds his scroll in
his left hand. His center-parted hair flows onto his shoulders forming curls on the ends,
and his moustache and beard are combed into wavy tendrils.
Isaiah, who is standing below the Virgin, twists so that his feet are in a version of
the ballet third-position—the heel of the left food set against the arch of the right foot—
with the toes pointing forward along the angle of the block (Fig. 51b). Here an incised
oval indicates the shin of his left leg. Isaiah‟s hair is center-parted and pulled back but
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forms multiple waves over his forehead. His long moustache and beard have
symmetrically arranged curls, which form an inverted heart below his chin. He holds the
scroll, which is positioned over the left side of the block, in his left hand. His right hand
is raised; like Gabriel, he points his index finger, this time away from the doorway.
Ezekiel, also on the right, is posed with his right foot pointed forward on the angle
of the block. He is posed in a modified contrapposto, his left foot is raised as if he were
taking a step. His active left knee is emphasized by a spiral pattern in the drapery.
Ezekiel holds his right hand with the fingers spread, flat against his chest. With his left
hand, he grasps his scroll which falls over the right side of the block and turns up at the
end. His hair is coiffed so that he has two inward turning curls in the center of his
forehead. His long, droopy moustache is pointed on the ends and his beard is designed to
appear very soft and full like the beard of an elderly man.
Opposite Ezekiel, on the left side, is the prophet Daniel, who is distinguished in
several ways from the others (Fig. 50b-c). He is the only figure to hold his speakingscroll in his right hand, and clutch a loop of drapery in his left hand.306 This figure stands
as if his weight is supported on both feet. He has less of a twist in his lower body than
the other figures. His right foot is to the left of the edge of the block, just touching it.
His left foot is on the right side of the block. Daniel‟s face seems longer and more
rectangular than those of the others, and one‟s initial impression is that this figure is
rather handsome. His moustache terminates in two curls, and his short beard is rimmed
with tight curls. The drapery over his right leg has the knee indicated by a loop—a
device taken from classical sculpture to create the impression of a body beneath the
fabric.
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Toulouse and Ferrara
The cross-legged pose of the prophet Jeremiah has often caught the attention of
scholars, who on the basis of this detail asserted that Nicholaus was familiar with the
sculptural revolution taking place concurrently in southern France (Figs. 51a,d). Porter
suggested that Languedoc was the ultimate source for this pose.307 Robb noticed
similarities between the sculptures at the Porte Miègeville at St.Sernin in Toulouse and
Nicholaus‟s work at Piacenza Cathedral and between certain capitals from La Daurade
and the figures of the apostles at the cloister of St. Étienne in Toulouse and those at
Ferrara.308 A different conclusion was arrived at by Kain, who concluded that the
Ferrarese figures lack the liveliness of those in Toulouse, thus should be viewed as a
parallel development and that the ultimate source for both can be found in antique art.309
In addition to this pose, the jamb figures and St. Étienne figures seem connected
on the basis of similarities in size—about one meter at Ferrara and 1.15 meters at St.
Étienne— and in the relationship in between the corner of the block and the figures‟
heads. At both the figures are contained within the confines of the block, a relationship
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that is emphasized by undercutting the corner of the block using an arched formation on
either side so that while the head is nearly three-dimensional because of the niche behind
it. A remnant of the angled corner is left to protrude forward terminating directly over or
slightly in front of the figure‟s forehead and as such recalls the shape and the boundaries
of the block (Fig. 51a-c). Halos are tucked into the niche behind the figures‟ heads
usually to the tops of their shoulders (Fig. 52c). The halo also conforms to the shape of
the niche, of which the back is flat, then curves forward so that it merges with the corner
angle of the block. The lobed pattern used on the halos of the disciples at St. Étienne also
appears at Ferrara.
One way in which Nicholaus handles the block-head-halo juncture differently
from the St. Étienne Master is that he emphasizes the point where the corner of the block
touches the head of the figure at the corner using the motif of an acanthus leaf framed by
volutes (Fig. 50b). He had already used a tiny leaf to accent the corner on the capital
with the figure of seated Abel at Piacenza (Fig. 25a). Nicholaus also varies the detailing
on the halos. Not all feature the lobed or petal motif. Some are entirely plain; some
have tiny beads along the edge. The Virgin‟s halo is the most complex with both a
beaded edge and lobed background and the most similar to the Toulousan examples.
There are other noticeable differences between the figures in Toulouse and those
in Ferrara. Nicholaus‟s figures are much less elongated than the French examples and
have more classical, more Doryphorus-like, proportions.310 Also, Nicholaus renders
garments without the complex surface decoration characteristic of the clothing of the
apostles from Toulouse whose robes and gowns fit tightly across the elongated bodies,
and in addition, may have bejeweled ribbons along the edges of gown and cloak.
310
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Nicholaus also eschews the typical twin-line fold pattern which forms half-oval ripples
going upwards on thighs and downwards on legs.
For the most part, Nicholaus bases his drapery patterns on classical or classicizing
models: the result is intended to be read as fabric while being enjoyed as an interesting
pattern. He employs a variety of carving techniques, among them long shallow grooves,
raised ridges, sunken incised lines, and overlapping planes. One visual element that is
characteristic of Nicholaus‟s work is a simple raised line with grooves on either side.
Nicholaus was also familiar with Byzantine art. The stylized drapery patterns such as the
pointed oval pattern indicating the thigh of the Virgin and the trapezoidal patterns on the
chests of Gabriel and Daniel are clearly Greek in origin. Furthermore, the orans position
of the Virgin, unusual in western annunciations of the era, recalls a well-known
Byzantine icon in nearby Ravenna (Figs. 50b & 51c).311
A major difference between Nicholaus‟s work and that of the master of Toulouse
is the relationship between the figure and the block. The master at Toulouse undercut his
figures so that they look as if they are free-standing: they are in fact in extremely high
relief. In contrast, Nicholaus‟s figures are securely attached to the block. By allowing
the slight edge of the block to be visible the artist insures that the viewer is aware of the
block “in” which the figure is carved, but this emphasis on the block also means that the
figures—especially now lacking their polychromy—are difficult to see, even at ashort
distance. This somewhat flattened quality allies the Ferrara figures with the holy figure
reliefs at Cremona and Piacenza. Nonetheless, Nicholaus‟s adoption of the crossed-leg
pose and placement of the figure along the edge of and within the parameters of the
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block, supports the theory that Nicholaus traveled to Languedoc after completing his
work at the Sagra.312

The Lintel
As at Piacenza Cathedral the lintel is the locus for scenes from the Life of Christ,
here beginning with the Visitation and ending with the Baptism (Figs. 18a-c, 22a-c &
49a-c). The same organizational scheme consisting of a continuous arcade with towers
set above the supporting columns is used to subdivide the long rectangular field.313 In all,
there are eight arched spatial units which contain seven scenes, six of which—the
Visitation, Nativity, Annunciation to the Shepherds, Presentation in the Temple, Flight
into Egypt and Baptism—occupy a single space. The Adoration of the Magi is set
beneath the two central arches.
The depth of the carving here is very shallow when it is compared to that on
Nicholaus‟s lintel at Piacenza, where the figures seem to stand on a narrow ledge set at
the base of the lintel. Nonetheless, Nicholaus has created a sense of volume and weight
in these figures, not only by rounding the surfaces but also by his handling of the
background, where an incised line is used to indicate a ledge on which the figures appear
to stand.314 As on the south lintel at Piacenza, most of the figures are posed so as to
address their audience. All of the holy figures now have halos behind their heads.
The first arch encloses the scene of the Visitation. Here the figures are to be
understood as standing in front of the ledge. Both women are in three-quarter view.
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They touch the sides of their faces together and clasp each other around the waist to
express the intimacy of the moment.315 Their halos overlap and their wide sleeves draw
our attention to the center and conceal what we imagine as Elizabeth‟s bulging abdomen.
In the Nativity, the reclining Virgin, as at Piacenza, occupies the entire
foreground of the scene. She rests beneath a coverlet on a bed with knob-turned legs; her
pillow and feet are pressed against the framing columns. The ledge line, which is visible
under the bed, is now apparently to be read as the floor on which the bed is standing.
Behind, on the right, half-hidden by the bed is Joseph, seated with his head resting on his
hand—his eyes are wide open. Centered in the field, set above the foreground figures,
and slightly overlapped by their heads and halos is an oval manger upon which the baby
Jesus lies. The pillow-like, cruciform halo behind his head and the jeweled bands over
his swaddling clothes denote his exceptional status. Behind him the ox and ass look
down with rather pleased expressions. Nicholaus shows the donkey with both ears and a
tiny portion of his neck. The ox‟s head is drawn as a single unit seen frontally and from
above.316 The foliate Star of Bethlehem has been shifted slightly off the central axis at
the top of the arch but is evenly spaced between the animal heads.
The winged head of the angel delivering tidings of great joy is depicted in the
interstice between the Nativity and the Annunciation to the Shepherds. The area beneath
the arch is occupied only by the shepherds and their animals. Recumbent sheep fill the
foreground, and goats stand on their hind legs by the column as if expressing excitement
at the appearance of an angel. The shepherds are positioned above the sheep, so as to
315
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give the impression that they are on a hillside. On the right is a weak-kneed old shepherd
depicted in profile. He faces left and holds a club in his left hand. With his right hand,
he points excitedly at the angel. The younger shepherd, center and left, who is leaning on
a crutch, also points at the angel with his right hand but he looks back at his companion
as if for confirmation of what it is they are seeing and hearing. Both men wear short
tunics—the old shepherd‟s has two slits to expose both his thighs, while the young
shepherd has a swath of fabric swinging forward over one leg, a fabric arrangement
appearing at Piacenza and the Sagra.
Significant changes can be observed in the Adoration of the Magi when it is
compared to the same scene at Piacenza. Most noticeably, the magi are now depicted as
kings wearing crowns not the twisted Phrygian hats as at both Piacenza and Nonantola
(Figs. 22 & 26). Two of the kings are bearded and the third beardless recalling the Three
Ages of Man. As on the Piacentine lintel, the scene occupies two arches. The separating
colonnette is retained. In the first arch, in which the ledge line acts as a platform, are the
enthroned Virgin and child, the slightly off-center foliate Star of Bethlehem, and the first
king who kneels. The Virgin is shown in a modified three-quarter view, seated on a
backless, Byzantine-style throne, with her feet on a footrest. She is traditionally dressed
with three-quarter length sleeves and a tunic beneath, and her hair is entirely covered
with both a coif and veil crossed over her shoulders. This Virgin is not crowned as at
Piacenza, rather a large halo is set behind her head, indicating her sanctity. Her
demeanor is serious and reserved rather than friendly. Her left hand is hidden by Christ‟s
body, but she makes an open handed gesture with her right hand located at Christ‟s waist.
A large Christ child energetically twists his left foot behind his right, revealing the sole of
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his foot. He leans forward to bless the first king with his right hand, while using his left
hand and what appears to be a piece of fabric to prop up against his leg the book
indicating that he is Wisdom Incarnate. Behind his head is a cross-nimbus, smaller than
his mother‟s halo.
The first king, the oldest of the three, kneels on one leg on the ground and looks
directly at Christ. His face is rendered in profile, while his body is in three-quarter view.
With both hands he presents his gift—an open container with gold coins in it. He wears a
short tunic and a cloak. His crown is a bejeweled band with fleur-de-lys at broad
intervals pulled down over his forehead; a cap may be implied on his head above the
crown. His left foot disappears behind the center column.
The second arch contains the middle-aged and youthful kings, whose bodies in a
three-quarter view while their heads are more nearly profile. Both figures stand on the
actual edge of the lintel and appear ready to move in front of the column separating the
scenes. The second king is posed with his right knee raised as he is about to step
forward. He distinguished by his moustache and a beard terminating in curls. His hair
comes to the top of his cloak. He wears a circlet crown with pearls and possibly a cap
beneath it. His floor-length cloak is clasped at his left shoulder and falls in a V-shaped
loop in front of his three-quarter length tunic and touches the ground in the back. He
carries the frankincense in a covered container held in bare hand. Last in the procession
is the young king standing with his weight evenly balanced on both feet. He is cleanshaven and has shoulder-length hair curled up at the ends. His crown is formed by a
series of arches, with jewels beneath each. The end of his cloak is drawn over his left
arm covering his hand. He grasps his covered container of myrrh close to his body.
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The staging of the Presentation in the Temple in the sixth arch has been reversed
relative to that at Piacenza, so that Simeon appears on the left and the Virgin and her
handmaiden with the two doves on the right. Christ looks as if he is sitting with his upper
body in three-quarter view and his feet in profile on the altar; Mary holds Christ by his
hips, while Simeon grasps Christ‟s legs. Christ blesses Simeon with his right hand. In
his left hand he holds a scroll now entirely visible because of the positioning of the body,
rather than half-hidden as at Piacenza. On the other hand, the figure of the handmaiden
holding the turtledoves here is cut off by the column, while at Piacenza, she is nearly
complete. In this scene the ledge line is not visible so that the surface on which the
figures seem to be standing is contiguous with edge of the lintel.
The ledge line reappears in the seventh arch in the rendition of the Flight into
Egypt creating the path on which Joseph walks. The donkey is posed stepping carefully
above the ledge line, while the stones drawn beneath its feet imply a rough terrain. A
comparison of the figures of the Virgin at Ferrara and Piacenza reveals that the Piacentine
figure is nearly frontal, while at Ferrara the Virgin slumps forward, holding the infant
with her right hand set on his right thigh and waving her left hand towards Joseph. Christ
here is in profile as at Piacenza, however, he no longer sits quietly but he leans forward
and kicks his right foot with his left—a pose that will be popular in later Madonna and
Child paintings. Christ gestures awkwardly with his index and third fingers pointing
towards Joseph, seemingly both to direct him and proffer a blessing. The depiction of the
donkey is similar and sympathetically rendered at both locations. The animal raises both
legs on his far side indicating movement. His tail now swishes around his hind leg. The
donkey also appears to be saddled. As at Piacenza Joseph steps behind the column but
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now he doesn‟t encroach on the Baptism. Nicholaus has added new details here: Joseph
holds a stick with a bundle on it and leads the donkey with a rein.
The final scene on the lintel at Ferrara is the Baptism, where the positioning of the
figures is again reversed from that at Piacenza. At Ferrara, Christ‟s gesture of blessing is
correctly directed towards John the Baptist rather than towards another scene. In both
representations, Christ‟s body is indicated by the swelling beneath the ripples, but only at
Ferrara, is Christ‟s left hand depicted resting on the water. A major change in the
costume of John the Baptist has occurred: his cloak is now a hair shirt with braided fur
along the edge. He loops up his tunic in his hand, exposing his legs, thus heightening the
realism of the scene. The “hill” of water has been allowed to obscure nearly all of the
ledge line except for the tiny section beneath John the Baptist‟s left foot suggesting solid
ground. A double-line, at the edge of the water, seems intended to suggest the river bank.
The Holy Spirit, of which just the head and upper wings are shown, is viewed from
directly above as at Piacenza. The dove is now in scale with the human figures than
before. Its halo still overlaps that of Christ.

The Development of the Artist
A comparison between the figures on the lintel at Ferrara and Piacenza
immediately reveals that the figures on the later lintel are more naturalistic than those
executed earlier. At Piacenza, the bodies of the participants in the narrative seem
composed of a series of circles and have a charming, cuddly doll-like quality which
Nicholaus no longer favors.317 At Ferrara, bodies are treated as long and lean than short
and fleshy: the proportions of the body parts are those of an adult, however, heads are
Krautheimer-Hess 1944, 163 n. 90, alludes to this quality at Piacenza describing “teddy-bear Satans”
and the donkey of the Flight as a “fat little horse.”
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still slightly oversized. The treatment of the face has also changed; now an angular
jawline replaces fleshy chins. Most striking is the difference in the depiction of the adult
Christ, who in everyway looks older here than at Piacenza: he now has a slender rather
than chubby body and his round babyish face has been replaced with by a longer, more
rectangular, even gaunt visage (Figs. 22b & 49c).
The handling of the drapery at Ferrara adheres more closely to classical models
than before. The rope-like protuberances and multiple ridges that produce a kind of
agitation in the depiction of fabric at Piacenza have been replaced by simpler, less fussy
combinations of broad grooves, overlapping planes, incisions, and occasional ridges,
creating a more accurate sense of cloth. Certain Nicholesque motifs such as the ridged
teardrop pattern emphasizing hips of both standing kings in the scene of the Adoration of
the Magi were already employed at Piacenza.318 At Ferrara, halos appear behind the
heads of all of the holy figures. 319
The rendition of space has also undergone a significant change. The stage-like
nature of the space on the lintel emphasized at Piacenza by having Joseph walk behind
column into the scene of the Baptist and by depicting the Holy Spirit as flying behind the
arch into this same scene is less pronounced at Ferrara, in part at least a result of the
change in the depth of the carving. The scenes at Ferrara are executed in a shallow relief,
either the reliefs took less time to complete or so as to heighten the visual impact of the
large image of St. George slaying the dragon on the lunette above (Fig. 44a).

This motif first appears in Nicholaus‟s work on the thigh of the seated Abel at Piacenza. Next, it
appears on the hip of one of the Gemini at the Sagra.
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Krautheimer-Hess 1944, 167, associates the hill of water with a Byzantine source.
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The Lunette and the Archivolts
Carved on the lunette in high relief is the figural group of St. George slaying the
dragon (Fig. 44 a-b). St. George and his horse move towards the right of the field. His
body is turned towards the viewer, and he victoriously raises his sword in his right hand.
He holds his round shield in his left hand. The wounded dragon, a large winged creature
with a bearded wolf-like head, two legs, wings, and a reptilian tail twisted in two loops,
lies beneath the horse. St. George has pierced the head of the beast with his lance, which
breaks under the strain.
The whole scene is neatly framed first by a row of inward-pointing laurel leaves
alternating with trilobed leaves like tiny fleur-de-lys—a variation on egg and dart
moldings. Two undecorated bands form the remainder of the frame. The first of these is
a narrow rounded molding framed by string-moldings. A much broader, flat molding
beyond is the locus of Nicholaus‟s self-promoting signature inscription engraved in large
letters. A band of black paint marks the upper edge of the lunette and its bottom edge is
actually a ledge. The lunette is composed of nine separate blocks of stone incorporating
both the central image and the frame.
To add to the three-dimensionality of the figures and to preserve the visual
integrity of the wall—the impression is that St. George is in front of a lunette-shaped
background—various compositional details have been extend beyond the confines of the
implied field out into the border area, even into the band with the signature inscription.
St. George‟s head extends over the two inner borders, and his helmet and halo intersect
the band with the inscription. His sword points upwards slicing through NI/CO, while his
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halo touches the “v” and “m” of LAVM. Simultaneously, the upper part of his lance
pokes up just before the word CONCVRRENTES.
This image of Saint George killing the dragon is considered one of Nicholaus‟s
masterpieces. The artist has tackled the equestrian subject with great care.320 St. George
is a clean-shaven young man with long hair falling in curls on his shoulders. His head is
in three-quarter view; his upper body is turned towards the viewer, nearly frontal, while
his lower body is in profile. He is costumed in a short-sleeved suit of mail, which is
belted and worn over a long-sleeved tunic with a notched and bejeweled lower edge. A
swath of fabric indicating an under-tunic flows out beneath his clothing energizing the
scene. Barely visible, carved in bas relief on the background is a short cloak held in
place by a band extending over shoulder and across his chest. On his head is a slightly
pointed helmet, the edge of which is pearled. Both of his hands are bare: with his right
hand he holds his sword, and with his left he grips both the reins of his steed and the
supporting bands of his circular shield. St. George has stockings on his legs and wears
square-toed shoes with ties at the top. He keeps his feet in his stirrups by curling his toes
not by lowering his heels—a precarious practice but visually necessary.321
George‟s mount is depicted in profile in an abbreviated gallop. The parallel hind
legs stretching backwards stand flat on a slightly slanted ledge, thus freezing the image.
The right rear hoof actually projects a bit beyond the edge of the ledge. The front legs
are posed to imply action. The animal lifts his right front leg, nearest the viewer, so that
the tip of his hoof barely touches the ledge, while with his extended left leg he is about to
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Robb 1932, 400, considers this one of Nicholaus‟s most significant achievements.

On the lunette at San Zeno in Verona, the knights ride correctly with their heels down in the stirrups so
they stay seated.
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stomp on the dragon‟s neck. The horse‟s mane and tail give the appearance of having
been carefully combed and twisted into tendrils. His head is fitted with a bit and bridle
and a martingale, which has several heart-shaped leaf-like decorations attached to the
chest band. The sturdy saddle with pommels front and rear appears to be made of tooled
leather: it is decorated with a leaf pattern, created with little drill holes. Dangling from
the edge of the saddle and entirely decorative in terms of their function appear to be
several long bands presented as a chain of downward pointing triangles. These may
indicate the saddle blanket.
Lying on the ground between the horse‟s legs is the dying dragon. The beast has
been mortally wounded by the newly-broken lance that penetrated its throat, emerging
just below its two elongated ears. Its wolf-head with a goat beard is twisted around at
180 degrees from the body set in profile. The beast‟s visible wing, which shields its
body, is naturalistically rendered, resembling that of a bird. The dragon grips the edge of
the field with its hairy front paws. Its double-looped tail unfurls between the back legs of
the horse extending beyond the hocks with the tip of the tail raised in a spasm. This adds
to the vitality of the image and visually balances the extended ear at the front of the field.
Recalling the work at Sant‟Eufemia, beginning at neck of the beast and continuing along
his entire spine to the end of the tail is a row of pearling.
Not apparent at first glance is that the upper body and head of St. George, the
forequarter and head of the horse, and even the dragon‟s head are slightly enlarged, both
engaging the viewer‟s attention and making the more expressive and more distant parts of
the sculpture easier to see. St. George‟s features are compact and his demeanor very
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serious. He is not jubilant at having slain the dragon. Rather, his horse gallops forward,
he raised his sword, ready for the next task the Almighty will assign him.

The Framing Elements
Framing the lunette here, as is typical at portals, is the principal relieving arch set
contiguously with the lintel and the doorposts. This element is decorated with a border of
inhabited rinceaux now rendered in a classicizing style with leaf-wrapped stems such as
Wiliglemus had used at Modena (Fig. 44a). Two scrolling vines emerge from the mouth
of the demonic face with a diamond-shaped nose centered at the top of the arch. In this
rinceaux like that on the doorpost with the constellations at the Sagra, animals alternate
with foliate elements as the centers of the spirals (Fig. 37c-d). The vines are nearly
symmetrical, but on the right side of the arch the last scroll is sufficiently large enough to
contain an extra animal. Three creatures occupy the left hand scrolls: a dog, a bird, and a
rabbit; on the right are a dog, a bird, a rabbit, and a second bird. The inspiration for the
central face seems to be the sun-face in the middle of the vine on Wiligelmus‟s lintel on
the west portal of Modena (Fig. 5a).
The framing moldings, like the jambs and colonnettes of the portal, vary in stone
type. Those of rectangular-section are reddish-pink Verona limestone and like the
associated jambs are undecorated.322 The round-section archivolts carved from a greywhite stone are all decorated. The spiral and double-ax patterns are familiar. A new
design here is the overlapping leaf pattern in which leaves with plain oval edges alternate
with those with a notched, acanthus-inspired edges. As on the embrasures, rows of
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Rosso Veronese is a limestone not a true marble. Quintavalle 1993, 48, calls this Verona breccia.
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modified egg and dart (oval leaves) and bead and reel patterns are set next to the roundsection archivolts to create an effect of richness and delicacy.

The Side Portals
Given the enormous effort that went into the production of the central portal, it is
not surprising that the side entrances are much simpler affairs. While they are formally
similar, they are by no means identical (Figs. 52a-c & 53a-d). Both are slightly recessed:
the angled embrasures on either side extend outwards to the buttresses on either side.
These read as if sections of hexagonal or octagonal piers. Those on the left (north) have a
pilaster-like outer face at wall level, while a series of undulating moldings adorn the
narrow embrasure. On the right (south), the outer face and inner face are continuous with
an outer flat pilaster-like element set against the wall while narrow double-string
moldings frame a concave and flat pilaster along the diagonal. Both portals have capitals
completely contiguous with the embrasures. Two archivolts rise above these. The doors
are framed by nearly unadorned lintels set on similar undecorated rectilinear doorposts
without capitals.323 Above both, slightly recessed tympana framed by multi-band borders
are adorned with simple bas-relief motifs. The relieving arches above these are decorated
with a series of inhabited coffers.
The tympanum on the left is decorated with a pattern of concentric half circles
joined by a band across the bottom, possibly with cosmological significance (Fig. 52a).
The segmented arches are decorated with eleven evenly-spaced, seemingly square but, in
fact, slightly trapezoidal cassettes framing alternating monsters and foliage. On the
keystone of the arch is a round frontal face with curled locks. The inner archivolt
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A simple molding has been created in the lintel above the right doorway, by incising a line around it.
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associated with this portal is decorated with a continuous spiral design that has a cylinder
covered with leaves at either end. The broad outer molding is formed of three
elements—two stepped fillets and a rounded outer band—but is otherwise unadorned.
The two perpendicular faces of the capital directly below the spiral molding on the left
side of the portal are decorated with clam-shell acanthus leaves; on the angled corner a
human head with centrally parted hair sticks his tongue out (Fig. 52c). The capital
opposite features two ferocious dragons with bejeweled necks elegantly intertwining their
heads and crossing their front legs at the corner (Fig. 52b). Varying decorative motives
run down their spine onto the tightly-curved tails. These are reminiscent of Nicholaus‟s
dragons on the inner face of the relieving arch on the south portal of Piacenza Cathedral.
The tympanum over the entranceway to the right depicts the Dextera Dei set
against a crossed nimbus carved on the lunette (Fig. 53a-b). 324 God‟s wrist and the edge
of his open sleeve are squeezed between two half disks, which symbolize the firmament.
Concentric half-circular moldings like those on the north portal decorate the front disk
while that in the rear disk has a bejeweled edge. The upper edge of the tympanum is
framed by a pair of similar, plain, convex-concave curved moldings. Set within these is a
narrow flat molding, which is overlapped by the haloed Hand of God, preserving the
visual integrity of the solid wall as background. Zavin notes that the blessing hand is on
the viewer‟s right. 325
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The disk from which the hand of God appears in the right-hand portal here and a similar disk on the
lunette at Verona Cathedral from which an angel appears seem to symbolize heaven.
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Zavin, 1972, 154. contemplates the significance of location with regard to the central axis in terms of
subject matter. She notes that human monsters appear on the jambs on of the south side of the main
entranceway, while human figures are on the north side. This is significant when one considers the relative
placement of heaven and hell in scenes of the Last Judgment such as that later executed at the upper level
of the proitro. Hell is on Christ‟s left or to the south. Was the scene of the Last Judgment already planned
during Nicholaus‟s tenure at Ferrara?
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The relieving arch here on the lintel is subdivided by ten distinctly-trapezoidal
cassettes, each occupied by a beast or monster. These include a chimera, a centaur, a
semmurv (goat-headed dragon) and a sphinx. The round-section archivolt framing this
portal is decorated in the double-ax pattern, now with little trefoil leaves set on each
scallop. Both capitals above the embrasures are decorated with a single row of
overlapping acanthus leaves.

Reading the Iconography of the Western Portal
Nicholaus and his patrons at Ferrara Cathedral seem to have been intent on
creating a memorable entranceway that conveyed an intelligible message to anyone with
a minimal understanding of the Christian religion. First to be encountered are the two
figures of ferocious lions, looking up, for the moment ignoring their prey, and roaring at
the visitor, who has entered the passageway leading to the sacred space. While they
function in a general way as guardian figures,326 a better explanation for their presence is
that they are intended to remind their Christian audience of the dangers of sin and the
possibility of death followed by eternal damnation.327 A passage from Psalm 21:21,
“Save me from the lion‟s mouth,” may have come to the minds of many staring at their
maws. “Deliver them from the mouth of the lion…” is also a key passage in the
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Zavin 1972, 152.

See Francesco Gandolfo, “Il „Protiro Lombardo:‟ una ipotesi di formazione,” Storia dell’arte 34 (1978),
212-15. While lions can have positive meaning in Christian iconography, that they are more or less
interchangeable in the protiri by Nicholaus with the griffin, whose evil nature is demonstrated in the
sculptures where it is shown attacking human figures (the two griffins from the Porta dei Mesi in Ferrara
attack a knight on horseback and a man with an ox-cart respectively), suggests that they are to be
understood as symbols of evil or the dangers of evil.
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Offertory of the Mass of the Dead. Verzár Bornstein notes that the presence of the lions
signals the suitability of the location for legal proceedings.328
The presence of the telamon figures on the backs of these lions is rather
perplexing.329 This combination seems to have a precedent in the bishop‟s throne at Bari,
sometimes assigned to Wiligelmus. Here, three telamones in the front and two lionesses
devouring humans in the back support the bishop‟s throne: the footrest is set on top of
two recumbent lions. A later example at Chur (Switzerland) was probably associated
with columns that flanked a portal.330 Iconographically, the telamones, or atlas figures,
seem to refer to the terrestrial realm in general. The ivory inset depicting the Crucifixion
on the cover of the Codex Aureus of Echternach (Nuremburg, Germanisches
Nationalmuseum, ms.156142) depicts the cross above a telamon-like figure squatting
with both arms raised and the inscription TERRA above.331 Similarly, Wiligelmus‟s
plaque depicting the story of Cain and Abel depicts God the Father in a mandorla that is
supported on the shoulders of young telamon. Gandolfo observed in the St. Castor of
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Verzár Bornstein 1988, 33-6, 93-4, 111-12, discusses sculptures of lions in a legal context. Zavin 1972,
153, cites the signing of the 1140 act here as an example of this.
Not all scholars accept this arrangement as original. Enrica Neri Lusanni, “Nicholaus a Ferrara,” in
Nicholaus e l’arte del suo tempo, Atti del Seminario tenutosi a Ferrara dal 21 al 24 settembre 1981
organizato dalla Deputazione Provinciale Ferrarese di Storia Patria, edited by A.M. Romanini, Ferrara:
Corbo editore, 1985, vol. 2, 412-13, suggests that the arrangement dates from later in the century, when the
Campionese sculptors had taken over the project.
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For Chur, see de Francovich 1952, vol.2, Figs. 131-132.

See Francesco Gandolfo, “I programmi decorativi nei protiri di Niccolò,” in Nicholaus e l’arte del suo
tempo, Atti del Seminario tenutosi a Ferrara dal 21 al 24 settembre 1981 organizato dalla Deputazione
Provinciale Ferrarese di Storia Patria, ed. by A.M. Romanini, Ferrara: Corbo editore, 1985, vol. 2, 541.
This figure is in fact female, so perhaps best considered a personification. In the Evangeliary at Nonantola
(Archivio Abbaziale), the image of the Crucifixion shows a bearded telamon bearing the cross: illustrated
in., Lanfranco e Wiligelmo: il Duomo di Modena, ed. by Enrico Castelnuovo et al, Modena: Edizioni
Panini, 1984, 540, fig. 797.
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Coblenz Bible the images of both a young and an old telamones, side by side, labeled
DIES and ANNUS on either side of a tondo containing information about the earth.332
The main portal of Ferrara Cathedral has six atlas figures: the two seated on the
lions, two above the wall pilasters supporting the architrave, and two on the interior of
the doorposts (Figs. 43b, 45a-d & 48 a-b. The inclusion of young and old, and possibly,
Zavin suggests, female as well as male seems to express the idea that no one is exempt
from the travails of life.333
The two magnificent knotted columns, which the telamon figures carry on their
back, are difficult to interpret. Verzár Bornstein has suggested that they represent Jachin
and Boaz mentioned in I Kings 7:21, which are described as two brass columns with lilies
on their capitals set in front of the temple in Jerusalem. 334 On display at Wurzburg
Cathedral, where they were part of a porch added to the building in the second quarter of
the thirteenth century, are a pair knotted columns with the words JACHIN and BOOZ
inscribed on their abaci. There are a number of surviving examples of knotted columns
in Italy, Germany, and elsewhere.335 Most date from 1200 and later. The number of
shafts or knots varies, and knotted columns are not always paired. It is doubtful that all
of the columns treated in this manner are intended to reference the portico at Solomon‟s
temple. However, although the column may recall that a church is like Solomon‟s
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Knotted columns dated to 1164 supported the iconostasis at Nerezi, now in Macedonia: Cahn 1976, 53.
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Temple or a cloister like the Portico of the Temple, the presence of these beguiling
columnar forms also suggests the care and expense in undertaking a building project.336
Continuing the Temple of Solomon comparison, Verzár Bornstein suggests that
the oxen, preserved in the narthex, which once were at the base of the columns
supporting the second story of the protiro, refer to the “brazen sea” set on the backs of
oxen in Solomon‟s temple described in I Kings 7:23-26.337 It should not be forgotten that
during the middle ages oxen played a highly practical role in society: as beasts of burden
they would have pulled carts with building supplies or the carroccio of the commune. At
San Zeno in Verona, the lintel includes the scene of St. Zeno‟s miraculous healing of two
possessed oxen pulling a cart and driver which were about to tumble into the Adige.
The images of the two Saints John set in the spandrels of the frontal arch of the
protiro along with the Agnus Dei on the keystone in a general way remind the viewer of
the Last Judgment to come and the prescribed practices to avoid eternal damnation.
Baptism is the first requirement of Christianity. The presence of the Agnus Dei and the
inscription on John the Baptist‟s scroll remind one of the chant which is a familiar part of
the mass and always recited before communion, as a reminder of the significance of
Christ‟s sacrifice.338 As at Piacenza the presence of the Saints Johns on the protiri can be
seen as signaling an alliance with the Roman church.

Knotted columns appear with some frequency in thirteenth-century cloisters: see Wayne Dynes, “The
Medieval Cloister as Portico of Solomon,” Gesta 12 (1973), 61. Honorius Augustodunensis in the Gemma
Animae described the relationship of construction at the monastery at Autun as “stemming from” the
Portico of Solomon next to the Temple of Solomon.
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Verzár Bornstein 1988, 94. She notes that oxen executed at about the same time flank the main portal at
San Nicola in Bari.
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Hugh Henry, "Agnus Dei (in Liturgy)," The Catholic Encyclopedia vol. 1. New York : Robert Appleton
Company, 1907. http://www.newadvent.org. Accessed Dec. 28, 2010.
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Once entering the portal, the visitor encountering the figures of prophets allied
with the Annunciation would have been reminded that the events of the New Testament
were foretold by seers, whose words reveal God‟s plan. The verses inscribed on their
scrolls can be, in part, associated with the Contra Judeos, Arianos et Paganos, Sermo de
Symbolo by Quodvultdeus was first noted by Julian Durand.339 In fact, eight chapters (xixviii) from the sermon were used almost in their entirety as a lectio in the Matins during
Advent or on Christmas day.340 However, not only are significant similarities revealed
when the inscriptions and the images are compared but also sufficient disparities suggest
reliance on another unidentified source as both Zavin and Glass have discussed.341
Although it has been proposed at times that religious drama of the period may have
inspired the presence of the figures on the portal, there is no concrete evidence regarding
this. The earliest manuscript version of a play postdates the portal.342

Julien Durand, “Monuments figurés du Moyen Age, executés d‟après des texts liturgique,” Bulletin
Monumental 54 (1888), 536. The prophets mentioned in the text are Isaiah, Jeremiah, Daniel, Moses,
David, Habbakuk, Simeon, Zechariah, Elizabeth, and John the Baptist. Zavin 1972, 114, notes that the
presence here of the prophet Ezekiel, who appears at Cremona, Ferrara and Verona Cathedrals but is not
mentioned in the sermon, indicates regional variations on this text. Also at Verona Cathedral, but
mentioned not in the sermon are Malachi, Haggai, Micah and Joel.
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Zavin 1972, 110-115. Dorothy F. Glass, Marie-Hélène Debiès trans., “Otage de l‟historiographie:
l‟Ordo prophetarum en Italie,” Cahiers de civilization médiévale, vol. 44 (2001): 259-73. Both scholars
consider the prophets at Ferrara in relationship to those flanking the doorways at Cremona and Verona
cathedrals. Glass includes the Annuciation figures and prophets now on the apsidal window at Piacenza but
probably once flanking the central doorway on the west façade in her discussion. Zavin 1972, 128,
proposes and Glass 2001, 270-71, demonstrates that there was an extensive Contra Judeos literary
tradition.
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Young 1933, 145, identifies as the earliest extant version of the Ordo Prophetarum, generally accepted
as based on Quodvultdeus‟s Contra Judeos, a manuscript from Laon, Bibliotheque de la Ville, MS 263,
Troparium-Hymnarium Laudunense saec. xiii, fol.147v-149r). This may have been performed on the
Feast of the Circumcision, January 1: Young 1933, 153. Zavin 1972, 128-29, notes that the Annunciation
is not mentioned in the Contra Judeos or Ordo prophetarum and proposes that the conjunction of
Annunciation and prophets is found in a different branch of Contra Judeos literature. She comments that
the Annunciation appears as the culmination of prophecy in the thirteenth century in the Carmina Burana.
(See Young 1933, vol.2, 172-90, n.3, Munich, Staatsbibl., MS lat. 4660, Carmina Burana saec xiii, fol.99r104 v.) Glass 2001, 267, notes that we have evidence that the Annunciation being performed as a play by
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While only the educated would have been able to read the inscriptions on the
prophets‟ scrolls, the names of the prophets and their prophecies, which had been
incorporated into an Advent or a Christmas service, would have been familiar to the
majority of believers. Illiterate visitors to the cathedral would have been able to identify
the figures as holy figures because of their appearance—the beards, classical garments,
bare feet, halos, and scrolls with writing on them. The person, who knew his alphabet or
had minimal reading knowledge of Latin, would have been able to identify specific
prophets because their names are inscribed on the blocks above their heads.
As at the Sagra, the presence of writing may have brought to mind the beginning
words from the first chapter of John: In principio erat verbum. The faithful would have
understood that Christ was the word made flesh: the Incarnation is, after all, coeval with
the Annunciation. Also familiar to this audience would have been the concept of Christ
as the door (John 10:9): the prophet figures, symbolizing the Old Testament and the era
before Christ, face the faithful on their way to the door, which leads into a space
suggesting the Heavenly Jerusalem, especially during services when candles had been lit,
hymns and chants were heard, the smell of incense filled the space.343
Lacking specific evidence regarding Ferrara, Zavin suggests that the presence of
the prophets might have been intended as propaganda to facilitate the conversion of the
Jews living in a community.344 She also points out that Sicardus, Bishop of Cremona in

itself not as part of the mass in Italy by the fourteenth century. A drama presented after dinner in the
cathedral of Padua is mentioned by Young, 1933, vol.2, 248-250, n.5 (Padua, Bibl. Cap.C.56, Process.
Patavinense saec. xiv, fol.35v-38r), Glass located a second manuscript describing an Annunciation play,
this time taking place in front of the church, mentioned in a fourteenth- or fifteenth-century processional
from the Cathedral of Friuli (Bibl. Cap. fol 69v-71r).
Laurence Hull Stookey, “The Gothic Cathedral as the Heavenly Jerusalem: Liturgical and Theological
Sources,” Gesta 8, (1969): 35-41.
343
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his Mitrale seu de officiis ecclesiasticis summa follows a long tradition of medieval
authors who interpreted the various elements of the Mass allegorically, associating
specific activities with prophets, the Jewish people, Gentiles, martyrs, etc. Zavin notes
that “the bells, deacons and the versus in the introit all symbolize prophets.”345
An earlier example of the Annunciation with Gabriel and the Virgin flanking a
doorway occurs at Verona Cathedral: on the upper level of the south portal, a corrente
comasca artist located the Virgin (here spinning thread) on the capital on the right and the
angel on that on the left (Fig. 74a). Contemporary or later examples of these figures
flanking a sacred space are found on the spandrels of the triumphal arches in the churches
in Norman Sicily and Torcello. Also this configuration appears earlier in manuscripts.346
Images of prophets bearing scrolls appear in various media from the sixth century
on, as numerous scholars have demonstrated.347 Kain and Glass note several similarities
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Zavin 1972, 122-23. Very little is known about early Jewish communities in Northern Italy. Pope
Callixtus II had issued the bull Sicut Judaeis c. 1120, again asserting the legal rights of Jews.
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Zavin 1972, 125. See Sicardus de Cremona, Mitrale seu de officiis ecclesiasticis summa, PL 213, 13144. Zavin 1973,124-5 n. 41, notes that Amalarius of Metz initiates the tradition of exegesis regarding the
mass in the ninth century, and that Sicardus relies heavily on Honorius Augustodunensis, Gemma animae,
PL 172, 543-738. Zavin notes strong similarities between the Mitrale 93-102 and the Gemma 543-6. She
adds “Honarius is more succinct, but the symbolism of the bells,etc. runs parallel.”
346

Zavin 1973, 127 n.49; Verzár Bornstein 1988, 124-25, 165 n.253, mentions the use of the Annunciation
on either side of arched openings at the Palatine Chapel, Monreale, and the Martorana, most of which
postdate the work at Ferrara. An earlier example is found on the Incipit page for the Gospel of Luke in the
ninth-century Gospel Book of Saint-Médard of Soissons (f. 124r, Paris, B.N. lat. 8850), where the
Annunciation appears above the arch framing the title and beginning words of this Gospel. The historiated
“Q” depicts Christ blessing in the center space, and on either side in an oval field within the boundaries of
the letter, is a nimbed male figure: on the left a bearded man points at Christ on the left, while the figure on
the right is beardless and gestures blessing. Both appear to hold scrolls. Are these intended to be the two
Johns? Illustrated in J. Hubert, J. Porcher, and W.F.Volbach, The Carolingian Renaissance, New York:
George Baziller, 1970, 85, fig. 73.
347

A.K. Porter, Romanesque Sculpture of the Pilgrimage Road, vol. 1, Boston: Marshall Jones Co., 1923,
324-27. Porter cites the Codex Rossanenesis and Sinope Gospels as demonstrations that a Byzantine
tradition of prophets holding scrolls existed from the sixth century on: A.K. Porter, “Spain or Toulouse,”
Art Bulletin 7 (1924), 2-25, 14-15. He, 15, also cites the examples appearing on the drum of the central
dome in San Marco and the doors at San Paolo fuori le mure in Rome, which were made in Constantinople
in 1070. Kain 1986, 213, adds to the list of representations of prophets, those in the spandrels of the arches
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between Nicholaus‟s prophets and those depicted in frescoes at San Angelo in Formis
dated 1072/1087.348 However, the only example of a portal doorway framed by sculpture
depicting multiple prophets flanking the doorway antedating Nicholaus‟s is the main
portal executed by Wiligelmus at Modena Cathedral, where the four major and six minor
prophets along with Moses and the high priest Aaron are depicted on the inner faces of
the doorposts.349
The scenes on the lintel continue the story of Christ‟s life after the Incarnation.
The Visitation and Presentation in the Temple both celebrate moments when Christ is
recognized as the Messiah.350 The Adoration of the Magi and the Baptism are
specifically associated with Theophany, and in the twelfth century these feasts were
celebrated on the same day. An important iconographic change appears in the Adoration
of the Magi, who are no longer wear Phrygian hats as they did in the Master of
Nonantola‟s representation of the scene at Piacenza but crowns. The change in headgear
indicating that these figures are kings rather than wise men from the East may be
intended to broadcast the supportive relationship between the church and the German

at ground level in the Orthodox Baptistry in Ravenna. She also cites prophet cycles in the mosaics at the
Capella Palatina and the Martorana in Palermo and Monreale Cathedral; however, these postdate
Nicholaus‟s work. Glass 2001, 269, fns. 50-54, adds several works to the list of comparable material: a
Byzantine manuscript probably written in Rome c. 1083; ms Biblioteca Vaticana, San Pietro C.92; the
bronze doors donated by Leon de Molino between 1112 and 1139. She mentions the elaborate
Byzantinizing frescoes in the dome of the baptistery of Parma, dated to the second half of the thirteenth
century to demonstrate the persistence of the theme.
348

Kain 1986, 117. Glass 2001, 269.

Dorothy F. Glass, “Prophecy and Priesthood at Modena,” Zeitschrift für Kunstgeschite, 63 (2000), 32638. Glass studies these images as they relate to the Gregorian reform movement and the Investiture
Controversy.
349

350

Both Simeon and Elizabeth appear in the Contra Judeos,Paganos et Arianos.
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king that existed at this moment.351 The close relationship between Pope Innocent III and
the Emperor Lothar III has been described.352
Those persons, responsible for planning what would be appropriate decoration for
the entrance to their church, would have been aware that the subject matter might express
a specific political leaning or sentiment. The transformation in the rendition of the magi
may have pleased all concerned. A German king or emperor visiting Ferrara would have
been gratified by the image of kings kneeling before the Virgin Mary whom he
considered his personal protector.353 For those associated with the ecclesiastical
hierarchy, this could be interpreted as a statement of its temporal superiority in matters
concerning the church: Mary represents Ecclesia, the church and its authority, to which
even the king must pay homage.354

St. George the Dragon Slayer
St. George is one of the most popular of all saints. He is revered, east and west,
and has been adopted as a patron saint by countries, cities, and various military orders.
Ferrara had laid claim to George as her patron saint early on. His martyrdom had been
depicted about a decade earlier on the lunette at the pieve di San Giorgio in nearby
Argenta.
Robinson 1993, 441, calls the period from 1122 to 1152 “the thirty years peace.” The Edict of Worms
was a compromise on the part of the pope as well as on the part of the emperor. Ferrara was on the side of
Barbarossa in the 1160s when the Lombard League was formed.
351
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Robinson 1993, 451-53. This relationship was recorded in a series of frescoes located in the St.
Nicholas chapel at the Lateran: Robinson 1993, 24.
353

Stefan Weinfurter, trans. by Barbara M. Boulus, The Salian Century,. Philadelphia: University of
Pennsylvania Press, 1999, 39. The Byzantine emperor also considered himself to have a personal
relationship with the Virgin.
Robinson 1993, 398. The Gelasian doctrine states that the emperor must “…bow the neck to those that
are placed in charge of religious matters and seek from them the means of [his] salvation.”
354
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The image on the lunette at the duomo depicts St. George mounted on a horse,
slaying the dragon. This is an early rendition of this subject, which seems to be an
invention of the twelfth century, inspired by the Crusades. In the pre-twelfth century
literature, there is a single account of a miracle in which St. George appeared on a white
horse to save a Christian from the hands of the infidels.355 During the First Crusade,
George and other saints would appear when needed to aid the soldiers in battle.356
The image of the warrior on horseback spearing a giant serpent representing the
Emperor Constantine or his successors is found on fourth century Roman coins.357 In the
early ninth century, imperial equestrians slaying serpents were portrayed on the inner
faces of Einhard‟s triumphal arch shaped reliquary base known to have supported a
cross.358 Both horsemen are dressed and armed in Roman style. Their attire includes
headpieces and cuirasses over tunics, short cloaks, and greaves.359 They each hold a
lance and a round shield and ride without stirrups in the Roman manner.
St George at Ferrara has had his armor and riding equipment updated. He wears a
suit of mail over his tunic and helmet, and he clearly has his feet in stirrups. Like a
355

Carl Erdmann, trans. from the German by Marshall W. Baldwin and Walter Goffart, The Origin of the
Idea of Crusade, Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1977, 260: the heroes arrive on white horses.
White is the color of heaven. In the Apocalypse Christ and his army of soldiers are described as riding
white horses: Apocalypse 19:11-16.
356

Erdmann 1977, 279. He is a standard bearer!
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A fourth-century medallion is illustrated in Zanichelli 1985, vol. 2, 605. fig. 56. On p. 577, she states
that Eusebius describes an image in a vestibule in the palace of Constantine showing the emperor wearing a
crown with a cross finial, in the act of piercing a serpent with a lance and driving him back into the sea,
which can be related to a passage in Isaiah 27:1, broadly translated, “On that day the Lord will punish with
his destructive, large, and strong sword, the Leviathan the coiled writhing serpent... and will slay the
dragon that is in the sea.”
358

Hubert et al, 1970, 34 fig. 29, 345. The catalogue entry identifies one warrior as Constantine and the
other as the reigning sovereign.
359

The cloak or paludamentum was worn primarily by military commanders. The standing warriors
depicted on the outer faces of the arch are similarly attired but lack helmets rather are nimbed.
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Roman soldier he wears a short cape, and his shield still appears to be round. In addition
to his lance, St. George brandishes a sword possibly to be understood in terms of the
passage from Isaiah 27:1, where the sword is employed by the Lord to punish the
Leviathan.360
Figures of holy equestrians began to proliferate in Europe during the first half of
the twelfth century as discussed by both Linda Seidel in her article “Holy Warriors: The
Romanesque Rider and the Fight Against Islam” and her book on the façades of
Aquitaine and Verzár Bornstein in her 1988 tome on Nicholaus.361 Verzár Bornstein
notes that the experience of the Crusades resulted in a new equestrian image for St. James
at Santiago de Compostela: he appears mounted, sword raised in his right hand and a
banner of victory in his left, on an interior tympanum connected with the south
transept.362 The dragon paired with St. George can be interpreted as a symbol of
paganism (conquered via baptism), ever-present evil, or even the devil himself. As
noted, a dragon appears beneath St. Michael‟s feet in the relief above the central
doorway at San Michele in Pavia (Fig. 40c). Is this the source for the Ferrara dragon so
similar in appearance and pose?
Finally, the regal St. George at Ferrara seems intended to be understood as sent by
God to protect the people of Ferrara from the scourge of evil in whatever form it might

See n. 313 above. The Hebrew word for Leviathan has “coil” as its root. In the Greek translation of the
Bible, the word “dragon” replaced Leviathan.
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Linda Seidel, “Holy Warriors: The Romanesque Rider and the Fight Against Islam,” in Thomas P.
Murphy, ed. The Holy War, Columbus: 1976, 33-78. Linda Seidel, Songs of Glory:The Romanesque
Façades of Aquitaine, Chicago and London: University of Chicago Press, 1981. Verzár Bornstein 1988, 97.
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Verzár Bornstein 1988, 97, calls him „matamoro.” Seidel 1976, 37, notes that the image has been
identified as the Miracle at Clavijo, where the saint liberated women from Muslim harems.
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take.363 His aid might even be sought to protect the citizenry against floods, which were
a constant threat given that the Po River runs through the city of Ferrara. Dragons like
Leviathans can be associated with water.364

The Marginalia
Like the marginalia in manuscripts, the numerous small images in the square or
arched fields above and below the prophet figures at Ferrara seem designed to delight the
eye and mind.365 They cannot be said to express deep thoughts, although they can
occasionally be considered moralizing. Zavin examined the results of two scholars
attempts to assign a meanings to the images here. She concluded that given their variety
and random placement no single reading can suffice.366 Certain figures, for example the
sphinx, mermaid, siren, centaur, semmurv, dragon, basilisk and the chimera-like
composite creature, might be associated with specific vices or considered generically
evil. A few animal figures including a camel, cock, eagle, and the canines, that twist
around to bite an area of their body, cannot be readily interpreted.
Zavin categorizes the types of images that appear along with images of the
prophets on each jamb. The innermost jambs with Isaiah and Jeremiah are decorated
363

For a discussion of militant images employed in psalters where they refer to spiritual struggle, see Karen
M. Openshaw, “Weapons in Daily Battle: Images in the Conquest of Evil,” Art Bulletin 75 (1993):17-38.
Mircea Eliade, Traité d’histoire des religions, Paris: Payot, 1948, 215-18. From David Badke, ed., The
Medieval Bestiary: Animals in the Middle Ages, sv“Griffins,” online: http://bestiary.ca, updated January 15,
2011. Accessed January 30, 2011, sv “Dragons:” Pliny the Elder‟s, description of the dragon, in the
Natural History, book 8, 11, mentions “coiled” dragons lying in rivers. In the scene of the Baptism on the
wooden doors of St. Maria im Kapitol in Cologne, Christ is standing on a dragon.
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Zavin 1972, 133, gives the number of frames as 52 on the inner jambs of which 28 contain figurative
material. The outer jambs contain the arched frames—48 in total of which 18 contain foliate motifs or
plants, three contain interlace, the remaining 27 have animals.
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Zavin 1972, 132 n. 60, cites G. Agnelli, Ferrara, porte di chiese, di palazzi, di case (Collezione di
monografie illustrate, serie V), Raccolte d’arte 7, Bergamo, 1909; and M. Calura, “La simbolistica nella
cattedrale di Ferrara,” La Cattedrale di Ferrara, Ferrara:1935, 112-20.
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with a nearly equal numbers of animals, birds or monsters and foliate or interlace
motifs.367 She notes that human figures appear only on the Daniel jamb.368 A vignette
showing the hunt is depicted in three frames: a man blowing his horn is set next to a
running dog then the stag. Other depictions of human beings include the standing clothed
man holding a plant and book who looks like a woebegone lover, and a harp player with a
Phrygian hat.
The Ezekiel jamb includes odd figures: the blemmyae (figure with its head on its
chest) holding a dog to its chest recalls the monstrous races living in the distant parts of
the world; a faun wielding a club; a nude figure with huge ears playing a violin seated on
top of a dog. One image, which will appear again later on at Verona and Parma
cathedrals, can be identified as illustrating a moralizing tale popular first in Italy and then
throughout Europe in the middle ages.369 This is the wolf in the hooded cloak with the
slate marked AB PORCEL set below Ezekiel on the left side of the jamb. The fable titled
“The Wolf at School” was current in the late eleventh century and retold in a bull of 1096
issued by Pope Innocent. In brief, when the wolf was learning his alphabet, all he could
think about was food: A was agnellum; B, porcellum. The moral here is that education
cannot change one‟s basic character or desires!

The Sculpures from the Porta dei Mesi
On the south side of the cathedral Nicholaus constructed a second portal with a
double-storied protiro. At one time the entrance known as the Porta dei Pellegrini but it
Zavin 1972, 133, n. 61: “Twenty-eight of the fifty-two frames contain figurative subjects.” The fifth
block on the Jeremiah jamb and the fifth and sixth frames on the Isaiah jambs are restorations.
367
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Zavin 1972, 134.

Ayers Bagley, “A Wolf at School,” Studies in Medieval and Renaissance Teaching 4 NS (Fall 1993),
35-69, http://iconics.cehd.umn.edu/Lecture_Hall/wolf_at_school.htm, accessed April 16, 2010.
369
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was later designated the Porta dei Mesi on the basis of a series of associated reliefs added
to the portal around 1200 depicting the Labors of the Months.
The portal opened onto a large open area, which then, as now, served as a market.
Zanichelli, analyzing the history of this section of the city and the iconography of the
sculpture, pointed out that this was the church entrance used not only by the merchants
but also by pilgrims and crusaders who arrived at Ferrara by water, going to or coming
from the Holy Land, thus its original name.370 Verzár Bornstein suggested that this portal
served as a site for legal proceedings, particularly given that inscribed into the south wall
is a long epigraph, dating 1173, recording a decree whereby, with the consent of the
people of Ferrara, a benefice is given to the Cathedral.371 On the other hand, Zavin
believes that the open area in front of the west façade was intended to function in this
manner.372
The Porta dei Mesi was pulled down in the early eighteenth century during the
baroccoization of the interior of the church.373 Fortunately, a few pieces of the original
sculpture survive; and descriptions by Borsetti, Baruffaldi, Scalabrini, and Cittadella
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Zanichelli 1985, vol. 2, 575. Evidence that this was an area in which commercial activity took place is
recorded in the contracts. There some sort of measuring device located in this vicinity near the Porta del
Staro. Originally, the cathedral was located near the gate of San Pietro leading to the no-longer extant
canal, which allowed access to the city.
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Verzár Bornstein 1988, 104. She adds that there were benches below these slabs which would have
served as seating for spectators at judicial hearings held here. Verzár Bornstein 1988, 118, quotes Adriano
Franceschini, I frammenti epigrafici degli statute di Ferrara del 1173, venuti in luce nella cattedrale,
Deputazione provinciale ferrarese di storia patria, Ferrara, 1969, 63-76, and notes that “…into the
fourteenth century the south side of Ferrara Cathedral and its porch/portal were protected from play, and
the citizenry was urged to maintain them as important civic sites with special significance, a site of legal
transactions….” Zavin 1972, 105-106 n. 83, provides some of the text from the inscription, which she
interprets as demonstrating the importance of the cathedral in form and in fact to the communal authorities.
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Zavin 1972, 107-108 believes the area in front of the church functioned as an open court until the
Palazzo di Corte was built immediately opposite the cathedral façade in the thirteenth century.
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Porter 1917, vol. 2, 408. Kain 1986, 76-77.
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allow us to determine the location of certain elements from the portal as well as the
subject matter of the missing pieces on the basis of several accompanying inscriptions.374
The remaining sculptures are assigned to either Nicholaus or the Master of San
Mercuriale di Forli who worked in the style of Benedetto Antelami.375
Two sets of animals served as bases for the supporting columns of the protiro
here. Griffins were on the lower story, and two recumbent lions, the upper story. Both
pairs have survived and are on view in the piazza in front of the cathedral (Fig. 54a-c).
These are by Nicholaus, who incorporated nearly identical animal supports into his
entranceway at Verona Cathedral (Figs. 61b-c & 70a-b).376 The descriptions record that
the gable of the Porta dei Mesi once contained the image of Christ between two kneeling
figures. Twelve reliefs representing the months of the year were set into the vault at the
lower level of the protiro: six are still extant and housed in the Cathedral museum. These
are work of the Master of San Mercuriale di Forli; no other pieces by this artist related to
the entranceway survive. The other sculptures either extant or known from the
descriptions known to have been part of this portal are attributed to Nicholaus.\The right
third of the tympanum, with a large hole in it attesting to its reuse as a drain cover, is still
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Krautheimer-Hess 1944, 150, n. 2, records the many historical sources for this material including
Ferrante Bolani Borsetti, Historia Almi Ferrariae Gymnasii, Ferrara, 1735, I, 356 ff. and Girolamo
Baruffaldi (1675-1755), Vite de’pittori e scultori ferraresi,, Ferrara, 1844-46, 1ff. and numerous
unpublished manscripts by G. Anteriore Scalabrini published in P.F. Kehr, Regesta Pontificum
Romanorum, Italia Pontifica (Berlin, 1906-35) vol. 5, 201ff. She and other scholars also depend on
Napoleone Luigi Cittadella, Notizie relativi a Ferrara (Ferrara: Taddei, 1864), vol. 1, 93ff. I am dependent
on Zanichelli 1985, vol. 2, 574, 579, 583 n. 58, and Krautheimer-Hess 1944, 153-54, for their discussions
of the eighteenth century descriptions.
Cesare Gnudi, “Il maestro dei Mesi di Ferrara e la lunette di San Mercuriale a Forlì c.1230,” in The Year
1200, vol. 3, A Symposium, The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, 1975, 469-96
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Krautheimer-Hess 1944, 157. Descriptions of the columns themselves appear in the report dated 1559.
The lower story had a pair of red and a pair white of columns. At the upper level there were knotted
columns, this time composed of four colonnettes.
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preserved in the narthex of the church (Fig.56).377 Its subject was the verse from Psalm
90:19: “super aspidem et basiliscum ambulabis et conculcabis leonem et draconem."
Enough remains so that we have some of idea as to how it appeared when complete. In
the center was Christ seated with his right hand raised in blessing and holding a cross in
his left hand. He was framed by a bejeweled mandorla held by addorsed angels.378 This
apparition floated above the basilisk (inscribed BASILLISCVS), the lion and the
dragon.379 Framing the central group on either side were three standing apostles. The
inscription NEC DEUS EST NEC HOMO PRAESENS QUAM CERNIS IMAGO/SED
DEUS EST ET HOMO QUAM SIGNAT IMAGO encircled the lunette. 380 [Neither God
nor man is present in the image, but that he is God and man, is what the image signifies.]
From the mention of specific inscriptions in the documentary evidence we know
that the door surrounds and possibly the lintel were the location for a number of Old
Testament scenes depicting events from the time of the Creation and to the Sacrifice of
Isaac. Additionally, the record of the names of certain zodiac signs suggests they were
part of this assemblage.381 Unfortunately, the inscriptions do not mention everything

Krautheimer-Hess 1944, 155 n.32. “The hole in the center seems to indicate that at one time (perhaps
while in the pavement [of the atrium]) it was used as part of a sewer or well.”
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Krautheimer-Hess 1944, 156. The eighteenth -century sources describe the actions of Christ‟s hands.
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Krautheimer-Hess 1944, 156. Unfortunately, the eighteenth authors are incorrect when describing
where Christ stands—if he stands, I think he may float. The phrase “…Aspidem,ac Basiliscum
conculcantis” has Christ standing on the asp and the basilisk. In fact, it is clear from the tympanum
remnant that Christ does not stand on the basilisk. He may stand on the lion but that animal and all the rest
are cut off.
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Krautheimer-Hess 1944, 150. Herbert L. Kessler, Neither God not Man: Words, Images, and the
Medieval Anxiety about Art, Freiburg in Breigau, Berlin, Wein: Rombach Verlag KG, 200, 53-56.
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Krautheimer-Hess 1944, cites the eighteenth-century descriptions. On p. 157, she comments that these
might have been in the jambs, on the doorposts, or on the lintel. Verzár Bornstein 1988, 113, fig. 152
includes the reconstruction drawing after Agnelli, La Cattedrale di Ferrara, Ferrara: 1935.
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that was included in this part of the program nor the location of several reliefs.382 Two
extant reliefs—one depicting the Labors of Eve is presumed to have been part of the
Genesis program and one depicting an atlante that probably was set under the lintel—are
not mentioned.383 Stylistically, these reliefs recall the figures on the entrance portal.
Iconographically, the Eve seated with playful Cain and Abel on her lap while spinning is
related to the relief depicting the Labors of Adam and Eve at San Zeno in Verona. The
inscription concerning the murder of Abel by Cain nearly repeats the one used in
conjunction with this scene at Sagra allow.384
Also, according to the descriptions, two figures of warriors flanked the doorway.
One was an older man wearing a jacket of some sort; the other one young with a helmet
and breastplate. Both bore shields, on which the charge was a cross. One held an
unsheathed sword; the other, a lance. Nicholaus‟s portal at Verona Cathedral is also
flanked by defenders of the faith.
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Krautheimer-Hess 1944, 154 n. 20, or Verzár Bornstein 1988, 105. The complete description including
the inscriptions from G.A. Scalabrini, Cattedrale di Ferrara, Ferrara: Biblioteca Comunale Ariostea, ms.
Cl. I, c. 12 is quoted by Zanichelli 1985, vol. 2, 583 n. 58. The verses read
OMNE GENVS RERUM PROCESSIT SORTE DIERVM
ADAM DE LIMO FORMATUR TEMPORE PRIMO
VITA PRIMEVA DE COSTA FINGITVR EVA
LIVOR SERPENTIS MUTAVIT IURA PARENTIS
OSTIA FERT DAMNVM PLACET HIS QVI DETVLIT AGNVM
JVSTVS ABEL MORITVR ET FRATRIS FVSTE FERITVR
VBI EST ABEL FRATER TVVS NVMQVID EGO CUSTOS EIVS SVM
ARCHA NOE
ABRAHM NON EXTENDAS MANUM TVAM SUPER PUERVM ISAHAC
ARIES
Scalabrini‟s description notes the presence of two additional scenes, the Labors of Eve and the Curse of
Ham, for which we lack inscriptions.
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See Krautheimer-Hess 1944, figs. 2 & 4. Zanichelli 1985, vol. 2, 602, fig. 51.

Krautheimer-Hess 1944, 153-154. The inscription recorded describing the murder of Cain here,
JVSTVS ABEL MORITVR ET FRATRIS FVSTE FERITVR, is very similar to that on the capital at the
Sagra di San Michele, JVSTVS ABEL MORIT(VR) CV(M) FR(ATR)IS FUSTE FERIT(VR).
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Interpreting the Porta dei Mesi
The griffins and lions from the Porta dei Mesi, all recumbent, are ever-vigilant,
raising their heads above their fallen victims. The griffin from the right side of the portal
lies on top of an ox cart: the head of an ox is under each paw and the frontal half-figure of
the driver, who has flame-like hair, is against the chest of the animal (Fig. 54a-b). Only
the wheels from the cart are shown on either side of the beast. The griffin that was on the
left side of the portal rests on top of a knight and his mount (Fig. 54c-d). 385 He holds a
knight between his paws: the left paw of the beast serves as a kind of pillow for the
knight‟s head. The head of the horse is twisted forward and visible on the left side of the
griffin. These odd pairings recall the texts in Bestiaries: the griffin is the enemy of the
horse; the griffin eats men; the griffin is so strong he can lift two yoked oxen.386 The
vengeful griffin, like the lion, might have been considered a warning of the horrors that
awaited those who were sinful. Zanichelli pointed out that the two human figures
beneath the griffins are associated with distinct social ranks: society during this period
was divided into the orantes, bellantes, and laborantes.387
The snarling lions defending their prey have additional images on them that
require explanation. One lion has a vine-like tree supporting several (four?) birds on the
left side of his back (Fig. 55a). This seems to be the peridexion tree with doves discussed
in the Bestiaries.388 On the right side of the back of the second lion is a very strange
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Verzár Bornstein 1988, 106, notes that griffins battling horses appear in Greek and Roman art as temple
guardians.
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Badke 2011, svv. “Griffins.” Accessed January 30, 2011.
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Zanichelli 1985, vol. 2, 565 n. 5. Interestingly, the orantes have escaped dire punishment.
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The peridexion tree is a metaphor for the church and the Trinity, which provides protection for the doves
Christians) from evil personified by the dragon, who fears the shadow of tree, explained as Christ in the
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dragon-like creature, which seems to have a tail with a snake‟s head and an effaced head
on the front of his body—resembling some of the chimera-like monsters Nicholaus
depicted on the western portal (Fig. 55b).389 In a general way the images might be said to
symbolize good and evil.
The illustration of Psalm 90:19 with Christ in a mandorla held by angels and
accompanied by disciples, floating over the representations of evil is unusual. The
earliest representations depict a beardless Christ garbed as a warrior. One early sixth
century example, which Nicholaus and/or Ferrarese clergy may have seen, is located on
the end wall above the door in the archepiscopal chapel in Ravenna.390 Here the
beardless Christ appears as if a victorious emperor. He wears a modified version of
imperial Roman battle dress. A long purple robe fastened with a fibula above his right
shoulder is flung back to reveal a cuirass with a skirt of lappets worn over a long-sleeved,
purple tunic. The sunburst nimbus behind his head includes a bejeweled cross. Christ
steps on a lion with his right foot and an asp with his left foot. He does not hold
weapons. Rather with his right hand, he carries his cross balanced on his shoulder. In his
left hand is an open book inscribed with the words from John 14:6: Ego sum via, veritas,
et vita.
The illustration in the ninth-century Stuttgart Psalter shows Christ wearing a short
skirted suit of mail again over a purple tunic with a short red cloak that flies out behind
Aberdeen Bestiary. Badke 2011, sv “Peridexion Tree.” Verzár Bornstein 1998, p. 108, associates the
configurations on the lions with specific Biblical verses, Genesis 49:8-12, 17. Zanichelli 1985, vol. 2, 581,
suggests that these motifs refer to good and bad government,citing verses concerning vines from Ezekiel
XVII: 6 & 23 (good government) and Ezekiel 19:10-14 (bad government). There does not appear to be a
vine on the lion from the right side of the upper level.
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The same creature appears on the left-side of a lion supporting the lower story of the protiro at the
Cathedral of Parma.
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Verzár Bornstein 1988, 104.
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his body. He stands on what appears to be a dead lion with his left foot; in his right hand
he holds a lance which he thrusts into the open mouth of the asp beneath his right foot.
He again holds a book in his left hand. Here he is accompanied by an angel on his right
side, and the hand of God the father reaches out from heaven above.
Other ninth century renditions of this subject show Christ dressed in the usual
manner, toga over tunic and sandals on his feet. In both the Genoels-Elderen ivory and
the ivory which served as the back cover on the Lorsch Gospels, a beardless Christ is
accompanied by two angels. Both include all four beasts. In both Christ holds a book in
his left hand. However, the Lorsch Gospel Christ no longer holds a cross in his right
hand rather gestures blessing in the direction of the book. The change in dress may reflect
the official policy of the church: clergy were not to bear to bear arms.391
The image of Christ in the mandorla at Ferrara seems partially derived from
Wiligelmus‟s similar depiction of Christ holding the book declaring himself to the way
on the first Genesis plaque at Modena (Fig. 7a).392 An explanation for the image of Christ
in a mandorla hovering above the earth as if descending from heaven, possibly joining his
disciples standing on the ground, can be found in the associated inscription: NEC DEUS
EST NEC HOMO PRAESENS QUAM CERNIS IMAGO/ SED DEUS EST ET HOMO
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Robinson 1993, 296-8. The Gelasian doctrine, as described in a letter of 494 to Anastasius I has the
world… “chiefly governed… by the sacred authority of bishops and by royal power.” This is known as the
doctrine of the two swords, based on Luke 22:38.
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Krautheimer-Hess 1944, 156, identified two other renditions of Psalm 90:19, in which Christ is in a
mandorla accompanied by two angels. One of these, a thirteenth- century tympanum in a double chapel in
Landesberg, seems to copy the Ferrara tympanum with one change—the angels do not carry the mandorla.
Her second example found in the mid-twelfth century Canterbury Psalter, fol. 163r, shows Christ in a
mandorla carried by angels and simultaneously treading on the beasts. Like the Christ in the Stuttgart
Psalter, he holds a book and simultaneously spears the dragon beneath his feet. Illstrated in M.R. James,
The Canterbury Psalter, London, 1935, 33.
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QUAM SIGNAT IMAGO. The acceptance of Christ‟s dual nature is a central Christian
doctrine.

Dating the Porta dei Mesi Sculptures
There is no documentary evidence that one can use to date Nicholaus‟s sculptures
associated with the Porta dei Mesi. Stylistically, the sculpture postdates the western
entranceway with a terminus ante quem of c. 1140. A comparison of the handling of
figures, specifically, the disciples on the lunette fragment with the prophet Daniel or John
the Evangelist from the western entranceway, suggests that the Porta dei Mesi figures are
later in date (Figs. 56, 50b &46). Their bodies are fleshier, and their garments, although
still exhibiting Byzantine patterns, are rendered both so as to reveal the body beneath and
to amplify the sense of movement (Figs. 46, 50b & 56).
The Porta dei Mesi probably should be dated to the second half of the 1140s
concurrent with the Second Crusade (1145-49). This date is supported by the rendition of
the two warriors, whose presence seems intended to honor members of the MarcheselliAdelardi family, a father and son both of whom are referred to as Guglielmo II.
Zanichelli and Verzár Bornstein have pointed out connections between these figures and
this event.393 The elder Guglielmo is the “Guglielmo Ciptadin” prominently recorded in
the lost mosaic inscription: he died in 1146 and was buried in the Church of St. Mary in
Bethlehem in Ferrara.394 His son participated in the Second Crusade.395 Here it is
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Zanichelli 1985, vol 2, 581. Verzár Bornstein 1988, 105.
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The interior of the Cathedral of Ferrara was apparently nonfunctional at this time.
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Verzár Bornstein 1988, 106. She notes the Guglielmo II Marchesella Adelardi was a participant in the
Second Crusade. Confusingly, a person named Guglielmo II was dead by 1146 and buried in Ferrara in
Santa Maria in Bethlehem. A suggestion made by Augusto Vasina, “Commune, Vescovo e Signoria
estense dal XII al XIV secolo,” in Storia di Ferrara: Il Basso medievo XII-XIV, Ferrara: Gabriele Corbo,
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hypothesized that Nicholaus left Ferrara after completing the western entrance to travel
over the Alps to travel to Saxony, where he would created the charming historiated corbel
table for the imperial burial at Königslutter. He then returned to Ferrara in the mid-1140s
to undertake the construction of the Porta dei Mesi.

Capitals and Corbels and Other Sculptures
Whatever Nicholaus‟s official job, whether he was in charge of overseeing all the
construction of the entire cathedral or solely concerned with the sculpture, it is assumed
that he and his workshop would have been responsible for the execution of both
decorative and historiated capitals wherever they were required. The description of those
on the interior describes these as having “men, beasts, birds, and reptiles” in the
corners.396
Certain capitals at the north and south dwarf gallery level as well as the figurative
sculptures on the south side above two windows, a head and a head flanked by lions have
been attributed to Nicholaus.397 Krautheimer-Hess commented that the capitals on the
north dwarf gallery show “Niccolò‟s influence:” those on the south aisle, she assigns to

1987, vol. 5, 81, is that the death of Guglielmo Marcheselli senior occurred before 1144; also that
Guglielmo Marcheselli iunior did participate in the Crusade and dies c. 1187. Andrea Castagnetti, “La
società ferrarese nella età communale (secolo XII),” Storia di Ferrara:Il Basso medievo XII-XIV, Ferrara:
Gabriele Corbo, 1987, vol. 5, 156, further posits that the sculpture of the horseman now on the façade as
refers to Guglielmo II Marcheselli-Adelardi and recalls his participation in the Second Crusade. Gandolfo
1987, 335, refers to 1146 as the year Guglielmo II degli Adelardi died but could not be buried in Ferrara
Cathedral
396
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See Krautheimer-Hess 1944, 158 n. 64, quoting Borsetti, Historia I, 356ff.

The window is illustrated in Krautheimer-Hess 1944, 162, fig. 19. The head is illustrated in Atlante
1985, 228, fig. 86. It bears a strong resemblance to the corbels at Königslutter. A proper photographic
record of all of the sculpture on the exterior of the Cathedral of Ferrara might be useful in determining how
large a role Nicholaus might have played in its creation. The Atlante 1985, 195-221, figs. 53- 79 has decent
photographs of 26 capitals from both the north and south side. Of these I would only assign only four of
the acanthus capitals to Nicholaus‟s immediate workshop. The others appear to be by artists who were
trained at Modena.
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the artist himself and to members of his workshop but in a “...slightly later architectural
setting.”398 The term “influence” may provide the answer. Many of the capitals here
appear later than the portal sculpture by Nicholaus, so while his influence and that of the
Modenese workshop is evident, the present capitals may better be assigned to later artists
than to Nicholaus and his immediate workshop. Quintavalle remarks that certain of the
capitals executed by the Campionese resemble those produced during the time of
Nicholaus.399
The assignment of certain church furnishings to Nicholaus is also problematic.
Whether the odd plaques, one depicting a warrior and a water carrier, and the other a
archer, a vintner, and people and birds in a tree, that were part of a screen around a
presbytery and then a pulpit are in fact the work of Nicholaus cannot be answered
definitively.400 Quintavalle‟s suggestion that the baptismal font in Ferrara Cathedral was
produced under the supervision of Nicholaus also needs further discussion.401

In Conclusion
Nicholaus seems to have been employed on the Ferrara project for about 15 years.
He began work here after 1135, after the land transfers that put the building site under
papal protection had been signed. After 1140, when he had finished the western
entranceways, he and at least a pair of associates seem to have traveled to Königslutter in
Saxony in order to execute the corbel table sculptures on the apse of Lothar III‟s burial
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Krautheimer-Hess 1944, 157-58.

Quintavalle 1985, vol.1, 227. Quintavalle‟s discussion of Ferrara Cathedral focuses on the changes
made during the eighteenth century.
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Zanichelli 1985, vol. 2, 580, illustrated on p.605, figs. 61-62.
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Quintavalle 1985, vol. 1, 208, illustrated on p. 247, figs. 34-8.
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church for which he had previously been commissioned. By the time he returned to
Ferrara, talk of the Second Crusade was au courant and the Ferrarese involvement
guaranteed as reflected by the subject matter in the Porta dei Mesi.
It is unlikely that Nicholaus and his workshop went to work in Verona before the
sculptures for the Porta dei Mesi were finished. The entranceway at Verona Cathedral
draws heavily on the subject matter used at the Porta dei Mesi, using griffins and lions as
supporting figures for the protiro and knights on the outer pilasters guarding the
entranceway. Stylistically, the fluidity of carving seen in the remnant from the lunette is
one of the defining features of the Veronese work, which, depending on the specific
example, can either be more fluid and naturalistic or more rigid and Byzantine than the
sculpture at Ferrara Cathedral. Byzantine and classical art continue to have a strong
influence in his last two projects at San Zeno and Verona Cathedral, as his followers
consciously continue to explore a style that combines naturalism with decorative
detailing.
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NICHOLAUS AT KÖNIGSLUTTER
Historical Background
The first religious community to be domiciled at Königslutter on the Elm River in
Lower Saxony was a chapter of Augustinian canons established in the early eleventh
century by Duke Bernhard I von Haldensleben (d. 1018) and his son Bernhard (d.
1044/51). In 1110, on grounds of immoral behavior, the canons were replaced by
Benedictine monks from the reform cloister of Berge near Magdeburg; and the women
who had consorted with the canons were sent to a cloister at nearby Drübeck.402 In the
1130s, the emperor Lothar III decided that his burial church would be constructed here.
The Saxon duke, Lothar von Supplinberg, had been elected king of Germany in
1125. During the papal schism of the 1130s, he supported the legitimate pope Innocent II
not the antipope Anacletus II. In 1132, he began his progress to Italy and in 1133, was
crowned emperor by Innocent II in St. John Lateran, rather than St. Peters as the Vatican
was entirely occupied by Anacletus. Two years later in August 1135 in Königslutter
Lothar lay the cornerstone for his burial church dedicated to Saints Peter and Paul. He
returned to Italy in September of 1136, with the intention of driving Roger II out of
Southern Italy, and was returning to Germany on 4 December 1137, when he died.403 His
body was taken to Königslutter and buried on 31 December in the first bay of the nave
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Cornelia Lawrenz, Die Baukunst Kaiser Lothars III (1125-1139) und seiner Parteigang,
Berlin:Wissenschaft Verlag Berlin, 2003, 98, associates the foundation of the abbey with the Gregorian and
Benedictine reform movements. Ingo Pagel, Von imperialer Musterarchitektur zu territorialherrlichem
Selbstbewusstsein: Kirchenbaukunst im Zeichen des Herrschaftswandels im norddeustchen Raum zwischen
1100 und 1300, Studien zur Kunstgeschichte 121, Hildesheim, Zurich, New York: Georg Olms Verlag,
1988, 146. Saverio Lomartire, “Problemi nicoliani, con qulache riflessioni su Königslutter, Romanik in
Nieder-Sachsen: Forschungsstand und Forschungsausgabe, Symposium an der Technische Universiät
Carolo-Wilhelmina 1993, ed. by H. Thies, Braunschweig:1997, 233-51.
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In 1136, Lothar stops at Verona, where, it has been proposed he met Nicholaus: Kain 1988, 167, citing
Krautheimer-Hess 1944, 165 n. 103. In fact, Nicholaus was working in Ferrara in 1136.
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near the crossing in the basilica, which was then under construction. 404 In 1139,
Lothar’s son-in-law, Henry the Proud, was buried here, as was Lothar’s wife, the empress
Richenza of Northeim, in 1141. Around the same time it seems that Nicholaus with
members of his atelier traveled to Königslutter from Ferrara. On stylistic grounds, one
might propose that artists active in the Piacenza Cathedral workshop participated in the
production of the architectural sculpture here.405
The decision to entrust Nicholaus with a commission for some of the figural
sculpture on the exterior burial church seems to have been precipitated by a series of
events that demonstrate that personal experiences and interactions among people played a
role in the transmittal of style during the middle ages. Sculpture done by Italian sculptors
themselves or in a recognizable Italian style was popular in Lower Saxony at this time.
Lothar is known to have visited St. Servatius, the imperial abbey for women in
Quedlinburg in Saxony in 1129, when the basilica was newly resplendent with corrente
comasca style sculpture executed by Lombard artists.406 Three years later, in 1132, on
his way to Rome, Lothar sojourned near Piacenza, where he met with Pope Innocent II.
Undoubtedly, he was aware that a new cathedral was under construction. My scenario
has the king meeting Nicholaus, with whom he may have inspected the sculpture and
discussed his own plans for the construction and decoration of his own burial church.
The sculpture on the corbel table of the apse at Sts. Peter and Paul can be related to
certain sculptures at the Cathedrals of Piacenza and Ferrara, but what convinces most
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Martin Gosebruch and Thomas Gädeke, Königslutter:die Abtei Kaiser Lothars, Die Blaue Bucher
Königstein im Taunus: Langewieche, 1985, 7.
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Quintavalle 1991, 247, commented that the scuola di Piacenza is the Nicholaus workshop.

Walter Wulf, Romanik in der Königslandschaft Sachsen, Wüzburg: Zodiaque Echter Verlag, 1996,
355-61, reviews the history of Quedlinburg, including restorations. A fire in 1070 seems to have destroyed
the previous church. The 1129 date is used as a terminus ante quem for the sculpture here.
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scholars that this sculpture is by Nicholaus is the near-repeat of the vignettes from the
corbel table here on the corbel table at the top of the lower story of the protiro of the
Cathedral of Verona.
Nicholaus’s Sculpture at Königslutter
Construction of the church at Königslutter began in 1135. By 1141, the main
vessel seems to have been finished. Less essential adjoining structures such as the
cloister and entranceway were added at a slightly later date.407 Nicholaus’s own
contribution to the structure is the historiated corbel table, about five and a half feet
above the ground encircling the main apse.408 The corbel table comprises fifteen arches
with rosettes or images beneath them, set above twelve historiated brackets and four
engaged Corinthian capitals with associated pilasters that link the base of the building to
the corbel table. Above, a continuous band of acanthus leaves acts as a border.
The arches are arranged in three sets of five. Beneath them, figural elements or
vignettes recalling the hunt alternate with foliate motifs (Figs. 57a-b & 58a-d). From the
left, one sees a rosette, a dog attacking a boar, a circle of five leaves centering a rosette, a
hunting dog, and another rosette. The next series features a stag, a rosette, the comical
central image of two rabbits tying together the hands and the feet of a hunter, a second
rosette, and a hunter holding a club with a stick over his shoulder from which dangles an
exceptionally large, live rabbit with his feet and front paws bound. The final group
consists of a rosette, a dog pinning a rabbit by the neck, a rosette, a single hunting dog
baying, and a rosette. In the area above the terminating capitals at either end of the
407
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Wulf 1996, 302. Lawrenz 2003, 98 n. 245.

Gosebruch, in Gosebruch and Gädeke 1985, 7, suggests the work is by Nicholaus or his closest
associate. As discussed, we cannot identify any sculpture as specifically by Nicholaus.
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corbel table is a beardless male figure with long hair, dressed in a short tunic and blowing
his hunting horn.409
The inscription accompanying the sculptures begins at the far right and is
engraved just above the corbel table (Fig. 58a,c). Unlike Nicholaus’s other epigraphs, it
is executed in reverse (mirror) writing and, as Kain points out, seems to emerge from a
blast of the horn.410 It reads HOC OPVS EXIMIVM VARIO CELAMINE MIRVM
SC(VLPSIT). [He sculpted this extraordinary and surprising work in variegated relief.]
The inscription stops with the “SC:” there is no evidence that a name or other writing
existed on the wall beyond this. However, the arch to the left of and just below the “SC”
contains the figure of the rabbit hunter, who like the horn blower is beardless and has
long hair. Thomas Weigel suggested that this figure should be considered a rebus
denoting Nicholaus, which, according to the Life of St. Nicholaus in the Golden Legend,
derives from nicos and laos means “…the victory of the people, that is, victory over sins
which are among the people.”411
Motifs recalling the hunt appear in Nicholaus’s other work. On the Daniel jamb
at Ferrara Cathedral and beneath the corbel table terminating the first level of the protiro
at Verona Cathedral are various images including a man blowing his horn, a stag, a dog,
409

Kain 1988, 185, points out that the horn blower at the left end is a poor copy of the figure on the right
and suggests that it is the work of an improperly trained local sculptor. It may also be a poor restoration.
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Gosebruch 1985, 115-16, discusses Weigel’s explanation. According to Weigel, the hare refers to
man’s sins. Nichos means victory; laos, sins. Pagel 1988, 159, n. 590, critiques this explanation as more
post-modern than medieval. The interpretation of the name “Nicholaus” as referencing victory over the
people’s sins already is current in the thirteenth century: the "Life of St. Nicholaus" in Jacobus de
Voraigne, The Golden Legend. I am quoting the recent translation (side by sidecomparison of the Latin and
English) only available online: Jacopus de Voraigne, trans. by David K. Jordan, “The Life of St.
Nicholaus,” from the Latin, Th. Graesse, Legenda aurea, 3rd ed.,Vratislavia: Guilelmum Koebner,1890,
http://weber.ucsd.edu/~dkjordan/scriptorium/ Nicholas.html. Accessed May 27, 2013. The author goes on
to explain laus means praise; thus, the name can mean “victorious praise; finally, there is nitor laos
meaning the brilliance of the people.
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rabbit, and a dog catching a rabbit, which are so nearly identical to their counterparts at
Königslutter as to suggest the existence of portable models or sketchbooks (Fig. 71a-b).
On the constellation doorpost at the Sagra, Centaurus is armed with a stone ax and holds
a trussed rabbit on a pole (Fig. 37a).412 A hunter with his prey, possibly a rabbit dangling
from the end of his staff, appears on the Judgment of Solomon capital at Piacenza
Cathedral.413
The most jocular (or is it intended to be cautionary?) image at Königslutter
appears in the center of the corbel table. This is the world-turned-upside-down scene of
two hares tying the hands of a prone hunter, whose feet they have already bound (Fig.
58b). The rabbits are symmetrically placed; they use their teeth to knot the elegantly
twisted rope. It has been suggested that this vignette is a play on Nicholaus’s name: in
Greek, Nicos Lagos means the “victory of the rabbits.”414 Now the rabbits conquer, and
in contrast to the victorious nico laos, this weak man is immobilized by sin.
The twelve historiated brackets beneath the arches vary in subject matter. Four
are human heads: one is framed by braids; one has dragon-headed “snakes” emerging
from his mouth; one has the ends of two vines in his mouth; and one is a “wild man” with
a leaf moustache and beard. Three are animal heads: a ram’s head with paired rosettes
emerging from its mouth, a bucranium (bull’s head), similarly adorned with leaves, and a
peculiar hound’s head with its mouth attacked by dragons and with the heads of monsters
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The illustration of this capital D1 in Klein 1995, Fig. 233, is insufficient to reveal exactly what this
figure, which is certainly similar to that at Königslutter, is carrying on his pole. This capital also has a
figure of a man blowing two horns similar to the month of March depicted on the architrave at San Zeno in
Verona.
Wulf 1996, 306, suggests that “Nikolaos” might also be rendered as “Nikolagos,” which means “rabbit
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arranged in vine tendrils gracing its forehead. Five depict paired animals or monsters,
which are either addorsed or intertwined and addorsed, including one pair each of
cockatrices, harpies, dragons that bite their tails, double-headed dragons, and birds.

Sources for the Corbel Table
The corbel table at Königslutter appears to have been carefully thought out and
well executed: it has no obvious twelfth-century precursor.415 Lawrenz suggested that its
sources are to be found in both in Roman sarcophagi, of which there are numerous
examples embellished with hunting scenes, and Roman literature concerning death such
as Vergil’s Ecologues and that the subjects here are paradisiacal.416 Although stags and
rabbits may have paradisiacal associations that they are depicted here in the context of the
hunt may be intended to mark this as a royal church.417 It was not unusual for a member
of the nobility to perish in the course of a hunt.418 It should also be noted that hunting
was specifically forbidden to members of the clergy.419
Lawrenz cites numerous examples of classical sarcophagi decorated with
bucrania and garlands—which recall that the beast to be sacrificed had a garland
wrapped around its horns—and comments that several popes of the period, including

Lawrenz 2003, 105, figs. 63a (current state) and 63b (Krautheimer’s reconstruction) notes the
similarities between the architectural format of the main apse here and the disposition of the colonnade and
the associated arched window in the clerestory above at Santa Maria Maggiore in Rome
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hunting immediately after the mass.
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Gregory VII, were buried in classical sarcophagi of this type.420 The animal-head
brackets beneath the corbel table are reminiscent of bucrania. There are a ram’s head, a
steer’s head and a boar’s head here. These can be understood as symbolizing power and
authority, thus suitable for the emperor’s burial church.
Other brackets seem inspired by sculptures on contemporary Italian monuments
and may be intended to convey the dangers or evil of the world.421 The head with the two
dragons emerging from its mouth, the head with the intertwined dragons coming out of
its mouth and the bracket with the two addorsed birds have Piacentine models.422 Single
human heads appear as brackets beneath arched corbel table throughout Emilia and
Lombardy: examples appear at Modena, Piacenza, Cremona, and Ferrara Cathedrals.423
An early example of the head with leaf-hair and moustache appears on the lintel of
Wiligelmus’s doorway and on a capital on the façade at Modena Cathedral.424
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Lawrenz 2003, 108, 109, 112, traces the alternation of bucrania and rosettes as decorative elements to
the Temple Aemilia in Rome.
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These are often used on capitals. Klein 1995, figs. 213ff. The historiated capitals are photographed in
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higher quality and appear of a later date.
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Finally, the framing band of beautifully executed acanthus leaves and bead and
reel molding, according to Lawrenz, are derived from similar examples at the Temple
Nova and the Apollo Temple at the Marcellus Theatre in Rome.425 Generally, foliate
elements are interpreted as referring to paradise.

The Second Campaign: The Cloister
The remnants of the cloister at Königslutter, a double-aisled exterior space located
close to the nave, contains sculpture which appears to have been executed by artists
trained in Italy (Figs. 59a-d).426 The capitals, which have been restored, are mostly
acanthus variations and recall those at the major monuments in Northern Italy including
the cathedrals of Modena, Piacenza, Cremona, Ferrara, and Verona and the abbey church
of San Zeno in Verona.427 The relationship among these capitals was the subject of a
dissertation by Kluckhorn, who proposed a date of c.1170 for the cloister sculptures.428
Other scholars suggest a c.1150 date, supporting their hypothesis by the observation that
the capitals at Königslutter are the model for the capitals at the crypt at Riechenberg
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The restorations to this material are not fully discussed in the literature. Later interventions, no matter
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material. See next footnote.
Erwin Kluckhorn, “Die Kapitellornamentik der Stiftskirche zu Königslutter,” Marburger Jahrbuch für
Kunstwissenschaft, 11-12(1938/39): 527-77. This extensive study of the Corinthian variant capitals in
relationship to those at the Italian monuments, Modena, Cremona, Piacenza (crypt capitals not included),
Verona Cathedral, San Zeno, traces the dissemination of this style throughout lower Saxony. Kluckhorn
cites the earlier literature: F. Eichwede, Beiträge zur Baugeschichte der Kirche des kaiserlichen Stiftes zu
Königslutter, Hannover: dissertation, 1904; P.J. Meyer, “Der Meister von Königslutter,” Kunstchronik, n.f.
12, 1901, 97ff.. H. Joachin, Die Stiftskirche zu Königslutter, Leipzig dissertation, 1935. That the
monuments with similar capitals date from the second half of the twelfth century makes c.1170 a
reasonable date for the cloister sculpture at Königslutter: Kluckhorn, 577. Wulf, Romanik in der
Königslandschaft, 302, states that the church was finished in the early 1150s.
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dated 1153.429 One source of inspiration for this plethora of varied acanthus capitals
might be those in the crypt in Piacenza cathedral, which Klein dates to before 1140.430
These, too, may have been familiar to the emperor Lothar, who may have discussed them
with Nicholaus.
However, the Königslutter versions are less closely related to the Piacentine
capitals, which are not entirely Nicholesque in style, than they are to those executed by
Nicholaus slightly later at Ferrara Cathedral. These can be described as a kind of scallopshell acanthus capital—the upper part and lower parts of the leaf appear to be hinged at
the base and also touch at the lip with a slight open space on either side. Their carving of
these is crisper, and the punctuating drill holes are lacking. Kluckhorn commented that a
comparison with the highly decorative capitals from the Cathedral of Lodi dated c.1163
supports a late dating.431 However, other motifs, including the braided interlace or
dragons with intertwined necks, which recall Nicholaus’s work at the Sagra or similar
capitals at Sant’Eufemia and Piacenza Cathedral, seem to support the c.1150 date.
Also in the cloister set against the corner beneath a supporting arch for the groin
vaulted ceiling is a figure of a young telamon with a round face, wearing a tunic with
smocked sleeves and elegant cuffs. His costume, size, and facial type recall the similar
429
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telamons at Piacenza and Ferrara, but his hair is not arranged in curls as is theirs. Rather
he has striated hair as do the two prophet figures Zechariah and Micah on the right side of
the portal at Verona Cathedral (Fig. 65).432
The work in the cloister at Königslutter seems to have been done by independent
sculptors, who were familiar with Nicholaus’s work rather than by members of
Nicholaus’s immediate workshop.

The Lions at the Main Entrance
The main entrance to the nave of the church is on the south side of the building
and the doorway itself is recessed into the wall in a trefoil-shaped niche with a heavy
molding (Fig. 60a). All of the sculptural components are replacements. The lions have
been modeled as much as possible after the badly-eroded originals, which fortunately
have been preserved in the south aisle leading to the cloister. Only, the lion on the left
still holds identifiable prey—the small figure of a man (Fig.60 b-c). Several authors have
concluded that the sources for these lions include not only those executed by Nicholaus
but also those on the central portal at the abbey church of St. Gilles du Gard.433 The
growling attitude and scrawny bodies of these beasts and their positioning parallel to the
wall evoke the French examples, where one lion mauls a half-naked gladiator, while the
other feasts on a ram. However, the pose and proportions of the body and the handling of
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Esther Gosebruch, “Das Löwenportal,” Königslutter und Oberitalien, Studien zum Kunstgeschichte, 49,
Hildesheim, Zürich, New York: Georg Olms Verlag, 1988, 74. Gosebruch 1988, 74, and Gädeke 1988, 15,
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specific details, such as the carefully coiffed manes with the S-shaped curls and the fur
fringes of fur on the edge of their appendages, recall Nicholaus’s versions of these beasts.
Miniature prey, mostly bovine, appears under the paws of both lions and one griffin at the
Porta dei Mesi in Ferrara (Figs. 54a-b & 55a-b). Still, like the sculptures in the cloister
these evidence Nicholaus’s impact on independent artists with varied experiences. The
replacement capitals and columns in the portal are modeled after those at Verona
Cathedral and may or may not reflect the originals, which are no longer preserved.

In Conclusion
More than Nicholaus’s other sculptural projects, the work at Königslutter bears
witness to the strong ties between the Nicholaus workshop and the anonymous artists
working at Piacenza Cathedral. The strong Piacentine flavor of the certain sculptures
here may have been Nicholaus’s way of honoring the memory of the emperor with whom
he was acquainted and who may have discussed with Nicholaus in Piacenza, the sorts of
sculpture he wanted to adorn his burial church. There is a strong Piacentine as well as
Nicholesque aspect to the heads forming the bracket heads beneath the corbel arches,
suggesting an artist with a somewhat different aesthetic sense executed these.
As noted, the corbel table is the only architectural sculpture here that can be
readily assigned to Nicholaus or a member of his immediate workshop and the inscription
reads as if a signature inscription that lacks a name. Perhaps, Nicholaus was to have
added his name at a later date—was the text written backwards for this reason? In any
case this was not done. In any case, the hunting images beneath the corbel and a bracket
head presumably by the same artists will be part of the program for the decorations at
Verona Cathedral, Nicholaus’s next project (Figs 71a-b & 72a).
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NICHOLAUS AT VERONA CATHEDRAL
Historical Background
From the time of Charlemagne until the twelfth century, Verona was an imperial
city located in the border area for the empire designated the Veronese March. The king
of Germany appointed the bishop, who played a major role in the affairs of the city and
was expected to support the royal cause.434 Verona was at the intersection of three
important Roman roads: the Via Postumia to Genoa, the Via Gallica to Milan, and the
Via Claudia Augusta to the Rhineland. The Via Claudia Augusta is located on the east
side of the Adige, thus outside the walls of the city, and leads to the Brenner Pass—the
preferred transalpine route to Germany. Travelers going to coming from the south or
west crossed the Adige in the vicinity of Verona. The German kings and emperors
traversing the Alps insured that they would be well-received in the city by making large
donations, often of land, to the cathedral, the abbey church of San Zeno, and other
religious entities.435 For centuries their entourage resided in the open land near the abbey
of San Zeno, on official visits or preparing for the next stage of a tour.
The supportive relation between king/emperor and the Veronese that had endured
during the entire Investiture Controversy changed in 1116, when Verona came under the
rule of Count Alberto di Sambonifacio, who was connected with the anti-imperial house
of Canossa.436 By 1122, when the Concordat of Worms insured that no Italian bishop
would thereafter be assigned by the German king, the bishop of Verona was already an
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Italian named Bernardus from a noble family in Brescia; he may have received this
position as early as 1119.437 Hostility towards the German king was manifest in 1132
when the emperor-to-be Lothar III was denied entrance to the city.438 In late 1135, both
the count and bishop Bernardus had died. This not only allowed for the election of a new
bishop, now a Veronese native named Teobaldus (d.1157), but also for a communal
government to be established. Verona was no longer antagonistic towards the emperor;
and the following year Lothar was admitted to Verona with proper honor.
The years from the early 1130s to 1155 were a halcyon period in terms of
papal/imperial relations: consequently the North Italian city-states were no longer
required to choose which entity to support. Conflict arose after the mid-1150s when
Frederick Barbarossa, who had been elected king of Germany without challenge, set off
for Italy to be crowned emperor and began his attempt to reestablish imperial rule in
Northern Italy.439 Initially, there may have been curiosity concerning his plans, and the
leaders of the various city-states may have hoped that Barbarossa would end the rivalries
among them and establish peace—in fact this was part of the propaganda put forward
with this plan—but this was not to be. In his initial attempt to establish his presence in
Italy, Barbarossa took sides in various conflicts hoping to gain military support.
Ultimately, the city states including those that had formerly supported him joined
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together and with Pope Alexander III as an ally defeated Barbarossa’s forces, resulting in
the emperor’s reconciling with the pope and abandoning his attempt to control the
governance of the various city states.
There was no obvious enmity between Verona and the emperor in September
1155. However, when he and his troops were returning to Germany, they were attacked
twice by brigands in the vicinity of Verona.440 Immediately thereafter, in October,
Bishop Teobaldus attended the Diet at Regensburg and made conciliatory gestures,
including the promise of money and troops for the planned fight against Milan. In 1157,
Ognibene (d. 1185), became bishop. During his twenty-eight year tenure, shifts in the
relationship between the Veronese and Frederick Barbarossa would occur.
In 1158, Verona supported Barbarossa’s first siege of Milan and the mandates
issued at Roncaglia that year. Barbarossa again besieged Milan in 1162. This time the
walls were destroyed, and the population scattered. In 1164, the relics of the three magi
were removed from the church of Sant’Eustorgio and transported to Cologne. Meantime
in Verona, as late as December 1163, certain factions in the city were still on good terms
with the emperor.441 But just four months later, in March 1164, Verona, Venice, Vicenza
and Padua officially turned against Barbarossa, forming the so-called Veronese League
for their mutual defense.442 On 1 December 1167, these cities merged with twelve others
and became the Lombard League.443 Barbarossa was defeated nine years later, on 29
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May 1176 at the Battle of Legnano. The Peace of Venice, signed in August 1177, ended
the dispute between pope and emperor and established a truce between the emperor and
the city-state members of the Lombard League.444 During this period of shifting
alliances, a major rebuilding of the Cathedral of Verona was undertaken.
The cathedral has been located on approximately the same site since the see
moved permanently inside the walls of the city in the last quarter of the eighth century.
This relocation of the see from Santo Stefano located nearly directly across the Adige
from the present cathedral is believed to have occurred just before the Battle of Verona in
773-774, when Aldechis, the son of the Lombard king Desiderius, unsuccessfully
attempted to stop the incursion of Charlemagne’s troops into northern Italy.445 In 774, a
victorious Charlemagne took the title of King of the Lombards and was crowned with the
―iron crown‖ at Pavia. That the first bishop buried in the cathedral was Annone, who
served from 750-c.780, confirms a c.775 terminus post quem for the new establishment.
His successor was Egino (780-803), a monk from the abbey of Reichenau, who probably
witnessed the completion of the building. According to the sixteenth-century Veronese

subalpino, Turin: Deputazione subalpina di storia patria:1970, 293-332. The twelve additional cities were
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historian Canobbio, the new cathedral took shape in 780 under the supervision of Bishop
Ratoldus [sic] with the assistance of three queens—Bertarda, wife of Pepin and the
mother of Charlemagne, the wife of Charlemagne, and the wife of Desiderius, the king of
the Lombards.446
Perhaps, when the new cathedral was being built, thought was given to moving
the relics of St. Zeno from the church and monastery bearing his name located outside the
walls on the far (west) side of the city to the new building within the walls, but this did
not occur.447 Rather, the new church was dedicated to the Virgin Mary. As six other
churches in Verona were already dedicated to Mary, the cathedral was called Santa Maria
Matricolare distinguishing it as the mother church.
The nomenclature used for the episcopal complex and its locus, referred to as the
domus sancti zenonis and the pars sancti zenonis respectively, implies a close
relationship between the episcopal see and the patron saint of Verona.448 In 833, the
monastery and church of San Zeno were officially put under the care of the bishop, who
also controlled the annual market at the Benedictine abbey.449 In the ninth century, Louis
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the Pious decreed that a specific amount from the alms received at the saint's tomb on
three occasions during the year was to be paid to the see.450

The 1139 Dating for the Rebuilding of Verona Cathedral
Many scholars have used the date 1139 for either the beginning of construction of a
new cathedral or the terminus post quem for Nicholaus’s activity here; however, the sole
source for this date is the sixteenth century chronicle by Canobbio.451 The chronicle records
that a flood had occurred in 1097 ―...which caused much damage to the episcopal palace and
to San Zeno in Oratorio.‖ 452 Porter commented that the flood damage was among the
reasons for building the cathedral anew.453 Curiously, neither Canobbio nor Porter
mentioned the earthquake of 1117 in relationship to the Veronese projects, although da
Lisca and Quintavalle writing later do so.454 Arslan suggested that construction of the new
cathedral began about 1120, and he used 1139 for the beginning of Nicholaus's entranceway
on the west facade.455
Porter records that in the year 1153 a second flood was mentioned as having reached
the high altar and that by 1160 the construction of a sacristy had taken place. These dates,
449
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he suggested, may be employed as termini ante quem for the main structure.456 The
consecration of the cathedral took place only much later, under pope Urban III on Sunday,
13 September 1187. Can we assume that the building project may have taken place over a
prolonged period of time?
The scholarly community has often applied the dates 1138/1139 to the beginning
of Nicholaus’s projects in Verona, namely the sculpted double-storied entranceway on
the façade of Verona Cathedral and the single-storied entranceway and wall reliefs at San
Zeno. To justify the dates of 1138 and 1139 for the Veronese projects it is explained that
Nicholaus expanded his workshop—this suggests he is working in a primarily
supervisory capacity—and that he began his work in Ferrara around 1132.457
Within the art historical community, Zavin initially expressed skepticism
concerning the 1139 dating: ―the date of the cathedral is not firmly secured and it may
well have been later than 1139.‖ 458 She comments that the differences between the
sculptures at Ferrara and Verona Cathedral, which are only four years apart in their
accepted dates, 1135 and 1139, respectively, are much more drastic than those occurring
over a ten-year time period in Pavia.459 Zavin undoubtedly realized that arguing that the
chronological distance between Nicholaus’s sculptures at Verona Cathedral, then dated
just after 1139, and those at Ferrara Cathedral had to be greater than three or four years
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and probably at least a decade helped substantiate her proposal that the Ferrara Cathedral
project was underway by the early 1130s. In any case, she does not offer a solution to
this problem.460
Gandolfo, whose research re-established the 1135 beginning date for Ferrara
Cathedral, also suggested that Verona is close enough to Ferrara so that Nicholaus could
have supervised the work on the two sites with relatively little difficulty.461 However,
1135 serves as the terminus post quem only for the west façade, which was constructed as
a separate unit, at Ferrara Cathedral: the interior was not functional until 1150.462 Given
that features such as the griffin supports on the Verona entranceway are copies of those
from the Porta dei Mesi at Ferrara now dated after 1145, because the warrior subject
matter here appears to reflect local connections with the Second Crusade (1145-1149),
then the second-half of the fifth decade of the twelfth century might be considered the
terminus post quem for the Verona Cathedral entranceway. Further evidence supporting
this dating is the stylistic and iconographic similarity between the hunting motifs on the
corbel table of the apse at Königslutter, here dated between 1141 and 1145 and those on
the corbel table on the cathedral protiro. Nicholaus seems to have arrived in Verona in
the late 1140s or the early 1150s. However, it is likely that building at the cathedral had
begun by 1139 per Canobbio’s account.
Examination of the fabric of the cathedral, which includes significant amounts of
sculpture by corrente comasca artists, who were active in Verona by 1120, demonstrates
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that by the time of Nicholaus’s arrival, construction was underway. Indeed, many parts
of the building that are embellished with the work of these artists were undoubtedly
finished by c.1150 including the main apse of the cathedral, the side aisles, and the south
portal (Figs. 73a-c & 74a-b). There is a band of corrente comasca sculpture on the
façade of the building that seems to predate Nicholaus’s entranceway. Artists from the
corrente comasca workshop may have been still working at Verona Cathedral when
Nicholaus arrived on the site (Fig. 61).463

The State of the Façade Before and After Nicholaus
The presence of the corrente comasca reliefs on the façade of the cathedral suggests
that some alternate plan for its embellishment had been should Nicholaus have been unable
to come to Verona to create a magnificent entranceway. The sculptures associated with the
south protiro, the frieze along the south wall and between the pilasters on the main apse are
in this style. Although the corrente comasca work may have been considered old-fashioned
by 1139, decorated would have been preferred to unadorned. Furthermore, important
churches in other imperial cities, for example, San Ambrogio in Milan and San Michele and
San Pietro in Ciel d’Oro in Pavia, are embellished in this manner. It is likely that the façade
was the last part of the project to have been undertaken, in the anticipation that once
Nicholaus and his workshop were available, they would come to Verona to execute the
entranceway for the duomo. However, an unforeseen delay seems to have inspired the
bishop to go forward with an alternate plan for the façade decoration, leaving the problem of
the entranceway itself until a later point in time. The portal and protiro are well integrated
with the corrente comasca reliefs set in bands on either side on the façade. And sculptors
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trained in this style executed the foliate-patterned corbel table set beneath the raking cornice
of the second story of the protiro (Fig. 72) and the two decorative panels inserted here (Fig.
70b-c).464
During the centuries that followed, the façade underwent changes. In the fifteenth
century, the interior of the cathedral except for the apse was rebuilt in the Gothic style; and
the side aisles were heightened. Concurrently, the sections of façade associated with the
side aisles were raised and the two large lancet windows inserted (Fig. 61a). Interestingly,
two pieces of the decorative frieze from the original raking cornices were preserved
allowing posterity to ascertain the original height and slope of the lateral spaces. Also, to
smooth the transition between the new sections and the old, the architects used a roundheaded arched corbel table beneath the upper cornices.
Between the fifteenth and seventeenth centuries, two columns with Corinthian
capitals were added at the lower level of the protiro. These both support the structure and
enclose the entranceway, and additional columns were also added at the upper level (Fig.
70b,d). Modifications to the upper part of façade that can be identified as Baroque include
the finials on the buttress, the complex angle of the lower roofline at the top of the façade,
the vasiform pilasters, and the elegant cartouche, which has an eagle with acanthus and
tassels embellishing it, designating this as the bishop’s church.465 These are also
sympathetic to the medieval architecture.
Not only is the Verona Cathedral portal the best preserved of all Nicholaus’s work, I
believe that it is the most resolved of his works. With the consent or encouragement of his
464

The foliate pattern on the arched corbels does not appear in the other corrente comasca work in Verona.
Did Nicholaus create the pattern?
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Arslan 1939, 103. The upper part was completed at the end of the sixteenth century by the Bishop
Agostino Valerio.
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patrons, he modified his formula for the monumental entranceway from that he had
developed at Ferrara, creating something that is more integrated and more compelling in
effect than were either the western protiro/portal or the Porta dei Mesi, as can be judged
from the descriptions. Robb used the concept ―intensified proto-Gothic‖ to describe this
work: he had already called the sculpture at Ferrara Cathedral ―proto-Gothic.‖466 Zavin uses
Riegl’s notion of ―baroque‖ opposed to ―classical‖ to characterize the work at the two
locations.467
Nicholaus’s Sculpture at Verona Cathedral: The Griffins and Their Antecedents
Even a cursory glance at the central protiro of Verona Cathedral reveals that both
the Porta dei Mesi and the western entranceway at Ferrara Cathedral served as models for
this project (Figs. 61a & 62).468 The supporting animals for the protiro are nearly
identical to those used at the Porta dei Mesi. At the lower level, the griffin on the right
(south) replicates his Ferrarese counterpart: the wheels of a cart appear on his sides, he
has his paws on the heads of the pair of oxen, and the head of the driver appears centered
on its chest (Figs. 54c,d & 61c).469 However, the second griffin no longer crushes the
horse of a knight beneath his body; now he subdues a dragon-like creature with his paws
(Figs. 54a-b & 61b).
The columns on the backs of the Verona griffins are slightly tapered and
decorated with spirals. The one on the left is carved as if in four sections, with the spirals
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Robb, 1930, 409, 419.
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Zavin 1972, 52.

One can imagine the patrons choosing which elements from Nicholaus’s previous projects they wanted
incorporated in their entranceway. They probably also discussed what they wanted for subject matter.
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The driver is badly eroded at Verona.
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in each section reversed. That on the right side is a continuous twist. Both have acanthus
leaves set between the spirals at the bottom and top. Their capitals are similar-but-notidentical variations on Corinthian capitals. The simple drum bases are nearly the same.
It is not known if these columns duplicate those used at the Porta dei Mesi, as those are
no longer extant nor fully described in any of the literature.

The Telamones
As at both Piacenza and Ferrara cathedrals old and a young telamon figures are
associated with the protiro here, but now the figures are carved at the ends of the
architraves, thus located above the capitals and abaci associated with the supporting
columns (Figs. 26a-d, 48a-b, 66b-c).470 This repositioning required that the figures be
reduced in size; however, they are carved in very high relief so as to appear in-the-round
like the earlier examples. Again, they are portrayed as if holding the upper levels of the
protiro on their shoulders. On the left side, the old telamon pants with exhaustion at his
task. His legs are crossed; he pushes up against the edge of the architrave with both
hands. Like his counterparts at Ferrara and Piacenza, this figure has raised his tunic
revealing his muscular calves and bare feet: he grips the lower molding with his toes. His
gown is drawn forward under him, and the excess fabric falls in folds on either side
framing his legs.
On the right the beardless younger man sits with legs and feet, parted and parallel.
The fabric of his robe is drawn down between his legs, apparently for the sake of
modesty but there is a slit in the front of the garment so that the back of the gown is
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The actions of young and old telamon have been reversed from what they are at Piacenza and Ferrara,
where the older telamon supports the column single-handedly. An open mouth is found in the young
telamon beneath the lintel on the left at Ferrara west.
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revealed as an additional layer of folds. This figure demonstrates his strength by
supporting the superstructure of the porch with just one hand. His sleeves have cuffs, and
he is shod. He has flowing, shoulder-length hair, not the tight round curls of the young
telamones at both Piacenza and Ferrara (Figs. 26d & 45c).471 The raised right eye and
eyebrow make the face of this figure particularly interesting. The animation resulting
from the intentional asymmetry demonstrates that the artist is both not adverse to and
becoming more adept at realism.472

The Two Saints John
Another of Nicholaus’s leitmotifs, the figures of the Saints John set in the
spandrels of the lower story of the protiro have undergone significant stylistic revisions.
Unlike their counterparts at Ferrara Cathedral, which might be politely called expressive
meaning unattractive, these saints are two of the most elegant and sensuous figures to
have been carved in Nicholaus’s atelier (Fig. 67a-b). The artist responsible for them
seems to be new to the team and can be best designated one of Nicholaus’s last and most
forward-looking students.473
Interestingly, the comparison of the Verona Cathedral John the Baptist with his
Ferrarese counterpart reveals that relatively subtle changes in the formula have radically
altered our reaction to the figure (Figs. 47a & 67b). Both figures are posed with their feet
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The telamons on the interior of the doorway capitals at Ferrara and the younger telamon in the cloister at
Königslutter have similar striated hair.
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The existence of earlier examples would certainly have made it simpler for the artist to explain to his
patron what he intended to accomplish.
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Work executed in this graceful style, which seems to have been influenced by Byzantine examples,
appears in the statue columns from Ancona, the Genesis reliefs at San Zeno, and the reliefs at San Giovanni
in Venere in Fossacesia. The relationship between this artist and the artist designated the Genesis Master at
San Zeno is not readily defined.
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parallel, heads turned to the right, right arms pointing towards the Agnus Dei on the
keystone, and left arms drawn across the mid-section of their bodies. Both have high
cheekbones, but the Veronese Baptist's face appears more attractive and better
proportioned because the nose has been shortened. His hairdo is less severe and is now
combed forward in bangs over the forehead and then cascades onto his shoulders rather
than parted in the center and drawn back behind his ears. His beard and the moustache
fall softly into a tapered mass rather than strands that are tightly curled at the end.
This John the Baptist does not hold a scroll in his left hand; rather he holds the
looped edge of his cloak, like the figure of Elias at Piacenza or the Evangelist at Ferrara
(Figs. 30c & 46). He stands with his right leg straight, and the fabric of his robe is pulled
tight against the limb beneath which is elegantly rendered as a continuous curve. At
Ferrara, the Baptist awkwardly bends both of his knees, which are seen as pushing again
the fabric of his tunic. At Verona, the left leg is concealed beneath the folds of the cloak.
The use of wavy lines in the braid at the edge of the robe has ensured that at Verona this
no longer looks like a piece of plaited rope but is recognizable as animal hair. The
flowing quality of the folds on sleeve of the raised right arm seems completely new but
when these are compared to those at Ferrara, one realizes that the underlying
configuration is the same. At Verona, as at Ferrara, the pointing right arm of the
Veronese figure is carved on a separate block from the rest of the figure, but rather than
being horizontal it is set at an upward angle so as to follow the curve of the arch over the
opening of the protiro. The phrase ECCE AGNUS DEI is incised into the block above
the hand of the Verona Baptist.
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A comparison of the figure of the Evangelist at Verona with that at Ferrara again
reveals that the adjustments that make the Veronese example so visually pleasing are
subtle ones (Figs. 46 & 67a). Both figures have a sharp chin line, yet at Verona, because
the face is shorter, it looks gentle and soft rather than stern and hard. Both figures stand
in a version of contrapposto with their heads twisted to the left, but at Verona, the
Evangelist’s feet are no longer at the same level implying an equal distribution of weight,
but are now positioned so that the right is slightly lower than the left suggesting a weightshift. Also, seemingly inspired by classical examples, the drapery of the cloak has been
manipulated so that the anatomy of the right leg is clearly revealed. At Ferrara already,
Nicholaus had used narrow ridges of rounded molding to distinguish between the
underlying anatomy of the hip/thigh area and the fabric covering, while a bump suggests
a knee. At Verona, the carving has been further adjusted to so that the fabric in the tunic
pulls tightly across the outer muscle of the calf of the leg. The abundant drapery from his
cloak, which the Evangelist has gathered up over his left arm, and the knee, calf and thigh
of the figure’s right leg are clearly revealed beneath the fabric of the tunic in a
classicizing manner. This John holds a small book to his chest conveying a sense of
privacy and ownership, while the Ferrarese Evangelist exhibits the large bejeweled book
cover to all. The clutching gesture of the right hand appears at both.
Both Veronese Saints John have their bare feet set on a wedge slanting
downwards but at a less acute angle than at Ferrara. A row of four acanthus leaves, a
variant on the Ferrarese single leaf support used, visually provides a sense of terra firma.
New here, and giving the impression that the artist is attempting to avoid the appearance
of a figure stuck against a wall, are the semi-circular arches supported on colonnettes
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with tiny capitals that create a niche framing the figure. Similar arches had been used by
Wiligelmus as a setting for the prophets on the doorposts at Modena (Fig. 5b).
Again as at Piacenza and Ferrara, the Agnus Dei occupies the keystone of the
frontal arch. The rest of the arch is composed of several large curved segments, which
have been decorated with trapezoidal coffers and blank areas, recalling voussoirs. At
Ferrara, only rosettes appear in the cassettes. At Verona, the rosettes alternate with
various creatures including monsters, animals, and birds.

The Hunting Frieze
A plain projecting molding serves as the terminal feature for the lower story of the
protiro, but just beneath it, and intercepted by the framing arch of the barrel-vault, is an
arched corbel table set on stylized Corinthian capitals with truncated columns and
capitals at either end (Figs. 70b & 71a-b). 474 From the right, the arches contain a
kneeling hunter holding a bow and blowing his horn,475 a dog attacking a rabbit, a rosette,
and a prancing stag. On the left side, again positioned as if moving towards the center,
are a pair of hunting dogs, a rosette, a stag, and a dog, which turns back to attack the stag.
These scenes resemble those on the corbel table at Königslutter (Figs. 57b & 58a-d).
The interstices between each corbel also have the odd sprouting leaf pattern found on the
capitals associated with certain pilasters there. That the Veronese figures are later than
those at Königslutter is attested to by the greater variety of surface patterns used to
describe the anatomy or furry coat of the various beasts. Finally, squeezed in, in small
letters, just below the molding and above the corbel table as at Königslutter, is
474

At Ferrara, the upper molding on the lower story of the protiro and the head brackets appear to be a later
addition.
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There are three streaming pennants behind his back.
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Nicholaus’s signature inscription, which, except for changes in spelling, is identical to
that at Ferrara. It reads
ARTIFICEM GNARVM QVI SCVLPSERIT HEC NICHOLAVM
HVNC CONCVRRENTES LAVDENT PER SECVLA GENTES.476
The sides of the protiro also have been decorated with inhabited corbel tables, set
between the building wall and the capital on the corner block (Fig. 70 b,d). However,
monsters and birds rather than hunt scenes appear beneath these arches.

The Upper Level of Protiro
The pitched-roof, barrel vaulted overhanging structure that forms the upper level
of the Verona Cathedral protiro is the only one of Nicholaus’s original upper stories to
have survived. The recumbent lions serving as column bases resemble those at the Porta
dei Mesi (Fig. 70b-c). While the configuration of the heads, manes, and bodies is
reminiscent of the Ferrarese examples, there are also differences between them: the
Veronese lions have no motifs on their sides and hold different items between their feet.
The lion on the right holds a human head between its paws. The lion on the left has a
large leaf resting on its chest.
Rather than single columnar supports for this story, there are currently four
columnar supports on each side (Fig. 70b, d). The truncated columns with Veronese
stone shafts and variant Corinthian capitals set on the backs of the lions seem to be
original, as does the third column made of white marble on either side—the one on the
right with a capital with birds on the corners on the right and that on the left with a lush
Corinthian capital. The second and fourth rosso Veronese columns with more modest
476

Certainly, this inscription is more out of the way and less noticeable then the others by Nicholaus,
probably at the insistence of his patrons. He rectifies the situation at San Zeno, where the inscription again
is in large letters encircling the lunette.
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capitals in between seem to be later additions. Other twelfth-century protiri including the
one on the south side here have single columns at both levels (Fig. 74).
Above the columns the architraves supporting the upper vault are of rosso
Veronese and have rosettes carved on the fronts (Figs. 66a & 70d). Above these, set into
both the north and south sides of the protiro are rectangular blocks decorated with vines
executed by a corrente comasca artist.477 In front of these are monsters in coffers that
can be assigned to Nicholaus. On the south is a dragon, while on the north is a quadruped
whose tail terminates in a snake’s head.
The front of the central arch is composed of segmental arches decorated with
faux-voussoirs in which a plain section alternates with coffers featuring a monster or a
plant motif (Fig. 72a-b). Its keystone is embellished with a human-head, which is clean
shaven and has long hair—reminiscent of the corbel table human-head brackets at
Königslutter (Fig. 58a). Finally, the raking gable at the top second-story is decorated
with a corbel table formed by stepped arches with a foliate design here identified as late
corrente comasca work: the design is highly linear in style and lacks the sculptural
quality associated with work executed by Nicholaus.

The Embellished Barrel Vault
The great care taken to create a sumptuous entranceway for Verona Cathedral is
manifest in the sculptural embellishment of the interior of the barrel vault, where twentyone rows of undecorated rosso Veronese rows of blocks alternate with twenty rows of
patterned white-stone blocks (Fig. 63 & Fig. 69a-c). Some of the decorated blocks
feature lush inhabited rinceaux or acanthus leaves or interlace or rosettes or double-ax
Sometimes activities in medieval construction reflect a ―waste-not-want-not‖mentality. What do you do
with your leftover bits and pieces – especially after a renovation? Why not reuse them?
477
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pattern. Others contain coffered images of exotic beasts or animals recalling the hunt.
One row has pairs of confronted monsters. The strip centered at the top speaks to the
intentionality of the arrangement: it has three pointed oval fields (two on one stone, one
on a second). Closest to the front of the protiro is a bust, then a hand of God, and a dove
just above the head of the person about to enter the church.
The most striking sculptures in this ensemble and among the finest sculptures in
Nicholaus’s oeuvre are the symbols of the four evangelists and the Tree of Life panels
which separate each pair (Fig. 69a-c). The eagle of John holds a scroll while the other
figures hold books. All of these elements are carved in high relief. Because they fit
precisely into the allotted space between the frontal arch and the last of the archivolts
framing the portal, it is difficult to imagine that these were ever intended to be located
elsewhere.478 The crisp carving and taste for linear patterns, such as the nested-Vs in the
drapery of the Mathew symbol suggest Byzantine models. Among the possible sources
for the Tree of Life motif are the tombs of the Doge Vitale Falier (d. 1096) and of the
wife of Doge Vitale Michiel, Dogaresse Felicita (d. 1101), in San Marco in Venice. 479
We don’t know if this is the first time Nicholaus thought to use the interior of the
vault as a place for sculpture or if he had already done this at the Porta dei Mesi at
Ferrara. Krautheimer-Hess suggested that the figure of the ―man‖ symbolizing Mathew,

Quintavalle 1985, vol. 1, 206, calls this a ―collage‖ and suggests that the symbols of the Evangelists and
the Trees of Life were once associated with a presbytery enclosure and a pulpit. The blocks fit too well for
this to have been the case.
478
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Verzar Bornstein 1988, 125, Fig. 174, notes that the vegetative elements are derived from Venetian
examples, specifically the tomb of the Doge and Dogaresse in St. Mark’s. Also see Krautheimer-Hess
1944, 172, where she lists these among other monuments in St. Mark’s which influenced the Verona
project. Krautheimer-Hess 1944, 168, mentions Byzantine silks as a source for the Tree of Life motif in
Verona. The comparison with the tomb of the Doge is extremely convincing.
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now located at the southwest corner of Ferrara Cathedral, was originally mounted in the
barrel vault and moved to make way for the Labors of the Months reliefs.480
Moreover, it was common practice to decorate the barrel vault over an
entranceway. The ceiling of the main entranceway at Ferrara was once painted.481 An
extant example of a double-heighted porch with painted decoration on the vault is the
protiro on the south side at Verona Cathedral: here frescoes depicting the firmament are
still visible on the inner surface of the barrel vault (Fig. 74).

The Improved Portal
Nicholaus continued his reworking of the entranceway design he
pioneered at Ferrara in the portal area (Figs. 64a-b & 65a-b). The decision was made to
keep the same number of alternating jambs and colonnettes as adorned each embrasure at
Ferrara Cathedral, seven in all. However, it was also decided to include more prophets in
the portal—ten rather than four. Thus, to provide space for the additional figures, it was
necessary to add pilasters next to the doorposts and to place a prophet on the inner face of
each doorpost replacing the telamones that had occupied this position at Ferrara and
Piacenza. The figures are all arranged in a single row above the viewers’ heads. Those
on the jambs and pilasters are more or less the same size as at Ferrara, but now they have
been executed in comparatively high relief, so that they project from the jambs for
maximum visibility. The more hidden figures on the doorposts are carved in low relief
but are considerably larger than the other prophets. The outer and inner faces of the
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Krautheimer Hess 1944, 155 & fig. 16. On 152, n.4, she cites the text from Niccolo Baruffaldi,
discussing the placement of the reliefs of the months in the vault of the porch. Better photographs suggest
that this figure is not by Nicholaus, but of a much later date. The Porta dei Mesi may be another example
of a project like the entranceway at San Zeno that was completed only after a number of years.
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Zavin 1973, 63. The barrel vault at the main entranceway at Ferrara was painted but is now plastered.
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doorpost at Verona cathedral are paneled rather than flat and plain as at Ferrara and
Piacenza. A self-contained, square-shaped Corinthian capital is at the top of each.
The lunette and lintel also show that Nicholaus has actively thought about this
project. The challenge here as at Ferrara was to make the saint for whom the church was
named the focal point of the lunette/lintel area. At Verona the combination of the scenes
of the Annunciation to the Shepherds and the Adoration of the Magi, which may have
been the original subject of the lunette, complicated the problem. The solution was to
treat the Virgin as a Sedes sapientiae: she has been endowed with an otherworldly quality
by her static, frontal pose and her stare. However, Christ is positioned so that he turns
towards the three kings, giving them, rather than the worshipper entering below, his
blessing. His kicking feet make him a lively figure. There are similarities between St.
George and the Virgin in the manner in which the main figure overlaps the inset egg and
dart border of the frame and is set-forward on a ledge. Here the throne of the Virgin is
already in front of the background wall. Her feet rest on a slightly projecting footrest that
is part of the throne, extending a bit forward on the flat, narrow edge of the niche. The
figure projects outwards towards the viewer. She is larger than the other figures on the
lunette. For the sake of visibility—we see the Virgin and Christ in their entirety—her lap
slants downward as if she were balancing on a slanted seat. Her feet project just beyond
the edge of the footrest also point downwards so that the tops of her pointed shoes are
visible. Rather than an arcaded lintel with additional scenes, Nicholaus has further
glorified the Virgin and improved the overall composition by using roundels containing
the half-length figures of the three theological virtues to decorate the lintel.
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To further emphasize the lunette scenes at Verona Cathedral, Nichlaus thought to
execute the doorposts, lintel and relieving arch in red or pinkish marble, thus creating a
bright frame around the central image on the lunette (Figs. 42 &63b). At Ferrara these
elements are executed in white stone. Nicholaus also modified the framing elements
associated with the lunette. As at Ferrara the inner framing elements are a string molding,
a band of egg and dart molding, a band of overlapping laurel leaves now painted gold and
pointing outwards rather than inwards as at Ferrara drawing our attention out and thus
opening up the space. The inscriptions at both, at Ferrara the signature inscription and at
Verona the inscription explaining the dual nature of Christ, are inscribed in an unadorned
band. These are contiguous with the relieving arch, rather than inset as at Ferrara. At
Ferrara, the inscription is in a broad band, while at Verona, this band is narrow. The
relieving arch at Ferrara contains rinceaux and extends slightly over the lunette; at
Verona, this element is only adorned with molding at the edges. Mostly foliate rinceaux
is used on the first archivolt extending over the arch.

The Jambs and Colonnettes
In the portal at Verona, changes have been made in the alternation of jambs and
colonnettes so that the sequence of seven supports now begins and ends with a colonnette
rather than a jamb, thus there are four colonnettes and three jambs. Rosso Veronese is
used for the three inner colonnettes on either side while the outermost colonnette is
whitish stone; all of the archivolts associated with the colonnettes are the reddish-pink
stone (Figs. 62 & 65a). The jambs and pilasters are made of a grayish-white stone, which
was originally partially polychromed and/or gilded. This is a variation on the Ferrarese
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scheme where the undecorated jambs were executed in the rosso Veronese and the
decorated jambs and colonnettes carved from white stone (Fig. 43a-b).
The colonnettes have been elaborately carved with nearly the same designs used
at Ferrara. But the sequence has been changed so that the colonnettes with spirals are
closest to the door rather than in the center as at Ferrara. At Verona, the inverted V and
leaf pattern is used on the colonnette that is second from the doorway. The spiral
colonnette occupies this position at Ferrara.482 The outermost colonnettes at both
locations are decorated with variant lattice patterns. Square interstices that frame foliate
motives, and the occasional face, bird or animal are formed by ―ties‖ at Ferrara, and at
Verona by an open basket-weave. Interestingly, the additional moldings with beading or
outward facing laurel leaves that frame the colonnettes at Ferrara are omitted at Verona
except in the case of the outermost white-marble colonnette. Perhaps, the white marble is
softer stone and easier to carve. The extra colonnette at Verona is decorated with vertical
fluting.
As at Ferrara set into the wall on either side in front of the portal is a pilaster.
These have been used as sculptural fields. On each is the standing figure of a knight
above and below which is a band of symmetrically-branching acanthus vines.483
Against the wall on the outside of these, is a slightly setback, unadorned square-section
molding, now carved from rosso Veronese.
The innermost pilasters like their outermost counterparts are embellished with
rinceaux carved as if inset panels set above and below the prophet figure. The vine on
482

At Verona the colonnette on the left with the inverted-V pattern is a variant with rosettes alternating
with leaves. But its opposite and the archivolt just use leaves.
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The new kind of uninhabited acanthus with its symmetrical branching associated with the pilasters
draws on classical examples. The nearby Arch of the Gavi may have been its source of inspiration.
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the left pilaster has some similarities to Wiligelmus’s inhabited rinceaux on the outer face
of the doorposts at the main entranceway at Modena (Fig. 5a). 484 A telamon supports the
vine, which has alternating acanthus spirals that contain either a rosette or foliate motif or
a quadruped or bird, and a second telamon serves as a terminal element. Nicholaus
changed the structure of the vine on the right pilaster. It is now doubled and looped so as
to form pointed-oval fields and harbors a variety of motifs including a clothed man
playing a harp, a mask, a leaf, and a totally naked man.485 Pairs of animals including
birds and rabbits occupy the interstices. This vine emerges from a vase at the bottom, but
a telamon is at the top!
Following the Ferrara model, the jambs containing figures are decorated with
coffers, but the shapes of the fields and the arrangement of these has changed. At
Ferrara, either square or arched coffers appear on a given pair of jambs. At Verona
Cathedral, alternating arched and rectangular motifs are found on the innermost jamb on
the left side, while the opposing jamb is embellished with rectangles and circles;
however, both center jambs are decorated with alternating diamonds and rectangles, and
those furthest from the doorway have rectangular fields.
Foliate and interlace patterns appear more frequently in the coffers at Verona than
at Ferrara, and fewer types of creatures are portrayed. Still, basilisks and dragons, some
interlinked, are abundant. One can also identify dogs and rabbits, a sphinx, and on the
jamb beneath King David, the wolf dressed like a student carrying a book with AB POR
CEL (Fig 63c).
Kain 1986, 151. She considers these a revival of something that had ―…fallen out of use.‖ I consider
this an indication of Nicholaus’s determination to prove himself the equal of Wiligelmus, who is an
exceptionally talented artist.
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Nicholaus included both dressed and undressed figures in the rinceaux at the Sagra.
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The doorposts, pilasters, colonnettes and jambs all have defined bases with
additional torus moldings similar to those at Ferrara, but these are now elevated on a
continuous marble plinth about two feet above ground level (Fig. 64c).486 Here as at
Ferrara, a row of tiny Corinthian capitals executed in white stone marks the juncture
between the archivolts and the upright supports, but the acanthus leaves can best be
described as dry and stylized, lacking the vibrancy of the Ferrarese examples (Figs. 64a
& 65a).

The Archivolts
Like the jamb and colonnettes, the archivolts at Verona Cathedral are more
elaborately sculptured than those at Ferrara Cathedral. The spiral, double-ax, and nestedV motifs all appear here as at Ferrara. Additionally, rinceaux appears on two of the
archivolts, a fleur-de-lys pattern on one. The undersides of the square-section moldings
have also been embellished with pattern (Figs. 62 & 69a-b).
The first archivolt containing rinceaux presents an updated version of the vine in
relieving arches. Here, only flora, no birds or animals, appear in the spirals of the vine.
Human figures rather than the demonic heads used both at Ferrara and Piacenza act as
atlantes supporting the arrangement above. On the left side, the vine emerges from the
basket set on the head of a beardless male figure in three-quarter view dressed in a short
tunic and barefoot, standing in a relaxed pose. At the right is a nude male: the upper part
of his body is in three-quarter’s view, however, his lower body is in profile, and he stands
with his left leg forward so as to conceal his genitalia. On his shoulders is large acanthus
leaf, which acts as the beginning point for the vine on this side.
486

These molding patterns are also not as complex as those at Ferrara.
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The seven archivolts beyond this one are all decorated, but only two of the roundsection examples, the first and third, have the same pattern as the colonnettes with which
they are associated. The first is embellished with spirals, and the third repeats the
inverted-V design. Between these is a square-section molding of white stone with a
design of fleur-de-lys and radiating palmate leaves on the outer face and a plain inner
face. The outer face of the following white square cross-section archivolt has a vine with
an unadorned stem framing alternating leaves and rosettes here, while the inner face is
segmented into rectangular fields decorated with either interlace or leaves. The fifth
archivolt is designed to look like a series of tubes trimmed with laurel leaves; it is set
above the fluted and reeded colonnette. The next square-section element has the Lesbian
cymation on its outer face and tiny square coffers containing varied four-petal rosettes on
the inner side. The final framing element is a round pink-colored archivolt employing the
familiar double-ax pattern, which has been updated by being segmented into a series of
alternating patterned and plain areas.
Nicholaus’s Subject Matter in the Portal at Verona Cathedral
Total originality never seems to have been the goal of Nicholaus’s patrons. The
new entranceway or new church was intended to last for a long time, thus anything overly
distinctive might well have been eschewed. Several subjects used here recall the content
of the Porta dei Mesi and the central entranceway at Ferrara Cathedral. Passing through
the griffins and beneath the figures of the Saints John and the telamones, entering the
portal, the visitor encounters two warriors armed and ready to do battle as necessary.487

The Saints John are associated with Nicholaus’s portal at Piacenza as well as the central portal at
Ferrara. The griffins and the lions beneath the second story from the Porta dei Mesi have been discussed
487
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Next, he passes beneath the stern visages of Old Testament prophets, who predicted the
coming of Christ, and King David, Christ’s ancestor. Finally, the advent of the Messiah
is celebrated as is his mother, who plays a significant role in the salvation of mankind.
Great care was taken to make the figures on the portal more imposing either by adjusting
their size or their relationship to the architecture.

The Warriors
Guarding the entranceway to Verona Cathedral are Charlemagne’s two paladins,
Roland and Oliver each ready for battle (Fig. 68 a-b). These figures are quite large, about
two meters high—nearly twice the height of the prophet figures set in the jambs. The
identification of the figures on is based on the inscription on the sword, DV/RIN/DAR/
DA (sic), a variant spelling of the name of Roland’s famous sword.488 The flame-like
pattern at the tip of the raised sword signifies its special nature.
Roland holds the sword firmly against his body on his right side so that it extends
from his hand at hip level up to just beyond his right shoulder, where it bursts into flame.
The sword curves against the figure’s body, probably to avoid breakage. Roland clutches
his large kite shield, decorated with a central rosette-shaped boss and foliate pattern,
close to his body; it covers much of the short-sleeved suit of mail he wears over his justbelow-the-knee-length tunic. Only half of Roland’s right knee is revealed by the fabric
of his tunic that pulls against it.
Roland is a tall, slender man with a heavy moustache. His face is somewhat
narrow oval with round cheeks and a small square chin. His demeanor is serious and
above. The warriors at the Porta dei Mesi are mentioned in the eighteenth-century literature, cited by
Krautheimer Hess 1944, 153 n. 22; 150 n. 2.
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altert: he seems to raise his eyebrows and simultaneously flare his nostrils. His pointed
helmet covers most of his forehead, ending above his large ears, behind which his hair
streams over his shoulders ending in little curls.
Roland stands with his legs parallel. His left leg is encased in mail (we can see
exactly how the armor is tied on) and with his foot he crushes a small wyvern. On his
right foot he wears what appears to be a soft leather pointy-toe shoe that ties at the ankle.
Oliver, like Roland, holds his shield and his weapon close to his body and has a
moustache; otherwise, is distinctive in his physical appearance, stance and costuming.
He stands with his legs crossed. He wears a long-sleeved, calf-length tunic and ankle-tie
shoes. In his lowered right hand he holds a flail, complete with ball and chain visible
above his left shoulder. His shield is slightly longer than the one held by Roland, but
similarly decorated with a rosette-boss and symmetrically arranged patterns, resembling
sprouting vegetation running the length of the shield.
The details of his head differ from those of Roland. His face is broader than
Roland’s; his jawline is square than oval and he has a substantial rounded chin. His
expression is less worried: he seems lost in thought. This warrior does not have a helmet.
His thick, curly hair is cut to shoulder-length and he has tightly curled bangs. His
moustache is more ―charming‖ than that of Roland, curling up at both ends. Both figures
stand on small wedges, their feet pointing downwards.
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The Old Testament Figures
Nicholaus’s ten prophets at Verona include three of the four that were at
Ferrara—Jeremiah, Isaiah and Daniel (Figs. 64 a-b & 65a-b). Ezekiel is not represented
here. The additions to the group are the minor prophets, Haggai, Micah, Malachi,
Zechariah, Joel, and Habbakuk and King David. Only two of the figures, Haggai and
Micah are labeled; King David has a crown and scepter and is shod. The other figures
can be identified from the inscriptions engraved on their scrolls.489
On left side of the portal, from the outside, the first prophet is Malachi, with his
scroll reading ECCE EGO/ MIT TAM/ ANGNE/ LVM ME/ V(M) ET PRE/
PARABIT.490 Next is King David holding the Psalter inscribed with the words from
Psalm 131:1, ME/MEN/TO/ D(OMI)NE/ DA/VIT/ ET.491 Jeremiah is identified by his
scroll, which as previously reads EC/CE IN/ QVID D(O)M(INUS) NOS/TER ET/ NON
E/ STIMA/BITVR.492 On the pilaster, is Isaiah, whose scroll reads ECCE/ VIRGO/
CONCI/ PIET ET/ PARIET/ FILIV;493 on the inner face of the doorpost, is a particularly
attractive, beardless figure whose scroll identifies him as Daniel: CVM/ VENE/RIT S/
SCORV/ CESSABIT/ VNCTIO.494

The verses in some cases are part of the text in Quodvultdeus’s, Contra Judeos, Arianos et Paganos but
also in the Bible. Others appear only in the Contra Judeos, and there seems to be no connection with the
Biblical text. Zavin 1993, 113-14, points this out in the case of Daniel’s quotation. She also points out that
the prophet Ezekiel included at Ferrara and Malachi, Haggai, Micah and Joel found at Verona are not
mentioned in the Contra Judeos.
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Malachi.3:1. ―Behold I send my angel and he prepares [the way before] me.‖
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Psalm 131:1. ―Out of the depths I cry to thee oh Lord.‖

Baruch 3:36. ―He found the whole way to knowledge, and gave her to Jacob his servant and to Israel
whom he loved.‖
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Isaiah 7:14. ―Behold a Virgin shall conceive and give birth to a son.‖
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Zavin 1973, 113 n. 11. ―When he came, they ceased anointing.‖
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Opposite, again from the outside in, are Joel, with the inscription VE/ NIET/
DIES/ D(OMI)NI Q(V)IA P(RO)PE/ EST DIES;495 then Micah, whose name is inscribed
MICHAS on the block above his head, whose scroll declares TV BET/ LEEM/ TERRA/
IVDA/ EX TE/ EXIET/ DVX;496 followed by Zechariah, with the identifying ECCE/
REX TV/VS VE/NIT SE/DENS SV/P(ER) PVLLV/ ASIAE.497 Frontally positioned
against the pilaster and identified by name, AGGEVS holds a scroll stating ECCE/
VENIET/ DESIDE/ RATVS/ CVNC/ TIS G(E)N/TIBVS.498 The last prophet in this row
is a bearded Habakkuk, on the inner face of the doorpost with the identifying inscription
D(OMI)NE/ AVDIVI/ AVDITV(M)/ TVVM / ET TI/ M VI C/ SIDERA/ VI
OP(ER)A.499
The prophets at Verona Cathedral recall the Ferrarese examples in many ways
(Figs. 43a-b, 64b & 65bS). Their size is about the same; they are similarly positioned in
constrained poses with their legs crossed or with both feet standing on the same side of
the base. The heads are still overly large for the associated body. Faces follow the
workshop model with high cheekbones, bulging eyes, firmly set lips, small chins and
low, sometimes furrowed foreheads. Hair is centrally parted, striated and wavy, at times
terminating in tiny curls. Beards vary in types and lengths. The draping of the garments
similarly is inspired by classical and Byzantine examples, and the figures all wear similar
belted tunics and cloaks.
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Joel 2:1. ―…for the day of the lord is coming, this is the day.‖
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Micah 5:2 . ―You, Bethlehem, the land of Judah, a leader comes forth.‖
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Zechariah 9.9. ―Behold your king comes sitting on the colt of an ass.’
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Haggai 2:8. ―And the desired of all nations shall come.‖
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Habbakuk 3:2. ―Oh lord, I have heard thy hearing and was afraid.‖
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Still, changes both in the handling of detail and in the approach to the figure and
the block have occurred. The nuanced carving of the heads, hair, and drapery found at
Ferrara has given way to a more summary and less subtle approach to the treatment of the
details. Facial hair is stylized at Ferrara but none of the patterns is startling, while at
Verona, the designs of some of the beards must be described as eccentric. Among the
prophets on the south side of the portal, Zechariah’s beard is braided into a kind of
interlace, Joel’s features a zigzag pattern, and Micah’s looks like fish fins or leaves.
The depiction of the drapery at Ferrara implies a medium-weight fabric and
includes details such as carefully ridged folds and banded hems, as well as the occasional
Byzantine-inspired pattern that creates visual interest. The fabric rendered at Verona
seems thin and is comparatively crudely carved with sharp incised lines and
unimaginative parallel-fold patterns, thus for the most part far less visually pleasing.500
A striking change in the approach to the relationship of figure and jamb has
occurred at Verona. The figures at Ferrara are mostly contained within the boundaries of
the block, which makes them hard to see at a distance. At Verona, this problem has been
solved. The artist has extended the heads and the upper part of the body out beyond the
boundaries of the jamb—sideways as well as forward—creating the impression that the
figure is a separate entity from the jamb. Feet are pointed downwards at an angle and
usually extend slightly beyond a squared border at the bottom of the block which
reestablished the connection with the rest of the jamb. Close observation reveals
experimentation taking place in this matter. Malachi,on the left, has his feet lined up with
the end of the block. On the right, a projecting platform has been carved beneath
Zechariah’s feet allowing his left foot to be placed flat as he awkwardly steps over it with
500

The prophet figures are well-illustrated in Atlante 1985, figs. 13-19.
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his right leg. Isaiah and Haggai on the pilasters by the doorway and Habbakuk on the
right inner doorpost stand on small platforms.
As the Veronese prophets’ heads now physically extend beyond the boundaries of
the jamb, there was no need, as at Ferrara, to carve a deep niche behind the head so as to
free it from the fabric of the block: consequently, the halo behind the head that
conforming to the niche curved forward and terminated in a leaf-accented double volute
touching the top of the head has for the most part been abandoned except in the
representations of Joel and Micah. A variant without the volutes frames Jeremiah’s head.
Here, the jamb figures’ haloes are generally unadorned, with the exception of Micah’s
which is still lobed. (Micah is most like the Ferrara prophets.) David’s head is framed by
a square niche rather than a halo. Lobed halos appear behind the three-quarter view
heads contrasting with the frontal bodies of Isaiah and Haggai on the pilasters. The
prophets on the inner faces of the doorposts lack haloes.
An oddity of the figures framing the Verona entranceway is the variation in the
heights of the prophet figures. Those on the jambs are of differing heights and slightly
shorter than those on the pilasters, while the prophet figures on the interior of the
doorposts are about one and a third times the height of the others. Is this intended as
some sort of naturalistic detail—after all people vary in height? One wonders if there
was some sort of problem obtaining material at the point in the project when these figures
were made, thus the blocks on which the prophets were to be carved were of varying
heights.
The visual effect of these prophets is very different from that conveyed by the
figures at Ferrara. There are many of them, and they are more visible. They also convey
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their message in a distinct manner. Their Ferrarese counterparts are solemn and selfcontained, while these prophets are agitated and express considerable anxiety. This
results from the treatment of the treatment of their eyebrows as raised and/or their
foreheads as wrinkled. This is the only project where Nicholaus explores the ability of
the face to convey a specific mood. For the most part his figures appear to be serious and
calm; through the protruding eyes stare both at and through the viewer suggesting a
connection with the world beyond this one.
In the literature from time to time discussions occur as to what sort of a
relationship if any exists between Nicholaus’s jamb figures and the now-destroyed statue
columns on the main entrance at Saint Denis.501 I would suggest that the fifteen-year
difference in date for the Ferrara and Verona figures proposed here be taken into account
when discussing this situation. In the case of the Ferrara prophet figures, the answer
seems to be that there is no relationship at all: Nicholaus’s work had no influence on the
decision to create statue columns at St. Denis. However, by the time work had begun at
Verona Cathedral, Nicholaus probably had at least second-hand knowledge concerning
the appearance of the central portal at St. Denis, and knew that the figures of kings and
queens of the Old Testament protruded from the columnar supports.502 By allowing the
upper-part of the figures' bodies at Verona Cathedral to project forward from the jamb

Robb 1930, 406, 419, implies that a relationship between the sculpture in Ȋle de France and that at
Ferrara Cathedral might be in either direction—from France to Italy or Italy to France. Krautheimer-Hess
1944, 161 n.77, comments that if a relationship existed, the likelihood is that the sculpture at St. Denis
influenced the late work of Nicholaus. There are actual statue columns associated with the Nicholaus
workshop in Italy, specifically those from San Ciriaco in Ancona and the Museo Nazionale in Ravenna:
where figures of short stature, i.e. classicizing(unlike the elongated figures at Chartres) are attached to the
column. These seem to relate to those at St. Denis. Cochetti Pratesi 1973, 57-9, notes similarities between
certain figures at Ancona and at St. Denis, and refers to previous scholars who made similar observations.
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Zavin 1973, 60 n.6, summarizes the differences:‖…the figures at Ferrara are the antithesis of the statue
column, while the Veronese prophets relate to the concept.‖
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which they are part of, he guaranteed that they would be visible to their audience, even
though at distance of about twelve feet from the ground, they are well above one’s head.

The Virtues on the Lintel
The lintel at Verona Cathedral is made of a single rectangular block of stone, its
interior surface framed by simple moldings (Figs. 62 & 63b). Nicholaus has dispensed
with the arcading used to subdivide the field at Piacenza and Ferrara, favoring portholelike oculi to frame the three theological virtues whose presence emphasizes the special
nature of Virgin.503
Each virtue is presented as a three-quarter length, crowned female figure posed as
if leaning through the oculus with her head in front of the upper edge of the frame.504
They are identified by the inscriptions FIDES, CARITAS, SPES. Caritas is in the center
and slightly larger than the other two. All three wear similar robes with fitted bodices,
with sleeves with broad open ends at the wrists, and full skirts, over a fitted, long sleeved
undergarment. The V-necklines are bejeweled, as is the rounded neckline of the
undergarment revealed just above. The fabric is pulled tight across the body forming
folds that trace the outlines of the breasts and accentuate the almond-shaped abdomen.
The rope-like tie with a centered-knot pulls in at the waist above the hips and then drops
just below the abdomen, emphasizing body mass. The fabric in the full skirts is
symmetrically arranged falling in nested-Vs down the center and softly gathered on either
side.
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Verzár Bornstein 1988, 131, notes that virtues appear early in portraits of ancient rulers and then in
Carolingian and Ottonian presentations of the king/emperor. In the eleventh century, they are border or
interact with images of Christ or saints or even bishops.
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Nicholaus allows figures to overlap the frame so as to emphasize the figures and preserve the integrity
of the wall. At Piacenza this technique is used for the prophets and evangelist in the spandrels and at
Ferrara heightens the impact of St. George.
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The central figure of Caritas is frontal and posed almost entirely symmetrically
except for the positioning of her arms: her right hand is raised; her left arm rests just
below her breasts in a gesture of exhortation. Fides and Spes turn slightly towards each
other and mirror each other in the positioning of their hands, which are raised, palms
outward, conveying surprise or delight and directing our attention to centrally-positioned
Caritas. The figures’ faces are identical, but each has a distinct hairdo and crown.505
This is the first time Nicholaus has used the medallion format on a lintel.
However, a nearly contemporary example is found on the north portal of San Michele in
Pavia (Fig. 40f). And this format is used earlier in the century at San Ambrogio in Milan
(Fig. 39a). In her discussion of this lintel Verzár Bornstein includes several examples of
virtues portrayed in medallions in the decorative arts.506 Aesthetically, it pleasingly
compliments the rectangular field of the lintel, avoiding the issue of closed and open and
top and bottom or the sense of a gravitational pull created when arcading is used to
subdivide the space.

The Lunette
The focal point of the portal is the lunette comprised of ten blocks of stone (Fig.
63b). It has been divided into three fields. In the center, a single block contains the
figure of the Virgin Mother enthroned holding the infant Christ, executed in high relief
and in hierarchical scale. On either side in quarter-circle fields, carved in low relief are
the Annunciation to the Shepherds (left) and the Adoration of the Magi (right). The
background of the lunette is now painted a medium blue. Additional remnants of a
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The artist responsible for these is the same artist who executed the prophets on the doorposts.
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Verzár Bornstein 1988, 131.
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limited palette of the same blue, black, white, grey, brown, and pink paint along with
touches of gilding on the figures give us some idea as to how color would have enlivened
the original appearance of all of the sculpture here.507 To preserve the sense of the
background of the lunette as a solid wall, several pictorial elements including the halo of
the Virgin, the wings of the angel in the Annunciation to the Shepherds and the head of
the second king in the Adoration of the Magi overlap the border of the lunette. As on the
Ferrara lintel, a wide border area mimicking a ledge or a shallow stage space has been
indicated at the bottom on the lunette, and nearly all of the figures in the ancillary scenes
have their feet within or at least touching this area. An additional border area, the same
height as the footstool of the Virgin’s throne is the terminal element for the lunette.

The Virgin and Child
The Virgin sits in a completely frontal pose with her head centered on a foliate
halo. Her knees are slightly open, so as to accommodate the child. Her feet project
straight forward just beyond the edge of the footrest attached to her throne. Her body
posture has been adjusted and her lap angled so it is visible. The infant Christ seems to
float above her lap.
The Virgin’s face is a long oval shape with a square jawline and high cheekbones.
Her right eye seems to stare forward into space while her left eye wanders slightly to the
side, as if she is looking out at the magi. Her eyebrows are semicircular and apparently
raised up as she stares outward. There are deep shadows above her eyelids emphasizing
the eye sockets. Her nose is long and her nostrils slightly flared. Her lips are of medium
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It is most unlikely that any of this paint is original, but the color scheme may be somewhat accurate.
The virtues lack all traces of polychromy.
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fullness and set firmly indicating purposefulness but no clear emotion. Interestingly, the
features of the other figures on the lunette are all similar to those of the Virgin.
The Virgin’s costume has multiple layers. She wears a shoulder-length veil over
a coif, indicated by a line across the forehead, a cloak and a long tunic. Her garments
rendered with highly-stylized drapery patterns are symmetrically arranged over her body.
These fold-patterns like those used for the Virgin Annunciate at Ferrara are derived from
Byzantine art. They distinguish her from the other figures, whose drapery ultimately is
based on Roman sources. Her halo, cloak and veil are all now an oxidized gold: her coif
is white. Small six-pointed stars are incised into her blue tunic and heightened with gold
paint.
The high-backed throne is carefully detailed. The curved chair rail is mounted
between two tapered stiles, each with a pine cone finial, and with low arm rests set on
volutes. An attached bottom step serves as a footrest.
The Christ child is to be understood as seated on the Virgin’s lap, despite the fact
that his entire body is visible to the viewer as if he is somehow suspended in mid-air. In
any case, the action is clearly expressed. The Virgin has placed her right hand on his hip
and her left hand on his chest to support him. His halo is set just below the neckline of
her robe. He turns towards the magi rather than looking at the people who are entering
the church. His head and upper body are in a three-quarter view while his lower body is
set in profile. While the overall shape of his body is derived from that of the adult
figures, modifications have occurred to emphasize that the figure is a child. His head is
hugely oversized, and cheeks are rounded, evoking baby fat. His appendages have all
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been shortened, and his feet are comparatively large. His clothing is the usual tunic and a
matching cloak now in an oxidized gold color.
Christ’s lower body is twisted to the left; his left foot is tucked under his right.
He seems to kick his bare feet against each other. With his left hand, he grasps the top of
a small book with a jeweled cover, which is supported on his left thigh. He signs
blessing with his right hand located in front of the Virgin’s hand on his chest. The
positioning of the figures seems intended to create a sense of intimacy: Christ reaches out
to bless the magi, but his movement takes place within a boundary circumscribed by the
Virgin’s body.

The Adoration of the Magi
The subject of the Adoration of the Magi appears frequently in North Italian
sculpture; but the Verona Cathedral version is unique, compositionally and
iconographically. The artist has positioned the figure of the Virgin so that she appears as
part of both a ―theme of state‖ and a ―theme of action‖ to use Meyer Schapiro’s
terminology.508 The frontal position of the Virgin’s body recalls a Sedes sapientiae and
establishes a direct relationship between the figure and the viewer. She is an image
before which one might say a prayer or cross himself as if in front of a wayside shrine or
a similar statue within the church. Concurrently, to generate the narrative, Christ is
turned sideways, thus seemingly blesses only the kings, rather than the visitors entering
the church.
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Meyer Schapiro, Words and Pictures. On the Literal and the Symbolic in the Illustration of a Text, The
Hague: Mouton, 1973, 32-3.
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The Three Kings
Kings identifiable by their regalia appear in renditions of the Adoration of the
Magi by the late tenth century.509 Usually the kings stand in attendance before the Virgin
and child. The depiction on the Verona lunette of two kings on horses portrayed as if in
motion and one kneeling in front of a stationary steed so that he might present his gift is a
conflation of the Adoration of the Magi with the Arrival of the Kings.
As at Ferrara the kings also represent the Three Ages of Man. The oldest figure
with his long, soft-textured, and apparently frost-colored hair and beard is Caspar, the
first king. He has dismounted from his horse and is half-kneeling before the Christ child
holding up a container on top of which he has placed his crown.510 Directly above this
gift and slightly to the right of the left finial of the Virgin’s throne, is the six-petal Star of
Bethlehem mounted on a circular medallion which projects from the background.
Caspar wears a short white close-fitting tunic, and wears neither crown nor cloak.
Spurs over his shoes indicate his social status. Behind him mounted on their steeds are
the other two kings also with their gifts. In the foreground is young, beardless Melchior
seated on a dappled grey steed. He holds his reins in his left hand and with his right hand
raises the lidded chalice-like container containing frankincense.511 In a royal manner he
reveals a long elegant leg. Showing proper form regarding the position of his foot in the
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Gertrud Schiller, trans. by Janet Seligman, Iconography of Christian Art, Greenwich, CT: New York
Graphic Society,1971-1972, 105. The Nicholaus examples reveal that artists or patrons did chose between
the magi with the Phrygian hats or the kings with their crowns.
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According to Mathew 2.12, the three gifts are gold, frankincense, and myrrh. The vessels depicted by
Nicholaus here closely resemble those in the mosaic depicting the Adoration of the Magi at San Apollinare
Nuovo in Ravenna, including that the first vessel is shown open. The positioning of old king’s legs with
one stretched out behind also recalls Ravenna.
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stirrup, he curls his toe and drops his heel. This king is regally attired with a crown, a
short gold tunic, and a robe or cloak which like the Virgin’s is embellished with foliate
stars now executed in relief. The similarities in the robes seem to speak to a close
relationship between the king and the Virgin.512
Almost completely hidden behind Melchior is middle-aged, black-bearded
Balthazar, whose myrrh is in a container with a lobed lid that is nearly identical to that
held by the youngest king. The hands and containers form a small vignette in the
background, where we observe Nicholaus has positioned the hands holding the containers
differently, enlivening the scene and suggesting the different treatment of the foot on
either container. Balthazar’s crowned head is framed by the barely visible neckline of his
gown.
The horses are a modified version of St. George’s steed (Fig. 44). Needing to fit
three horses into a compressed space, these horses have been shortened from chest to tail.
They are posed like galloping rocking horses with both the forelegs and rear legs parallel.
Melchior’s mount’s regal horse-trappings include a martingale with medallions dangling
from it and a saddle blanket with foliate designs. Balthazar’s horse assumes a pose
identical to that of Melchior’s: his head is fully visible just in front of the animal in the
foreground. Caspar’s steed is sandwiched between both of the other kings’ mounts. A
partial view of its head appears beneath the chin of the foremost horse; however, all four
of its legs precariously dangle beneath the legs of the other mounts as if this horse was
suspended in midair. The heads of the Veronese horses are rendered so as to appear
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Stefan Weinfurter, trans. by Barbara M. Bowlus, The Salian Century: Main Currents in an Age of
Transition, Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1999, 158. The king’s reverence for theVirgin
can be especially well documented in the case of Henry IV.
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fleshier and more natural than in the Ferrarese example. Furthermore, the head of each
horse is distinctive in the shaping of the forehead in relationship to the nose or the
muzzle.

The Annunciation to the Shepherds
The Annunciation to the Shepherds at Verona is an expansion of the scene
depicted on the lintel at Ferrara (Fig. 49a). There are four more animals, nine total—five
sheep, three black goats and a dog. An extra shepherd is included bringing the number to
three, and like the three kings they represent the Three Ages of Man. As at Ferrara, the
sheep are set at the bottom of the field, but the shepherds step on then as well as over
them.513 Entering the scene from the top right is the angel emerging from behind a triple
disk decorated with a double-petal foliate star representing the heavens at night. Both
disk and star are set under and cut off by the border. The angel’s face is nearly identical
to those of the Virgin and Christ; he gestures speech/blessing with his right hand and
clutches a loop of drapery with his left. His right wing overlaps the border of the lunette,
visually creating the impression that the figure is in front of the blue background.
On the ground standing to the right is an elderly shepherd with shoulder-length
hair beneath his helmet-like cap and a very long beard. His face is in profile, his body in
three-quarter view. He gestures upwards towards the angel. In the middle is the youg,
still round-faced assistant, bare-headed with shoulder-length hair, walking along, looking
backwards and upwards at the same time. These figures hold a club and crutch
respectively. Both raise their right hands in surprise as they look up at the angel. On the
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Nicholaus is grappling with the issue of three-dimensional space. He seems to be aware that
overlapping has the ability to destroy the sense of the wall as something solid, replacing it with an
illusionistic space, something he seeks to avoid.
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other side of the angel is a third shepherd, who is clean-shaven and has short hair. His
height and firm square jawline indicate that he is a grown man. Like the old shepherd, he
wears a pointed, apparently knitted cap. He looks upwards—his face in profile; his body
is in three-quarter view. His naked legs are peculiarly bent, suggesting he is crippled,
thus necessitating the crutch on which he leans. He touches his left hand to his chest in a
gesture conveying respect or awe. All of the shepherds wear three short tunics with long
sleeves. The old and middle-aged men have robes with slits in them, revealing their
thighs. The elderly man’s slipper-like footwear has ankle straps, while the young and
middle aged men are shod in boots.
The sheep, which are underfoot, are arranged in two mounds of two recumbent
sheep each. The scene is completed by an ewe standing at the bottom border, set below
and slightly in front of three goats painted black, and at the top of the implied hill or field
a short-eared dog growling at some unseen prey outside the frame —the only element not
set on the pseudo-ledge/stage.

Interpreting the Subject Matter
Most of the choices for the subject matter for the entranceway at Verona
Cathedral strike one as relatively straightforward, and designed to elicit predictable
responses from the viewer, as he makes his way to the door and into the church. The
huge griffins with their prey seem designed to send a shiver down one’s spine, in line
with their apotropaeic function. I doubt that they were understood to have the power to
propel one to heaven, although this interpretation may have been familiar to persons
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acquainted with legends of Alexander the Great.514 The lions at the second level
similarly might be construed as temple guardians, who keep transgressors out. The
roaring lion on the right with the human head between on his front seems intended to
reiterate the message of the fearsome griffins.
One next encounters the two armed warriors, who one would presume are
intended to suggest that that the role of the king/emperor is to protect the church. Like
the griffins the knights on the pilasters bespeak a connection with the Porta dei Mesi in
Ferrara. That figures are intended to represent Roland and Oliver allows for a more
precise interpretation of their relationship to contemporary events which is discussed
below.
The Old Testament prophets on the jambs recall the Era of the Law, which
proceeds the Era of the New Law or the Era of Grace. They had already been part of the
doorway schemes at Modena, Cremona, and Ferrara, and at all of these seem intended to
signal that man’s history in this world follows a set order, a reading that is reinforced by
the presence of the four symbols of the evangelists, familiar to all from their frequent
appearance on North Italian pulpits. The custom of juxtaposing figures of prophets with
symbols of the Evangelists and an image referring to Christ can already be observed in
Carolingian Bibles from the School of Tours, where there are at least three examples.515
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The Breviaries do not mention griffins in connection with heaven. An early example of Alexander in
chariot propelled by griffins appears in the mosaic pavement at Otranto, dated. 1160-65. For Otranto and
Alexander bibliography, Manuel A. Castiñeiras González, ―L’Oriente immaginato nel mosaico di
Otranto,‖ Medioeveo mediterraneo: convegno internazionale di studi, Parma, Italy, 2004 ,590-603
J. Porcher, ―The Court Ateliers,‖ in Hubert et al. 1970, Fig. 120, from the Gospel book of St. Gauzelin
(Treasury of Nancy Cathedral, unnumbered, f. 3v): the sacrificial lamb with the attributes of the
Evangelists and prophets; Fig. 121: Alcuin Bible (Bamberg, Staatliche Bibliothek, misc. class. Bibl. 1, f.
339v): subject as before; and the Bible of St. Martin at Tours (Moutier-Grandval Bible, British Museum
Add. 10456, f. 352v): Christ in Majesty with symbols of the evangelists and prophets. In the St. Gauzelin
Bible, inscriptions give the names of the prophets, Ezekiel, Daniel, Jeremiah and Isaiah. The prophets
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The presence of the prophets obviously alludes to the coming of the Messiah,
whose coming is announced and identity acknowledged in the scenes on the lunette. The
inscriptions on their scrolls as at Ferrara are associated with the Contra Judeos, Arianos
et Paganos and the liturgy of the Christmas season.516 That King David is included is of
interest. Although he is sometimes designated as both king and prophet, he does not
appear to be nimbed here but, unless the square niche behind his head is supposed to
indicate a square halo, but only wears a crown. His inclusion may have been intended to
please the emperor as are other elements here. Although my research has not revealed
direct literary connections between Barbarossa and David, connections between
Charlemagne, whom Barbarossa considered a model prince, and David abound in the
literature of the Carolingian period.517
Here, as at the Porta dei Mesi at Ferrara, a mystical inscription is included
referring to nature of Christ. The inscription reads HIC DOMINVS MAGNUS LEO
CHRISTVS CERNITVR AGNVS.518 Verzár Bornstein translates this as ―Here God is
seen as the great lion; Christ, as the lamb.‖ The words refer to Revelations 5:5-6, where

themselves are bust-length figures in roundels at the four corners of the page. There are also inscriptions in
the Alcuin Bible but these are no longer used in the Moutier-Grandval manuscript.
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Glass 2001, 273, cites the work of Robert Favreau, Épigraphie médiévale (L'atelier du médiéviste, 5),
Turnhout: Brépol, c. 1997 227-30, who demonstrates that the inscriptions of certain of the minor prophets
are repeated in the antiphons recited or sung during Advent. Glass also refers to Ren Jean Hesbert ed.
Corpus antiphonalium officii, in Rerum ecclesiasticarum documenta , Series maior. Fontes 7-12, Rome:
Herder, 1963-1979.
Ildar H. Garipzanov, The Symbolic Language of Authority in the Carolingian World (c. 751-877), Brill’s
Series on the Middle Ages, v. 16, Leiden ; Boston : Brill, 2008, 227-8, 227 n. 72. Like David, Charlemagne
spoke directly to God. Charlemagne considered himself like David, rex et sacerdos.
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the lion of Judah opening the sixth seal is referenced in one verse and the sacrificial lamb
in the second.519

The Iconography of the Portal and the Emperor
The figure of the Virgin has multiple meanings. In the presence of the crowned
theological virtues, she is probably to be understood as the Queen of Heaven. She is also
the Sedes sapientiae, the throne of wisdom incarnate. The paired scenes of the
Annunciation to the Shepherds and the Adoration of the Magi are intended to broadcast
the general message that Christ is the savior of all mankind, no matter what social rank.
However, certain details in the treatment of the scene of the Adoration of the Magi seem
intended to emphasize the special relationship between the Holy Roman Emperor, and
Christ and the church. There is no doubt that these magi are kings. Furthermore, their
arrival on horseback may be intended to indicate that they are western kings.520
The arrival of the king and his entourage would have more than a little familiar to
the Veronese, as for centuries the German king came over the Alps on the Via Claudia
Augusta stopping at Verona. The bishop of Verona, as everyone would have known, from
the late eighth century had been selected by and financed by the kings of Germany. The
Duke of the Veronese March was also a royal appointee.
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Apocalypis 5:5-6. Et de senioribus dicit mihi ne fleveris ecce vicit leo de tribu Iuda radix David, aperire
librum et septem signacula eius et vidi. Et ecce in medio throni et quattuor animalium et in medio
seniorum agnum stantem tamquam occisum habentem cornua septem et oculus septem qui sunt spiritus Dei
misi in omnem terram. J. Hubert, J. Porcher, W.F. Volbach, The Carolingian Renaissance, New York:
George Braziller, 1970, 136, fig. 125: an illustration in the Moutier-Grandval Bible, Bristish Museum Add.
10456, f.449, shows both a lion and a lamb standing on either side of a large open tomb. In the description
on p. 350, this is titled ―the teachings of the Gospels discovered by the Evangelists.‖
Ernst Kitzinger, ―The Mosaics of the Cappella Palatina in Palermo: An Essay on the Choice and
Arrangement of Subjects,‖ Art Bulletin 31 (1949), 286, concludes his study of the mosaics here with the
observation that the decoration is devised to ―…gratify a royal spectator.‖ At Cefalu, the three magi also
arrive on horseback. Kitzinger dates the mosaics 1145-50.
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It was generally accepted throughout the Christian world that the German king was
the divinely chosen protector of the church and that Christ had a special relationship with the
emperor equal to that existing between Christ and the pope.521 It seems that the use of the
same star-pattern in the robes of the young king and the Virgin is intended to signal their
close relationship. Kings often considered that the Virgin offered them special protection.
In this spirit, Henry IV had dedicated Speyer Cathedral to the Virgin.

The Impact of Politics on the Subject Matter
Although at first the subject matter at Verona Cathedral might be considered straight
forward and ordinary, when it is considered in the context of the events that occurred in the
second quarter of the twelfth century, after the question of the investiture of bishops had
been momentarily resolved, one realizes that it is very much a product of a particular
moment in time. Papal/imperial relationships between 1125 and 1152 were positive.522
The investiture conflict had been settled in 1122 via an agreement between Henry V and
Pope Callixtus II. In the 1130s, the emperor Lothar III played a major role in promoting
and supporting Innocent II’s efforts to establish himself as pope: later his cooperation
was acknowledged in a series of frescoes depicting his Coronation in the Lateran
palace.523 The corbel table at Verona repeating the imagery from that at Königslutter
might construed as paying homage to this king.
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See Robinson 1993, 398-9, 457. The Gelasian theory held the pope and king were equal partners in the
administration of the church and was well known to the popes. It also imposed a hierarchy where the pope
in matters of religion was superior to the emperor.
Mary Stroll, Symbols as Power: the Papacy following the Investiture Contest in Brill’s Studies in
Intellectual History, v. 24, Leiden: Brill, 1991, 65ff. Stroll emphasizes the harmony in the relationship
during the disputed papal election of 1130 between emperor and both or either the pope or the antipope.
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The change in headgear and status of the magi from wisemen in Phrygian caps as
at Piacenza Cathedral and San Silvestro in Nonantola to kings wearing crowns in the
scene of the Adoration of the Magi seems designed to reflect that this was a period of
papal-imperial cooperation and perhaps to affirm Verona’s status as an imperial city.524
Undoubtedly, the rendition of the three kings on horseback on the lunette of Verona
Cathedral would have pleased any king entering the church. We do not know the source
for the pseudo-history recounted by Canobbio that ignored the labeling of the three
theological virtues on the lintel and instead identified these figures as three eighthcentury queens who founded the cathedral of Verona. In any case, a queen
accompanying her husband on his transalpine journey, as was customary, would have
been satisfied with this identification.
Also of interest are the two figures of the knights on either side of the portal.
Quintavalle has commented that given the misspelling of ―Durendal‖ as ―Durindarda‖ the
identification of these two figures as the paladins of Charlemagne is not entirely
secure.525 However, Quintavalle also suggests that there were relics in the cathedral that
were associated with these figures or with knights of the Round Table and that this
iconography was inspired by the Second Crusade. Most scholars are inclined to consider

Christopher Walter, ―Papal Political Imagery in the Medieval Lateran Palace,‖ Cahiers archéologiques
XX, 1970, 166ff, 165 n.45, 155-76. In 1158 the German bishops, at the insistence of Frederick Barbarossa,
wrote to the pope demanding its removal: Robinson 1993, 452.
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See Robinson 1993, 18 ff. on the ―imperialisation of the papacy,‖ which resulted in papal crownwearings, which occurred on 18 different occasions or more per annum. Suger describes a crown wearing
occasion where the pope wore a helmet with a circle of gold and rode a white horse: Robinson 1993. 21)
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Quintavalle 2004, 565.
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the Roland/Oliver identifications correct. The Chanson de Roland was certainly popular
during the period of the Crusades.526
When the historical events occurring from 1145 to 1165 are reviewed, there are
several events with which the tales of the heroic deeds of Roland and Oliver resonate.
First, the circumstances of the Second Crusade might have provided an impetus for the
depiction of the two figures: their presence recalls both the present and past conflicts with
the Moors in the Iberian Peninsula. While the Second Crusade had as its objective the
freeing of the County of Edessa from the domination of the Seljuk Turks, the most
significant and lasting re-conquests took place at Lisbon, Portugal and at Tortosa, Spain.
The participation of various royals in the Crusades may also be referred to in the
representation of mounted kings in the Adoration of the Magi. The queen of France, the
kings of France and Germany, and the future emperor Barbarossa all participated in the
Second Crusade.
Also, it is possible that the presence of these famous knights might have been
intended to recall that epic battles in the defense of Christianity had been fought at
Verona. Three come to mind. One is the battle of Verona at which Constantine the Great
subdued Maxentius’s troops as he established himself as the sole Roman emperor. The
battle is commemorated on the Arch of Constantine. A second epic battle is that between
Theodoric and Odoacer that resulted in Theodoric’s becoming King of Italy.527
Theodoric’s special connection with Verona is recorded in Germanic legends where he is
sometimes designated Dietrich von Bern (Verona). Charlemagne, too, had fought
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See Kahn 1997, on this topic.

The reliefs depicting the duels at San Zeno have also been identified as combats between Theodoric and
Odoacer: Arslan 1943, 113, n. 69.
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against the Lombards at Verona, resulting in the relocation of the Orthodox Cathedral
within the walls of the City. Thereafter, the emperor had played an important role in the
financial well-being of the Veronese church. The current emperor was understood in
legal matters as a descendant of Charlemagne and as such expected to uphold agreements
made with his predecessors.
Charlemagne’s having unified a vast territory in the late ninth century was an
inspiration to Frederick Barbarossa, who, after his coronation as king in the palace chapel
at Aachen in 1152, was intent on reestablishing imperial control over Northern Italy.528
As the city states began to vigorously oppose his attempt at their subjugation, Barbarossa
honored Charlemagne by having the antipope Paschal III canonize him at Aachen on 29
December 1165. He may have hoped that this action would provide kind of legal support
for his own attempt to regain control over all of Northern Italy, but in the end, the
canonization went unratified.529
One might ask was Nicholaus ever considered ―the emperor’s sculptor?‖ That
Nicholaus had worked in important places including the imperial burial church at
Königluttter would have been known to the see of Verona and possibly influenced their
decision to invite him to design and oversee the execution of the main entranceway to the
cathedral that they were reconstructing in the mid-twelfth century.
Later in the twelfth century, from 1184 to 1186, Verona housed the Roman curia,
which was in exile at the time.530 It is logical to suppose that the cathedral complex was
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Henry II of England supported Barbarossa’s canonization of Charlemagne in England. Charlemagne’s
sainthood is still celebrated in Aachen.
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the location for various events, in which both the emperor and the pope participated. One
topic discussed by the emperor and Pope Lucius III was the Third Crusade, which
Barbarossa did undertake. Another, which was rejected, was Barbarossa’s proposal that
pope crown his son co-emperor, an act which would have increased the power of this
German family considerably.531 The issue of the control of the Matildine lands was
raised but not resolved.
Did either pope or emperor comment on the new entranceway to the cathedral?
Would the emperor have been secretly pleased that the king was alluded to so
prominently in the decorations? Pope Lucius III died in Verona on 25 November 1185
and was buried in Verona Cathedral.532 Barbarossa died while on the Third Crusade,
drowning in the Saleph River on 10 June 1190.
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Frederick had already had his son Henry VI elected as German king.
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Lucius’s tomb slab is one of the treasures of late twelfth-century Veronese sculpture.
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NICHOLAUS AT SAN ZENO: THE FINAL PROJECT
The History of the Church of San Zeno
From the time of its establishment in the early ninth-century, the church of San
Zeno in Verona has housed the earthly remains of the fourth-century bishop Zeno, the
patron saint of the city. The eighth bishop of Verona, Zeno, who is believed to have
come from Mauritania in North Africa, is known for having baptized multitudes into the
Orthodox faith in a community that was largely Arian. He further distinguished himself
by writing several sermons, some of which are preserved.533 And he may have
commissioned the building of a cathedral within the walls of Verona.534 On the basis of a
letter written by Gregory the Great, dated 589, recounting a miracle at the time of King
Autari (584-590) it seems that a church dedicated to the saint existed by the late sixthcentury.535 There is no archeological evidence that allows its site to be identified.536
At the beginning of the ninth century, when Pepin was king of Italy, and
Ratoldus, bishop of Verona, the Benedictine monastery dedicated to St. Zeno was

Antonio Borelli, ―San Zeno (Zenone) di Verona,‖ Santi beati e testimoni, www.santiebeati.it/
dettaglio/49300. Accessed 10 January 2011. Rev. Alban Butler, ―April 12, San Zeno of Verona,
Confessor,‖ The Lives of the Fathers, Martyrs, and Other Principal Saints. Dublin: James Duffy, 1866;
www. Bartleby.com, 2010. Accessed 10 January 2011. St. Zeno‘s sermons are collected in volume IX of
the Patrologium Latinum.
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Porter 1917, vol. 3, 520, quotes a sermon of San Petronio, which records the construction of a church
dedicated to San Zeno in the sixth century.
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See Valenzano 1993, 6. Valenzano 1993, 8, tries to identify the site of the first church. Was it located
near or on the site of the present San Zeno in Oratorio? She proposes that the original church may have
been near San Proculo (in an arrangement similar to what now exists). Commenting on the church
constructed during the Carolingian period, Valenzano 1993, 9, notes the ―…riedificazione se non la
construzione ex novo, della basilica….‖ However, given that a necropolis was originally on this site,
perhaps, one should not assume any thing more elaborate than an oratory over the grave.
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founded, and construction begun.537 Charlemagne himself provided financial support for
the abbey via donations of land that were then reconfirmed by subsequent emperors.538
In the tenth century following the Hungarian raids, the emperor Otto I sent Bishop
Ratherius funds for the reconstruction and completion of the monastic church. The
bishop‘s famous apology of 968 defends his use of these funds for rebuilding the church
rather than diverting them to provide food for the poor.539
The relationship between the emperor and the abbey was supportive and
reciprocal from the time of it inception until the early twelfth century. The emperor‘s
many donations of property provided a major source of income for the monks; in return,
the monastery was a hospice for the German king and his entourage, whether journeying
to or from Italy on the Via Claudia Augusta.540 The Gesta Friderici records the custom
of creating a bridge of ships over the Adige to allow the troops to cross the river without
entering the walled city.541 Simeoni notes that because the emperor so often stayed at San
Zeno, the monastery is designated palatium in various diplomas.542 Among others, Henry
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IV was in residence here on several occasions in the late eleventh century during the
Investiture Controversy.543 The complex relationship between Verona and the emperor that
endured during much of the twelfth century has been described above. With the signing of
the Treaty of Constance in 1183, the relationship between the city of Verona and the
German ruler again became cordial. A fresco executed c.1230 in the abbatial tower at San
Zeno depicting a meeting between Frederick II Hohenstaufen and his subject-peoples
including black Africans is a visual record of the again supportive relationship between the
emperor and the Veronese.

Renewing the Abbey Church of San Zeno
Given the importance of the abbey of San Zeno, it‘s no surprise that this church
building like so many others underwent substantial remodeling in the course of the twelfthcentury ―renaissance.‖544 Clear evidence of multiple building campaigns can be seen in the
mixed masonry found on both the north and south side-aisle walls. In the latter, the
easternmost bay is mostly brick masonry except for the upper part combining brick and
limestone coursing, which appears to be an extension. The westernmost bay is entirely
limestone masonry, and in its original state in its entirety. The bays between are brick and
limestone and the result of several building campaigns. Remnants of flashing, windows in
the lower part of the wall that have been filled-in, windows in the upper part of the wall of

Luigi Simeoni, ―Verona nell‘eta‘precomunale,‖ Studi storici veronese , vols. 8 &9 Verona: Stamperia
Zedrini, 1912/1957-8, 22. Or was a designated palatium part of the monastery?
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vastly differing heights and different configurations that nonetheless have their sills at the
same level, provide ample demonstration of campaigns to heighten the church.
On the other hand, the west façade is surprisingly homogeneous (Fig.75a). It lacks
any noticeable breaks between the architecture in the lower-third, where Nicholaus‘s
sculpture is located and the middle-third containing the technologically demanding Wheel of
Fortune window (Fig. 75a). The masonry including pilasters and buttresses is mostly a
yellowish limestone. There are exceptions, notably the wheel window made of a gray-white
marble and rosso Veronese, the protiro composed of similar material, the wall sculptures
that were originally polychromed carved from gray-white marble, and the band of arcading
that subdivides the side-aisle sections of the façade and is executed in reddish-pink rosso
Veronese. Nonetheless, the overall continuity suggests that the façade to the level of the
cornice above the wheel window was erected in a single campaign taking place c. 1200, the
probable date for the wheel window executed by the sculptor Brioloto. The final section of
the façade, the so-called pediment, is only slightly later, as comparison of the Corinthianvariant capitals here reveal.545 Originally, this section of the façade was resplendent with a
polychromed image of the Last Judgment: today only the engraved outlines of the figures
remain.546 In the late nineteenth or early twentieth century, the truncated central pilaster was
extended upwards so as to visually regularize this area, effectively obliterating any memory
of the scene that was once here.547
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Valenzano 1993, 61-65; figs. 59-67.

This image was transferred to a drawing in the early twentieth century. G. Gerolo, ―Il Giudizio
Universale scoperto a S. Zeno di Verona,‖ Bolletino d’Arte 2 (1908): 470-73.
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Valenzano 1993, 42-3: fig. 36; 68-9: figs. 68-9. Exactly when the decision to extend the pilaster so
that it covered the outlines is not known. In the 30 November 1883 minutes of the Onorevole
Commissione conservatrice di Belle Arti ed Antichità per la Provincia di Verona (ASVr, Prefettura,
Restuari, b.2) published by Valenzano 1993,119, the decision is made to not interfere with the central
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The entranceway itself—the projecting porch, the protiro, the wall reliefs—is an
assemblage. The famous pair of bronze doors, actually bronze plaques attached to wooden
doors, contains panels of varying dates, the earliest of which date from about 1100 or even
somewhat before. 548 Other panels are believed to postdate the sculpture by Nicholaus and
his workshop, which was also executed over a period of time beginning after 1164 and most
likely continuing into the 1170s.
The fabric of the entrance contains decorative and architectural elements by artists
who were not associated with Nicholaus. These include the two panels depicting a lion and
griffin inserted into the fabric on the south side of the protiro, the Hand of God inset on the
front of the protiro, and the pilasters located between the wall sculptures and the doorframe,
and the doorframe itself. Stylistically, these date from the very end of the twelfth century.
Similarly the archivolts, the doorframe, the supporting columns and capitals must have been
produced when the final decisions were made as to how the entranceway was to be fit into a
frontispiece that now included a wheel window.
Perhaps, the protiro was originally intended to be double-storied like those at Ferrara
and Verona Cathedral. However, once it was decided to center a large wheel window above
the entranceway on the west façade, this plan would have had to be modified. On the other
hand, there is no clear evidence that a two-storied protiro was ever intended: for example,
the existence of a pair of full scale animal supports that might have supported the second

pilaster and to make the drawing more visible. The Lotze photograph of c.1869, reproduced by Valenzano
1993, 43 fig. 36, shows that the pilaster at this time is truncated. The image of the Last Judgment is not
visible in the photograph: it had lost its polychromy probably centuries before.
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The bronze panels affixed to the doors are variously dated. Numerous studies of the doors have been
made, recently by Waltraud Neumann, Studien zu den Bildfelden der Bronzetür von S. Zeno in Verona,
Frankfurt am Main: Haag und Herchen, 1979; Gian Lorenzo Mellini, Maestri dei bronzi di San Zeno,
[Bergamo]: Edizioni Bolis, c. 1992.
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story columns would constitute proof that such a configuration was intended. It is entirely
possible that a single-storied structure was planned from the beginning.

Epigraphic Evidence Regarding the Dating of San Zeno
Eleventh-,twelfth- and early thirteenth-century epigraphs located on the interior
and exterior of the basilica and on the campanile provide information as to the dating of
the construction of the basilica of San Zeno. The oldest surviving epigraph is that on the
campanile. It reads
ANNO INCARNAT(IONIS) D(OMI)NI N(OST)RI IH(ES)U CH(IST)I
MIL(LESIMO) XLV IN/
DIC(TIONE) XIII ANNO SEPTIMO DOMINI HEINRICI IMPERATORI/
NONO VERO ANNO DOMNI VVALTHERII PONTICIFICIS. AD HO
NOREM DEI ET S(AN)C(T)I ZENONIS DOMNVS ALBERICVS ABB(AS) AN
NO PRIMO SVE CONSACRATIONIS HANC TVRRIM CVM FRA
TRIBVS SVIS INCHOAVIT.
In the year of the Incarnation of our Lord Jesus Christ, 1045, the thirteenth
indiction, the seventh year of the emperor Henricus and the ninth of Walterius,
bishop of Verona, the Abbot Albericus in the first year of his consecration, with
the help of his brethren gave this tower in honor of God and of San Zeno.549
Interestingly, while the emperor and the bishop are both mentioned in this
inscription, the pope is not.550 Albericus also includes his name but no date on the
communal tomb of the abbots of San Zeno. The inscription suggests that Albericus, who
served as abbot from 1045-1167, believed that he was undertaking this task towards the end
of his life.551
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Porter 1917, vol. 3, 523; Valenzano 1993, 213 fig. 201.

A brief review of the life of the then Pope Benedict IX demonstrates that in 1045, one might not have
been able to say exactly who was pope. The same formulation occurred in the now lost twelfth-century
inscription on a bell, according to Porter, recorded in Biancolini, vol. 1, 26-31: Porter, 1917, vol. 3, 526.
Translated this stated, ―In the year of the Incarnation of our Lord 1149 in the reign of the king Conrad, the
priest Aldo.‖ (Conrad never became an emperor.) In the early inscriptions the emperor is mentioned rather
than the pope.
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Two early twelfth-century inscriptions are found inside the cloister on the exterior of
the north side-aisle wall: one is engraved and one painted. Both record the renovation of the
cloister in 1123, and the name of the Gaudius, the priest responsible for it.552 The 1123 date
in the inscriptions was used by Quintavalle as the terminus ante quem for the presumed
rebuilding of the church of San Zeno after the earthquake of 1117 and for certain of
Nicholaus‘s sculptures here.553 Quintavalle surmised that work on the cloister would not
have proceeded had the reconstruction of the church not been completed. Furthermore, he
proposed that Nicholaus was the architect for San Zeno at this time.554
Also sometimes believed to provide information concerning Nicholaus‘s tenure at
San Zeno is the very long epigraph, which was carved into the westernmost section of the
south aisle of the building; supposedly engraved in this location in 1178, it records two

The inscription is translated into English in Porter, 1917, vol. 3, 523-24: ―The bones of the abbots are
buried in one tomb in order that those who were equals in life may have an equal resting place. Here shall
repose the present and all future abbots. Here shall God raise them to life as He doth the seeds of his fields.
O Alberico, thy life‘s work finished, thou attainest better things. Good deeds done here below give the
highest cloister of Heaven. May the brethren devoutly celebrate the anniversaries of the death of the abbots
in order that the patriarch Abraham may open his loving bosom to those who lie in this tomb.‖ Da Lisca
notes that this inscription is above the red marble tomb which was covered by a slab with the image of a
cross on it: Alessandro da Lisca, La basilica di San Zenone in Verona, Verona: Vita Veronese, 1956, 41.
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Porter translates the engraved translation. ―Good king Christ, who art the giver of all blessings, receive a
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forever. Whoever removes this be damned eternally like Judas and deprived forever of the Heavenly
Kingdom. The year of the incarnation of our Lord, 1123, the first indiction.
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Quintavalle 1985, vol. 1, 191ff . Calzona 1985,443, supports this thesis. Obviously, I do not consider
that Nicholaus played the role of architect at San Zeno, and the chronology establishes that Nicholaus was
in Piacenza around 1120. (I think he was about fourteen years old in 1120.) Quintavalle hypothesizes that
the eleventh-century church damaged in the earthquake of 1117 was restored by around 1120: Quintavalle
1985, vol. 1, 197-99. This presupposes a church (finished before 1045, the date for the campanile) which
was in line with the campanile. Arslan dates the earliest parts of the current church of San Zeno and the
campanile to c. 1120: Edoardo Arslan, L’architettura romanica veronese, Verona: la tipographica
Veronese, 1939, 79. Quintavalle dates these to the eleventh century. The building history of San Zeno is a
quagmire.
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building projects, which took place in the first half of the century, as well as a
contemporaneous construction project. In Latin the inscription reads
ANNO D(OMI)NICE I[NCAR]NACIONIS. M.C.LXXVIII, INDICIONE XI
T(EM)P(O)RIBVS D(OMI)NI ALEXANDRI P(A)P(AE) III ATQ(UE)
D(OMI)NI FRIDERICI IMP(E)R(ATOR)IS ET D(OMI)NI O(MN)EBONI
VERON(ENSIS) EP(ISCOP)I D(OMI)N(U)S GIRARDVS D(E)I GRA(TI)A
VENERABILIS ABB(AS) MONAS
TERII S(AN)C(T)I ZENONIS INT(ER) ALIA PL(UR)IMA QVE CONTULIT
MONASTERIO BENEFICA EIVSDE(M). ECC(LESI)AE CA(M)PANILE
DECENT(ER) EXORNARI ET BALCONES NOVOSSVP(E)R
BALCONES VETERES
ELEVARI DEIN(DE) CAPITELLVM MIRABILITER C(O)STRVCTV(M)
VT CVNCTIS N(UN)C MANIFESTE APPA
RET CV(M) SVIS FR(ATR)IBUS FIERI FEC(IT) COADIVVANTIBVS
SALOMONE ATQVE RAINALDO EIVSDEM OPERIS
MASSARIIS ALIISQ(VE) RELIGIOSIS VIRIS QVOD OPVS A MAGISTRO
MARTINO FACTV(M) QVINGE(N)TIS
ET EO AP(M)PLIVS C(ON)STIT(IT) LIBRIS EOQ(VE) ANNO PAX INT(ER)
ECCL(ESI)A(M) ET IMP(ERATO)REM E(T) REFORMATA A RESTAURA
TIO(N)E VERO IP(S)IUS CA(M)PANIL(IS) C(ON)FLVXERAT AN(N)I LVIII
A RENOVATIONE AVT (EM) ET ECCL(ESIA) E AVGM(EN)TATIONE XL
QUO ETIA(M) T(EM)P(OR)E MAXIMA PENURIA FRVGV(M) TOTA(M)
FERE
ITALIA(M) ANGERAT ITA VT VERONE MINALE MILICE XII
MILII XVIII SILIGINIS XX FRVM(EN)TI XXII SOLIDIS VENDE
REDETVR
In the year of the Incarnation of our Lord, 1178, the eleventh indiction,
in the times of the pope Alexander III, the emperor Frederick, and
Ognibene, bishop of Verona, Lord Gerardo, by the grace of God, venerable
abbot of the abbey of S. Zeno, amongst many other benefits, which he
conferred upon the monastery, caused the campanile of this church to be
suitably ornamented and a new belfry to be added above the old belfry, and
the spire to be wonderfully built as is now manifest to all. In this work he
was aided by his brethren and by Salome and Rainaldo, masari of the
fabbrica of this church and by other clerics. The work was executed by the
master Martino at the expense of more than five hundred pounds. In the
same year peace was made between the emperor and the Church. This
campanile had been restored fifty-eight years before, and the church had
been renovated and enlarged forty years before. At this time there was a great
famine in almost all Italy, so that grain was sold at ....
[the names of various grains and their prices are listed]. 555
555

The translation is from Porter 1917, vol. 3, 525.
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Unfortunately, the dates given in the inscription may not be firm. Simeoni
observing that the Peace of Venice was negotiated and apparently in effect in 1177, not
1178, suggested that the inscription was added about a decade later.556 He did not,
however, modify the dates for the various building projects that are calculated with
reference to this date. Valenzano tried to explain the discrepancy by stating that Peace of
Venice became ―official‖ only in 1178, insisting that the keyword in the inscription is
reformata or redone and that this occurred when the pope and the emperor met in Arles in
the summer of 1178.557 I have found no record of such a meeting. Indeed, Frederick
Barbarossa was in Arles at this time and did perform a crown-wearing ceremony, but the
pope was elsewhere.558
It is possible that the answer as to why 1178 was used as a date can be found in the
Peace of Venice document itself: clause 27 calls for the confirmation of the truce in the
Calends of the following August. 559 This legal technicality supports Simeoni‘s hypothesis
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Luigi Simeoni, La Basilica di San Zeno di Verona, Verona: C.A. Baroni, 1909, 16.

Valenzano 1993, 27, 218, insists that the keyword in the inscription is ―reformata‖ or redone. She
insists that this occurred when the pope and the emperor met in Arles in the summer of 1178.
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Pacaut 1970, 168. The crown-wearing on July 30 is recorded. Pacaut comments that this was the first
time the emperor had visited this region, and that after the disgrace of the Treaty of Venice, this was an
opportunity to exalt the Empire.
Clause 27 states ―The emperor, moreover, shall confirm with his own oath and that of the princes, the
aforesaid peace with the church, and the aforesaid peace of 15 years with the illustrious king of Sicily, and
the truce with the Lombards for six years, namely, from the Calends of next August….‖ Source: Ernest F.
Henderson. Select Historical Documents of the Middle Ages, London: George Bell and Sons, 1896.
http://avalon.law.yale.edu/medieval/venice.asp. Several official events accompanied the ratification of the
Peace of Venice. The emperor, who was absolved from his eighteen year excommunication on 24 July,
performed the stratoris officium on 25 July 25, and on August first swore to uphold the peace and the
truce: Robinson 1990, 496. Pacaut 1970, 164-65, uses different dates for the same events and includes
additional information. If the date of ratification was misunderstood, if the agreement was believed to
have been made on 17 September 1177, rather than in August, then it would be correct that the League
would not be bound to this truce until 1178. The official treaty was signed at Constance in 1183.
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that the inscription was composed and inscribed at least a few years after 1177-1178.560 If
the person in charge of the content was familiar with the text of the treaty and believed that a
delay had occurred and the emperor had sworn to uphold the truce only after the middle of
August in 1177, then the Lombard League was bound to this contract as stated in the
following August, that of 1178, the year of the terrible famine as recorded in three
chronicles.561
The campanile is most fully discussed in the inscriptions. It is documented as begun
in 1045, restored in 1120, and with an additional story added in 1178.562 The reference in
the 1178 inscription to the enlargement of the basilica in 1138 is less than adequate for
establishing the history of the construction of the basilica.
Physical evidence reveals at least two enlargements took place in the course of the
twelfth century. Both the north and south walls at side-aisle level show evidence of having
being heightened. Additionally, the last bay to the west is clearly an extension. 563 On the
exterior, this last section differs from the others in that it is entirely composed of limestone,
is embellished with a blind arcade made of rosso Veronese, and has a distinctive pattern on
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Simeoni 1909, 16, suggests a lacuna of about ten years. He surmises that work on the campanile began
in July, 1177, but that construction ended sometime later, possibly 1188, and in the collective memory
there was confusion as to what had happened and when.
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Valenzano 1993, 218, mentions the Chronicles of Milan, Parma and Brescia.
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Valenzano 1993, 214, points out that the masonry of the base of the campanile is homogenous inside
and out and in her opinion along with the capitals apparently dates from 1045. She cites Porter 1917, vol.
3, 523, as stating that the podium or base of the campanile is from 1045, but Porter merely translates the
inscription. Arslan 1939, 79-80, states that the entire campanile was rebuilt in 1120, and that the capitals
and the inscription were inserted into an otherwise new structure. Quintavalle 1985, vol. 1, 198-99, speaks
of a refacing or a restoration and does not belabor the problem.
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The rest of the structure is composed of alternate courses of brick with limestone. Inside the church, the
final western bay has an ―a-b-b-a‖ configuration, not the ―a-b-a‖ configuration of the forward bays, and
pilasters replace the half-column element on the compound piers. The capitals on the columns are also by
another artist, who makes ample use of the drill.
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the band of relief above the corbel table.564 The heightening of the rest of the wall is readily
visible in the easternmost bay containing the apsidiole where coursing of brick and
limestone is used above the all brick masonry (Fig. 75c). Which of these resulted from the
enlargement of the basilica that was completed or begun in 1138? Was the rest of the
church building heightened in accord with the new dimension established by the addition of
the westernmost all-limestone bay, proceeding back towards the east only after a façade was
in place as Simeoni suggested? 565 Most scholars believe the westernmost bay dates from
the 1138 project. Arslan proposed that this bay, the additions to the side aisle walls, and the
present west façade all belong to the second-half of the twelfth century, possibly dating
1178 or later.566

Documentation for Artists at San Zeno in the Twelfth and Thirteenth Centuries
Signature inscriptions associated with sculpture—one inside and two outside the
church of San Zeno—and an incomplete epigraph on a block now set into the south sideaisle wall inside the church in the westernmost bay describing one artist's career, provide
the names of four artists who worked at San Zeno between about 1160 and 1220. These are
Nicholaus, who was the head of the workshop responsible for the execution of the
entranceway at San Zeno; a member of that workshop Guillelmus, who executed and signed
the wall reliefs to the left of the protiro; the sculptor Brioloto, who is responsible for the
wheel window and possibly the baptismal font discussed in the epigraph in the south wall;
564

Valenzano 1993, 162, 194-203: figs. 172-185, for images and discussion of the friezes and the
associated archetti. The usual motif is best described as a section of vine with three-lobbed leaves at both
ends bent into a circle. These leaves point downwards and are enclosed in loops. They frame an identical
leaf that springs from two additional segments of vine that form a heart shape. The renditions of the motif
range from the more three-dimensional and detailed to a simplified version.
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Simeoni 1909, 30.
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Arslan 1939, 191-192; Arslan 1943, 190-192.
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and the sculptor Adamino di San Giorgio, who signed a capital at the north entranceway to
the crypt and to whom the raking cornices at the side aisle level on the façade are often
assigned.567
Within the sculptural program surrounding the entranceway, Nicholaus‘s name
appears three times. As at Ferrara Cathedral, the inscription giving his name encircles the
lunette. It begins with the same words as at Ferrara and at Verona Cathedral: ARTIFICEM
GNARVM/ QVI SCVLPSERIT HEC NICHOLAVM [This learned artifex who sculpted,
Nicholaus] but it continues differently OMNES LAVDEMVS CRISTVM D(O)M(INU)M
Q(UI) ROGEMVS CELORV(M)REGNVM SIBI DONET VT IPSE SVP(ERN)V(M) [Let
us all praise Christ the Lord, whom we ask to admit him to the kingdom of Heaven so that
[he may reside] with him forever]. The elegiac tone of this and the major changes in the
style of the sculpture suggest that Nicholaus himself, while he may have conceived of and
directed the project, was aged possibly ill or deceased at the time of its execution.
The second inscription, on the background of the wall panel on the south side of
the porch depicting the Creation of Adam, reads HIC EXE(M)PLA TRAHI POSSV(N)T
LA(V)D(I)S NICOLAI [This examples brings praises to (of?) Nicholaus]. The honorific
tone suggests that it was composed and then engraved by the talented student known as
the Genesis Master, who having completed the Creation and Theodoric reliefs at San
Zeno then went on to work at San Giovanni in Venere at Fossacesia (Abruzzi).568 A
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Valenzano 1993, 53, summarizes the attribution of these reliefs by various scholars. Da Lisca, Arslan
and Romanini, assign them to Adamino; Von Sacken and Neumann, to Brioloto; Calzona and Quintavalle,
to Nicholaus.
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Porter 1917, vol. 1, 287, already assigns the sculpture at San Giovanni in Venere to Nicholaus. See
Valentino Pace, ―Le sculture di facciata di San Giovanni in Venere: una diramazione veronese in Abruzzo e
il loro problematic contesto,‖ in A.C. Quintavalle ed., Medievo:arte lombarda, Atti del convegno, 4,
internazi onale di studi Parma, 26-29 settembre 2001, Università di Parma: 2004, e Mondadori Electa
S.P.A. Milano, 476-87.
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third inscription on the northern lion, which I was unable to locate, is well documented in
the literature: SCVLPSIT …S DOGMATE CLARVS: [Nicholau]S outstanding in dogma
sculpted [this].‖569 On the basis of the phrase dogmate clarus, Quintavalle suggests that
Nicholaus was well-trained in the teachings of the Christian faith, thus in a position to
enlighten others, which he does via the wall reliefs summarizing the Biblical narrative
concerning creation and sin and its ramifications and Christ's life and death, which insures
man's salvation and eternal life.570
The long signature inscription identifying the Guillelmus, the author of the wall
reliefs to the north side of the porch, is located on the horizontal cornice above the wall
panels and continued on the background of the two panels below. It reads
QVI LEGIS ISTA PIE NATVM PLACATO MARIE/
SALVET I(N) ETERNV(M) QUI SCVLPSERIT ISTA GVILLELMVM/
INTRANTES CONTI SUCVRRANT HUIC PEREVNTI.
You, who read this, pray to the one born of Mary, that he save in eternity this
Guillelmus who sculpted this. Let all who enter aid this mortal.
No other work can be assigned to Guillelmus, although a statue column, now designated
as from the region of Verona in the Metropolitan Museum of Art (New York) was once
attributed to him.571

Porter comments on it as ―… much weathered so that the name is no longer legible.‖ However, he
includes the ―S.‖ Porter 1917, vol. 3, 529. Da Persico records the same inscription without the ―S:‖
Giovambatista da Persico, Descrizione di Verona e della sua provincia, I, Verona; Societa tipografica
editrice, 1820, 99.
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Quintavalle 1985, vol. 1, 174. The ―clarus” refers to the enlightening function of the images now fixed
in stone. Valenzano, 1993, 224-26, suggests that Nicholaus was familiar with cultural ambience of the
monasteries. She also notes connections between the wording and content of the inscriptions and the work
of the medieval poets Venanzio Fortunato and Walafridus Strabone, the Lamentations of Jeremiah and the
Aeneid. Thus Nicholaus, indeed, can be considered "learned." Was he educated in a monastery?
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Lisbeth Castelnuovo-Tedesco, ―Romanesque Sculpture in North American Collections. XXIII. The
Metropolitan Museum of Art. Part III: Italy (2),‖ Gesta 24 (1985), 166-67.
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Epigraphs identifying the sculptors Brioloto and Adamino di San Giorgio are
found inside the church. Adamino di San Giorgio‘s me fecit inscription appears on
the central capital of the north arch to the crypt.572 He is mentioned in two documents
dating 1217 and 1225.573 Brioloto‘s many accomplishments are recorded in an
incomplete epigraph on a weathered block now set in into the interior wall of the
western bay of the south side aisle near the baptismal font. Its original location is
unknown.
QVIS(QUE) BRIOLOTVM LAVDENT QVIA DONA MERETVR/
SVBLIMIS HABET ARTICE(M) COM(M) ENDAT OP(VS)
TA(M) RITE POLITV(M)/
SVM(MUM) NOTAT E(SS) E PERITU(M). HIC FORTVNE FECIT
ROTAM SIC /
CVI(US) PRECOR TENE NOTAM ET VERONE PRIMIT(US) BALNEVM/
LAPIDEVM IPSE DESIGNAVIT VNDE TVRBA FORTITER/
POSIDEAT PRECI(BU)S IUSTORV(M) REGAN IN QVIBVS
V(SQUE) /
PARATA ISTE VE(NE)RENDVS HO(MO) NIMIVM
QVEM FAMA DECORAT /
QVIA LVCIS IN EDE LABORAT.
The inscription establishes that Brioloto executed the Wheel of Fortune
window in the façade, but there are lacunae that can be identified as the lines are
intended to scan but do not.574 In the following translation of the extant text I have
punctuated the sentences so as to indicate the gaps that Simeoni identifies.575
Let all praise Briolotus in as much as he merits gifts: … is judged
sublime: the nearly perfect work praises the artifex and his …
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Valenzano 1993, 223, fig. 207. ADAMINUS/ DE SCO GEORG/ IO. ME/ FECI/ T.

Simeoni 1909, 23-24. The manuscript he refers to as ―A.Archivi Veronesi, Ospitale civile 126, should
be numbered 361.
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Valenzano 1993, 220-21, publishes a photograph of the inscription. She does not mention that the
inscription has been judged to be incomplete. Simeoni 1909, 20, recognized that this is written in leonine
verse.
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denoting that he is talented. He made the Wheel of Fortune, of which,
I beg you, take note. And in Verona for the first time, he built a bath
of marble, where the tower fortuitously…. May he possess by the
prayers of the just, the holy kingdom in which … prepared. This
venerable man is one whom fame honors very much ….because he
worked in the house of light.
This inscription establishes that Brioloto built a bath as well as the Wheel of
Fortune window and that his efforts were admired and appreciated. Simeoni
published the documents mentioning him from the Archivio di Stato in Verona: these
date 1189, 1214, 1215, 1220, and 1226.576 His death occurred between 1220 and
1226.
Nicholaus’s Entranceway at San Zeno
Even though the entranceway at San Zeno is raised on a stoop and a single-storied
structure, many of its features recall the entrances at Ferrara and Verona Cathedrals. The
two Saints John, each accompanied by a lengthy inscription, are set in the spandrels of
the front of the projecting porch. As at Ferrara the figures project outwards from the
slabs, and there are single large acanthus leaf corbels beneath each. The frontal arch is
decorated so as to imply that unadorned blocks577 are alternating with coffers containing
foliate or animal elements as at Verona Cathedral. Again, the Agnus Dei appears on the
keystone. At the pointed top of the protiro, below the gable, is a Dextera Dei in a
medallion (Fig. 82c). Finally, set into the south wall of the protiro are reliefs depicting a
confronted lion and a griffin (Fig. 83a,c).
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Simeoni 1909, 22-23, summarizes the contents of all six documents: these involve transactions with the
abbey of San Zeno.
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The Emilei abbots (1399 - 1430) had their coat of arms painted on these unadorned sections of the arch
and also carved beneath the feet of the two Saints John: Da Lisca 1956, 74. Simeoni 1909, 51, notes that
the remnants of the frescoed images of Isaiah and the Annunciation on the doorframe are also from this
era.
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At San Zeno for the first time in any of Nicholaus‘s projects, the architraves
supporting the porch overhang have all four of their visible surfaces used as loci for
sculpture (Figs. 78b & 80b). As at Verona Cathedral, telamon figures are carved at the
front ends of these blocks (Figs. 63a & 82a-b). On the long sides, in groups of threes, set
in the towered-arcade format are the Labors of the Months. On the exterior face of the
south architrave next to the month of May is a partial arch containing an additional
peeking figure, reminiscent of those figures at either end of the Piacentine lintel from the
north portal (Figs. 77a & 18a-b). Again, do these figures represent the artists, who have
literally put themselves in the picture? Surprisingly, on the lower face of the architrave at
San Zeno, the images of lurking dragons recall Nicholaus‘s portal at Piacenza, where
dragons inhabit the inner face of the relieving arch.578
The Corinthian capitals and columns supporting the protiro are not by Nicholaus‘s
workshop. They appear to have been made at the time of the installation of the sculpture
at the end of the twelfth century (Fig. 83b). However, Nicholaus is responsible for the
guardian animal supports in the form of the two large, snarling lions guarding their
prey—the left lion holding a bull‘s head, the right one, a ram.
The portal differs from those at Ferrara and Verona Cathedrals in that it lacks
angled embrasures with alternating colonnettes and jambs, thus the doors are in the same
plane as the wall (Fig. 75b). The lunette is slightly inset. Its format follows that at
Verona Cathedral. The central figure is in hierarchical scale and high relief and similarly
carved from a single block of stone: the bishop saint Zeno is standing on and spearing
through the throat with his crozier a corpulent demon, who holds a hunting horn to his ear
578

These dragons like those Piacenza often go unmentioned in the literature because for years the
accumulation of grime kept them from view. They have been cleaned, and their polychromy (probably,
late like that of the lunette, which, according to Valenzano 1993, 231, dates post-1387) is visible.
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with his right hand and tries to keep the crozier from piercing his throat with his left.
Sixteen pieces of marble comprise the rest of the lunette-shaped area, carved in low
relief. Included within the semi-circular field are not only the troops of Verona, slightly
more than half the height of the central figure, flanking Zeno, but also two bands of
inscription and the faux relieving arch decorated with inhabited rinceaux (Fig. 76). The
block with the saint extends below the edge of the lunette about half-way through the
bisected lintel.579
The same towered-arcade format as used on the lintels at Piacenza and Ferrara
cathedrals is used here on the lintel halves to create a setting for three major miracles
from the Life of St. Zeno. A series of blocks decorated with coffers in which the motifs,
for the most part alternate between flora and fauna, are extended forward of the bisected
lintel to visually form a shelf below. This element projects at about the same depth as the
figure of Zeno, which, as it is not long enough to extend to this level, has necessarily has
been set up on a block. Oddly, capitals have been placed at the ends of this second
nonfunctional lintel shelf. Above is a series of archivolts including one with the doubleax pattern.580
Support for the entire ensemble of lunette, nonfunctional lintels, and archivolts is
provided by the doorframe. Architecturally and stylistically, this element is completely
different from those at Nicholaus‘s portals. It does not consist of two square-section
upright posts with a capital indicating the point of weight-transfer beneath a horizontal
lintel. Rather this lintel is shaped like an upside-down U with short arms resting directly
One‘s first impression is that this block is rectangular but then one realizes that it is cut with a bump at
the top to accommodate the halo.
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Archivolts with double-ax patterns frame the lunettes at Ferrara and Piacenza. The deep, square section
archivolt in the San Zeno portal was frescoed at a later date
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on the posts. No capital separates these. A continuous multi-level ornamental molding
on the inner edge of the frame unites the doorframe elements.
The lintel was designed so that it is extended beyond the associated doorpost on
either side: it also overlaps pair of plaques, each with a telamon, set above a pilaster
embellished with inhabited rinceaux. The vines are configured so as to create on the right
pilaster round fields and on the left pointed ovals to contain decorative motifs—flora on
the right and flora and fauna on the left. The formatting of these pilasters is reminiscent
of those flanking the doorposts at Verona Cathedral,581 but the greater naturalism of the
various elements and the sharp, precise carving distinguishes them from the work
associated with Nicholaus and marks them as of a later date. 582
The most distinctive feature of Nicholaus‘s entranceway at San Zeno is the
historiated relief panels set into the walls flanking the protiro in a manner reminiscent of
the wings on a triptych (Figs. 75a, 84 & 85). These occupy the entire space between the
pilasters and doorframe and the buttresses. When installed they required that an
additional row of molding be added so they would fit properly between the base of the
church and the lower edge of the blind arcade. The square or rectangular blocks
containing the narrative scenes are arranged so as to form two columns on either side.
They are separated and framed by pilasters decorated with both inhabited and uninhabited
rinceaux and variously treated horizontal strips.
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Here the oval-loop design is used on the left pilaster, while the running scroll is on the right— the
reverse of the positions of the pilasters at the duomo.
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This work has at times considered to predate that of Nicholaus at San Zeno; Da Lisca 1956, 60-61; also
Giuseppe Trecca. La facciata della basilica di San Zeno, Verona: Vita Veronese, 1938 (reprint 1968),17,
101. On the other hand, Adolf Boeckler, Die Bronzetüren von Verona, Marburg:Verlag des
Kunstgeschichtlichen Seminars der Universität Marburg, 1931, 55, dated the same doorposts to c. 1400,
the time of the Emilei abbots (1399-1340) on the basis of the painted coats of arms.
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On the south side, are eight panels assigned to the Genesis Master. The upper six
contain scenes from Genesis, and the bottom pair depicts The Hunt of Theodoric (Fig.
84). On the north side, the Guillelmus-signed group of reliefs consists of ten panels
occupying five rows. The top eight (in four rows) accommodate twelve scenes from the
Life of Christ, while those in the bottom row along with the lower extensions of the two
pilasters contain secular subjects, seemingly scenes of court life, including two figures of
noble women and two duels (Fig. 85).

Theories Regarding the Planning and Assemblage of the San Zeno Entranceway
Various explanations have been given to explain why the San Zeno portal is not
recessed and why it lacks the expected alternating colonnettes and jambs. Already in the
late nineteenth century, Zimmermann commented that the sculptural arrangement at San
Zeno was designed to compliment the bronze doors.583 In 1930, Robb insisted that the
doorframe and the accompanying pilasters had belonged to the previous church (the one
for which the original/earliest bronze panels adorning the doors were made).584 This is
not probable, because as Boeckler first pointed out and subsequent scholars concur, the
panels incorporated in the doors actually date from three different periods.585 Boeckler
believed that the protiro was originally a two-storied structure and was converted into a
single-storied structure in the late fourteenth century, at which time the doorframe was
commissioned so as to accommodate a larger pair of doors with additional panels taken
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from another location.586 Boeckler also surmised that the original portal at San Zeno had
splayed sides, thus colonnettes and jambs.587 He does not discuss the sculpture, except to
date the pilasters near the doorframe to the fourteenth century.
Trecca sketched what he envisioned as the appearance of the first facade project
at San Zeno undertaken by Nicholaus, suggesting that certain reliefs now part of the
sculptural ensemble as well as the doors with the bronze panels preceded Nicholaus‘s
work here. 588 Trecca envisions that the original entrance was level with the façade of the
building rather than inset and lacked the projecting porch. He omits the reliefs with
secular subjects from his reconstruction: he believed that the pilasters next to the
doorframe were from the previous project. Da Lisca similarly judged many of the
elements in the entranceway ensemble to be pre-Nicholaus.589 He proposed that a
difference of opinion amongst the monks had necessitated a compromise and the
preservation of the old along with the new.590 Arlsan did not go into detail to explain the
hows and whys of the major changes that he suggests were made at the end of the twelfth
century, when the portal was incorporated into the new façade.591
The two most recent discussions of the creation, the dating, and the installation of
the sculpture adorning the basilica's entranceway propose very different scenarios as to
the dating and installation of Nicholaus‘s sculpture. Calzona proposed that two different
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dates could be associated with the sculpture on the façade.592 Following Quintavalle‘s
redating for the architecture at San Zeno, Calzona dated Nicholaus‘s earliest sculptures,
which he believed to include the Old Testament and New Testament scenes, between
1120 and 1123. He dated the sculptures from the lunette, lintel and architrave to 1138.
Calzona agreed with Simeoni‘s assertion that the figures of the troops included on the
sides of the lunette were intended to celebrate the formation of a communal government
after the death of Count Sambonifacio in 1135. He suggested that the secular scenes at
the bottom of the religious subject matter were originally part of a pontile made by
Nicholaus located inside the church and intended to recall the ongoing battles against sin
and heresy as well as the crusades. According to Calzona, the final form of the ensemble
resulted from its reassemblage c.1200.593 In fact, as most scholars again agree, in the
early 1120s Nicholaus was at work at Piacenza. Not only was he a young artist, not yet
important enough to be granted the privilege of signing his work, but also neither he nor
anyone else working at that time, was skilled or practiced enough to have produced the
finely nuanced sculpture found at San Zeno.
In her 1981 Art Bulletin article, Kain reviewed the earlier literature and then gave
her interpretation of the progression of the sculptural ensemble, assigning the majority of
the work to three different dates—1138, 1150 and 1200—and two distinct installations,
one in 1138 and one around 1200, when the wall relief panels were put into place and the
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In fact, Calzona‘s reconstruction makes no sense whatsoever, particularly as he tries to separate out the
secular scenes from the religious scenes in the wall reliefs. When the secular scenes are removed, the
ensemble of religious scenes on the left is somewhat taller than those on the right. The secular scenes
regularize the vertical measurement. Furthermore, any examination of the decorative sculpture, the
pilasters with the rinceaux on either side, and especially on the left, ―proves‖ that this is the intended
arrangement for these blocks, which are keyed into each other. This is the only solution for the puzzle.
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portal/protiro sculpture took on its present form.594 She surmised that the original portal
was finished and in situ c.1138, and that it had features recalling Nicholaus‘s two other
completed entranceways, including a portal with splayed sides embellished with
moldings representing alternating jambs and colonnettes and the decorated pilasters
beneath the relieving arch and archivolts and a double-storied protiro. The sculptures that
Kain assigned to the original doorway include the portions of the lunette on either side of
the figure of San Zeno, the lintel, the large recumbent lions, and the two protomes of a
ram and a lion, now set above the pilasters that subdivide the Old Testament reliefs
(right) and those same pilasters.595 Kain dated the wall reliefs to the mid-twelfth century,
proposing that they were never intended to be part of the exterior decoration but were
some kind of interior furnishing.596 The remaining sculptural and architectural elements
including the doorframe, the columns and capitals supporting the protiro, the large figure
of San Zeno centered in the portal, the two Saints John, the terminal elements on the
north side, the animal reliefs set between the bases of the pilasters on the north side of the
doorway, the Hand of God in the gable, and the lion and griffin sculptures set into the
south wall of the porch, she associated with a reconstruction of the façade c.1200.
Certain features of the sculpture mitigate against Kain‘s interpretation of the wall
panels as being intended as decorations for the interior of the church. Calzona pointed
out that two inscriptions—Guillelmus‘s signature inscription above the New Testament
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Kain 1981, 368, fig. 17 & 393, fig. 20, are renditions of her versions of the earlier and later
entranceways.
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Kain 1981, 393, fig. 20; Kain 1986, pl. 99. Kain‘s diagrams make her position very clear.

Kain 1981, 371. Kain bases this part of her discussion on Doberer, whom she cites. Doberer proposed
that these were part of a choir screen: E. Doberer, ―Der Lettner, seines Bedeutung und Geschichte,‖
Mitteilung des Gesselschaftfür vergleichende Kunstforschung in Wien, vol. 9, 1956:117-261.
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scenes on the left and that on the border of the Labors of Adam and Eve on the right—
address ―those who enter,‖ clearly identifying these reliefs as part of an entranceway.597

Evidence for a Post-1164 Dating
It is likely that the sculpture included in the entranceway ensemble at San Zeno
was executed after 1164, at a time when the need to establish a sufficiently strong
military force to oppose the policies of the emperor Frederick Barbarossa fostered an
attitude of cooperation among the North Italian city-states.598 This resulted first in the
formation of the Veronese League in 1164, and then in the creation of the Lombard
League in 1167. The subject matter chosen for the sculptures, St. Zeno flanked by the
troops of Verona on the lunette is accompanied by the inscription DAT PRESVL
SIGNVM POPVLO MVNIMINE DIGNVM VEXILLVM ZENO LARGITVR CORE
SERENO [The bishop gives to the people a standard worthy of defense; he gives the
banner with a serene heart].599 The words seem particularly well suited to a moment
when a war of self defense is probable. That moment had occurred by the middle of the
seventh decade of the twelfth century. The image of the troops gathered ready to defend
the city, which can be understood as a belligerent statement—a warning to those
approaching the city via the Roman roads and even to the emperor for whom it served as
a hospice—is emblematic of the goals of the Veronese League.
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below the Labors of Adam and Eve at the top on the right.
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The decision to commission an image set in stone conveying the determination of
the Veronese to remain self-governing and free of imperial domination may reflect the
desires of the newly-formed commune more than those of the monastic community. The
subjects that would seem most likely to appeal to the latter and that may have been first
decided upon include the figure of the saint, his miracles, the Labors of the Months, and
the Biblical scenes as proposed by Calzona.600
Regarding the sequence of production for the sculpture, the historiated lunette and
lintel appear to have been the first decorations produced including the figure of St. Zeno
which was always intended to intersect the lintel. This sculpture is stylistically the most
Nicholesque of the work here, thus dates earlier rather than later in terms of its execution.
Around the same time the other elements that were necessary part for the
portal/protiro were carved including the capitals associated with the upper historiated
lintel, the blocks that form the second pseudo-lintel, the recumbent lions, and the
decorated segmental arches on the front of the protiro. The architraves and the figures of
the Saints John and the Agnus Dei, which were essential parts of what one might call the
original entranceway, would have been carved around the same time. With these
elements completed, the artists could turn their attention to the wall reliefs. By this time
however, at least two new artists were employed on the San Zeno project: the Genesis
Master and Guillelmus. The elegiac tone of the inscription encircling the lunette and the
seemingly commemorative inscription on the background of the Creation of Adam
suggest that Nicholaus was deceased or near death. One must surmise that his original
associates were as vulnerable to time passing as the master; thus a change in workshop
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personnel was to be expected. The presence of a second signature inscription may even
indicate that the workshop no longer exists.601

The Lunette
The depiction of the patron saint of Verona, the bishop/confessor saint Zeno,
in hierarchical scale, standing just in the front of the Veronese troops with their arms
and banners, is not entirely unprecedented in North Italian art (Fig. 76a-b). HulsenEsch calls our attention to the first known image of a bishop-saint, probably St.
Ambrose, giving a banner to a knight, possibly intended to represent the emperor, that
appears in the prayer book of Bishop Arnulph of Milan (B.M. Egerton, 3762, f.
121v), dated c. 1000.602
Zeno does more than bless the troops and give them the banner worthy of
defense. He also stands on a fallen demon, whom he stabs in the gorge with his
crozier.603 The figure is carved in high relief and is nearly two meters high.604 In
accordance with Nicholaus's practice, the saint‘s head is nearly in the round, while his
body seems to have less depth. The figure is posed with his blessing hand held close
601

One is hard-pressed to identify the hand of Guillelmus in the other projects. His work reveals that much
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Andrea Hulsen-Esch, Romanische Skulptur in Oberitalien als Reflex der kommunalen Entwicklung im
12. Jahrhundert: Untersuchungen zu Mailand und Verona, Berlin: Akademie Verlag, 1994, 198-99. The
image appears in the ―Prayer book of Archbishop Arnulph II of Milan,‖ B.M. Egerton. 3763, fol. 121v. at
the end of a prayer for the emperor and opposite the prayer for the blessing of a imperial standard. Lowden
notes that this refers to the ―preparation of the imperial banner:‖ John Lowden, ―Illuminated Books and the
Liturgy: Some Observations,‖ in Objects, Images, and the Word: Art in the Service of the Liturgy, ed. by
Colum Hourihane, Index of Christian Art Occasional Paper, 6 Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2003,
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to the chest, while his left hand, in which he holds the crozier, of which the handle
terminates in a snarling animal head, is firmly set against the background.605 The
figure is not strictly frontal but the entire figure is turned slightly to the right towards
the knights on the background behind him. But the saint bends his head so that he is
perceived of as looking down on and blessing the people entering his church. Carved
on the same block directly behind the saint‘s head is a foliate halo like that behind the
head of the Virgin at the Cathedral of Verona. Two flat narrow moldings that are part
of the adjacent blocks frame the figure and separate it from the background area.
Zeno is portrayed as a slender and well-proportioned man of moderate height.
His face bears some resemblance to those of the troops of the city, also having high
cheekbones, but is more oval and slightly gaunt. He has a strong chin and is
beardless. His lips are full and pursed, thus engaged, rather than drooping from the
effect of gravity. His nose is somewhat long; his rounded eyebrows are raised,
signaling attentiveness. His hair is pulled back behind his ears; however, tight curls
fall on his forehead and are visible beneath his miter. These may be intended to
indicate his African origins.
Zeno is dressed in many layers of carefully detailed garments, including a
gold-colored chasuble with incised jewel trim, the dalmatic, stole, and alb. Two odd
pieces of fabric on his shoulders reveal themselves to be the ties from his miter.
Recent photographs reveal that the miter itself is constructed from a piece of bronze
and was undoubtedly once gilded and inset with gems.606 The lower band of the
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The saint gestures blessing and peace with his frontal right hand, posed identically to the Dextera Dei—
of which there are two above in the gable the protiro and centered in the framing rinceaux.
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miter retains its gilding or has been re-gilded, although the insets for the gems have
darkened. It has also lost its central gem set in a foliate frame. The triangular uppersection of the miter, now with a green patina, has become displaced from the band.
Through the break one can peer at the top of the head of the saint. Whether or not
this is the original miter, it is probable that this figure honoring St. Zeno always had a
metal miter on his head, acting as a kind of crown. Zeno's elegant pointed shoes are
painted gold and ―embroidered‖ with a foliated design, thus as in keeping with the
rest of his sumptuous costume.607
One cannot construct a narrative that explains the presence of the recumbent
or fallen demon, beneath the saint‘s feet, although it is obvious to all that he is the
personification of evil. That he is painted black makes him somewhat difficult to see,
which may account for his being called a dragon or not being mentioned at all in
much of the literature.608 The devil is lying on his side, turned in three-quarter view
so that his chubby body is readily visible. Anatomically, his upper body including his
torso, arms and head are identifiably human; however, he has scales on his hips and
paw-like feet with three long toes (wolf feet?) and a tiny tail referring to his bestial
nature. His head is twisted so that it is in profile. His face registers excruciating pain,
as he seizes the shaft of the bishop‘s crozier with his left hand so as to avoid having
606
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Joachim Poeschke, Aufnahmen Albert Hirmer und Irmgard Ernstmeier-Hirmer, Die Skulptur des
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This figure is often identified as a dragon. Calzona 1985, vol. 2, 458, 462, makes this mistake, even
though, his illustration on p. 483 clearly reveals that this is a demon. Arslan 1943, 93, calls the figure
beneath Zeno‘s feet a dragon.
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his throat pierced. His unkempt hair streams out in rays around his head in a manner
reminiscent of that of the ox-cart driver beneath the griffins at Ferrara and Verona
Cathedrals. The devil holds a horn in his right hand and holds the broader end to his
ear, as if he is listening for something. In the image of The Hunt of Theodoric, the
king seems to be blowing a horn (Fig. 84). Dare I suggest that the devil has heard the
wail of Theodoric‘s horn, indicating that the king has begun the last hunt of his
earthly life?609
Flanking St. Zeno are the troops, carrying banners and wearing combat gear.
Their positioning indicates that they are congregating around the bishop, most likely
to have their flags blessed before going to battle as stated in the inscription. To St.
Zeno‘s right are nine pedites—four behind and five in the front, who are positioned
on the edge of the lunette, just above the bead and reel border. The figure at the outer
edge of the composition takes a large step the next two seem to stand on their toes
with the legs parallel and the two closest to the saint stand still. Above the heads of
the pedites is a large banner with a cross held by the soldier closest to the saint, who
is also the only figure in this group to carry a kite shield.610
The foot soldiers are variously outfitted. They all seem to wear the same type
of peaked helmet, with the exception of the last figure in the front row whose helmet
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The horn is not mentioned in the literature on the topic, because it was not visible in earlier photographs.
Is Zeno somehow then intervening on behalf of Theodoric? The implied connection between the saint
standing on the devil and The Hunt of Theodoric demonstrates the careful planning that went into this
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is rounded. Most are clothed in short tunics, leggings and wear short boots or slip-on
shoes. The figure on the far left in the front row holds a quiver and a bow; the next
holds a short sword; the third rests a lance on the ground. Only the two figures
closest to Saint Zeno, top row and bottom row, wear waist-length suits of mail over
their tunics. As is typical in Nicholaus‘s work, the forms of the body beneath the
clothing are revealed by pulling the fabric to the side. Charmingly, the soldier with
the bow catches his gown with the quiver in his hand! The tip of a sword appears at
the right edge of the field activating empty space.
The artist is sensitive to creating a sense of activity in what could be a very
static scene. The positioning of each head is the front row is different. The soldier
farthest from the saint looks in his direction; the second looks straight forward at us;
the third looks back at the first. The fourth glances towards the viewer, while the
only the fifth in profile looks directly at the saint. In the background, the tips of
lances just above the flag imply the presence of more armed men. Concurrently, they
create a two-dimensional pattern on the background area, closing the space and
suggesting a wall rather than an open space behind the figures.
On the right side, overlapping each other, are four knights, all with shields and
helmets, mounted on various colored steeds, most of whose hooves (eleven out of the
sixteen are shown), are set on a the ledge formed by the beveled edge of the block.
This slight recess in the foreground again emphasizes that the wall is solid and dispels
any perception of illusionistic space. As on the left side of the lunette, multiple lances
fan out across the background.
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The first knight on horseback is the only figure who is fully visible. He is
seated in profile holding his kite shield on his left side. His sheathed sword is visible
beneath his shield with its cross charge. He holds a lance in his right hand, from
which a banner unfurls. The knight‘s head is in three-quarter view and the solid
round helmet on his head has a protective veil of mail covering the back of his head,
chin and neck. He wears a shirt of mail over his short tunic. His left foot in the
stirrup is visibly tense and correctly placed with his heel down. His shoe has a
dropped toe and two peg-like structures on the bottom, indicating that it has been
engineered to stay in the stirrup, while the knight has engaged his lance during battle.
A spur appears on the back of the shoe. The second rider is dressed in the same
helmet/mail combination, but his face is now in profile. Only the faces of the next
two figures, also in profile, can be seen. All of the knights hold kite shields on their
left sides. The last of the horsemen like the first holds a banner.
The four horses are overlapped. As is to be expected only the foremost is seen in
its entirety; but the profile view of the second includes his head with the eye and chest.
We see the outer edge of the head of the final horse, but only the muzzle of the third.
The curves of the back of all are indicated. Three pairs of front legs, two in a gallop
pose and one as if walking, are shown; two and a half pairs of rear legs appear here.
The horses share a single tail. The first horse is now painted white, the second brown,
and the third red, and the fourth again white. 611
Of interest, is that the horses and their trappings have been rendered with
much more attention to detail than ever before. The horses are now depicted as shod,
and the horseshoe nails are visible. While their bridles are nearly identical to those on
611
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the animals on the Verona Cathedral lunette, at San Zeno the leather straps over the
horses‘ heads are decorated rather than plain, and the reins are bejeweled as well.
Martingales hung with medallions are hung across the animals‘ chests. Finally, the
saddle blankets are decorated with a leaf pattern duplicating that used on the cathedral
lunette in the Adoration of the Magi.
The scene is framed by a series of overlapping oval leaves, now painted gold,
pointing outwards as at Verona Cathedral. The following narrow section of flat molding
contains the text explaining that Zeno with a serene heart is giving the banner worthy of
defense. Next, still physically part of the fabricated lunette here is a wide band
configured with inhabited rinceaux, reminiscent of the relieving arches on Nicholaus‘s
other entranceways. Now the vine is painted gold and emanates from a crown-like
object held by a youthful, clothed kneeling figure on the left and from the mouth of a
wyvern on the right. Animals and foliate elements alternate in the spirals: on the left are
a dog, a stag and a dragon; on the right a bird, then two dogs. The Dextera Dei at the
apex of the arch, is in a plain circular frame with the terminal tendrils of the vines on
either side twisting through it. A second band of flat molding, which is much broader
than its inner counterpart, contains the long signature inscription written in letters at least
twice as large as those describing the action in the scene. A plain, rather deep archivolt
above acts as the relieving arch for the lunette.

The Lintel
Three miracles from the Vita of the saint, written by Coronatus notarius c.800, are
depicted on the lintel. The chronological sequence in the legend is as follows: the
Miracle of the Peasant and the Possessed Oxen, the Miracle of the Purloined Fish, the
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Exorcism of the Emperor Gallienus‘s Daughter, and the Emperor Giving His Crown to
the Saint. We read from left to right thus the order has been reversed on the lintel: the
scene of the Emperor rewarding Zeno for having exorcised his daughter appears first at
the far left. Short leonine verses along the top of the blocks, above a row of upward
pointing laurel leaves accompany each scene, adding information or commentary.
The lintel has been subdivided by eight arches—four per side on either side of the
bishop-saint—with crenellated towers set between them and towers with gabled roofs at
the ends. The arches themselves have been decorated by pearling alternating with bead
and reel on the inner edge and are supported by highly decorated Corinthian capitals and
columns.
To the right of the figure of St. Zeno occupying all four arches is the first miracle
discussed in the Vita: St. Zeno banishes the devil so as to save the life of a peasant whose
cart is about to be pulled into the Adige by his possessed oxen. The scene reads from left
to right. In the first arch, St. Zeno, tonsured and bearded so as to indicate his status as a
monk and also wearing a bejeweled chasuble appropriate to his rank as bishop, is shown
seated on a boulder, fishing rod in hand. His line dangles in the water where he has already
caught a big fish. The saint holds his fishing rod in left hand, and with his right hand he
makes a gesture of blessing as if to say ―Satan be gone.‖ This vignette memorializes Zeno‘s
favorite pastime, fishing, which is fraught with Christian connections: Zeno is understood
not only to have baptized the people of Verona but also to have converted many from
Arianism to orthodoxy.612

Mark 1:17: ―And Jesus said to them: Come after me, and I will make you to become fishers of men.‖
Here Christ speaks to Simon and Andrew.
612
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Framed in the second arch are the large fish on the hook that Zeno is about to
reel in, a small fish swimming in the water, and a standing demon, who shimmies
around the column. This devil might best be described as the scrawny brother of the one
immobilized beneath the feet of the saint on the lunette. He has the same human face,
wolf-paw feet, scales on hips and thighs, tiny tail, and flame-like hair. He stands on top
of the water, turning his body towards the right and twisting his head all the way to the
left so it is in profile to look back at St. Zeno at whom he gestures as if to say ―What do
you expect?‖ Reaching behind the third column, he grabs the horn of one of the pair of
oxen, which occupy the entire third arch, in an attempt to drag them into the river. The
front hooves of the animals just touch the surface of the river. In the final arch, the
peasant, clutching his staff, leans backward in the cart. We are to understand that except
for Zeno‘s intervention, this innocent would have pulled into and drowned in the Adige.
On the upper edge of the lintel, the rhymed verse describes the action: ZENO
PISCATUR. VIR STAT. DEMONQUE FUGATUR. [Zeno fishes, the man stands, and
the devil flees.] The artist has limited himself to the dramatic moments in the first part
of the story: we must imagine that the devil flees.
The scenes in the left half of the lintel relate to the Miracle of the Purloined Fish and
Zeno‘s exorcism of the daughter of the emperor Gallienus. These scenes must be read from
right to left if the sequence is to be correct.613 According to the Vita, Gallienus sends his
messengers to Verona to summon Zeno to the court to cure his possessed daughter. The
legates encountered the bishop Zeno, while he was fishing, and as a favor to them, he gives
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them three fish for their dinner. The greedy men steal a fourth fish from the saint, thinking
he will not notice. But when they go to boil the fish, the fourth fish does not die. Only
when the messengers go to the saint to confess their misdeed is the natural order of things
restored. This lesson in moral behavior demonstrating the benefit of confession is easily
understood.
On the lintel in the arch on the far right, just to the left of the standing saint‘s feet,
are the two standing messengers, both with short hair, clean-shaven and clothed in short
tunics and shod. The first messenger, facing forward, holds the three fish which were the
gift of the saint, strung together on a piece of line. His companion, carrying the stolen fish
under his arm, looks back as if to see if the saint has noticed the misdeed. The following
arch shows a large kettle set over a blazing fire with the fish-that-will-not-die hovering
above the boiling pot. The rhymed inscriptions for these scenes read PISCES LEGATIS.
TRES DAT BONITAS SUA GRATIS. [His Grace gives three fishes to the legates free.]
The next scene shows the Zeno performing the exorcism. A tiny, fat, winged-demon
flies from the mouth of the princess through the top of the arch. Finally, in the last scene,
which is often misread, the king portrayed standing and wearing a short tunic and a cloak,
rewards the saint dressed in his bishop‘s reglia by handing him his crown.614 The
inscription, REX GALLIENUS ZENO QUERIT ANELUS, is often translated as ―King
Gallienus is anxiously looking for Zeno‖ omitting anelus which refers to a ring. I prefer that
the word querit be considered a form of quaerere (quaerit), which can be translated as ―to
obtain.‖ The translation then becomes ―King Gallienus obtains a ring for Zeno.‖ That

Porter identifies this scene incorrectly as ―Zeno is sought by a legate of Gallienus:‖ Porter 1917, vol. 3,
533. Kain follows this description: Kain, 1986, 173.
614
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anelus is used here rather corona implies that a this image refers to the investiture ceremony
which for years had included the bestowal of royal regalia included a ring.615
The reversal of the sequence of scenes from that in the Vita is best explained by
presuming that what is now the first scene showing a king offering his crown to the saint
was the most important scene in the sequence so far as the monks at San Zeno were
concerned. This image seems to demonstrate the king/emperor‘s fiscal support is due St.
Zeno and by extension, those who follow in his footsteps as the abbots of San Zeno and, I
suspect, also the bishops of Verona.616 A similar scene from the Life of San Geminianus
on the Porta dei Principi at Modena, depicts the saint receiving a book and a chalice with
its paten from the emperor and empress (Fig. 12b). The accompanying inscription reads
DONA CAPIT REGIS CALICE(M) CU(M) CODICE LEGIS. [He takes the gifts from
the king, a chalice and book of laws.] On the Modenese lintel the emperor and the saint
are about the same height, while at San Zeno the king is noticeably shorter than the
saint.617 Is Nicholaus employing a subtle version of hierarchical scale?
At either end of the lintel, just beneath the square cross-section archivolt which
forms the relieving arch is a large Corinthian capital. Undoubtedly, these were intended to
be placed on top of the doorposts in the original portal.618
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The State of the Lintel
Several aspects of the configuration of the lintel and the lunette make it clear that the
historiated lintel here was intentionally divided into two parts, and the figure of St. Zeno
designed to bisect it. First, not only does the figure of St. Zeno trampling on the devil
extend beyond the boundaries of the lunette, but also examination of the lintel reveals the
raised frames along the edges of the scenes to the left and right of this demon. These
provide clear evidence that the lintel was designed to fit around something beneath the
figure of Zeno. Second, the last word gratis in the inscription related to the Miracle of the
Purloined Fish, has been inserted on the block containing the saint next to his right
foot.619 Most likely, that it was intended that a trumeau would be set beneath this figure
to provide support both for the sculpture and the divided lintel and as a means of
communication for the worshipper.620
Unfortunately, now there are breaks at either end of the lintel that compromise its
integrity. When these breaks occurred cannot be precisely determined, but obviously,
once broken, it was no longer functional as a support for the lunette above. It would have
been necessary to create a new structure that could support the entire lintel and the
lunette, namely the present continuous doorframe.621
The row of decorative sculpture beneath this, inserted between the historiated
lintel and the supporting doorframe, is also the work of Nicholaus. This lintel-shelf is
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Calzona 1985, vol. 2, 461, also makes this observation. Kain 1981, 367-68, bases her argument that this
figure dates from c.1200 on her belief that the lintel was originally monolithic.
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A trumeau, which the faithful could touch, with the sympathetic image of the saint at the top, would
seem to have allowed the believer to physically experience a connection with the saint himself. It is
probable that the first set of ―bronze doors‖ was intended to be incorporated in the original portal.
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A straight cut goes through the figure of St Zeno in the first scene on the left. A more jagged break goes
through the bodies of the oxen on the right.
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composed of several separate blocks of stone that are set forward so that the fronts of the
blocks are aligned with the doorframe. The coffers decorating these contain familiar
floral and foliate motifs as well as animals denoting the hunt, stags, dogs and rabbits,
common subjects in Nicholaus‘s work. At either end, in line with the acanthus capitals
set above them, are blocks of double-row acanthus leaves that extend beneath the
architraves supporting the protiro, abutting the cornice at the top of the wall panels (Fig.
77c). A plausible explanation as to the intended location for these blocks was offered by
Boeckler then repeated by Kain: both suggest these were originally intended to be set at
the top of the lower story of a double-storied protiro.622 Perhaps, when it was decided
that the porch would be single-storied and the height of the protiro slightly raised, it was
also decided that the blocks could be used to create a shelf on top of the doorframe the
depth of which was the same as the projection of the figure of the saint and the nownecessary supporting block beneath.623

The Archivolts
Fewer archivolts appear at San Zeno than at Verona and Ferrara Cathedrals.
Structurally a necessity, they form a relieving arch above the lunette and the doorway.
Aesthetically, they visually separate the lunette from the ceiling of the projecting porch and
the lunette (Fig. 82c). There are four archivolts here, but only two bear the weight of the
wall above. The innermost of the weight-bearing archivolts is formed of deep rectangularcross-section blocks, and the second is embellished with a double-ax design punctuated with
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This shelf impedes the view of the Life of St. Zeno.
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drill holes. Both rest on the two capitals, identified as by the Nicholaus workshop, set at the
ends of the lintel depicting the Life of St. Zeno.
Boeckler, who believed that the entire portal was reconfigured in the early fifteenth
century, suggested that the deep rectangular-section archivolt replaced two or three narrower
archivolts from an earlier portal, but this observation although once compelling no longer
seems accurate.624 The depth of this archivolt and that of double-ax motif archivolt next to
them is just sufficient to create a niche framing the figure of St. Zeno. Also suggesting that
these were part of the original project date are the additional bands of decorations set at the
connecting joints.625 As at Ferrara Cathedral on the inner edge of the rectangular molding is
a row of tiny, inward-pointed laurel leaves and on the outer edge, a row of pearling. The
Ferrara portal also incorporates rectilinear framing elements that are slightly wider than the
round ones with which they alternate but not as deep as the San Zeno example (Figs. 42 &
76a).
The two additional archivolts, set into the vault of the protiro rather than the
wall, seem to have been conceived of as a finishing touch rather than an essential
architectural element. Innermost and difficult to see is a rectilinear molding painted
with green, white and brown stripes and a rounded edge, which is followed by a roundsection archivolt with spiraling red, black, green and blue stripes. The final element, of
which only remnants are left, appears to have been a black line or a shallow molding
painted black.
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Boeckler 1931, 59.

The present polychromy on the archivolts does not seem to date from the c.1200 installation, rather it
dates from the era of the Emilian abbots (1399-1430).
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The archivolt arrangement here seems to be as intended: it has not been redone
since the c.1200 installation. It can best be described as a necessary compromise. Once
it had been decided that wall reliefs would be part of the decorative ensemble, their
widths and those for the protiro and portal had to be decided upon. At this time it may
have been decided to omit the splayed embrasures adorned with colonnettes and jambs
from this ensemble in order to maximize the size of the wall reliefs. Given the width of
lunette, which may have already been finished, and this new configuration, also meant
that there was less space available for archivolts.
The lintel depicting the Life of St. Zeno seems planned to have extended the fullwidth of the lunette and rest on doorposts capped by Corinthian capitals now set at its
sides. (This reconstruction still supposes a trumeau beneath the figure of St. Zeno.) The
two inner archivolts, which now are set directly on the Corinthian capitals, are assumed
to have rested on top of a jamb and colonnette as at the Piacentine side portals (Fig.
22a). The entire ensemble here is recessed so that it is behind the wall level.
At San Zeno, when it decided that the doorframe would be in line with the
exterior wall, the entire lunette was brought forward. The lintel-shelf was then
constructed, and the historiated capitals set on top of it to accommodate the archivolts of
which at least one was probably replaced or modified. It was necessary to remove the
lower edge of the capitals and trim the sides of the historiated lintel so they would fit.626
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There may have also been problems in obtaining sufficiently long pieces of stone for a lintel. This lintel
seems to be exactly as it always was, meaning in two parts. The original plan underwent many
modifications before the final decisions were made regarding its installation. Calzona 1985, vol. 2, 461,
suggests that the original lintel has been cut apart and reused, but the evidence is otherwise.
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The Doorframe and Pilasters
Boeckler suggested that the present entranceway was reconfigured at the beginning
of the fifteenth century, when it was decided to combine the bronze panels found at another
location (unknown) with the bronze panels already in place here.627 However, it can be
argued that the doorframe was made in the late twelfth or early thirteenth century.628 It is
not an unicum: the doorposts and lintel of the south portal at Verona Cathedral are similarly
configured so as to appear as one-piece continuous doorframe (Figs. 74 a-b). Again the
inner edge, here chamfered, is embellished with multiple moldings (Fig. 74). Nicholaus‘s
borrowing from the corrente comasca has already been noted.
The pilasters set at the sides of the doorways at San Zeno cannot be included among
the late work of the Nicholaus workshop but must be assigned to another artist. Kain
suggested that the pilasters of the doorway be associated with Adamino di San Giorgio, as
they bear some similarity to the reliefs on the raking cornice at the tops of the side aisle
walls.629 Whether or not these were executed by Adamino, there is no doubt that these are
among the elements executed towards the end of the project.630 While it seems odd that the
pilasters and the accompanying plaques with the telamones are keyed into the doorframe
and below the architraves of projecting porch, which they are expected to abut, a relatively
straight-forward explanation may be offered for this arrangement.
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Boeckler 1931, 55.
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Kain 1981, 374. Arslan 1939, 194, wrote that there were other late examples of this type of frame in
Verona but does not specify where.
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Kain 1981, 365-66. Certainly, there are enough similarities to suggest that these rinceaux be dated to
around the same time, the first decade of the thirteenth century. For a different opinion in which the raking
cornices are assigned to Nicholaus and dated 1138, see Calzona, 1985, vol.2, 453.
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Kain 1981, 366, notes that from the inside of San Zeno, the western wall appears to be in its original state.630
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What is obvious is that the final decisions regarding the placement of the sculpture
in terms of its vertical placement were made at the time of the actual assemblage of the
façade. Only when it was determined where the lunette and the accompanying lintel would
be located could one determine the dimensions of the doorframe, which had to be sized so as
to fill in any empty space between the wall sculpture and the doors. That there may have
been some thought of putting the lunette, lintel, and protiro at a lower level is suggested by
the height of the adjacent pilasters and the blocks with telamones that one would expect to
have been directly beneath architraves. Once it was decided to raise the lunette and lintel
and the protiro so that they would sit at the level of the blind arcading on the façade, a
change in design was required. Thus, the pilasters and telamones are keyed in beneath the
lintel of the new doorframe as part of its support structure and do not abut the architraves.

The Protiro
After the lunette and lintel had been completed, it seems that the artists turned their
attention to the protiro, which can be considered the second most essential part of the
entranceway (Figs. 81a-c & 82a-c). At San Zeno, despite abandoning the second story,
Nicholaus duplicates many features of both the Ferrara and Verona Cathedral protiri.
Striped masonry is used at all the protiri. All make use of fearsome supporting animals,
telamones, the two Saints John set above leafy corbels, the Agnus Dei on the keystone, the
segmented arches decorated with animal and foliate elements in coffers at the front of the
barrel vault. Sculptors trained in the Nicholaus workshop are responsible for the Labors of
the Months on the sides of the architraves and the dragons lurking beneath. Sculptural
panels were already inset in the side walls of the Verona Cathedral protiro, setting a
precedent for the inclusion of the panels with the extraordinary griffin and lion here, but
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these like the doorframe seem to have executed late in the twelfth century and not by a
member of Nicholaus‘s original workshop.
Several other finishing touches to the San Zeno protiro were executed by artists who
had no connection with Nicholaus. These include the lengthy inscriptions by the two Saints
John, the Dextera Dei and its surrounding inscription, the decorative sculpture associated
with the raking cornices, the supporting columns and the allied capitals.631 These were
probably added around 1200, at which time the Wheel of Fortune window was completed
and ready to be inserted into the façade.

The Recumbent Lion Supports
The recumbent lion supports are very similar to those from the western portal of
Ferrara Cathedral, in terms of their demeanor and the prey that they hold in their paws.
Interestingly, the lions have been switched in position so that the one on the right now holds
the bull‘s head and that on the left the ram. Despite their deterioration, they are very
obviously work done in the Nicholaus workshop.

The Architraves
The San Zeno architraves are more extensively carved than those of Nicholaus‘s
other projects (Figs. 77-80). For the first time, every visible surface contains sculpture.
The telamones sculpted on the fronts of the architraves are closely related to those at
Verona Cathedral (Figs. 66a-b & 82a-b). However, modifications in the expressions of
the figures and the treatment of the drapery indicate that this is not the work of the same
artist. The faces of the figures at San Zeno are less animated, and the drapery is carved
631

Kain 1981, 370-71, assigns these to a later date. Valenzano 1993, 231-33, asserts that the inscriptions
associated with the figures of the two Saints John and the Dextera Dei can be associated with Nicholaus‘s
work on previous projects, thus supporting a earlier date for these.
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using numerous ridges as well as grooves. Nonetheless, this artist produces work of
exceptionally high quality and stylistically late in terms of the workshop production.
The subject of the Labors of the Months is new to Nicholaus's repertoire. It does
appear on the doorposts of the earlier portals at San Giorgio in Argenta and Porta della
Pescharia at Modena Cathedral, but Nicholaus‘s version is clearly not dependent on
either of these. The architraves are subdivided into fields by arcading with towers: each
arch houses a single human figure performing an activity associated with a particular
month. In all cases, the figures stand on a narrow ledge with their heads or other
compositional elements overlapping the arches so as to visually preserve the sense of the
solidity of the wall. The year is divided into three-month groups corresponding to the
four seasons—one group per side of the architraves.
The cycle begins in spring, depicted on the outer side of the right (south)
architrave (Fig. 77a). First is MARCIUS, personified as a wind god with flaming hair
blowing a pair of horns. Noble, youthful APRILIS wears a mantle and holds flowers in
his hands. MADIUS is a warrior on horseback.632 On the inner face of this architrave
associated with summer are, from the outer edge to the doorframe, JUNIUS, a barefoot
peasant in a short tunic, holding a basket, who climbs a tree laden with fruit; JULIUS,
sporting a peaked hat to keep the sun off of his face, who cuts a bundle of wheat with a
scythe; and AUGUSTUS, a cooper also with hat and wearing tights, who is making a
barrel (Fig. 78a). At the front of this architrave the youthful telamon with a very long
skirt, squats with his legs set parallel (Fig. 82b). Gandolfo has identified this telamon as
the personification of Dies.633 On the lower face of the architrave, the dragon-who-lurks
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At the Pieve di San Giorgio in Argenta, March is depicted as a knight, and April as a horn blower.
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has his two feet arranged to suggest that he is creeping along. He has a double-twist
serpent‘s tail and two wings, which are both visible, a long serpentine neck and a wolf‘s
head with oval ears and a goat beard. A curious item dangles from his mouth. Are these
the unidentifiable remains of an unlucky victim?
The tasks of autumn are shown on the inner face of the left (north) architrave
(Fig.79a). A busy, barefoot SEPTEMBER uses his right hand to balance the basket of
grapes on his shoulder, picks grapes with his left hand, and crushes the grapes in the vat
with his left foot. Barefoot OCTVBER, a hat on his head, uses a staff to knock acorns
from a tree to fatten two greedy hogs. NOVEMBER, now wearing boots, slaughters one
pig; another is already hung up to age.
On the outer face of this architrave are the winter scenes (Fig. 80a).
DECEMBER‘s peasant is shod and marches home carrying his ax with his left hand and
a bundle of wood on his right shoulder. Next, JANVARIVS, a bearded, noble gentleman
wearing a stocking hat and long gown, is shown seated on a carefully carved chair,
warming himself in front of a fire. FEBRVARIVS appears dressed in a short tunic and
with little boots, trimming the grape vines. At the end of this architrave is the elderly
telamon representing Annus (Fig. 82a). The dragon beneath this architrave differs from
that on the other side and might be termed a goat-dragon. He lacks scales and has a
single twist in his tail but also sports wings, hooves, and very long horns.
The artist responsible for these scenes is one of the more talented members of
Nicholaus‘s workshop. The bodies of the figures here are well-proportioned and their
musculature is convincingly handled. The figures are shown conducting all sorts of
activities. Their position is varied: some are shown in frontal or profile view; others, in
633
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three-quarter; or in a combination of the two. Heads are still large in comparison to the
body, but foreheads are higher than before and there is a sense of fleshiness lacking in
most of the earlier work, which is especially evident if these are compared to the figures
in the Life of Christ reliefs on the lintel at Ferrara Cathedral (Fig. 49). Some of the
figures such as November, January, and February, might even be termed handsome
(Fig.79a).
The drapery follows familiar organizational patterns, with clusters of folds swept
to the side so that the body is revealed. However, a change in technique, resulting in a
greater variety in the ridges, which are used to indicate folds in fabric and the frequent
omission of the grooved line along the sides of these, gives the drapery a ―life of its own‖
and add to the sense of an independent body beneath. The influence of Byzantine art is
obvious here in several of the nested-Vs or teardrop shapes or stylized versions of
classical patterns.
In contrast to the decorated arches framing the life of the saint on the lintel, these
arches are completely unadorned with a flat outer and a curved interior molding, identical
to those over the Saints John at Verona Cathedral. When executing the towers, the artist
removed the stone on either side of this structure as was done at Piacenza and Ferrara
cathedrals: the top of the arch is in contact with a flat band molding that edges the lintel
(Figs. 22 & 49). At San Zeno, a medium-wide concave molding terminates with a
narrow banded edge that the tops of the arches and towers touch. The visual effect is
more elegant than before as we admire the layered effect of the careful carving.
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Some of the arches on the architraves, like those on the lintel, appear to be ovoid
rather than completely semicircular.634 All of the Corinthian-inspired capitals and the
decorated columns are similar to each other, but are squat when compared with those
associated with the arcades on the lintels at Piacenza and Ferrara. In the space between
July and August, the artist experiments with the corner view of a tower, which is
reminiscent to the first tower in the arcade at Piacenza (Figs.78a & 22b). However, the
treatment of capitals and columns is more varied than in the earlier examples, and great
attention has been given to the carving of details. New here at San Zeno is the
undercutting of the border of the lintel, which creates a concave molding that runs
between the arches and behind the towers, subtly linking the fields.
In terms of the actual carving of the figures, the sculptures on the lintel and
architrave, such as the carter in the Miracle of the Possessed Oxen and the figure of
December, are related, especially in the handling of heads and the positioning of the body
(Figs. 76 & 79). But the generally slightly more controlled handling that results in more
attractive figures on the architrave than on the lintel suggests that this work is by two
different but identically trained artists.635

The Saint Johns and Agnus Dei
Set into the spandrels at the sides of the barrel vault of the protiro are the familiar
figures of the two Saints John (Fig. 81a-b). At 1.5 meters in height, they are among the
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largest figures executed by the Nicholaus group.636 Like the other Saints John, these look
down at the visitor. The Baptist holds a scroll with the familiar HECCE AGNUS DEI
written it, while pointing with his right hand to the lamb itself. For the first time, John
the Evangelist‘s book is open and appropriately reads IN PRINCIPO ERAT VERBUM.
Stylistically, these are among masterpieces of the workshop. The artist has managed to
combine the gravitas conveyed by the figures at Ferrara with the grace of those at Verona
Cathedral creating two exceptionally appealing sculptures (Figs. 46, 47 & 67a-b).
As at Verona Cathedral, the attractiveness results from slight changes in the
proportions of the face and the handling of the features. The bodies and drapery are more
naturalistic and less stylized than before. More convincingly rendered although looking
back to the John the Baptist figure at Ferrara Cathedral is the bent-knee posture of the
Evangelist, who seems to push his body against the wall (Figs. 47a,c & 81a). The sharp
V-folds in the drapery of the Baptist are similar to those in the angel of Mathew at
Verona Cathedral (Fig. 29b & 69b).
The small arches, which were carved above the figures of the two Saints John at
Verona Cathedral as a means of suggesting that they stand in niches carved into the wall,
are not used here. Also the more delicate four-leaf corbel arrangement has been forgone
for a single leaf corbel as at Ferrara possibly because of spatial limitations.
In order to insure that all of the pieces for the protiro fit properly, it seems likely
that the segmented arcs carved from rosso Veronese that form the frontal arch along with
the rest of the blocks for the façade of the protiro were produced around the same time as
the spandrel figures. As at Verona Cathedral sunken coffers alternate with uncarved
636
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trapezoidal-shaped surface spaces giving the impression of voussoirs, and alternating with
rosettes are various animal or monster motifs. A rabbit, dragon, sphinx, merman, a dog and
a quadruped are identifiable amongst the fauna.637 The Agnus Dei is nearly identical to
those used on keystones from Piacenza forward.

The Lion and Griffin Panels
While the remaining elements associated with the façade of the protiro are not by
Nicholaus and his immediate workshop, as will be discussed below, the rectangular plaques
with a confronted griffin and lion executed in moderately high relief are superb examples of
work by artists trained in the workshop (Fig. 83a,c). Both animals are portrayed in profile:
the rear legs are arranged to give the impression that the animal is walking. The griffin
holds a large severed human head seen in profile with the claws of its left paw. The lion has
a human leg in its toothy open mouth and toys with it with his right paw. Careful attention
is given to details such as ribs, fur, and musculature. Amusingly, while the lion‘s S-shaped
tail ends in a tuft of fur, the griffin‘s, shaped like a reverse-S, has a leaf as the terminus.
Both animals are strongly animated and seem to snarl at each other.
This combination of animals is familiar from the bases of the columns at the Sagra
di San Michele, and from the protiro supports at the Porta dei Mesi and Verona Cathedral.
There is no answer as to why they are set into the wall here. Similar blocks with figures of
beasts on them also in very high relief are inserted amongst the wall reliefs at San
Giovanni in Venere (Fig. 87a-b). These figures can all be designated late works by the
sculptors trained in the Nicholaus workshop.638
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Late Additions to the Protiro
There appears to have been a time gap between the production of the initial
elements that make up the protiro and its installation in the façade of the building, with
the result that several of the elements associated with this protiro can be assigned to a
later c. 1200 date. Paleography is very helpful in establishing this later dating. For
example, the lettering in the long inscriptions associated with the two Saints John and the
Dextera Dei resembles that on the hub of the Wheel of Fortune not that over the
lunette.639
The language of these inscriptions is very elevated. Valenzano associated the
poetic, ASTRA PETENS ALES BIBIT ALTA FLVENTA JOH(ANNE)S PECTORE DE
XPI GVSTANS ARCHANA MAGISTRI [John, mounting like a bird to the stars, drinks the
heavenly draught, tasting from the breast of Christ the secrets of the master] with a titulus by
Rabanus Maurus and verses in Ovid.640 Also associated with Rabanus Maurus is the
inscription next to the Baptist: SENSIT PR[EDI]XIT MONSTAVIT GVRGITE TINXIT.641
[He heard, he saw, he preached, he baptized.] Above the Lamb of God is the familiar,
AGNVS EST CVNCTI QVI/ TOLLIT CRIMINA MVNDI.
At the apex of the protiro, the Hand of God is displayed in a kind of sunken relief.
It is surrounded by a circle of raised drill-hole punctuated acanthus leaves and this is
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encircled by an inscription using radiating letters at wall level (Fig. 81c). Nicholaus and his
patrons seem to have favored this image designating blessing and the presence of God. An
earlier example of the Dextera Dei appears on the tympanum above the right doorway at
Ferrara Cathedral. At San Zeno, the Hand of God is also in the center medallion of the
rinceaux, framing the lunette. The inscription clarifies the purpose of this symbol:
DEXTERA DEI GENTES BENEFICAT SACRA PETENTES. [The sacred Hand of God
blesses the searching people.]
Kain proposed that the Dextera Dei was executed by an unknown artist with no
direct connection to Nicholaus‘s workshop around 1200. 642 Valenzano suggested that this
hand be associated with Nicholaus‘s immediate workshop on the basis of what she
considered to be similarities in the lettering here and at the cathedral.643 Better photographs
suggest that the lettering in fact is very dissimilar. In fact, none of the inscriptions
associated with Nicholaus‘s sculpture have the quality of this lettering.
Finally, the capitals and columns supporting the protiro are stylistically very
different from those used at any of Nicholaus. These elements seem to have been
commissioned when it was decided to include a raised porch as part of the San Zeno
entranceway. The unadorned, tapering columns with slight entasis can be no earlier than the
end of the twefth century. Boeckler noted that the fully classicizing capitals with their
somewhat linear treatment of the acanthus leaf are similar to those on the north apsidiole at
San Fermo Maggiore in Verona, dated to the early thirteenth century.644
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The decision to raise the protiro to the level of the blind arcading required a raised
porch which together with the slender columns creates a sense of this structure and the
church itself as rising, rather than static and solidly set on the ground. The multiple
pilasters, the quoins and buttresses all visually support a sense of buoyancy and enliven the
wall. Similarly, the large Wheel of Fortune window installed at the same time also
contributes strongly to this dynamic quality and supports the thesis that the changes in the
protiro and portal were devised so as to enhance the finished appearance of the frontispiece.

The Wall Reliefs
The monks at the abbey of San Zeno seem to have wanted the sculptures
associated with the entranceway of their church to both celebrate the patron saint of
Verona and convey the basic beliefs of the Christian religion functioning as a kind of
abbreviated Biblia pauperum, summarizing the essential narratives and beliefs of the
Christian faith. That the wall panels were executed after the elements for the
portal/protiro were finished may have had to do with funding, which was always an
issue at the abbey.645 It seems that the components for the two sets, north and south,
were executed consecutively rather than concurrently (Figs. 84 & 85).
The reliefs on the south side, or right, of the protiro are the work of an artist,
the Genesis Master, who was enthralled by the Byzantine-inspired drapery patterns
used in certain sculptures and even more so by the classicizing components that could
be exploited to create a sense of an idealized naturalism. On the other hand, the
majority of the sculpture associated with the New Testament scenes on the left or
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so many medieval churches is a history of constant improvement.
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north side is the work of the artist, Guillelmus, eschews the Byzantine in favor of
classical designs hence a realistic approach. At times his work has a quality
reminiscent of the sculpture on the south portal of the west façade of Chartres
Cathedral.
Theories that the sculptures with secular subject matter in the bottom rows on
each side were added at a later date and were originally part of a tomb or church
furnishing as Calzona, Kain, and others have proposed lack credibility.646 The
physical evidence proves that these sculptures are arranged exactly as intended: in
fact, no other arrangement for these sculptures is possible. Even if the decorations
sometimes appear random, the blocks themselves are keyed into each other like the
pieces of a puzzle.647
The narrative reliefs on either side are organized into two columns composed
of a varying number of rows of historiated reliefs. The columns are framed by three
vertical pilasters decorated with rinceaux. Using style as the criterion, only the
central and outer pilasters appear to have been executed at the same time as the wall
reliefs with which they are associated. As discussed above, the third framing pilaster,
now keyed into the doorframe, is a late twelfth-century addition to the portal.
The narrow horizontal blocks, all with containing inscriptions or rinceaux and
with various kinds of outer borders that have been inserted to separate the various
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Kain 1981, 368, fig. 17; 373, n. 20, provides a diagrams for the c.1138 and c.1200 ensembles. Calzona
1985, vol. 2, 464-67. L. Eccheli, ―La ‗Canzone di Ildebrando‘ nelle sculture della Basilica di S. Zeno,‖
Vita veronese,1-2, 3-4, 20-22, 95-112, initially suggested that these panels which he dated either fourthfifth or seventh-eighth century, were part of a sarcophagus.
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Valenzano 1993, 123-159, has catalogued all of sculpture in the lower third of the façade and gives the
measurements of the individual blocks.
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scenes were carved at the same time (Figs. 84 & 85). These are used between all of
the scenes on the south and some of the scenes on the north.
On the south side, there are seven scenes—The Hunt of Theodoric
encompasses two blocks: the six lowest fields are easily read squares.648 Horizontal
framing elements, usually bands of inscription separate the scenes from each other.
On the north side, there are more rows of panels and a much increased number of
subjects: twelve scenes from the Life of Christ occupy four rows of panels. There are
a possible five scenes included in the chivalric scenes in the bottom row.649 On the
north side each of the four upper scenes occupies a single nearly-square block, while
the rectangular blocks below in most cases contain more than one scene. Because of
the spatial constraints, the historiated blocks have often been set immediately above
others, and in the two lower rows, figures have been forced into the pilaster area and
in the lowest row out into the buttress. On both sides the vertical pilasters containing
the acanthus vine have a slight molding on the edge to differentiate them from the
narrative reliefs.
The wall panels are an example of what might be called ―asymmetrical
symmetry.‖ Vertically, the elements are identical in size and number, but,
horizontally, the number of rows and number of scenes per row varies. On the south
side, there are three rows of more or less square panels and a final top row of
rectangular panels. On the north, there are five rows of panels, two rows of which are
648

The subjects of the wall reliefs on the south the Creation of the Animals, the Creation of Adam, the
Creation of Eve, the Fall of Man, the Expulsion of Adam and Eve from Paradise, and the Labors of Adam
and Eve.
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On the north side, there five single block scenes: the Flight into Egypt, the Baptism, the Betrayal, the
Adoration of the Magi. In the chivalric scenes are seven figures—two women, one figure praying to a
demon (?), two men jousting, one man being dispatched in a sword fight.
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nearly square, while the others are horizontal rectangles. As mentioned, there are
differences in the style of the figures on either side. One also notices that the type of
rinceaux on the vertical pilasters differs: that on the south is inhabited, that on the
north, purely vegetative. The Corinthian or composite capitals that are on top of the
pilasters on either side are dissimilar in size and in treatment.
The shapes and type of subjects used on the terminal elements on either side
also vary. Those on the south are semi-circular in shape; those on the north,
triangular. The subjects on the south are animal fables, while on the north Christian
symbols are depicted. Telamones appear on the north side between the terminal
elements, while protomes of a ram and lion are found on the south. The medieval
taste for asymmetrical symmetry continues in the extended finials set above the wall
reliefs just in front of the blind arcade.650
It is unclear whether the Porta dei Mesi at Ferrara already had plaques set into
the walls like the wings of a triptych framing the protiro or if the San Zeno
entranceway is Nicholaus‘s first use of this format. The small size of the plaque with
the scene of the Labor of Eve at Ferrara in fact suggests that the sculptures at the
Porta dei Mesi were probably set into the doorposts as, for example, at the Abbey of
Nonantola (Fig. 26). Perhaps, at San Zeno the decision to insert these scenes into the
walls at the side of the protiro was made so that the sculptors would be able to
increase the size thus the visual impact of the image.
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Kain 1981, 371 n. 47, suggests that the stocky finials over the south reliefs were added in the nineteenth
century, as they do not appear in Knight‘s drawing of the ensemble from 1841. H.G. Knight, The
Ecclesiastical Architecture of Italy, vol. 2, London, 1843, pl. 5. Also reproduced in Kain 1986, fig. 91.
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The South Side Reliefs
Here the six Genesis scenes are separated by strips containing inscriptions
written in leonine verse, while the two panels depicting the Hunt of Theodoric are
each set beneath rectangular plaques, embellished in a classicizing manner with
nearly symmetrical arrays of acanthus vine inhabited by birds and other creatures
feasting on clusters of berries. The inhabited rinceaux on the pilasters includes
human figures along with the various animals. The central pilaster is shorter than the
one next to the buttress: two figural scenes seem to have been added at the bottom to
equalize their height.
Kain suggested that the pilasters on the right-hand side were originally used to
frame the doorway in the 1138 portal, while Calzona associated them with an 1120
project.651 However, as stated above, given the precise fit of all of the elements here,
one must judge these as being in their original position.652 Corinthian capitals are set
above the pilasters and support the two protomes with their legs resting on single
acanthus leaf corbels. In the center is a diminutive growling lion (in very bad
condition) and looking at him from the far right side is a ram.
Kain suggested that these were once supports for a second story at San Zeno,
while Valenzano suggests that they were always intended to be in their present
location.653 I am not convinced that these were made for this location, but suspect
they may have been intended as supports for an arched window abandoned in favor of
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Fasanari 1955, 7, postulates a sudden change in plan. Neumann 1979, 142, is of the opinion, that the
structure is as originally conceived, and contemporary with the rest of the façade.
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Kain 1981, 370; Calzona 1985, vol.2, 463; Valenzano 1993, 139-40.
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the rose window, thus have been reused—an example of the waste-not-want-not
attitude that prevailed at San Zeno.654 Above these, and below the pink limestone
arcading, is a horizontal cornice composed of laurel leaves separated by a torch-like
motif, a variation on the classical egg-and-dart motif. Two finials on top of the
cornice in line with the apex of the arches provide a vertical accent and visually link
these two sections of the façade (Fig. 75b).
The horizontal elements used to separate the scenes primarily consist of
inscriptions written in leonine verse mostly with bead-and-reel or pearling along the
edges. However, beneath the Genesis scenes, separating them from The Hunt of
Theodoric, are two magnificent plaques depicting large birds intertwined with vines
as in the inhabited rinceaux and pecking at berries with small birds set in the spaces
below.655

The Creation Scenes
In the three Creation scenes, as on the lunette, the artist has made use of a
combination of high and low relief. In all of these the figure of Christ is sculpted in
very high relief, almost as if a freestanding sculpture. He is positioned on a
projecting platform, thus in front of the rest of the figures in a given scene, which are
rendered in low relief.
In the first scene, the Creation of the Birds and Animals, Christ on the left is
shown in profile, as he blesses a variety of animals and birds. Eleven birds, of which
the bodies of seven are for the most part visible, are carved on a block which is a long
654
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The Cathedral at Trani has similar elements around the wheel window on the façade.

These reliefs can be favorably compared to those associated with the acanthus on the protiro of Ferrara
Cathedral which Quintavalle calls classical. See Quintavalle 1984, vol. 1, 181-84.
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rectangular shape. Most of the birds face Christ—a few look in the opposite
direction, while the owl stares directly at the viewer. Below the birds, on a nearly
square block is a plethora of animals, all facing the Creator with the exception of the
ram, indicated by his head, looking in the opposite direction. Of the thirteen beasts,
only the horse is shown in its entirety, although the large ox above is nearly complete.
The head and front paws of an exquisitely carved lion, the king of the beasts, are next
to Christ. The heads of several other animals including a stag, a donkey, a goat, a
couple of dogs and a rabbit are arranged on the block so that the entire surface from
bottom to top is filled.
The next scene is the Creation of Adam. Here the Logos stands at the far right
of the row, now in three-quarter view. He blesses, thus animates a sleeping Adam,
who is shown is a seated position, nearly upright, his left leg tucked under his right,
his head supported by his right hand and his left arm extended so that his hand is on
his left knee. There is no hillock beneath him, rather an elegant and symmetrical
foliate design set in a rectangular frame suggests a paradisiacal setting for this figure.
Valenzano refers to this element as a Tree of Life.656 Appropriately, Adam‘s face and
physique very much resemble those of his maker.
In the next row, Christ, again depicted in three-quarter view, holds a placid
Eve by the right arm as he pulls her from sleeping Adam‘s side: the rib is clearly
visible. Adam‘s pose is a variation on that in the previous scene. His legs are in
profile and parallel. His upper body is reclined at about a forty-five degree angle.
Adam‘s chest and head, now supported on his left hand, are in three-quarter view.
His right hand, fingers broadly spread, rest on his right thigh. A ―crenellated,‖
656

Valenzano 1991, 133.
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checkerboard-like pattern with foliate motifs in many but not all of the squares closes
the space behind the figures of Adam and Eve.
In all of these scenes, the Logos is depicted as a handsome, classically
proportioned figure. His somewhat round, fleshy face is that of a young man. His
eyes are wide set; his nose, not too long; his lips small but full. His face radiates
kindness. His hair is thick and centrally parted; it falls in neatly striated patterns
behind his ears onto his shoulders. Curiously, his beard, which is only on the margins
of his face, is a straight fringe in the Creation of the Animals image, and after that is
arranged with small curls at the bottom. Christ does have a moustache.
The Logos is posed with his weight equally distributed on his bare feet, set at
a slight angle on the pedestal support, his body in a three-quarter or nearly threequarter view. In the Creation of the animals his face is in profile; in the other two
Creation scenes, his face is in three-quarter view, thus visible to the audience. Christ
gestures blessing with his right arm raised in a graceful curve in the Creation of the
Animals, but holds his elbow against his side in the Creation of Adam. In the
Creation of Eve, he reaches across his body to pull her from the side of Adam. In all
these scenes, in his left hand positioned on his abdomen near his waist the Logos
holds a loop of fabric pointing either up or down.
Christ wears a belted tunic and a long cloak that must be controlled.
Sometimes, his musculature or another anatomical detail is indicated beneath the
fabric: a cascade of fabric may enhance or obliterate the sense of the body beneath.
As in the Nicholaus‘s other work the drapery patterns function both as an aesthetic
element—something in themselves to be admired—and as a means of revealing the
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corporeality of the body. The fold-patterns show the artist‘s awareness of both
classical and Byzantine approaches to the rendering of drapery. Details such as a
flaring crenellated or crinkled lower edge, distinct geometric shapes accentuating a
body form like a hip, and drapery pulled to the side of the body can be traced back to
Piacenza (Fig. 24a). Other passages of carving including the use of grooves rather
than ridges to indicate drapery and oddly shaped, seemingly Byzantine-inspired can
be traced back to the workshop‘s formal repertoire already evident at Ferrara.
In the Fall of Man the stocky figures of Adam and Eve rendered in a
combination of profile and three-quarter view stand on a ledge flanking the Tree of
Knowledge here set up on an additional step on which the first parents rest their
forward and slightly raised legs. The serpent winds around the tree, giving the fruit to
Eve, who hands it to Adam who eats it. The rhythm created by the positioning of the
arms, hands and serpent‘s neck gracefully unifies the composition.
The final Genesis scenes, the Expulsion from Paradise and the Labors of
Adam and Eve are carved on two blocks, which are about three-quarter‘s the height
of other Genesis reliefs. In the Expulsion, the angel, Adam and Eve are about same
size, depicted in variant three-quarter views, and posed as if flattened against the wall.
The angel raises his sword in his right hand, steps forward with his robe swirling
around his feet, and places his left hand firmly on unhappy Adam‘s right shoulder.
Adam‘s backward glance and raised left arm signal regret: he holds an extra large fig
leaf in his right hand. His helpmate Eve, displacing her breasts while modestly
clasping a huge leaf beneath, looks back towards Paradise, but seems to encourage
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her husband to move on by pressing her right arm against his left and putting her hand
on his shoulder.657
In the final scene, a frontal Eve seated on a semi-circular protrusion, wearing
a long-sleeved, full-length gown, open across the front, and now shod, busily spins
and at the same time suckles naked Cain and Abel. The infants are seated upright,
both with their legs in profile, turned towards the left, one on each knee.658 One
infant turns backwards to nurse, while the other is seated sideways. Each touches the
breast, from which he nurses. The thread from the distaff held in Eve‘s left hand
extends in a diagonal to the spindle, passing through the nearby (right) infant‘s hand.
Eve glances towards Adam. Adam facing towards Eve is bent over in a combination
profile/three-quarter view. He is dressed in a short tunic also wearing shoes. Taking
a large step forward, Adam tills the ground with the mattock he holds with both
hands. His field is represented by a small oval ―mound‖ with a series of parallel
chop-marks on the top and small plants on the front.
The Genesis Master appears to have been a talented and diligent student of
Nicholaus.659 Various mannerisms associated with the basic Nicholaus style appear
in his work. The figures‘ heads are still too large for their bodies; C-curves are used
to delineate muscles. The drapery patterns used for Christ‘s robe already appear at

Our artist is acutely aware of anatomy. In the Expulsion, Eve‘s right breast droops downwards while
her left breast is propped up. In the Fall, her anatomy is hidden; in the Creation, one breast seems to have a
center nipple. In the Labors of Adam and Eve, both breasts are at different levels with centered nipples.
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Eve is the mother of man; Mary, the mother of the savior of man and of course, as an intercessor herself
a means of salvation. Valenzano 1993, 136, notes that one of Zeno‘s sermons is the source for an early
Eve-Mary connection. The Eve with the two babes is often compared to the figure of Gaia or Terra on the
bronze doors at San Zeno, as both women suckle two infants.
I am using the term Genesis Master following Pace‘s designation for this artist to whom he attributes the
sculpture at San Giovanni in Venere. See Pace 2004, 476ff.
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Ferrara, where the outfit of Simeon in the Presentation, with a second tunic pulled up
to reveal the knee, may well be the prototype for Christ‘s apparel in the Creation of
Adam and the Creation of Eve (Figs. 49c & 84). The teardrop shape on the hip of
Christ in the Creation of the Animals appears on the hip of the third king in the
Ferrara Adoration of the Magi (Figs. 49c & 84). And the spandrel figure of Elias on
the north portal at Piacenza held a loop of drapery as does Christ (Fig. 30c).
Nonetheless, the Genesis Master surpasses the previous artists associated with the
workshop by creating figures that not only have a strong physical presence but are also
visually appealing.
The inscriptions associated with the Genesis reliefs describe or comment on the
events portrayed here. Beginning with the Creation of the Animals, first is FACTOR
TERRARV(M) GENVS HIC CREAT OM(N)E FERARVM. [The maker of the world
here creates all the animals.] Above the Creation of Adam, we read VT SIT REX
RERV(M) DEDIT ADE S(E)XTA DIERVM. [So that he could be the king of all things,
Adam was created on the sixth day.] This quote links the scene of the Creation of the
Animals with the Creation of Adam. Next, when God creates Eve, it is done secretively:
COSTA FVRATVR D(EU)S VN(DE) VIRAGO CREATVR. [God furtively takes a rib,
thus he creates woman.] Adam is fast asleep during the whole ordeal, but Eve emerges
wide awake. The Fall of Man is a narrative represented in the manner of a ―theme of
state,‖ as if it were an emblem, but the inscription is purely descriptive not at all
moralizing: IDRA DAT EVA VIRO MORDET FEDERE DIRO. [The serpent gives to
Eve; Eve gives to the man; the man eats.] The reason the pair are expelled from Paradise
is explained: LEX DATVR OFFENDIT PENAS P(RO) CRIMINE PEN/DIT. [The
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commandment is given; it is violated. He pays for the crime by punishment.] The last
inscription, which does not scan, is the most interesting, because of its misogynistic tone:
CONQVEROR INTRANTES DE SEVE FRAVDIBUS EVE/ QVE MI(HI) QUE VOBIS
INFLIXIT PERPE/TVVM IVG(UM). [You who enter, I lament the treachery of Eve,
who has inflicted on you and me pain in perpetuity.] In the Bible, blame is directed at
Adam rather than at Eve. However, this sentence ties together a multitude of concepts,
including that mankind is born tainted with original sin and that salvation is via another
woman, the blessed Virgin. While I had always thought that this appeal was that of an
anonymous speaker, possibly a member of the ecclesiastical establishment, Calvin
Kendall proposes that it is Adam who makes this complaint.660
Corinthian capitals set at the sides of the Expulsion and Labors of Man reliefs and
approximately two-thirds their height visually support both the protomes and the spiral
archivolts framing the semi-circular terminal elements which enclose playful animal
figures.661 The field on the left is occupied by a rattle-bearing centaur, who seems about
to hit the proximate wolf cowering with head and tail between its legs. The adjacent
relief is a charming feline creature dressed as a sort of jester with leaf cap and an
ornamented belt around his waist; his human chest and arms permit him to play a harp.
These jocular beasts, reminiscent of the examples appearing on the jambs at Ferrara
Cathedral, may or may not have specific meanings.662
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Calvin Kendall, The Allegory of the Church: Romanesque Portals and Their Verse Inscriptions,
Toronto, Buffalo and London: University of Toronto Press, 1998, 86.
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The moldings framing the semi-circular reliefs repeat the patterns used on the colonnettes at Verona
Cathedral: one has nested-V‘s with leaves between and the other, a twisting spiral pattern.
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Valenzano 1993, 134-35, in her catalog, tries to associate these figures with specific literary references,
in my opinion unsuccessfully.
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In the bottom row, The Hunt of Theodoric is portrayed over two panels, which are
just slightly shorter than the larger Genesis reliefs. The first of these shows the naked
Theodoric riding on the horse sent from Hell. His hunting dog runs along on the far side
of the horse. Theodoric clutches the reins of the horse with his left hand, and blows the
horn held in his raised right hand. His robe tied in a large knot at his shoulder covers his
chest and also streams out behind him. His bare leg is fully exposed from hip down to
his foot in the stirrup. The demonic horse came correctly equipped with bridle, saddle,
martingale, and leaf ―embroidered‖ saddle blanket. The long inscription engraved on the
background area explains the fate of the foolish king, who demands a gift from Hell. The
Latin reads
O REGEM STVLTV(M) PETIT INFERNALE TRIBVTV(M)
MOXQ(VE) PARATVR EQVVS QVE(M) MISIT DEMON INIQVVS
EXIT AQVA(M) NVDVS. PE/TIT INFERA NON REDITV/RVS
Oh foolish king. He asks for a gift from hell: there appears an evil horse sent by
the devil. Naked he leaves his bath, riding to hell, never to return.
On the following panel we see two dogs attacking the stag that Theodoric is
following, then the portal of Hell. Here, beneath an arch, the devil, identifiable by his
disheveled hair, beard, and nudity, stands and waits. Holding a trident in his left hand, he
seems to reach out to touch the stag with his right. The inscription on the background
here reads NISIS EQVVS CERVUS CANIS HVIC/ DATVR HOS DAT
AVF(E)RN(VS). [Here he takes his flight. Horse, deer, dog: hell gives all.]
This subject, as I suggested in the introduction, was chosen to insult Barbarossa,
who is described as having the appearance of Theodoric in Raehwin‘s continuation of
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Otto of Freising‘s Gesta.663 The historical Theodoric the Great, king of the Ostrogoths,
had close connections with Verona, which was the site of his victory over Odoacre and
one of his capital cities.664 That Theodoric was considered an archetype for the perfect
German king may have known to the educated members of the clergy, even if they did
not know that Rahewin had described Barbarossa as looking like Theodoric.
Inserted between the two halves of the scene of the Hunt of Theodoric are two
blocks with arched fields: the upper one has the image of a bird of prey with a rabbit
in its talons and the other, the figure of a harp player. The state of erosion makes it
impossible to determine if the harpist was intended to be King David.665 Valenzano
suggests that the image of the bird that has seized the rabbit is intended to expand our
understanding of the scene: the horse sent by the devil was as black as a raven and
faster than a bird.666
The rectangular blocks at the bottom set between the bases of the pilasters all
contain little animals set in coffers with laurel leaf moldings: a dog, a goat-headed
dragon, a sphinx (?), a winged horse, two monstrous creatures which are badly
See Mierow‘s footnote in Otto of Freising and Rahewin 1953/1966, 332. The description from
Apollinarius Sidonius, Epistles, I ii, that Rahewin adapts is based on that of Theodoric II, king of the
Visigoths (453-66), not Theodoric the Great, who is associated with Verona, Ravenna, and also Aachen.
(See following footnote.) The name is what is noticed by a person not familiar with the source. Anyone
reading this description, who was unfamiliar with the text from Sidonius Apollinaris, would assume that
this refers to Theodoric the Great.
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to St. Zeno in Ravenna. Charlemagne took a bronze statue of a nude ruler on horseback believed to be
Theodoric to Aachen where it was displayed. We do not know if it was there in the twelfth century.
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The issue of the erosion of the lower panels is rarely addressed. I believe that some of the damage was
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Valenzano 1993, 131: Kain 1986, 272 n.280; Valenzano 1993, 131. The trip to Hell is always
considered to be a fast one. The image of the bird of prey with the rabbit also conveys a sense of
inevitability: the rabbit does not stand a chance once the falcon or eagle has it in his sights.
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eroded, one with wings, both apparently with serpents‘ tails and finally, an odd figure
with a deer-like body and a human head with very large ears.

Sources for the Genesis Reliefs
A major inspiration for the Genesis reliefs in Verona seems to have been the
Salerno ivories, which Robert Bergman dated to the last quarter of the eleventh century.
He surmised that the reliefs were originally mounted on a pair of doors at the entrance to
the sanctuary in the Cathedral of Salerno.667 There are sufficient similarities between
the images in the two locations to suggest that the Genesis Master had a first-hand
acquaintance with these reliefs (Fig. 88a-d). 668
The treatment of the several figures in the Creation scenes at Verona and at
Salerno is very similar. In both, the Creator is of moderate height, with a well-formed
compact body. His hair is wavy and pulled back behind his ears and flows on to his
shoulders. His beard is neatly trimmed and ends in tiny curls. A moustache seems
indicated on the figure at Salerno. At San Zeno the moustache is given more definition
by the inclusion of tiny curls at both ends. While the Creators in both cycles raise their
right arm to set the world in motion, the gestures they use differ. At San Zeno the
Genesis master opted for the two-finger blessing gesture, while at Salerno the Creator
points his index finger and his little finger. At Salerno, the Creator carries a scroll in his
right hand; at San Zeno, it‘s a loop of fabric. The Adam and Eve at Verona have the
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same solid yet well-formed bodies of their counterparts at Salerno and are attractive,
resembling their Creator.
There are also compositional similarities and resemblances in the placement of
the figures and treatment of the background at the two locations. In the Creation of the
Birds and Fishes at Salerno, the artist uses a two-level arrangement, which the Genesis
Master also employs at Verona.669 And while the Creation of the Animals by the
Salerno Master includes several creatures that do not appear at San Zeno, this relief was
certainly familiar to the Genesis Master. Both depict the animal figures as stacked up
mostly in a single layer from bottom to top so as to fill the entire field; many animals are
depicted in partial view to save space and to allow more creatures to be shown. Both
portray a lion, the king of the beasts, directly in front of Christ at the bottom in the scene
in the foreground and an ox with its face in three-quarter view at the center of the scene.
In the Creation of Eve at Salerno, as at San Zeno, the woman arises from the side
of the sleeping Adam, who here is placed above the ground in the branches of a
espaliered, vigorously fruiting Tree of Knowledge from which the four Rivers of
Paradise flow. The paneled treatment of the background in Verona recalls the tree of the
Salerno ivory (Figs. 84 & 88a). The Salerno Creation of Adam is missing, but it is
probable that as at San Zeno, Adam assumed a half-seated pose and was awake yet
immobile, as he waited to be animated in front of a foliate motif intended to recall the
Tree of Life.
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The Genesis master has conflated the scenes of the Creation of the Animals and the Creation of the
Birds and Fishes as at Salerno. See Bergman 1980, figs 4a & 4b. The same sort of two-tier arrangement is
found in the Genesis mosaics at San Marco in Venice, but the use of a defined square and rectangular field
to contain the animals and the crowding of the creatures recalls the work at Salerno. See, Bergman 1980,
fig. 53.
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Obviously, the Genesis Master did not exactly follow the Salerno ivories in his
treatment of the figures at San Zeno. The detailing that one accords to a figure 10 cm.
high is very different from that needed for a figure measuring about meter in height.
Furthermore, the Byzantine models that obviously inspired many aspects of the drapery
at San Zeno, for example, including the pointed oval found on the hip of the Creator in
the Creation of the Birds and Animals, seem to have been either unavailable to or
ignored by the Master of the Salerno Ivories.
A surprising source for one element in the south wall reliefs is Wiligelmus‘s
sculpture dating from the first decade of the twelfth century on the main portal at
Modena (Fig. 5). Arslan commented on the similarity between the inhabited vine
scrolls on the pilasters here and those framing the portal at Modena (Figs. 3a, 4 & 84.670
What recalls the latter is the careful detailing of the vines and the use of drill holes to
create a shimmering effect. The horizontal plaque with the symmetrical birds also seems
inspired by the lintel at Modena, which is similarly decorated with a symmetrical scroll
with birds pecking at berries in the vines.
Early in his career, when Nicholaus was establishing himself as an artist at
Piacenza and at the Sagra di San Michele, he made no attempt to replicate the leafwrapped acanthus of Wiligelmus, which probably presented a too great a challenge at
the time (Figs.19a-e, 37c-d & 38c-d). However, in the later 1130s working at Ferrara,
Nicholaus had worked out his own more robust, less delicate version of this type of
rinceaux with animal and bird or occasionally human figures weaving in and out of the
scrolls rather than framed by them (Fig. 44). He used the drill sparingly as he was
developing a distinct and distinctive style. The sculpture at San Zeno is generally
670
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accepted as Nicholaus‘s final work, and the imitation of Wiligelmus‘s rinceaux here
may be intended to make the statement that Nicholaus is the equal of Wiligelmus, whose
worthiness as a sculptor had been prominently acknowledged on the exterior of Modena
Cathedral so many years previously, and whose historiated rinceaux are truly sans
pareil.671
Arlsan suggested that there were actually two different artists responsible for the
figural reliefs on this side of the protiro and that The Hunt of Theodoric was the work of
the less skilled of the two.672 This may or may not be the case. In any case the
treatment of the rinceaux in which the drill has been employed to create a shimmering
effect suggests that it is the work of a highly skilled and creative artist.

The New Testament Reliefs
Once it had been decided that twelve scenes from Life of Christ as well as a
series of secular scenes would be depicted on the north side of the protiro, the artist
Guillelmum faced the challenge of creating a harmonious visual relationship between
the two sides (Figs. 84 & 85). If these scenes were arranged two-by-two with a row
of secular scenes across the bottom as on the south, the result would be seven
extremely narrow rows. What the artist did in order to maximize the height of the
reliefs was to subdivide the horizontal space into five rows, just one more than on the
south side, eliminated some of the horizontal insets used to separate the figural scenes
671

The inscription at the bottom of the plaque celebrating the foundation of Modena Cathedral reads
INTER SCVLTORES QVANTO SIS DIGNVS ONORE CLARET SCVLTVRA NV(N)C WILIGELME
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and shortened by fifteen centimeters the height of the blocks in the bottom row.673
Some blocks were subdivided using an arcade. When necessary the narrative
continued into the pilaster area. The scenes at the top on this side are about ten
centimeters taller than those at the bottom, possibly to increase their visibility. The
figures are carved in high relief and as there is usually no platform beneath their feet,
they often appear to be standing on air.
Of the twelve scenes from the Life of Christ illustrated here, eight appear in
earlier work by Nicholaus: the Annunciation, Visitation, Nativity, Annunciation to
the Shepherds, Adoration of the Magi, Presentation in the Temple, Flight into Egypt
and Baptism of Christ. Four are new: the Magi before Herod, Joseph‘s Dream, the
Betrayal of Christ in the Garden of Gethsemane, and the Crucifixion.
The Biblical scenes begin on the second row of panels. Located here are the
first five scenes from the Life of Christ, beginning with the Annunciation and ending
with the Magi before Herod. The two main panels in this row—consisting in fact of
one large rectangular block containing the major elements of scenes and the
separating columnar elements with a narrow block above this on which the arches are
depicted—are subdivided using the familiar arcade-with-tower format, three per side,
but the treatment of the arches differs in the left and right blocks. In the former, they
are slightly pointed and decorated; in the latter, they are round and plain, resembling
those in the Labors of the Months. Guillelmus placed two figures into the pilasters:
Gabriel from the Annunciation is on the far left and Joseph from the Nativity in the
center. No framing device accompanies either.
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In the scene of the Annunciation Gabriel stands in profile as customary.
Beneath the first arch on the main panel a front Mary is seated on a throne-like chair,
spinning wool, like busy Eve. She bends slightly in Gabriel‘s direction. 674 Above
the archangel‘s head is the first word of the greeting to the Virgin, AVE, which
continues with MARIA inscribed above the Virgin‘s head. The central arch frames
the scene of the Visitation. As at Ferrara the ladies touch cheeks as they greet each
other. However, Guillelmus has elected to have them walking towards each other
rather than standing still (Fig. 49a). There is a significant gap between them, and
neither appears pregnant. This Virgin seems taller than her cousin, and both figures
are more slender than those at Ferrara. At San Zeno, the women are differentiated by
their dress. Elizabeth has a twisted band over her head covering and extended sleeveopenings on her gown. At Ferrara, the Virgin‘s costume has the gapping sleeves. On
the molding above the arch, the identifying inscription MARIA ET ELIZABET
appears.
The scene of the Nativity begins under the final arch. Again, Guillelmus does
not copy the Ferrarese version. Now the Virgin is shown lying on top of a kind of
daybed, covered with fabric that tumbles in clusters of pleats. The Virgin noticeably
looks away from the viewer, not at the viewer as at Ferrara, and she places her hand
on her abdomen, not at her side. Curiously, she is barefoot! Above the Virgin, just
off center in the field is a large cylindrical manger made of woven straw. A very
small Christ, swaddled so as to resemble a cocoon, lies on top: the jeweled banding
used at Ferrara is not used here. In reverse order from Ferrara, first the head of ox,
then that of the donkey appear above the infant. The six-petal Star of Bethlehem with
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additional points in the interstices is centered in the arch above the head of the ox.675
On the molding above this, the single word PREZEPIUM identifies the Nativity.
The lower edge of Mary‘s gown and her feet are carved on an extension of
this main block into the pilaster area, where wide-wake Joseph is seated on a pillowed
stool. He rests the weight of his entire head on his right hand and has his left hand
resting on his knee. He, too, is barefoot, but a projecting platform insures that his feet
do not dangle in midair. He is identified—IOZEPH.
On the second large block, the first two arches enclose the Annunciation to the
Shepherds, and the Magi before Herod appears in the third. The first arch containes
two shepherds—one young, one old. The single word PASTORES is written on the
background. On the left the old bearded shepherd stands at rest, clutching his cane,
looking towards the angel in the following arch. His beardless companion steps in
front of the column. With his right hand he gestures up towards the angel; he holds a
short staff in his left. Both shepherds have their head and legs are in profile while
their chests are in three-quarter view. Close attention is given to the costuming,
which is similar to that at Ferrara. Both figures wear short tunics, split to allow
action. The older man wears shoes that tie at the ankle; the youth is shod in short
boots.
The central arch contains the angel and the flock of sheep. On the right,
facing towards the left, the angel ascends from between what appears to be two
overlapped disks with a foliate motif signifying heaven, a combination of the
medallion-like device with the foliate star appearing on the lunette of the duomo in
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Verona and the double-disk from which the Hand of God emerges on the side portal
on the right of the Ferrara Cathedral façade (Figs. 52 & 63). The angel holds up a
scroll in his left hand and points a single finger at the shepherds as if giving
instructions. This angel has his wings realistically set parallel. Guillelmus has
purposely avoided the awkwardly flattened, primarily frontal wings used for the angel
in the same scene at Verona Cathedral (Figs. 85 & 63b). In the center of the arch is a
striking triangular pile of ten sleeping animals including rams, ewes and goats. Like
the overlapped animals in the Creation of the Birds and Animals by the Genesis
Master, these give the impression that there are multitudinous creatures here. But
again, to preserve the impression of mural solidity, the backsides of the animals at the
edge of the flock are in front of the right hand column, which is also overlapped by
the faldstool on which King Herod is seated cross-legged. Herod‘s face is shown in
profile. He holds a fleur-de-lys tipped scepter and points with his right hand as if
giving instructions to the kings. The scene of the Magi before Herod is clumsily
arranged. Herod‘s seat is suspended in the air above the legs of the second king. The
first king with a long beard is fully visible: his body is shown in three-quarter view;
his arms are folded over his body. The other two kings are crowded in behind. Only
the lower part of the legs and the head of the second king, who has a medium-length
beard, and part of the crowned head of the third are visible.
The row above contains three scenes set on two blocks. At this level the
scenes no longer extend into the pilaster area but are framed on either side by
acanthus vines. The Adoration of the Magi occupies the entire first block with two
columns are used to subdivide the space. This arrangement of the figures recalls the
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scene on the lintel at Ferrara where the architecture seems intended to create the sense
of an interior space (Fig. 49b). Here it is clear that the foot of the kneeling king is in
front of the column.
The Virgin is seated on a high-backed throne with a stool beneath her feet.
She holds Christ on her lap supporting him with her right hand. Her upper body and
head are depicted in profile, but her lower body is in three-quarter view. Her left
hand, strangely oversized, is extended, palm open, towards the Magi. A small,
babyish Christ, also in profile, holds a scroll in left hand and blesses the kings with
his right. The Star of Bethlehem, just above his head, fills in the upper right corner of
this field. In the central space is the first king, half kneeling whose mantle extends in
a memorable and atypical for the Nicholaus workshop flying-fold. His garment is
only knee-length so that the calves of both legs are exposed. He like the king at
Ferrara has not removed his crown before he proffered his offering.676 His left foot is
set in front of the wavy column, as are the gift-bearing hands of the second king. The
second and third kings stand in three-quarter view, also wearing knee-length tunics.
All wear some sort of circular crown. The Three Ages of Man theme is reiterated
here as one king is clean-shaven, one has a long beard, and one, a medium-length
beard. An inscription on the background of the middle field reads ECCE VENIUNT
AD D(OMI)N(U)M.
A second single block contains the final two scenes in this row: the familiar
Presentation in the Temple and the new Joseph and the Angel. Three columns have
been used to subdivide this block. To create a niche or interior space for the
Is this detail meaningful in terms of the abbey‘s relationship with the emperor/king? Is this a clue to
when this scene was executed, suggesting that the relationship with the Emperor Barbarossa had been
patched up? In other words, was this done in or after 1178?
676
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Presentation, a half-dome has been inserted into the scrolling acanthus in the block
above this scene. Simeon in profile and barefoot, standing to the left of the altar,
holds a charmingly infant-like round-faced Jesus. The frontal Christ child no longer
signs blessing but like any other uncoordinated infant flails his arms out to the sides.
Standing to the right of the altar, with heads in profile and bodies in three-quarter
view, are the Virgin and her handmaiden, who holds the two sacrificial doves in her
cloak. The Virgin‘s gesture with her right hand open in a ―stop‖ position and raised
supported by the left suggests acceptance of whatever is to come. These figures
communicate among themselves, rather than directing their attention to the viewer.
Both female figures are shod. The treatment of the drapery is very classical, inspired
by Roman rather than Byzantine art: one can clearly see the outline of the Virgin‘s
entire left leg beneath her robe. The words JESUS OFFERTUR appear on the
background.
The second half of the block contains the scene of Joseph‘s Meeting with the
Angel. The figures again stand in front of the columns. Barefoot Joseph in a
combination profile/three-quarter view is posed as if walking, with both arms held
over his body indicating his nervousness. He has the two fingers of his right hand
oddly raised, pointing back towards the Presentation. On the far right is the standing
angel, also barefoot, who points at him with his right hand. The angel‘s body is in
three-quarter‘s view creating a sense of body mass, but his wings are now completely
frontal so as to preserve the sense of the solid wall. He holds up his mantle in his left
hand, creating a visually appealing cluster of folds. The words, TOLLE PUERUM
[Take the child] are incised on the background.
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Above this level and separated by the blocks containing scrolling acanthus,
the subjects are rendered in paired panels. The Flight into Egypt, labeled EGIPTUM,
is an appealing version of this subject. The donkey is extremely naturalistic. He is
shod and with lowered head and laid-back ears lumbers along behind Joseph. Mary
seems squeezed into the saddle. She holds an active infantile Christ firmly in both
hands. The child touches his mother‘s arm with his right arm, turning slightly
towards Joseph, towards whom he gestures with his left arm. Barefoot and
apparently weary from walking and carrying the family‘s possessions in two bundles
on a stick over his shoulder, Joseph seems to have momentarily paused as he leads the
donkey and looks out towards the viewer.
The Baptism of Christ with BAPTISMVM XPI inscribed above the heads of
the figures, is more active version of the Ferrara rendition of the scene. Rather than
standing still, both, Christ in a combined view with his face and chest turned towards
the viewer and legs in profile and a much larger John the Baptist in profile, step
forward towards each other. Noticeably Christ‘s body is no longer concealed by the
water; rather he is completely naked and stands in front of a watery hill. As at
Ferrara, Christ ducks his head down so that John the Baptist can reach up and baptize
him. Concurrently, the Holy Spirit positioned to the left of the scenes and portrayed
as if an actual dove in profile flies in and pecks the back of Christ‘s head. At Ferrara
the dove with a haloed head as at Piacenza, now seen frontally from the back, cut off
by the frame, flew down over Christ‘s head nearly touching John the Baptist‘s hand.
In both renditions of the scene, Christ gestures blessing towards John the Baptist and
with his left hand presses against the water. Also in both, St. John has striated hair
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and wears a fur cloak on which the edge has been braided, which he grasps in a loop
with his left hand. Now however, John looks over Christ‘s head up towards heaven,
rather than directly at Christ.
The last row of panels includes Guillelmus‘s most ambitious scene—in fact
this is one of the most complex compositions in the oeuvre associated with the
Nicholaus workshop. The Betrayal of Christ in the Garden of Gethsemane, labeled in
the background XPI TRADITIO, involves thirteen figures and depicts three
concurrent events. In the center, on Judas to Christ‘s right identifies him by kissing
him. On Christ‘s left are three men who seem about to escort Christ to prison. The
profile figure in the foreground wears a short tunic and a cloak reaches forward ready
to grab Christ‘s arm. To the left in the foreground, a kneeling Peter, identifiable from
his keys, grabs the hair of Malthus, the high priest‘s servant, and cuts off his ear.
Behind these figures is a group of six standing men is depicted, some with grotesque
faces, representing the mob who will demand Christ‘s death. In the front row of the
crowd one man holding an ax and another, a gigantic nail, foretelling the Crucifixion.
An oddity of this scene is that the foreground figures stand on the feet of those behind
them. The holy figures here are barefoot, while the secular figures are shod.
The final scene is the Crucifixion labeled at the top of the block IHS XPS
[Christus] CRUCIFIXUS. Only three figures are portrayed here: Christ on the cross,
Mary and John, both identified by inscriptions as XPS [Christus], S(ANCTA)
MARIA and S(ANCTUS) I(O)H(ANNE)S. Because of the need to make the figures
as large as possible and so that Christ might be a bit taller than the others, the base of
the cross is placed at the lower edge of the block as are the smaller projections
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supporting Mary and John. The backs of their heads are just under the arms of the
cross, while their halos are behind. On the left, in three-quarter view, the Virgin,
appearing forlorn, touches her breastbone with her far left hand, and with her right
hand holds a large drapery loop across her abdomen. On the right, a nearly frontal
John assumes the classic pose of mourning, resting his chin on his right hand, while
he, too, supports a loop of drapery now against his chest with his left hand drawn
across his waist. A swathe of drapery from his cloak flies in the space beneath his
right arm. The pedestal on which John stands has the quality of a small mound and
he reaches downward with his right leg while bending his left leg on the top of the
mound. Christ and John are barefoot; Mary is shod.
Christ‘s death is vividly portrayed. His head, framed by a large cross-nimbus
with a pearled edge with the XPS abbreviation indicated on the three visible arms of
the cross on the background, slumps onto his right shoulder. Framing his face, his
thick hair on the right side of his head fans out in three thick locks on his shoulder; on
the left side, his hair is pulled behind his ear close to his face. His chest is emaciated
above his slightly- rounded abdomen. The loincloth or perizoneum falls from below
his navel to his knees. His legs from the knees down are well executed in the
handling of the musculature. Each of Christ‘s feet is individually nailed to the
footrest. As in the scene of the Presentation in the Temple and the Flight into Egypt,
Christ‘s outstretched arms are emphasized: this may be intended as a gesture
indicating victory over death.
While there are capitals above the reliefs on the north side as on the south side
reliefs, the handling of the terminal elements differs substantially. Here, a projecting
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horizontal cornice, rather than the simple flat border with inscriptions separates the
triangle-shaped terminals framing Christian motives from the New Testament scenes
below. This cornice decorated with the familiar overlapping laurel leaves is set above
alternating thick and thin acanthus leaf brackets. Standing on this molding, aligned
with the pilasters and positioned between the terminal elements so that they visually
support the cornice beneath the nave arcade, are three frontal or nearly frontal figures
of telamones. The first, who is beardless, looks to the right towards the porch. He
kneels on his right leg, has his right hand on his hips, his left on his thigh, bends his
head forward, and on his shoulders bears a block that further visually supports the
cornice above. The bearded central figure faces forward and squats raising both
hands to hold the ledge. The third beardless telamon stands with his legs in a kind of
contrapposto, bending towards his right, right hand on right thigh, with a large block
supported on his right shoulder and his raised left hand. He looks back to the left,
inward.
The terminal elements are set between the telamones on this side. Enclosed in
a semi-circular field framed with fully open acanthus leaves set inside a second
triangular acanthus-leaf border are on the left, the Dextera Dei against a scalloped
background and on the right, a recumbent Lamb of God. Above acting as a border for
the entire group of panels just below the nave arcade is a concave cornice with bead
and reel molding beneath. Stalks rise from the border of the semi-circular insets and
their trefoil-like acanthus finials overlap the cornice. The lengthy signature
inscription of Guillelmus begins on the upper concave cornice and is continued in the
background area on either side of the termini.
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The Treatment of the Pilasters
The configuration of the rinceaux on the pilasters here, even more so than on
the south side, attests to the blocks being in their original location. All of the
acanthus is vegetative, and the vines are all linked. The symmetrical acanthus
candelabrum on the central pilaster begins on a separate block just above the head of
sleeping Joseph. Just above the inscription IOZEPH is a large leafy base from which
the rest of the branching acanthus arises. This vine scrolls outwards onto the lateral
blocks separating the third and forth rows of narrative sculpture from each other and
is interrupted momentarily by the projecting half-dome associated with the
Presentation in the Temple. The horizontal panels feature the same alternating scroll
pattern centering leafs or rosettes not birds or fauna but otherwise stylistically very
similar to Nicholaus‘s inhabited rinceaux. The pilaster next to the buttress has a
similar scrolling vine, now alternating the centered leafs and rosettes.677
A narrow horizontal strip of plain molding separates the first and second rows
of New Testament scenes. The other horizontal separating devices more or less
repeat the Nicholesque vocabulary. Upright acanthus leaves separate the fourth and
fifth rows of panels. Coffered blocks inset with foliate patterns are used to separate
the bottom panels with secular subjects from those above with the New Testament
subjects. Between the bases of the pilasters just above the base molding are two
blocks each with two coffered recesses. On the left are a confronted dragon and bear;
on the right is a centaur shooting at stag with the image of a Tree of Life in the
middle.
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The expanse of unadorned stone at the top of this pilaster would have allowed for adjustments to be
made to the height of the pilaster without interfering with the decoration.
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The Secular Subjects on the North
As on the south side of the portal, the subject matter depicted in the bottom
row of wall reliefs allude to life at the imperial court. Here are two scenes of dueling,
two female figures, and a relief depicting a figure in prayer. The question of
authorship arises in the case of these sculptures. Although the figures bear some
similarity to those by the Genesis Master on the south side, they are sufficiently sui
generis to suggest they are not by him. Either they are the work of yet another artist
altogether, or if they are by Guillelmus, he is either aided by or attempting to copy the
work of the Genesis Master.678
Sadly, there is no inscription that definitively identifies the subject matter, nor
do the scenes themselves provide clear clues as to their meaning. The female figure
holding a pair of birds, set into the buttress is enigmatically labeled MATALIANA.
Is this figure intended to recall Countess Matilda of Canossa, who continued to play a
huge role in imperial and papal politics even after her death?679 The adjacent scene
set into the pilaster is difficult to decipher: why is a male figure kneeling before an
altar above which is a winged demon attached to a chain?
In each of the two duels, set on the large blocks, one of the protagonists seems
doomed. In the scene of the joust, the knight on the right has managed to get his
lance behind the shield of his opponent, who even though impaled, carries his banner
high. The sword fight shows the fatal blow. The combatant on the right steps
forward with his sword waist-level and perpendicular to his body. The figure on the
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left flies upwards as he receives the blow and the viewer anticipates will end up in a
heap on the ground. Witnessing this display of manly strength—is the duel fought in
her honor?—is a second female figure, her hair in two braids, who is in the same pose
as the Virgin in the Crucifixion scene, standing with her weight evenly distributed on
both feet and with her arms folded across her body signaling anxiety.
Various suggestions have been given regarding the subject matter. Some
scholars believe that these reliefs recall distant events such as the Battle between
Theodoric and Odoacre.680 Others suggest that a duel from the Hildebrand Saga is
portrayed here,681 or that the source is the Chanson de Roland.682
Da Lisca suggested that scenes depict a fictionalized version of an occurrence
involving Adelaide the wife of Lothair II (926/8 – 22 November 950), the king of
Italy, who was abducted, then married by Berengarius II, who murdered her
husband.683 This deed was avenged by the Emperor Otto I, who although initially
wounded in the duel with Berengarius managed to kill him, thus liberating Adelaide
whom he married. In accord with this scenario, the figure praying before the altar is
identified as Adelaide, who prays that Otto survive the duel. The devil, the cause of
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all havoc, is chained: is this to show that for the moment that his evil power is in
check? The unnamed woman on the central pilaster is also identified as Adelaide,
who became a saint.684
A similar scandal involving Henry IV, his wife and Matilda of Canossa, and
the Abbey of San Zeno had occurred in the late eleventh century. The year 1095
brought numerous problems to the excommunicated Henry, his second wife, the
Byzantine Princess Eupraxia-Adelaide after being held a prisoner apparently at San
Zeno, was rescued by Matilda‘s forces and taken to Canossa for protection.685 Not only
was Henry humiliated, but he was also stuck in Verona and unable to cross the Alps.
Welf IV, the father of Matilda‘s second husband, controlled the Brenner Pass. Only
after Matilda‘s divorce in 1097, did Henry reach an agreement with Welf IV that
allowed him to cross the Alps. In so much as it has already been demonstrated that
several subjects depicted at San Zeno reflect contemporary events, it is not impossible
that the Matilda/Henry IV/Eupraxia-Adelaide situation is being referenced by these
scenes.

The Guillelmus Dilemma
We will never know the exact circumstances under which the artist named
Guillelmus was given the task of executing the sculptures on the north side of the
protiro, nor why he was allowed to sign his work here. Was the Genesis Master was
684
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unable to carry out the entire project? Was it is always intended that Guillelmus would
execute the Life of Christ reliefs? Guillelmus uses many of the formulae current in the
Nicholaus workshop; however, his work also reveals that he was determined to create a
distinctive style. One is immediately struck by how petite and delicate his figures look
when compared to others that would be designated Nicholesque. Guillelmus usually has
a good sense of body proportion, and the heads of his figures are less often too large in
relationship to the body than in other work done in the Nicholaus milieu. His handling
of fabric and details is serviceable and usually classicizing, although an occasional
passage in the sculpture seems to show a Byzantine or French motif employed for the
aesthetic effect. His staging of the subject matter is quite of matter-of-fact. His taste for
accuracy extends often to details, of which a good example is that Christ child is now
presented as a normally sized infant.
Guillelmus seems to have joined Nicholaus‘s workshop at a late date. Kain
suggests that his career was quite long, beginning in the middle of the century when he
works alongside members of the Nicholaus workshop and continued until the last
decade when Brioloto and Adamino begin the installation of the façade elements.686 I
suggest that his participation in the project began c. 1170, as part of a second phase of
the entranceway project, after the sculptures associated with the protiro and the lunette
and lintel had been completed. The composition used at San Zeno for the Betrayal of
Christ is reused at San Giovanni in Venere in Fossacesia in the scene of the Naming and
Circumcision of John, now dated c. 1190 (Fig. 87). The artist responsible for these
scenes also seems to have been inspired by Guillelmus‘s treatment of drapery, which
sometimes has ripples along the lower edge indicating that the figure is in motion or
686
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enlivening the composition. What these observations demonstrate is that artists working
in Nicholaus‘s style are active into the last decades of the twelfth century.

The Sculpture at San Zeno in Context
The decision that Nicholaus would execute the sculptures at the entranceway of
San Zeno was probably made at the same time that he was hired to execute the sculpture
for the entranceway at Verona Cathedral, which I propose was around 1150. By
adorning the facades of their churches with two stylistically and to some degree
iconographically similar sculpted entranceways, the ecclesiastical authorities would
have recognizably celebrated the long-standing relationship between the two entities,
going back to the late eighth century, if not before. Various elements, the large-scale
predatory animals framing the protiri, the Saints John in the spandrels, the telamones at
the ends of the architraves, the large figures centered against a lunette, all stylistically
similar, would signal to the various visitors that the work was executed at about the
same time by the same artist or group of artists—an observation that would be
confirmed by reading the inscription.
The planning committee or committees also seem to have come to the
conclusion that while the entranceways should be similar, they should not be identical.
The fortunate survival of both Veronese entranceways dispels any doubt as to what
choices were made: griffins for the supporting animals at the ground level of the
cathedral, lions at San Zeno; wall reliefs flanking the entrance at San Zeno, splayed
embrasures with colonnettes and jamb figures and sculptures inserted in the vault of the
protiro as part of the portal at the cathedral. It may have even been decided early on that
the protiro at San Zeno should be single-storied, while that at the cathedral would be
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double-storied. As the bishop may have provided some of the funding for construction
at San Zeno, one assumes he also had a say in the matter of the treatment of that
entranceway. In any case, it is probable that it was decided that the portal/protiro at
cathedral should be finished before the work at San Zeno was begun.
As discussed, the subjects of the sculptures at the cathedral represent Verona‘s
response to the political events of the early and middle 1150s and indicate the desire of
the ecclesiastical authorities, especially the bishop, to curry the favor of the new German
king, soon-to-be-emperor, Frederick Barbarossa. In 1155, Verona had been an
independent commune for twenty years, and the bishop had been an Italian from Verona
about sixteen years before that; however, everyone in ecclesiastical administration in
Verona would have recalled that for the preceding 300 years the German king/emperor
had appointed the bishop, and that the kings themselves had resided at or near the abbey
of San Zeno on many occasions throughout that period. By the time Nicholaus began
the project at San Zeno, the political situation had changed affecting the choice of the
subject matter used in the sculptural ensemble here.687 Now it was deemed more
important to stand up to than to please the emperor.
Concurrently, major changes were taking place in the atelier. In terms of the
development of the Nicholaus style, the sculpture is best considered late stylistically.
The treatment of the figures and drapery is more naturalistic than in any of Nicholaus‘s
previous work, but it is clear is that the established formulae persist. Similarities
between this work and that done earlier are found in the similarities in the shape and
687

At first the Italian city states seem to try to compromise with Barbarossa or at least to curry his favor as
they want his support in their own battles against other city states. Although Barbarossa came promising
peace and fair treatment for all, but before the end of the 1150s he had proved himself to be ―for sale.‖
The battle with Milan in 1158 and the brutal ravaging of the city in 1162 may have been among the events
that convinced the Veronese by 1164 that it was not possible to trust or to try to appease Barbarossa.
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proportions of the human body, in the handling of musculature and drapery, the
treatment of the head and face, and the handling of background space. These later
sculptures noticeably have been executed more easily than those carved earlier—
something achieved after hundreds of hours of practice and possibly the availability of
somewhat better sculpting tools.
Certain passages in the sculpture seem deliberately intended to recall specific
examples of Nicholaus‘s earlier work. The inhabited rinceaux on the molding framing
the lunette is reminiscent of that at Ferrara, but with the Dextera Dei replacing the
monstrous head at the apex of the arch, it generates a positive rather than fearsome
message. The kneeling figure holding the basket from which the vine emerges is a
repeat of a similar figure in the same location at Verona Cathedral. The dragons lurking
beneath the architraves recall the dragons beneath the archivolts of the lunette at
Piacenza and seem intended as a warning of ever-present if hidden evil. The mysterious
half figure at the end of the Labors of the Months arcade on the south archivolt recalls
the similar figures at the ends of the north archivolts at Piacenza. The arcading used on
the lintel and architrave can be considered the ―typical‖ solution to the subdivision of a
long rectangular field.
That so many of the motifs at San Zeno can be associated with earlier work by
Nicholaus seems to explain the ready acceptance of the 1138 date by so many scholars.
They may also have believed, as did Arslan, that the actors in the Labors of the Months
on the architraves at San Zeno bore a resemblance to the figures on the capital depicting
Cain and Abel and the doorposts at the Sagra di San Michele, hence Arslan‘s decision to
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call this person the Maestro della Sacra di San Michele.688 However, if this work is
assigned to an artist who was active at the Sagra di San Michele, then the question arises
as to which sculptures this artist executed at Ferrara and Verona Cathedrals. In fact, this
artist does not seem to have been active at either of these locations.
I believe that the artist responsible for the Labors of the Months, who achieves a
strongly naturalistic effect in his figures, is a new member of the team, who was
probably employed at the Verona Cathedral project, where he mastered the basic
Nicholaus style. He seems to have added his own touches by consciously creating
somewhat attractive figures whose faces are well-proportioned, who seem to have a
boney structure under their fleshy cheeks and whose eyes no longer pop forward from
their heads. He even adds an occasional facial crease or wrinkle to create some sort of
expression.
I propose the following sequence/ time table for Nicholaus‘s project at San
Zeno. Around 1164, the basic program for the façade was decided upon. It was
decided that the frontispiece of this important church with its prominent campanile
outside the walls on the west side of the city would proclaim the message that the
commune was armed and ready to defend itself with the blessing and aided of the
patron saint of Verona.689 Thereafter, work began on the sculpture for a new
entranceway that would include the bronze doors at that time possibly still in situ. The
688
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Arslan 1943, 99.

Miller 1993, 17, points that one of major duties of the bishop was the acquisition of relics of the
custodes sanctissimi to fortify the city. The early ninth century poem "Versus de Verona" or the "Ritmo
Veronese," was composed on the occasion of Bishop Anno's having achieved the return to Verona of the
remains of the third century Veronese martyrs, Firmus and Rusticus. The poem beginning on the northwest
side of the city near the Cathedral of Santa Maria Matricolare provides a running list of Verona's
"protectors" whose relics are preserved in numerous churches ringing the city. More practically, Miller
1993, 17 n.27, cites a situation in which the bishop actually had to pay one quarter of the costs of rebuilding
Verona's walls.
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sculptures for the protiro and portal were completed first: stylistically, this work bears
the strongest similarities to Nicholaus‘s other work. Was the original plan had been to
have the figure of the saint by itself against a plain background, set on a trumeau and
flanked by the scenes from his life on a two-part lintel?690 We don‘t know. However,
the soldiers depicted on the background of the lunette and the St. Zeno figure are
stylistically similar, thus one can assume that they must have been executed at about the
same time.691 A comparison of the face of St. Zeno and those of the foot-soldiers
reveals similar high cheekbones and square chins, slightly raised rather heavy arched
eyebrows, and firmly set lips. Even the drapery pattern used for the saint‘s mantle with
its softly drooping, nested-folds repeats that of two foot-soldiers‘ tunics (Fig. 76a). The
architraves supporting the protiro must have been executed more or less concurrently
with the lunette.
After these elements were completed, the plaques with the Saints John, the
Agnus Dei, the rest of the blocks for the forward arch of the protiro, and the reliefs
depicting the scenes from Genesis and The Hunt of Theodoric were executed. Kain‘s
chronology places these about a dozen years later than the portal sculpture. Small
details, such as the use of the bead and reel trim on the platforms that the Creator stands
on and drill holes used to accent the acanthus, already occur on the lunette and the
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Calzona 1985, vol. 2, 461, suggests that the troops were carved later and used to fill-in the space. But he
also notes that the historiated lintel while contemporary with the figure of the saint could not have
functioned to support the lunette, thus there must have been another supporting lintel. The presence of a
trumeau does not mitigate against there having been a second supporting lintel.
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Kain 1986, 190-1, opines that the lintel and the background area of the lunette were executed at the
same time, c. 1138, while the figure of St. Zeno dates to 1200. Calzona 1985, II, 460-1, considers the statue
of Zeno to have existed before the background areas of the lunette and the lintel, which he dates to 1138.
Calzona dates the sculpture of St. Zeno to 1120.
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lintels. I suspect that once the project was begun those in charge choose to keep on
going so long as funding and capable craftsmen were available.
One date that can adequately serve as a terminus ante quem for the sculpture is
the year 1178, taken from the inscription on the south side of the building. This section
of the building with its blind arcade may have been conceived of as a model for the
treatment of the façade (Fig. 89). The many similarities in treatment of the colonnettes
in two arcades considering their shape, height, proportions and the treatment of the bases
and the capitals speaks to there being a close relationship between them.692 The
physical evidence demonstrates that by the time the façade was under construction, the
decision had been made to locate the blind arcade higher up on the wall and to narrow
the arches, apparently for aesthetic reasons.
Work on the wall relief panels would have begun only after the vertical distance
between the base and the nave arcade had been determined. The lateral dimensions had
been set by the size of the protiro and the buttresses that mark the limits of the nave. At
the time of installation the final positioning of the wall panels directly beneath and in
contact with the blind arcade necessitated the use of an additional band of molding to
raise them to the right height (Fig. 75b). Also, the decision was made to extend the
height of the façade above the rooflines of both the side aisle and the nave (Fig. 89).693
If the angle of the quoins at the corner indicates the original angle of the side aisle roof,
it is apparent that this angle was increased as a more acute angle for these elements was
necessitated by the need to provide proper support for the wheel window. That the
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This type of arcade is relatively common in Verona. It was used for the cloister at San Giovanni in
Valle and at the Cathedral of Verona. See Valenzano 1993, 27-9.
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At Modena the façade is exactly aligned with the dimensions of the interior spaces of the building.
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façade of San Zeno conveys an impression of delicacy and height is a result of both the
decision to have a blind arcade with very narrow arches and made of pink marble and
also the use of pilasters of subdivide the building vertically. A local source for
inspiration in this decision may have been the magnificent apse at Verona Cathedral
(Fig. 73b).694
It seems likely that the decision to increase the height of the sections of the
façade above the side aisles was made only around 1190, when it was determined that a
Wheel of Fortune window would serve as the centering device on the façade. At this
time it would have been necessary to decide on the exact location of the blind arcade so
that the final fitting of the sculptures into the façade could be carried out.695 It is also
proper to assume that many decisions concerning the width and height and disposition of
the doorway frame were left until the last phase of construction near the end of the
twelfth. At this time it was decided to enlarge the doors themselves and add on
additional bronze panels. The decision to mount the lunette and lintel as a single unit
without a center-support required a solid doorframe beneath them. Concurrently, a
niche for the lunette with the projecting figure of St. Zeno was constructed using the
coffered blocks with animals recalling the hunt and acanthus motifs that may have been
carved as a decoration for the top of the lower story of the no-longer-to-be-constructed
double-storied protiro. The pilasters below the lintel of the doorframe, possibly by
Adamino di San Giorgio, seem to have been carved at a point in the project when it was
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Pilasters on facades are very unusual; pilasters on apses, less so. They also appear on the south
apsidiole at San Zeno.
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Valenzano 1993, 47 gives the height of the blind arcading of the façade as about 2.25 meters. It would
be interesting to know if the colonnettes are the same height in both areas. They can be considered
identical as to shape and proportion.
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intended that the protiro would be positioned somewhat lower than it ultimately was and
doorframe constructed so that these elements might be included as part of the
ensemble.696

The Dedicatory Plaque
A small plaque set between the third and fourth pilasters on the south side of the
façade at side-aisle level seems to celebrate the moment when the church façade is about
to be completed.697 It depicts an abbot holding a model of the church and campanile that
he offers to Christ, who holds a book and treads on two eroded monsters, in the presence
of a holy figure, probably the Virgin Mary.698 Certainly, the final efforts in terms of
erecting an impressive frontispiece for San Zeno deserved some kind of commemorative
relief. The lack of any sort of concrete information such as the name of the abbot
suggests that at the time of the insertion of the plaque, the lower-third of the façade was
finished and the Wheel of Fortune window was in progress, but no one knew exactly
when it might be finished, and celebrates the many abbots who had witnessed and
participated in the process of creating a magnificent frontispiece.699
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I am following Kain 1981, 365, in assigning these pilasters to Adamino.
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See Valenzano 1993, 52, for a discussion of varying dates for this from c.1120 to the beginning of the
thirteenth century. Kain 1981, 365, calls the monsters a lion and basilisk, and accepts Porter‘s attribution
of these to Brioloto at the time of Abbot Ugone, after 1178. Porter 1917, vol.3, 538.
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The odd trees in this relief could be studied against manuscripts to come up with some sort of dating.
The figure style is advanced but, as Valenzano 1993, 52, notes, does not resemble that of Brioloto.
Valenzano 1993, 52-53, discusses this panel at length, citing previous opinions.
It may or may not be significant that the emperor‘s fortunes in fact had turned in the late 1170s and his
relationship with both the Veronese and the pope seems to have been cordial by the 1180s. The Matildan
inheritance was always a point of contention between pope and emperor. This was a subject brought up
both during negotiations at Anagni, before the signing of the Treaty of Venice, and again in 1184 during
the Diet of Verona. The emperor seems to have managed to keep control of these and the income they
produced during this period. See Robinson 1993, 494-95, 501-52.
699
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The last section of the frontispiece to be completed was the pediment. As the
capitals at this level are not dissimilar from those associated with the top of the
limestone pilasters supporting the corbel table that borders this terminal element of the
façade and those dated around 1215 at the entranceway to the crypt, it seems most likely
that the pediment with its polychromed Last Judgment image was executed shortly after
the rose window was in place.
When everything was finished around 1250, the frontispiece would have dazzled
any and all visitors with its polychromy and gilding and myriad decorations. The Wheel
of Fortune window would have spoken to visitors from north of the Alps as to the
sophistication and technical ability of the Veronese. This is the best example of a
window of this type from this period in Italy. The bronze doors, then gilded, would
have expressed not only the wealth of the abbey but also the importance of the relic
contained inside the church. The extensive and thematically diverse sculptural program
would have been the subject of much discussion. All in all, the façade of San Zeno was
intended to be and remains one of the city‘s major landmarks.

In Conclusion
Despite the lack of clear documentary evidence, there are many clues that allow
us to determine when the various elements associated with the protiro and portal were
made and when they were assembled. Simeoni‘s observation that the subject on the
lunette had to something to do with specific political circumstances in Verona remains
pertinent, although here this event has been linked to the formation of the Veronese
League in the 1160s, not to the formation of the commune in the 1130s. The scene on
the lunette may have reflected a recurring contemporary event. One can imagine the
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troops of Verona and the dignitaries of the city gathering outside the gates of the city in
the open space in front of the basilica of San Zeno anticipating the emergence of their
carroccio, which was stored here near the relic of the patron saint of the city in times of
peace. As discussed, the other secular subjects also can also be associated with
contemporary or historical events even when they reference obscure legends such as The
Hunt of Theodoric. The Wheel of Fortune added to the frontispiece is itself a comment
on the world as being both in flux and human life as cyclical. By 1190, for the moment,
the hostility between emperor and city state and emperor and pope had momentarily
passed.
While the Benedictines at San Zeno probably were less involved in the political
life of Verona than were the bishop and the canons, the location of the abbey in
relationship to the Roman roads and its long-standing role as the palatium for the
German king entering Italy via the Brenner Pass made the façade of the associated
basilica the ideal place to record the determination of the Veronese to govern and defend
themselves. Nonetheless it was also important that the essence of Christian doctrine be
broadcast. And of course, Nicholaus, as was his wont, seized the opportunity to
announce to one and all and for the ages to come that he was responsible for the
sculpture people were admiring.
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CONCLUSION
There are two kinds of historic figures: those whose names are forever attached to their
achievements and those whose names slip away, even as their contributions live on.

This study establishes a new chronology for the artifex Nicholaus, who was both a
sculptor and the director of an itinerant workshop. It fine-tunes the dating and sequence
for the various sculptural projects that Nicholaus directed or in which he participated.
Some scholars have proposed that Nicholaus’s career began c.1106 at Modena Cathedral
and ended c.1140/1150 in Verona—a period of 34 to 44 years.
Now it is generally believed that his earliest work was executed in Piacenza
c.1120, either at Sant’Eufemia or more likely at the cathedral. I have demonstrated that
Nicholaus was probably active until shortly after 1164—the terminus post quem for San
Zeno, where work continued after his death, which was commemorated by two
inscriptions associated with the sculpture. At least two artists, who are new to the
workshop, work at San Zeno into at least the 1170s. One Guillelmus asserts his presence
by signing his work. The so-called Genesis Master seems to have been active until
c.1190—the date associated with his sculpture on the west façade at San Giovanni in
Venere at Fossacesia (Abruzzo).
Nicholaus and at least one if not more other sculptors are responsible for the work
on the inset south portal on the façade of Piacenza Cathedral is dated just after c. 1122—
the year construction at the cathedral began according to the inscription on the adjoined
protiro. Next, after 1125, Nicholaus and his assistants executed a small portal at the
Sagra di San Michele where his first signature inscription appears.
As Porter and Robb have suggested, Nicholaus’s work was influenced by the art
of southern France. In my reconstruction of Nicholaus’s career, he journeys to
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Languedoc after completing his work at the abbey of the Sagra di San Michele, which
had connections with Toulouse and numerous other cities in southeastern France.
Returning to Piacenza by 1132 he seems to have met Pope Innocent II and the emperorto-be Lothar III. These powerful men appear to have played a role in Nicholaus’s
successful career. The pope may have recommended him as the overseer of the Ferrara
Cathedral project begun in 1135. The emperor may have designated him as his sculptor
of choice for his burial church at Königslutter (founded 1135). Between 1132 and 1135,
Nicholaus and his atelier did additional work at Piacenza cathedral. They executed the
reliefs now flanking the apsidal window but probably originally intended for the
embrasures of the central portal and also the free-standing telamons, the oxen at the upper
level of the central portal, certain spandrel figures and capitals associated with the protiri
framing the side entrances on the west façade.
Documentary evidence allows 1135 and 1141 to be used as termini post quem and
ante quem for Nicholaus’s entranceways on the west façade at Ferrara Cathedral.
Thereafter, leaving members of his workshop behind to execute architectural sculpture
and certain interior furnishings at Ferrara Cathedral, Nicholaus with one or two associates
journeyed to Königslutter, where the corbel table sculpture on the abbey church of Saints
Peter and Paul was executed between c.1142 and 1145. At the time of the Second
Crusade (1145-1149), Nicholaus designed and executed the sculptures for the no longer
extant Porta dei Mesi at Ferrara Cathedral.
I have rejected the circas of 1138 and 1139 for the beginning of Nicholaus’s work
for the entrances on the west facades at the abbey church of San Zeno and the cathedral
in Verona. I do not accept the theory expounded by several scholars that the Nicholaus
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workshop expanded in the late 1130s so as to allow work at Ferrara, Verona, and
Königslutter to be undertaken concurrently. Rather the career of Nicholaus and his
associated is best understood in terms of a linear sequence: thus, the work in Verona
began only after 1150, when the Ferrara project had been completed.
The documentary evidence associated with Nicholaus’s Veronese work is sparse
and problematic. However, the sculptures can be dated relatively accurately, if one
accepts both that on stylistic grounds this work is the last produced by the atelier and that
the choice of subject matter and the presentation of a certain scenes reflect the political
climate prevailing or events taking place at the time decisions regarding the iconography
were being made.
At Verona Cathedral, the era of peace between emperor and pope extending from
about 1122 to 1159 as well as the centuries-long supportive relationship between the city
and the emperor is mirrored in the sculptures at the entranceway. The charming
Adoration of the Magi, wherein kings on horseback bearing gifts are substituted for the
magi might evoke memories of the itinerant German kings who served as defenders of
the faith and who on their journeys south to become emperor or for other purposes often
resided in this imperial city. For hundreds of years the German rule had also chosen the
bishop of Verona and provided financial support for many ecclesiastical foundations in
the diocese. The figures of Roland and Oliver flanking the portal recall Charlemagne,
who had won a major battle against the Lombards at Verona centuries earlier. Their
presence also evokes memory of campaigns against the Muslims in Spain. The Second
Crusade was fought against the Muslims in Spain and Portugal as well as in the Holy
Land. The inclusion of King David sans halo among the prophet jamb figures may refer
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to Charlemagne, who was often compared with this Old Testament king, and by
extension, to later German kings as well. The hunting scenes in the corbel table at top of
the protiro, which stylistically and iconographically imitate those at the imperial burial
church at Königslutter, seem intended to reiterate the connection between Verona and the
German king.
On the other hand, the conflict between the Veronese and Barbarossa was the
impetus behind two subjects depicted at on the façade of the abbey church of San Zeno.
Tensions with the newly independent city states arose during the late 1150s as Barbarossa
began his campaign to re-establish a strong imperial presence in North Italy. And the
supportive relationship between emperor and pope changed dramatically upon the death
of Pope Adrian IV in 1159. By early 1160, the new pope Alexander III had
excommunicated both the emperor Frederick Barbarossa and the antipope Victor IV.
Barbarossa, on his first iter to Italy in 1155 during which he was crowned both
king of Italy and emperor, destroyed the city of Tortona to demonstrate that he would
use force to punish those who disobeyed his orders. Three years later, in 1158, after
besieging and punishing the city of Milan, Barbarossa set forth his precise agenda at the
Diet of Roncaglia in November. Not only did he reclaim the imperial regalia in Northern
Italy, but he made certain that the legality of his actions were validated. In 1162,
Barbarossa demolished much of the city of Milan and scattered its inhabitants, who
returned to the city only in 1167. In 1164, he sanctioned the transfer of the relics of the
magi from Sant’Eustorgio to Cologne Cathedral. That same year long-loyal Verona
joined with other city states to form the Veronese League to challenge imperial
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aggression. These cities banded with other North Italian cities under the name of the
Lombard League in late 1167.
Verona’s opposition to Barbarossa’s policies is clearly expressed by two images
included in the sculptural program at the entranceway at the abbey church of San Zeno,
where the relics of the patron saint of the city are located. The abbey had in the past and
would again in the future provide proper accommodations acting as a palatium for the
German king or emperor and his entourage. On the lunette over the doorway is the
famous image of the bishop-saint Zeno signing blessing and standing on a corpulent
demon, which he spears through the throat with his crozier. The Veronese troops are
depicted in the background—the well-armed and banner-bearing pedites on his right and
the milites also bearing lances and banners on his left. The inscription instructs that “the
bishop gives the banner worthy of defense.” Blessed banners were commonly carried
into battle, or transported there on the ox-drawn carroccio, which was probably stored at
San Zeno. What is to be defended is not precisely defined, thus holy war may be implied
as well as the protection of the city.
A second scene, located below the plaques depicting scenes from Genesis set into
wall between the portal and the buttresses of the church, depicts the rarely represented
Hunt of Theodoric, which disparages the King of the Ostrogoths, Theodoric the Great.
Theodoric’s name is omitted in the accompanying background inscriptions that describe
the action taking place. Nonetheless, the scene is probably intended to insult Barbarossa,
who, in his authorized biography, is described as having the appearance of Theodoric.
While the description is based on that of King of the Visigoths, Theodoric II, written by
Apollinaris Sidonius, Otto of Freising’s continuator, Rahewin, omitted any indication that
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this was the source for his comparison, probably intending his readers to conclude that
Theodoric was Theodoric the Great. Furthermore, Theodoric the Great was closely
associated with Verona and later designated Dietrich von Bern. It is likely that the
entranceway sculptures at San Zeno were completed before the truce between emperor
and the League was formalized in the Peace of Venice in 1177.
Determining which sculptures at the various projects are by Nicholaus himself
poses large problems. Despite the repeated use of rather precise formulae, there is a
inconsistency in style and quality amongst the pieces. While it is possible to identify
specific hands among the sculptures at two or more different monuments as Arslan
demonstrated, it is not possible to designate specific sculptures as by Nicholaus himself.
Art speaks through its subject matter, its style, and in some cases its references to
earlier styles. Nicholaus designated his sculpture the work of a learned sculptor. This
artifex gnarus was able to read and write, and undoubtedly he was familiar with art
executed in a variety of media in different styles--not only with the work of the
Modenese school but also the art produced by Roman artists, the mosaics in Ravenna,
objects produced during the reigns of the Carolingian and Ottonian kings, the art of
Toulouse and southern France, and Byzantine art. His most direct inspiration, one
assumes, came from other sculpture, including work in media other than stone—e.g.,
ivory, gold, bronze, wood, plaster or stucco, and clay. It is possible that work in twodimensional media influenced him as well. Some of the drapery/hair/face formulae
reflect those in manuscripts, wall paintings, or mosaics. These pigment-based media
would have allowed him to contemplate a variety of color schemes before committing to
a particular one for his sculptural ensembles.
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Did Nicholaus make use of models executed in softer and cheaper media, such as
clay, wood or plaster? These would have allowed the artist to test his ideas before
translating them into the expensive and permanent medium stone. Clay is particularly
forgiving in that if too much is removed, it can be added back and reworked. We don’t
know what kind of model-making Nicholaus might have engaged in: however, this would
seem to have been essential to his artistic process. Small light-weight models could be
transported to different locations for the approval of patrons and might have been of more
help in the implementation of a given project than something like a pattern book. The
many similarities between the sculptures at Piacenza and Königslutter or those at
Königslutter, Ferrara, and Verona indicate that there must have been some aide-dememoire used by Nicholaus to guarantee results.
Nicholaus and company’s most important achievement was the monumental and
graceful main entranceway, which provided inspiration for certain later artists. His four
major examples include the two Ferrara protiro/portals and the two entrances in Verona.
Nicholaus’s entranceways have projecting single-story or most often doublestoried porches supported on columns with variant Corinthian capitals whose bases rest
on the backs of telamons (Piacenza), on the backs of telamons seated on recumbent lions
holding prey (Ferrara west), on recumbent lions with prey(San Zeno and the second story
of the Porta dei Mesi at Ferrara and Verona Cathedral) or griffins holding prey (Porta dei
Mesi and Verona Cathedral), or on oxen (Piacenza central portal and Ferrara Cathedral
west). Most of the animals are carved from rosso Veronese as are the columns that are
set upon their backs.
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Nicholaus’s portals are most often inset within the façade wall. The
quintessential examples are those at Ferrara and Verona Cathedral, where the embrasures
are broadly splayed and embellished with numerous alternating moldings—the jambs
with figures and colonnettes. Miniature Corinthian capitals above the upright moldings
visually support the similarly-shaped and decorated archivolts. A relieving arch
decorated with inhabited rinceaux frames the lunette-shaped field set above a lintel
supported by doorposts usually capped with Corinthian capitals. The lintel and the
lunette are historiated. Nicholaus’s protiri and portals are executed in a memorable color
combination of pink and white stone, originally, embellished with gilding and
polychromy.
Distinctive features of the individual entrances include the knotted columns at
Ferrara Cathedral; the figures of the Evangelists and other sculpture in the vault of the
lower level of the porch at Verona Cathedral; the wall panels framing the raised singlestoried protiro at San Zeno where the embrasures are omitted. Here it was necessary both
to accommodate a large rose window at the second-story level of the façade and
emphasize the gilded bronze-paneled wooden doors.
Several late twelfth-and early thirteenth-century portals draw from the Nicholaus
repertoire. At San Giovanni in Venere at Fossacesia (Abruzzo), the wall panels draw
heavily on those at San Zeno and are the work of an artist trained in the Veronese
workshop. On the façade of the Cathedral of Fidenza (formerly Borgo San Donnino)
three projecting porches set on the backs of lions (center), sheep (right), and telamons
(left) frame the inset portals framed by alternating colonnettes and molded jambs without
figures. The lunettes on the side portals are sculpted; the center portal lunette-area is
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glazed. The color alternation of the jambs and colonnettes seems to have been dispensed
with, although the foremost columns of the central porch are made of a pink stone.
Telamons as at Ferrara support both the lintel and architraves of the central porch here.
The Porta Regia (c.1220) on the south side of Modena Cathedral has a double-storied
projecting porch supported by columns set on the backs of lions with lambs beneath their
feet—the animals and supporting elements are all carved from pink stone, which is also
used in the walls of the overhang itself. The pink stone jambs (without figures) and white
marble colonnettes of the inset portal repeat the familiar color scheme, and the patterns
decorating these elements are derived from the examples at Verona and Ferrara
cathedrals. The later is also the source for the knotted columns here. The lion and
dragon portrayed on capitals by the doorway with the words CONCULABIS LEONEM
ET DRACONEM from Psalm 90:13 suggest inspiration from the lunette at the Porta dei
Mesi at Ferrara. At San Martino in Lucca, the portals set within the recessed portico have
historiated lintels and tympana, alternating pink colonnettes and white jambs, and
miniaturized lions standing on projecting corbels flanking the central portal—seemingly
inspired by Nicholaus’s work.
On the French side of the Alps, the late Romanesque (c.1170-1230) north portal
of Notre Dame du Réal in Embrun makes use of the familiar color combination in its
alternating colonnettes and jambs. Just in front of the inset portal at wall level, telamons
support pink, double-knotted columns. The front of the single story projecting porch
rests on pink columns set on the backs of lions with prey—a lamb and a human. The
lunette depicts Christ in Majesty.
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The main entrance to San Ciriaco in Ancona, dated either c.1230 or c.1270, is a
single-storied version of the Nicholaus design updated with opus modernum or
francigenum elements. Now, the arches are pointed rather than rounded, and actual
colonnettes replace the Nicholaus jamb-colonnette moldings along the embrasures. The
alternating pink and white color scheme is retained. Acting as bases for the foremost
columns, two ferocious Nicholesque lions hold a lamb and a guivre beneath their feet.
Reliefs depicting the four evangelists are prominently positioned in the vault of the porch
as at Verona Cathedral.
Nicholaus’s work continues to tantalize us. Like Bernard of Clairvaux we wonder
at the meaning of the dragons, telamons, and other creatures framing the portal, either
within the rinceaux or as separate reliefs. What is the significance, if any, of the
Byzantine-inspired figures? Are the stylistic features intended to indicate or enhance the
status of the subject portrayed, or are they an aesthetic refinement demonstrating the skill
and knowledge of the artist? Both the Virgin Annunciate at Ferrara and the Virgin
Enthroned at Verona are adapted from the twelfth-century Byzantine or Italo-Byzantine
icons of the Virgin orans in Ravenna and Venice. Patterns that seem derived from
Byzantine art also appear in the drapery of various prophets at Ferrara and Verona
Cathedral, in the figures of the two Saint Johns at Verona Cathedral, the four symbols of
the Evangelists, and in a more limited way, in the garments of the two Saint Johns at San
Zeno and the figure of Genesis Master’s Christ. One wonders as to the artists’ and their
patrons’ definition of beauty: some of the Nicholaus work seems to be of exceptional
quality; other is less accomplished, although when analyzed it is revealed that nearly
identical formulas have been employed in the work.
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Nicholaus’s entranceways on the frontispieces of churches evidence the broad
role the church played in the twelfth century: the bishop had long been responsible for the
welfare of the city as well as for the souls of his flock. The images of various warriors on
the church facades—Saint George at Ferrara , those associated with the Porta dei Mesi at
Ferrara, and the Roland and Oliver at Verona and the troops at San Zeno—speak of the
role of the church in defending the community and defending the faith.
Much of Nicholaus’s oeuvre has endured through nearly nine centuries although
with some weathering and the loss of the original polychromy and gilding. However, his
sculpture is very much an object of the gaze. Grand medieval church buildings with their
important frontispieces still stand as symbols of their community and attract tourists
today as they did pilgrims in the past. As Nicholaus’s signature inscriptions demand,
people have gathered close to his work through the ages.
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